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This computational fluid dynamics (CFD) validation study is performed as a foundation for further 

studies with focus on the interaction effects between propulsor and hull. To be able to study the inter-
action effects, an appropriate CFD methodology need to be established and validated for a bare hull, for 

the propulsion unit and for the combined system, a self-propelled hull.      

The work to validate a CFD model is initiated through the use of the JBC, Japan Bulk Carrier, open test 

case. The JBC test case is developed for the 2015 workshop on CFD in Ship Hydrodynamics. The tested 

JBC only exists in model scale with scale factor 1:40 (LPP = 7 m). Model ship speed is 1.179 m/s, 
corresponding to Fn = 0.142 and 14.5 kn, only calm water conditions are tested. There are two variants 

of the hull, with and without an energy saving device, within this study the one without is used. Test 

data used for validation of the CFD results are from towing tank experiments at NMRI. The aim of 
further studies is to study propulsor hull interaction in full scale, but since detailed test data in full scale 

is limited, all computations will be performed in model scale.  

The commercial CFD package STAR-CCM+, a finite volume method solver, is employed for all studies. 

STAR-CCM+ is a general purpose CFD code used for a wide variety of applications. It solves the 

conservation equations for momentum and mass, turbulence quantities and volume fraction of water 
using a segregated solver based on the SIMPLE-algorithm. A 2nd order upwind discretization scheme in 

space is used. It is of interest to study how a general purpose code can perform for detailed ship 

hydrodynamic analyses and which limitations that could be identified.  

1. Bare hull simulation 

For this case, simulations are performed with free surface and the hull free to heave and pitch, but only 

with a half hull since symmetrical conditions are assumed. Focus has been on construction of a compu-

tational grid and selection of turbulence model, suitable for the purpose of wave pattern prediction, 

detailed studies of the flow field at the stern and overall resistance prediction. 

The free surface is modelled using the Volume-of-fluid (VOF) method, implying that the domain is 

consisting of one fluid whose properties varies according to the volume fraction of water/air. The 

convective term is discretized using the High resolution interface capturing (HRIC) scheme [1]. The 
heave and pitch motion is modelled with the DFBI Equilibrium model, implemented in STAR-CCM+ 

v10.4; the model moves the body stepwise to obtain balanced forces and moments. Initially, effort was 

put into obtaining results using a model where the motion of the hull is physically correct modelled 

(DFBI Free motion). However, satisfying results could not be obtained using this model due to large 
oscillations in the results, similar problems have earlier been noticed [2]. Since a steady state solution is 

sought and time accuracy is not of importance, a 1st order implicit scheme is used for time integration, 

the time step is 0.04s. 

The domain size in [X,Y,Z] is given by [-3.5LPP : 2.5LPP, 0:2LPP, -1.5LPP:1LPP] and where LPP is the 
length between perpendiculars for the model ship, [0,0,0] at mid-ship. An inlet velocity boundary 

condition is specified at the inlet, upper, lower and outer sides of the domain. At the outlet a static 

pressure is specified. The water surface level is initialized as the declared draft of the hull (0.4125 m 

above the keel). A symmetry plane is specified at mid-ship.  

The computational grids are generated using STAR-CCM+. A trimmed hexahedral grid (polyhedral 
cells) with prism layers along the walls is used. A mesh sensitivity study consisting of three grids is 

performed and the same mesh topology is applied for all grids and the level of refinement is modified 

through a characteristic cell size. Volumetric controls and anisotropic refinements are used to refine the 



region close to the hull, the wake and the water surface in general, see Figure 1 for the resulting mesh 

structure.  

Within this study, a comparison is made between resolved boundary layers down to y+ < 1 and 

application of wall functions. For the resolved boundary layers (denoted y+ < 1) 31 prism layers with a 
near wall cell height of 0.02 mm is applied. When applying a wall function model 8 prism layers are 

used, with a near wall cell height of 4.4 mm, corresponding to y+ > 30 over the hull surface. The prism 

layers are kept constant in height for the different mesh refinements. The coarse, medium and fine grids 
had 3.3∙106, 4.8∙106 and 6.8∙106 cells respectively for y+ > 30, and 7.1∙106, 9.9∙106 and 13.9∙106 for  

y+ < 1, implying a ~100 % increase in mesh count when resolving the boundary layers.  

Suitable turbulence models, for the investigation of ship hydrodynamics are thoroughly discussed in [3]. 

The main conclusion is that linear eddy viscosity models, without ad-hoc rotation correction, in general 

under estimate the intensity of the bilge vortex. Best performance is seen for various anisotropic 
turbulence models, such as explicit algebraic stress models (EASM) [4], not yet available in  

STAR-CCM+, and Reynolds stress models (RSM). The Elliptic-Blending RSM [4] and the k-ω SST 

model [6] with curvature correction (k-ω SST-CC) [7] are applied within this study.  

First, the overall wave pattern, for CFD results with k-ω SST-CC, is compared to test. For all grid 
refinements, and for both y+ > 30 and y+ < 1, the results are similar and in good accordance with test 

data; see Figure 2 for the fine grid, y+ < 1, wave profile along the hull and a wave cut at y/LPP = -0.1043. 

The wave elevations are very small, but the grid surface resolution and HRIC scheme capture the wave 

profile, except a slightly underpredicted wave elevation close to stern. Applying RSM, a converged 
solution has not yet been obtained, large disturbances of the water surface are observed already upstream 

the hull. Instead, to be able to compare the different turbulence models, a model with the free water 

surface replaced by a symmetry plane (denoted double model) and the motion of the hull neglected (the 

sinkage and trim motions of the hull are very low) is constructed.  

Comparing the full model including free surface and the double model, for both cases applying the finest 

grid and y+ < 1, the flow field at the stern are very similar. The total resistance is 0.47 N higher for the 

free surface model, which could be seen as the wave resistance and added resistance due to different 

sinkage and trim; this resistance discrepancy is only 1.4 % of the total resistance for the free surface 
model. This confirms the possibility of studying the relative differences between the turbulence models 

by applying a double model assumption for the JBC test case. 

 
Figure 1: The structure of the coarse mesh with resolved boundary layers around the JBC hull, showing 

refinements near the hull, for the water surface and for the wake  



The axial velocity field prediction at the stern, for the free surface model using k-ω SST-CC and the fine 

grid, with y+ < 1 and y+ > 30 respectively, is compared to test data for a plane located at x/Lpp = 0.9625 

in Figure 3. It is clear that the wall function model fails to accurately predict the hook shape of the bilge 
vortex. Different prism layer configurations, fulfilling y+ > 30, have been investigated but without 

success. The simulations on the y+ < 1 grid predict the hook shape of the bilge vortex more accurately 

and is also in better accordance with other test data available further downstream. 

The axial velocity, on the same plane as shown in Figure 3, is shown for k-ω SST-CC, RSM and k-ω 
SST, from the double model results in Figure 4. The flow field is relatively similar for k-ω SST-CC and 

the RSM model while the standard k-ω SST model predict a less intense bilge vortex, in a similar manner 

as seen for several contributions applying a linear eddy viscosity model in the 2010 workshop on ship 

hydrodynamics [3].  

 
Figure 2: Wave profile along hull (left) and wave cut at y/LPP = -0.1043 (right) for the fine grid, y+ < 1. CFD 

results (line) compared to test data (circles). 

 
Figure 3: Mean axial velocity at x/Lpp = 0.9625. CFD results (k-ω SST-CC, fine grid, y+ < 1) compared to test. 

 
Figure 4: Mean axial velocity at x/Lpp = 0.9625. Double model CFD results (fine grid, y+ < 1) for different 

turbulence models.  



At last, the hull resistance, sinkage and trim predictions for the free surface models, are compared to test 

in Table 1. The total resistance is clearly underpredicted by all models using k-ω SST-CC, while RSM 

predict the resistance more accurately. Note however that the RSM resistance prediction is based on a 
double model and that ~1.4 % is assumed to be added due to wave resistance and motion. The difference 

in resistance between the turbulence models can mainly be deduced from an increased wall shear stress, 

evenly distributed over the hull surface. Interesting to note is that the resistance prediction is in better 
accordance with test data for the wall function grids, with an average deviation of ~2-3 %. It has further 

been observed that the use of curvature correction has a minor influence on the resistance. Different 

sensitivity studies are conducted for the boundary layer mesh; it could be observed that a reduction of 

the height of the near wall cell so that y+max < 0.2 implies a ~3 % increased resistance.   

For the free surface model resistance prediction, no clear mesh convergence can be observed, but a 
slightly larger difference is seen between the coarse and medium grids than between the medium and 

fine grids. Neither for sinkage and trim can a clear mesh convergence be observed as the grids are 

refined. The average difference to test data is 4.2% and 4.0% for sinkage and trim respectively, 
compared to the mean deviation for the KVLCC2 test case from the 2010 workshop [3] of -33.3% and 

7.4% respectively, these figures are in a clearly better agreement with measurements.  

Table 1: Resistance coefficients, sinkage and trim compared to test. Relative differences included.   

 Test 
Coarse, y+<1 

VOF 

Medium, y+<1 

VOF 

Fine, y+<1 

VOF 

Fine, y+<1 

Sym. 

Fine, y+<1 

Sym. RSM 

CT∙103 4.289 3.987/-7.0% 3.967/-7.5% 3.963/-7.6% 3.908/-8.9% 4.289/0.0% 

CF∙103
 N/A 2.910 2.848 2.901 2.910 3.244 

CP∙103 N/A 1.077 1.119 1.062 0.998 1.045 

Sinkage [%LPP], 

upward positive 
-0.086 -0.090/4.3% -0.088/1.8% -0.092/6.6% N/A N/A 

Trim [%LPP], 

bow up positive 
-0.180 -0.186/3.6% -0.188/4.6% -0.187/3.7% N/A N/A 

 

These last results imply that currently there is no established method that both provides an accurate 

prediction of the stern wake as well as the resistance except from the Reynolds stress model in  

STAR-CCM+. Applying RSM is time consuming, an estimation based on the current case is ~2.5 times 
the k-ω SST simulation time, it requires a very high quality mesh and, as described above, is not straight-

forward to use together with VOF.  

2. Propeller open water simulation  

In the open water test the inflow to the propeller is symmetrical which implies that it is possible to 
perform steady state simulations with only one propeller blade and utilize periodic interfaces. The grid 

created for one blade can then be multiplied to form a full propeller. The propeller domain is embedded 

in a larger stationary domain in the open water simulations, similarly to the setup for self-propulsion 

simulations. Mixing plane interfaces are applied between the regions.  

The provided open water characteristics covers J =0.1-0.8 (Δ=0.05) and these operating conditions are 
simulated. The propeller rotation rate is set to 17 rps, while the advance velocity is varied to meet 

requested advance ratio, implying that the Reynolds number during test (4∙105) is met with -2.5% to 

+3.6%. The advance velocity is specified on the inlet boundary (5DP upstream propeller) and a static 
pressure is set on the outlet boundary (6DP downstream propeller). The far field outer boundary (7DP in 

diameter) is modelled as a symmetry plane. The inlet turbulence intensity is set to 1 % and μT/μ = 10, 

but sensitivity studies showed minor influence on the results of these boundary conditions.    

The computational grid for the propeller domain consists of polyhedral cells with prism layers along 
wall surfaces. Polyhedral cells are used instead of the trimmed cells due to the complex geometry with 

high curvature. The resulting mesh structure is shown in Figure 5, a close up of the trailing edge is also 

shown. A sensitivity study to the leading and trailing edge resolution was conducted, but reducing the 

cell surface size to 50 % and 25 % respectively, did not significantly modify the overall results (the 



efficiency increased with 0.1 %-points at J=0.6). The general mesh resolution was also studied and 

considered sufficient (a reduction of the average cell size with 50 %, implied a difference in efficiency 

of <0.01 %-points). The stationary domain consists of trimmed polyhedral cells. Both wall function 
grids (y+ > 30) and grids resolving the boundary layers (y+ < 1) have been investigated, for these 6 

respectively 15 prism layers with a near wall cell height of 0.4 mm resp. 0.01 mm are applied. The wall 

function grid has 1.3∙106 cells per propeller blade whereas the y+ < 1 grid has 2.1∙106 cells.  

 
Figure 5: Structure of the y+ < 1 mesh. Surface grid, a section at 0.7R a close up of the trailing edge shown.  

The CFD results, for the y+ > 30 and y+ < 1 grids, applying the k-ω SST turbulence model are compared 

to open water test data in Figure 6. Here the k-ω SST-CC model results are not presented, as it did not 
influence the overall results significantly (for instance, the efficiency increased with 0.2 %-points at 

J=0.6). Both CFD models are underpredicting the measured efficiency. For the y+<1 grid, which is most 

close to test data, this is a result of an underpredicted thrust and a less underpredicted torque. At J=0.6 
the calculated thrust, torque and efficiency differs with -5.2 %, -0.7 % and -4.4 % compared to measured 

values, respectively.   

 
Figure 6: KT, KQ and ηO from open water test and CFD results.  

Summing up, the differences between the simulation results and open water test data are considered to 

be slightly higher than expected. Since detailed knowledge about the test setup is not available, it has 

not been considered meaningful to further investigate the reason behind the differences. However, one 
possible reason is that the CFD model wrongly assumes that the boundary layer is fully turbulent (which 

then not was the case during the open water tests), but this is not fully clarified.   



3. Self-propulsion simulation 

The CFD method for the self-propulsion simulations, with a full hull and actual propeller, including a 
free water surface and heave and pitch motion of the hull, is tested applying the coarse grids with wall 

functions. The rotating motion of the propeller is simulated through the use of sliding interfaces. The 

time step is chosen to correspond to ~1° of propeller rotation (to speed up convergence the simulation 

is started with a stationary propeller using a moving reference frame and a larger time step).  

The simulation, despite its complexity, is converging fine, but there are still some main issues to be 
addressed. Firstly, as concluded above, y+ < 1 are necessary to resolve the flow properly at the stern, 

this implies a grid size of ~25∙106 cells, which considering the physics solved for, is not very suitable as 

an engineering work tool. Simplifications, as for instance application of a symmetry plane as water 
surface could be considered for this case, but is not a general solution. Secondly, the method to 

automatically adjust the rotational speed of the propeller to match the applied rope force from test need 

to be developed. This is important for a proper modelling of the interaction effects.  

4. Concluding remarks 

For our further studies with focus on the interaction effects between propulsor and hull, there are still 

issues concerning the CFD methodology to be sorted out. The k-ω SST turbulence model incl. curvature 

correction shows promising results, but clearly underestimate the hull resistance, this could for instance 
be studied further applying another test case. Another strategy is to apply RSM, which showed very 

good accordance with measurements, it however requires more effort to get converged results for a free 

surface model. Applying the knowledge gained from the bare hull and open water simulations for the 

self-propelled hull implies a large total grid size, to facilitate further analyses possible simplifications 

need to be further investigated. 
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Cavitation is the formation of vapour in a liquid when local static pressure of liquid falls below a 
critical pressure threshold. As pressure of a larger region gets below the threshold pressure, more 
liquid will change phase into vapour. Without considering the effects of shear forces in flowing fluids, 
the pressure threshold is equal to the thermodynamic saturation pressure. This definition, however, 
has some drawbacks. The thermodynamic saturation pressure is calculated in the conditions where the 
fluid is steady and in the equilibrium state. Therefore, the rupture of the liquid pocket is just due to the 
pressure tensile, and effects of shear stress caused by shear velocity are not included. In the previous 
study by the authors [1], concepts and derivation of cavitation inception by considering the viscous 
shear stresses were presented, and modification of pressure threshold was addressed. Another 
modification proposed previously by the authors was to improve the mass transfer rate by considering 
the velocity strain rate time scale. This modification increases the coupling between the mass transfer 
rate and the flow local properties, [2]. 
 
In the current study, interPhaseChangeFoam solver of OpenFOAM is used to simulate cavitating 
flows where previously proposed modifications are implemented and analysed in further details. 
Cavitating flows around NACA0009 and NACA66MOD hydrofoils are simulated to firstly validate 
the capability of the solver in prediction of cavitation in different operating conditions and secondly to 
highlight the positive impacts of the proposed modifications on the cavitating flow prediction. 
 
OpenFOAM package, used in this study for numerical simulation, is an open source code written in 
C++ to model and simulate fluid dynamics and continuum mechanics. It is possible to adopt the code 
and build new functionalities, libraries, solvers, and utilities. The software is community driven where 
various communities are working on different fields of applications. This has expedited the progress 
and development of the software. In OpenFOAM, the spatial discretization is performed using a cell 
centred collocated finite volume (FV) method for unstructured meshes with arbitrary cell shapes, and 
a multi-step scheme is used for the time derivatives. To complete the FV-discretization the face fluxes 
need to be reconstructed from grid variables at adjacent cells, requiring interpolation of the convective 
fluxes and difference approximations for the inner derivatives of the diffusive fluxes; see [3-5] for 
more details on the discretization and the numerical schemes used in OpenFOAM. 
 
InterPhaseChangeFoam solver uses Transport Equation Model (TEM) of volume fraction to predict 
phases’ distributions. In this solver, both of the phases are treated as incompressible, isothermal, and 
immiscible. In order to model the mass transfer between phases, different phase-change models are 
provided in the solver to simulate cavitation but other mechanisms of phase-change are also supported 
within this solver framework. 
 
In incompressible TEM approach, the governing equations consist of conservation of mass, and 
momentum of the effective fluid, and TEM of volume fraction. The filtered equations of mass and 
momentum can be written as follow, 
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�� = 0,  (1) 
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��� + �
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In this equation,	B = ρ�u�u�					 − u��u��� is the subgrid stress tensor and S�� = μ∂u� ∂x�⁄ − ∂u� ∂x�⁄ � is 
the shear stress. In Implicit LES (ILES) model used in this study, no explicit function is applied for B; 
instead the numerical dissipation is considered enough to mimic the action of B [6, 7]. 
 



 

 

The transport equation of liquid volume fraction can be written as follow,  

�%&
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��� = �'
�& ,  (3) 

α) is the liquid volume fraction and m'  is the phase change rate between vapour and liquid phases. 
 
Different models have been proposed to represent the phase change rate based on the fluid properties 
as well as the local flow properties. In the current study, the mass transfer model proposed by 
Schnerr-Sauer [8] is used and modified according to the proposed modifications. 
 
The Schnerr-Sauer model assumes that there are several vapour bubbles, also called nuclei, inside the 
liquid which act as the initial sources of the phase change, and cavitation inception starts from their 
locations and due to their presence. The number, size and distribution of these bubbles can be 
determined in water quality experiment tests. To simplify the numerical modelling, it is assumed that 
the initial nuclei have been distributed evenly throughout the liquid, and they have equal size which is 
the smallest size that vapour bubbles can have. The mass transfer rate between liquid and vapour 
phases can be defined as follow, 

+' ,- = .-/0 1232425678 9
1248 :
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One of the main issues in the simulation of cavitating flows using TEM is choosing the phase change 
model coefficients, Cv and Cc, [2]. These coefficients represent the relaxation time that vapour or 
liquid phase needs to be transferred into the other phase. For instance in the phase change models 
which are developed based on the bubble dynamics [8, 9], the first derivative of the bubble radius 
over time represents the relaxation time. However, when the region covered with vapour is larger than 
one bubble, using this term as the relaxation time may no longer correctly represent the accurate time 
scale of the phase change making it necessary to modify the coefficients. The chosen values for these 
coefficients therefore will have direct effects on final results. Another issue which should be taken 
into account is the dependency of the cavitation characteristics to the local flow properties. Using 
constant coefficients for mass transfer modelling, or in another word phase change relaxation time, 
without considering the local properties may impose unrealistic constrains. So, since the cavitation 
and phase change rate interact locally with the flow properties, one can expect a correlation between 
flow local time scales and the phase change relaxation time. In previous study [1], we proposed to use 
the symmetric part of the velocity strain rate for correction of the local phase change relaxation time 
scale, or in another word modification of the mass transfer coefficients. 
 
Since the modified coefficient is usually bigger than one, using this modification will increase the rate 
of condensation and evapouration. It has been observed that in cavitating flows, the vapour production 
coefficient should be large, as high as possible according to [10], to satisfy near instantaneous 
evapouration. The destruction term, however, allows for some retardation in the condensation [10]. 
Therefore, the coefficient modification is limited to the evapouration coefficient, Cv where the main 

flow time scale,	WX = YZ
[Z , is employed to normalize the velocity strain rate, 

.Q=\NO = .Q ]1 + WX ^:9 ]_T`_ab +
_Tb
_a`c^c .  (7) 



 

 

In [1, 2], the concept of shear stress effects on liquid rupturing and cavitation inception modification 
were presented and formulated. As it is stated the pressure threshold that determines the onset of 
cavitation in the flowing fluid can be expressed as, 

HIJKLMJN0O = de' + HMfITKfIgNh,  (8) 

where e'  is shear strain rate. It should be noted that the current study is performed using the Schnerr-
Sauer model modified according to these two modifications. 
 
Depending on the local properties of the flow, in the matrix of the discretized volume fraction 
transport equation, the source term of TEM can become very large compared to the diagonal part due 
to the very high phase change rate. This may make solving the matrix of discretised equations 
problematic. In order to improve the solution stability, the source term needs to be rewritten, so the 
diagonal part can take into account some parts of the source term as an implicit term. The TEM 
equation can be rewritten by introducing i'  as follow, 

i' = j :
24 − /0 k :24 − :

23lm+'   (9) 

_,4
_I + _�,4T�`


_a` = k_T�`_a` + i'Q − i'-l/0 + i'-  . (10) 

Here, the source term has been decomposed in two terms. The first term can be treated as an implicit 
term to increase the stability of solution.  
 
The Schnerr-Sauer phase change model requires that the initial number of nuclei and initial nuclei 
diameter are predefined to adjust the phase change rate. In order to investigate effects of the phase 
change model parameters on cavitation behaviour, the cavitating flow around NACA0009 is 
investigated. The main interest here is to test effects of the number of nuclei and diameter on the 
cavitation development in a semi-steady flow over a simple geometry. Since the experimental data 
dose not report time dependency, time averaged numerical results are used for comparison and 
verification. The details of the experiment can be found in [2]. For numerical simulation, the inlet 
velocity is set fixed equal to 15m/s, outlet cavitation number is set equal to 0.75, and the foil angle of 
attack is set equal to 4 degree. 
 
Pressure coefficient distribution over the foil which also presents the cavity size is employed to 
compare the numerical results with the experiment. In Figure 1, the numerical results using different 
number of nuclei, 106; 108; 1010 and 1012 are presented where the nuclei diameter is kept constant 
equal to 10-5 m. As it can be seen from this figure, using very small value for number of nuclei will 
lead to under prediction of the cavity. Moreover, at this condition the pressure at the leading edge 
becomes negative which cannot be correct for the foil with roughness applied on the leading edge. By 
increasing the number of nuclei, the accuracy of cavity size prediction and pressure distribution 
increases. For the current condition, it was noticed that increasing the number of nuclei to values 
higher than 1012 does not change the results any further. 
 
Effects of nuclei diameter variation are presented in Figure 2. For these simulations the number of 
nuclei is kept constant equal to 108. This relatively small value for number of nuclei has been selected 
in order to make the mass transfer rate more sensitive to the variation of nuclei diameter. Increasing 
the diameter of the nuclei will lead to larger cavity size, and better prediction of the pressure 
distribution. However, even for very big nuclei diameter, e.g. 10-3 m, still the accuracy of the results is 
very poor. The results also indicate that the Schnerr-Sauer mass transfer rate is more dependent on the 
number of nuclei than the nuclei diameter.   
The quality of water can be measured during the tests, and then the average number of nuclei and 
diameter can be used as phase change model parameters for simulation. For the cases that the quality 



 

 

of the water is unknown, however, it can be very laborious to find the appropriate values to obtain 
reasonable results. 
  

Figure 1. Pressure coefficient distribution of 
NACA0009 for different number of nuclei 

Figure 2. Pressure coefficient distribution of 
NACA0009 for different nuclei diameter 

 
Since number and diameter of nuclei have direct 
effects on the mass transfer rate [2], one way to 
prevent or minimize the negative effects of 
inappropriate selection of nuclei values is to 
modify the mass transfer rate coefficients. As it 
is presented in Figure 3, applying the strain rate 
modification clearly improves the accuracy of 
the results. For the results related to the 
modified coefficient, the pressure at the leading 
edge is positive which matches with the 
experiment, and suggests that the mass transfer 
model is able to predict the vapour generation at 
the leading edge correctly.  Moreover, the 
simulation is able to predict the sharp pressure 
variation at the stagnation point next to the cavity closure area, here at the location X=0.4. 
The leading edge and mid-chord cavitation on NACA 66 (MOD) hydrofoil is of particular interest for 
propeller cavitation studies, as it represents the two-dimensional characteristics of propeller blade 
cavitation. The study here is focus on the mesh resolution effects on the cavitation simulation and 
force distribution under three different operating conditions. The tested foil has camber ratio of 0.02, 
thickness ratio of 0.09 and mean line of 0.8 m. 
 
A 2D computational domain is employed for numerical simulation of cavitation around 
NACA66MOD foil. In the used configuration, the inlet is located 2C upstream of the foil, outlet is 
located 8C downstream of the foil, and the tunnel width is set equal to 5C, where C is the chord length 
of the foil. Numerical simulations are carried out for three different cavitation numbers where the 
angle of attack, 4 degree, and the flow Reynolds number, 2*106, are kept constant. The Reynolds 
number is calculated based on the chord length and inlet velocity.  Three different cavitation numbers 
have been tested, 0.84, 0.91 and 1.0. The outlet pressure is adjusted to meet these cavitation numbers 
while the inlet velocity has been kept constant in the simulations. 
 
The computational domain consists of 21000 hexahedral cells which are clustered towards the leading 
edge, where the pressure gradients are stronger and therefore finer resolution is necessary to capture 
the flow physics. The cells are also clustered near the foil to provide averaged normal to surface 
resolution (y+) equal to 5. More details about the boundary setup and mesh specifications can be 
found in [2]. 
 
In Figure 4 and Figure 5, the pressure coefficient distributions and averaged liquid volume fraction for 
different cavitation numbers are presented over the foil in the streamwise direction which is 
normalized by the chord length. Comparing the numerical results with experimental data at the 
leading edge region indicates that the cavitation has been predicted reasonably well. The main 

 

Figure 3. Pressure coefficient comparison 
between modified and original coefficients of 
Schnerr-Sauer mass transfer model 



 

 

difference between the numerical results and experimental data is at the end of cavity. There, due to 
the higher pressure values, condensation is stronger and cavitation simulation will be affected mainly 
by the accuracy of condensation prediction. At the cavitation number 1.0, the pressure coefficient 
curve is sharp at the end of the cavity showing clear stagnation point while in the lower cavitation 
number, e.g. 0.84, the variation of the pressure is smoother. At σ =1.0, the numerical simulation is 
able to predict the cavitation size and stagnation point very well. At σ = 0.84, the numerical 
simulation is able to predict the trend well but the discrepancy between the numerical results and 
experimental data at the end of the cavity is noticeable.  
 

   
Figure 4. Pressure coefficient of 
NACA66MOD for different 
cavitation numbers 

Figure 5. Averaged cavity 
distribution around 
NACA66MOD for different 
cavitation numbers 

Figure 6. Effects of the mesh 
resolution at the closure region of 
the cavity on the pressure 
distribution, NACA66MOD 

 
As it can be observed from Figure 4, the discrepancy between numerical results and experimental data 
at the closure region (0.4 < x/C < 0.8) is higher for σ = 0.84. Assuming that the transportation of 
vapour from the leading edge to the closure region is done reasonably acceptable, the pressure 
distribution at this region is highly dependent on the accuracy of vapour to liquid phase change 
simulation. Condensation phase change model, compressibility effects, and also numerical settings 
such as mesh resolution and alpha transportation scheme are some of the parameters that can affect 
the accuracy of condensation prediction. One possible candidate for the discrepancy between the 
numerical results and the experimental data is the spatial mesh resolution. As stated previously, the 
mesh has been clustered towards the leading edge and also trailing edge in order to capture the high 
flow gradients at those regions. Therefore, the spatial resolution is coarser at the middle region of the 
foil. By decreasing the cavitation number, the cavity size will increase and gets closer to the middle of 
the foil which as described has coarser mesh resolution, for instance in σ = 0.84 the closure region is 
in 0.4 < x/C < 0.6. In order to investigate the effects of the mesh resolution, the mesh has been refined 
in the streamwise direction in two steps. At first step the cells inside 0.25 < x/C < 0.9, and then at the 
second step the cells inside 0.375 < x/C < 0.8 are refined. So the cells inside the second box would be 
four times smaller than the initial cells at that location. In Figure 6, the numerical results of different 
spatial resolutions are compared with the experimental data for σ = 0.84. As it can be seen from the 
results, the refinement of the spatial resolution at the closure region has increased the accuracy of 
prediction of pressure distribution especially at 0.5 < x/C < 0.6 region. For sheet or semi-steady 
cavities, it is possible to refine the spatial resolution based on the primary results to get more accurate 
results later without increasing the computational cost considerably. However, for shedding cavity or 
vortex cavitation where usually the flow is also three dimensional, providing appropriate spatial 
resolutions to reasonably model the condensation is not straight forward. 
 
In this paper, numerical simulations of the cavitating flows around the NACA0009 and 
NACA66MOD foils are computed and compared with experimental data. Schnerr-Sauer mass transfer 
model and its implementation in OpenFOAM are presented, and effects of the numerical setup (nuclei 
diameter and number of nuclei) on the final results are investigated. Current results show that 
considering the velocity strain rate to modify the mass transfer rate will improve the accuracy of the 



 

 

cavitation prediction. Obtained results also indicate that the cavitation simulation depends on the 
spatial mesh resolution where lack of appropriate resolution can lead to higher deviation between 
numerical results and experiment. 
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1 Introduction
Marine propulsion systems, even at moderate loading conditions, are often affected by cavita-
tion, causing highly undesirable consequences [1]. Propeller performance is limited by cavitation-
induced thrust break-down and degradation of propeller efficiency. Pressure fluctuations gener-
ated by transient cavity dynamics and collapse of vapor structures are a major source for both
radiated noise and structural vibrations. Moreover, material erosion, caused by high-intensity
pressure peaks in the vicinity of solid surfaces, reduces the lifespan of the propeller or a rudder
located in the propeller slip-stream.

These phenomena are caused by the inherently unstable and thus transient behavior of cav-
itating flow. Therefore, in addition to controlling the extent of vapor regions, also cavitation
dynamics need to be taken into account during propeller design. An in-depth understanding of
the unsteadiness of cavitating flow, a prediction of flow aggressiveness due to cavitation, and an
estimate of expected material erosion is of primary interest.

Numerical simulation enables a detailed study of a flow at a spatial and temporal resolution that
is difficult to achieve with experiments. Current numerical approaches predict mean cavitation
patterns as well as flow dynamics, including an estimate of the thrust break-down. Many methods
for the analysis of cavitating propeller flow utilize the assumption of (pseudo-)incompressibility.
From studies of single and multi-bubble arrangements, however, it is well known that collapsing
vapor structures lead to the formation of strong pressure waves [2], which possess the potential
for material erosion [3]. Moreover, wave dynamics plays an important role for the transient
nature of the two-phase flow. While shock waves can initiate further collapse events, expansion
waves may lead to the generation of new vapor structures.

In order to accurately capture the intrinsic coupling between cavity- and wave-dynamics, as
well as the mechanisms leading to erosive pressure pulses, two-phase compressibility has to be
included in the model. We thus apply a fully compressible numerical method to simulate the
cavitating flow around a model propeller geometry, with the aim to identify erosion-endangered
areas on the blade and hub surfaces.

2 Physical Model and Numerical Method
The cavitation model for the present study is based on the assumption of local thermodynamic
equilibrium, which allows to apply a homogeneous mixture approach. We assume barotropic
flow and two-phase regions are treated as a saturated mixture. Both free and solved gas content
are neglected for this study. Previous investigations show that the large disparity in momentum
between liquid and vapor dominates the dynamics of the multiphase flow [4]. Thus, we focus
on inertia-dominated flow mechanisms and assume the flow as inviscid. The method has been
successfully applied for an assessment of erosion aggressiveness [5].

The governing equations for the numerical method are the unsteady compressible Euler equa-
tions, discretized on body-fitted, structured grids. The density-based finite volume method em-
ploys a low-Mach-number consistent flux function. Interface velocities are reconstructed using
a high resolution TVD limiter, the interface pressure is approximated with 2nd order accuracy,
and an upwind reconstruction of the density is utilized [6]. An explicit, low-storage 4-stage
Runge-Kutta method is employed for time integration. Rotation is handled via an Arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) approach, applied to the complete domain.



Figure 1: Numerical domain (refined tip vor-
tex region highlighted in green).

grid
level

number
of cells

minimum
cell size

average
timestep

coarse 1.2·105 0.5mm 4.6 · 10-8 s

medium 6.6·105 0.2mm 2.2 · 10-8 s

fine 5.2·106 0.1mm 6.4 · 10-9 s

Table 1: Employed grid levels.

3 Test Case

The five-bladed model propeller VP1304 with a diameter D = 0.25m at homogeneous inflow
conditions is considered. Also known as the Potsdam Propeller Test Case 2011 (PPTC’11) [7],
this device has been extensively investigated both experimentally and numerically.

We simulate a single blade passage, depicted in Fig. 1, with periodicity on the lateral bound-
aries. The domain downstream of the propeller is twisted around the propeller axis x, in order
to increase spatial resolution of the trailing tip vortex structure. Three grid levels are inves-
tigated, see Tab. 1 for details. In order to control the advance coefficient J = Va/nD, the
inflow velocity Va is prescribed at the inlet, while the rotational velocity n is kept constant. The
PPTC’11 specification requires thrust identity under wetted conditions. Therefore, the advance
coefficient is iteratively adjusted via the inflow velocity until the experimental thrust coefficient
KT is matched. The cavitation number σn = (p0 − pv)/(0.5ρref n

2D2) is adjusted by an asymp-
totic boundary condition for the static pressure p0 at the outlet. To shorten initial transients,
time-operator preconditioning is utilized during simulation startup, in conjunction with a grid
sequencing procedure.

For the operating points investigated in this study, we adopt the same nomenclature as the
PPTC’11 problem statement [8]. In a previous analysis, see Budich et al. [9], we validated
the approach with experimental and numerical studies for PPTC operating conditions 2.2 and
2.3.1. It was shown that the chosen method shows good agreement for the computed propeller
efficiency, blade pressure distribution, and observed cavitation patterns. The wake structure
is accurately predicted and simulations yield a cavitating tip vortex. In a follow-up, Budich
et al. [10], we focused on the numerical quantification of flow aggressiveness for case 2.3.1, by
evaluating maximum surface pressures as well as global and local impact load spectra.

For the present contribution, the analysis is extended to PPTC conditions 2.3.2, the nominal
design point, and 2.3.3, an off-design point at higher J . Relevant parameters for all considered
operating conditions are summarized in Tab. 2. In the following, only results of the fine grid
levels are discussed. The sampling period for the collection of flow statistics on this grid level is
9.9 rev, 4.3 rev and 4.5 rev, for cases 2.3.1, 2.3.2, and 2.3.3, respectively.

2.3.1 2.3.2 2.3.3

J [−] 1.019 1.269 1.408
KT [−] 0.387 0.245 0.167
σn [−] 2.024 1.424 2.000
n [ rev/s] 24.987 24.896 25.014
tsim [ rev] 9.9 4.3 4.5

Table 2: Specification of the investigated op-
erating conditions [8] and sampling
time span on the fine mesh.
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Figure 2: Open water performance of
VP1304. Comparison between
present study and experimental as
well as numerical references from
PPTC’11 (taken from [7]).

4 Results

The open water performance of the propeller can be found in Fig. 2. For all three operating
conditions, the plot shows the thrust coefficient KT , torque coefficient KQ as well as the pro-
peller efficiency η0 for all conducted simulations under wetted conditions. Results from PPTC’11
participants and the experimentally determined open water performance are included as well.
As expected, the inviscid approach systematically overestimates the propeller efficiency η0 by
≈ 4%. In the context of the PPTC, the agreement with the references is satisfactory.

The extent of cavitating regions for the three operating points is displayed in Fig. 3. Sketches
obtained from the experiments [8] are shown in Figs. 3 (a-c). Note that for cases 2.3.1 and
2.3.2 only the suction side is documented, whereas the sketch for 2.3.3 is only provided for the
pressure side. The corresponding time-averaged numerical results are given in Figs. 3 (d-f). The
visualizations show iso-surfaces of the 20%, 50% and 80% void fraction 〈α〉. The simulations
capture the location of cavitating regions correctly. The cavitating core of the tip vortex for
2.3.1, suction side root cavitation for 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, as well as pressure side cavitation along
the leading edge for 2.3.3 is predicted by the simulations. For the present study, a void fraction
of 50% agrees best with the extent of cavitating regions observed experimentally.
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Figure 3: Cavitation extent for operating conditions 2.3.1, 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. Comparison be-
tween experimental cavitation sketches (a-c) and numerical results (d-f), by means
of iso-surfaces of the time-averaged void fraction 〈α〉 (20%, 50% and 80%).



Some discrepancies between the numerical results and experimental observation are found. The
extent of the suction side root cavity for case 2.3.2 is overestimated. This can be accredited to
the cavitation susceptibility within this region, suggested by the experimentally observed bubble
cavitation. This type of cavitation is difficult to predict with homogeneous mixture models. The
cavitating tip vortex, observed for all three experimental operation points, is present in the
simulations only for case 2.3.1. However, capturing this flow feature is demanding as it imposes
high requirements on spatial accuracy and resolution. Only 3 out of 14 (2.3.1 ) and 2 out of
15 (2.3.2 ) PPTC’11 contributions predict a cavitating tip vortex. For 2.3.3, the experiments
exhibit bubbly flow in the vortex core, which seems especially challenging. None of the submitted
numerical results show this phenomenon. Another disagreement with the experiments for 2.3.3
is the transition between leading edge cavitation and root cavitation on the pressure side. Again,
a majority of PPTC’11 submissions (10 out 15) also show this behavior, which is not observed
experimentally. It is concluded that the mentioned aspects represent challenges for the prediction
of cavitating propeller flow, that still need to be solved. The present approach is in alignment
with other numerical investigations of the VP1304 propeller.

A qualitative comparison of flow aggressiveness between the investigated operating conditions is
enabled by the maximum pressure criterion. For this purpose, pressure maxima are monitored
during the analysis period for each grid cell. Recorded maxima on the blade and hub surfaces
are 17.7MPa (2.3.1 ), 12.7MPa (2.3.2 ) and 23.5MPa (2.3.3 ). Thus, both off-design points lead
to noticeably higher pressure levels, compared to the design point 2.3.2. A visualization of the
recorded surface pressure maxima is shown in Fig. 4. Highest pressure loads can be found for
2.3.1 and 2.3.3 within the rear part of the suction side root area, where vapor structures of the
highly unsteady root cavity collapse. Although the suction side cavitation has a larger extent for
2.3.2, the impact on the material is attenuated, as detaching vapor clouds are convected away
from the blade and hub surfaces. The cavitating blade tip and tip vortex for 2.3.1 do not cause
an increase in maximum pressure, as these structures are stable. The same conclusion can be
drawn for the stable, attached sheet along the leading edge of the pressure side for 2.3.3.

The percentage of surface area, covered by pressure maxima exceeding a certain threshold, is
given in Fig. 5. For the design point 2.3.2, less than 3% of the total surface area is subjected
to surface pressure maxima of pmax ≥ 0.5MPa. At both off-design points, more than twice the
area is affected by collapsing vapor structures. Simultaneously, recorded pressure maxima are
noticeably higher for 2.3.1 and 2.3.3.
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Figure 4: Pressure maxima pmax recorded on the blade and hub surfaces for the operating
conditions 2.3.1, 2.3.2 and 2.3.3, pressure levels pmax ≤ 1MPa blanked. Visualization
includes iso-surfaces of the time-averaged void fraction 〈α〉 = 0.5.
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The flow aggressiveness can be further analyzed utilizing a collapse detection algorithm [5]. By
detecting collapse events of isolated cavities within the flow, this enables a statistical analysis
of collapse locations, rates and intensity. The visualization in Fig. 6 shows collapses events,
recorded during an analysis interval of identical length (4.3 rev) for each operating point. Each
event is represented by a circle, where the size and color corresponds to the magnitude of the
associated collapse pressure. Highest-intensity collapses concentrate within the vicinity of the
blade trailing edge for both off-design points. The design-point, in contrast, exhibits strongest
collapses further downstream. With a stand-off distance of ≈ 4 cm, these collapses are not close
enough to the surface, in order to be detected by the maximum pressure criterion.

Collapse spectra, as shown in Fig. 7, are cumulative histograms of collapse rates versus collapse
intensity and provide a more detailed analysis of the global and local flow aggressiveness. Involv-
ing events that occur within the complete domain, Fig. 7 (a) shows the global collapse spectra
for the fine mesh level of all three investigated operating conditions. In contrast, for the collapse
spectra in Fig. 7 (b), only events occurring within a distance of ≤ 4mm to a solid surface are
considered. Events occurring less than 5 times have been excluded from this analysis.

Both the global and local flow aggressiveness is maximal for condition 2.3.3, as stronger collapses
and higher collapse rates are registered. On the other hand, the global collapse spectra of 2.3.1
and 2.3.2 are comparable, as suggested by Fig. 7 (a). However, when accounting only for events
within the vicinity of the propeller surface, Fig. 7 (b), the design points exhibits a much less
intense collapse spectrum.
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Figure 6: Scatter plot of collapse events detected within the vicinity of the propeller. The size
and color of the symbols correspond to the magnitude of the pressure pulse upon
cavity collapse pcollapse. Comparison of the operating conditions 2.3.1, 2.3.2 and
2.3.3, for equal analysis intervals of ∆t = 4.3 rev. Blanked for pcollapse ≤ 0.2MPa.
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Figure 7: Cumulative collapse spectra for the operating conditions 2.3.1, 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 (fine
mesh, events occurring ≤ 5 times excluded)

5 Conclusion
In this paper, the model propeller VP1304 is investigated numerically, reproducing the Potsdam
Propeller Test Case 2011. A homogeneous mixture model, in conjunction with the assumption of
inviscid flow and barotropic thermodynamics, is employed. Two-phase compressibility is taken
into account and, thus, collapse-induced shock waves as well as pressure fluctuations due to
the dynamics of the cavitating flow are resolved. Flow aggressiveness therefore is analyzed with
the maximum pressure criterion, and by detecting individual collapse events. The location and
extent of cavitating regions is in agreement with the experiments and previous numerical studies
of the propeller. Comparison of flow aggressiveness for the three operation points shows that the
cavitating flow is least aggressive at the design point of the propeller.
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1 Introduction 

Heaving buoys are currently very interesting 

with regard to renewable energy. More specific, 

heaving buoys, in general also called Wave Energy 

Converters (WECs), can be used to extract wave 

energy from ocean waves. In order to extract a 

considerable amount of wave power, large numbers 

of WECs are arranged in farms.  

Prior to the analysis of farm effects, the fluid 

characteristics around a single WEC have to be 

understood in detail. Computational Fluid Dynamics 

(CFD) is able to solve the viscous flow field in three 

dimensions around a floating object. OpenFOAM® 

(2014) is selected as a suitable CFD package to 

investigate the flow field around and the response of 

a heaving buoy in an incident wave field. 

OpenFOAM is a robust and advanced open source 

CFD package. The two phase flow solver with 

dynamic mesh handling, interDyMFoam, is 

available in OpenFOAM. Wave generation and 

absorption are implemented in the IHFOAM toolbox 

(Higuera, 2013a, 2013b). Being open source, it 

enables the user to develop a coupling strategy with 

another far field solver to reduce the computational 

cost of a simulation of an entire farm. 

There are several issues regarding the 

simulation of floating bodies in a dense fluid with 

CFD which form the subject of the present 

contribution. Key issues are related to the 

convergence of the motion solver and the coupling 

between the motion and fluid solver.  

2 Numerical framework 

In the current paragraph, a concise description 

of the numerical setup is given, focussing on the 

solvers and toolboxes used for the case studies 

selected. 

2.1 Fluid solver 

The two phase interDyMFoam solver, 

developed for dynamic mesh handling, is based on 

the interFoam solver for static meshes. The flow 

field is calculated using the incompressible Navier-

Stokes equations. The solver makes use of the 

Volume over Fluid (VoF) method to track the 

interface between the two fluids. The VoF method is 

an excellent tool in the field of coastal engineering 

to simulate complex free surfaces deformations, 

including wave breaking. interDyMFoam combines 

the VoF method and a mesh deformation solver. The 

mesh is deformed according to the motion of a rigid 

body. The motion of the body is determined by a 

motion solver, introduced in the next section. 

The motion of a floating body will generate 

radiated waves. The wave height dampens out when 

the wave travels further away from the body. When 

these radiated waves hit the boundaries of the 

computational domain, reflection should be avoided. 

Therefore the IHFOAM toolbox (Higuera, 2013a, 

2013b) is used to absorb the waves at the boundaries 

by a specific boundary condition. The absorption 

methodology is based on shallow water theory. The 

validity of the underlying assumption, shallow 

water, will be evaluated during the numerical 

simulations. As mentioned in Higuera (2013a), the 

absorption condition works relatively well for waves 

outside the shallow water range. However, a careful 

assessment of the suitability of the method is still 

desirable. 

2.2 Motion solver 

For the cases studied here, the buoys are 

restricted to move solely in the upward and 

downward direction. Only one degree of freedom is 

considered, the heave motion, instead of the general 

six degrees of freedom. 

The standard motion solver in OpenFOAM 

uses a second order accurate leapfrog scheme to 

calculate the velocity and the position of the object 

based on the acceleration (Dullweber, 1997). The 

acceleration is derived from Newton’s second law. 
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2.3 Coupling strategy 

The fluid solver and motion solver are coupled 

to simulate rigid body motions. The coupling is 

explained by following the methodology inside the 

interDyMFoam solver of OpenFOAM-2.3.1, which 

is visualised in the flow chart provided in Figure 1. 

At the start of a certain time step, the motion solver 

is called first, represented by the dashed box in 

Figure 1. Different functions are evaluated inside 

that motion solver. Details about “Update position” 

and “Update acceleration”, which are based on a 

leapfrog scheme, are given in paragraph 4.2. In 

between the “Update position” and “Update 

acceleration”, the total force (i.e. pressure, viscous, 

weight and acceleration forces) on the body is 

calculated. After the new position of the rigid body 

is determined, the object is moved to its new position 

(“Move object”). Next, the mesh is deformed and 

moved (“Move mesh”) where the new position of 

the rigid body serves as a boundary condition. When 

the mesh is moved to the new position, the reference 

mesh is always the one obtained from the previous 

time step. After the new mesh is obtained, the fluid 

solver is started. First the field flux is corrected, 

followed by the VoF method to track the free 

surface. Thereafter, the PIMPLE algorithm solves 

respectively the momentum and pressure equations 

to calculate the velocity field and the pressure field. 

If the maximum number of PIMPLE iterations is not 

reached, a new iteration is started within the same 

time step. Otherwise, a new time step is triggered. 

The motion state of the rigid body (i.e. acceleration, 

velocity, centre of mass) from the old time step is 

stored when the function “New time” is called to 

access it during the new time step. 

The coupling between the fluid and motion 

solver is regulated by multiple PIMPLE iterations in 

every time step. This is because the motion state and 

the flow field are calculated one after the other. The 

purpose of these iterations is to obtain a solution 

where the motion of the object is in equilibrium with 

the flow field at a certain time step. The implicit 

iterations between the fluid and motion solver are 

only implemented since OpenFOAM-2.3.x. The 

number of iterations is key to faster simulation 

times. The stronger the coupling, the lower the 

number of iterations, the faster the simulation speed. 

Therefore a strong coupling between fluid and 

motion solver must be achieved. 

3 Test cases 

Two different case studies are presented to 

explain some principle ideas regarding the motion 

and the force on a floating body. The first geometry 

is a 3D floating buoy which solely operates in 

heaving mode. Figure 2 visualises a slice of the 

hexahedral grid structure around the heaving buoy. 

Due to the complex mesh structure around a 

heaving buoy, a simplistic 2D floating body is used 

as a second test case: a floating block in a two 

dimensional situation which again only moves in the 

 

Figure 1: Flow chart of the interDyMFoam solver in which a detail of the motion solver is provided. 
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heave direction. A definition sketch of the second 

test case is provided in Figure 3. The mesh structure 

consists of a dense hexahedral Cartesian grid. 

Compared to the buoy shown in Figure 2, the width 

of the object in Figure 3 is deliberately chosen larger 

than the height in order to reveal the deficiencies of 

the present numerical implementation (see further). 

 
Figure 2: The hexahedral mesh structure around a 

heaving buoy (3D). The thick horizontal solid black 

line at the left figure indicates the initial free surface. 

 
Figure 3: A definition sketch showing the geometry 

of a 2D floating block (ρblock = 200 kg/m³). The 

initial draft is 0.75 m and the position of the centre 

of mass (CoM) is located in the middle of the block. 

4 Results and solver optimization 

4.1 Force on a floating body 

The force on a floating object is determined for 

a free decay test. In that particular test, the floating 

object is placed out of equilibrium leading to a 

damped oscillatory motion until all the forces acting 

on the object are in equilibrium. Numerical results 

for the free decay test of a heaving buoy (Figure 2) 

show spikes in the total force acting on the floating 

object, as indicated in Figure 4. These spikes are not 

expected because the total force on the object during 

a free decay test is theoretically described by a 

sinusoidal function multiplied by an exponential 

decay which is per definition a smooth function. The 

spikes disappear in the graph expressing the position 

of the centre of mass of the heaving buoy in function 

of the time, as shown in Figure 5. However, the 

position is the second derivative of the acceleration 

which is in itself a linear function of the total force 

on the floating object. 

 
Figure 4: Total vertical force on a heaving buoy 

(Figure 2) in function of the time. The dashed circle 

shows a detail of the spikes in the total force.  

 
Figure 5: Centre of mass in the Z-direction of a 

heaving buoy (Figure 2) in function of the time 

(reference Z = 0 m is equal to the initial Still Water 

Level). 

These observations have led to a more 

profound analysis of the motion solver implemented 

in OpenFOAM. In the remaining part of the paper, 

the geometry is changed and simplified from a 

heaving buoy, Figure 2, to a 2D floating block 

operating in heave, Figure 3. 

4.2 Leapfrog scheme instability 

The leapfrog scheme originally programmed in 

the motion solver consists of three subsequent steps 

to update the motion state (for the heave motion 

only): 

- Update position: 

 𝑣𝑖+1
𝑛+1/2

= 𝑣𝑛 + 0.5 ∙ ∆𝑇𝑛 ∙ 𝑎𝑖
𝑛+1 (4-1) 

 𝐶𝑜𝑀𝑖+1
𝑛+1 = 𝐶𝑜𝑀𝑛 + ∆𝑇𝑛+1 ∙ 𝑣𝑖+1

𝑛+1/2
 (4-2) 

- Calculate the total force acting on the body: 

 

𝑓𝐺𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑖+1
𝑛+1 = ∑ 𝑝𝑗𝐴𝑗

𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦

𝑗
 

+ ∑ 𝜏𝑗𝐴𝑗

𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦

𝑗
− 𝑚 ∙ 𝑔 

(4-3) 

- Update acceleration: 

 𝑎𝑖+1
𝑛+1 =

𝑓𝐺𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 𝑖+1
𝑛+1

𝑚
 (4-4) 

 
𝑣𝑖+1

𝑛+1 =  𝑣𝑖+1
𝑛+1/2

+ 0.5 ∙ ∆𝑇𝑛+1 ∙ 𝑎𝑖+1
𝑛+1 

(4-5) 

in which n+1 is the current time step, i+1 is the 

current PIMPLE iteration, v is the velocity of the 

body, CoM is the centre of mass of the body, ΔT is 

the time step, fGlobal is the total force acting on the 

body, pj is the pressure acting on each boundary face 

4 m 

1 m 

ρ = 1000 kg/m³ 

0.75 m CoM 

0.50 m 

M = 800 kg 



around the body, τj is the shear stress acting on each 

boundary face around the body, Aj is the area of a 

boundary face, m is the dry mass of the body and g 

is the gravitational acceleration. 

According to Birdsall & Langdon (2004), the 

leapfrog scheme is stable for a fixed time interval. In 

order to rule out any problems related to a variable 

time step, all simulations hereafter are performed 

using a fixed time step for the entire simulation time. 

First, the originally implemented leapfrog 

scheme is analysed by a free decay test of the case 

study given in Figure 3, a 2D floating block. The 

number of PIMPLE iterations is set to 25 and a fixed 

time step of 0.005 s is used. Due to instability 

problems, relaxation of acceleration is set to 0.1. A 

more detailed description regarding acceleration 

relaxation is given in the section 4.3. Figure 6 and 

Figure 7 show the total vertical force on the 2D 

block, respectively as a function of the iterations and 

as a function of the time. In general, the forces are 

converging in a certain time step (Figure 6). It means 

that the body and fluid motion are in equilibrium 

after 25 PIMPLE iterations. However, the main 

problem is related to the converged value of the total 

force in every time step. As shown in Figure 7, large 

oscillations in the total force on the floating block 

between the different time steps are observed. 

Again, these spikes are not expected in the 

beginning of the simulation because the total force 

during a free decay test should be smooth and follow 

a damped cosine function.  

 
Figure 6: Total vertical force on the 2D block in 

function of the iterations for a fixed time step of 

0.005 s. 

 
Figure 7: Total vertical force on the 2D block in 

function of the time for a fixed time step of 0.005 s.  

The results presented in this section show that 

a fundamental problem exists in the implementation 

of the motion solver. Theoretically, the leapfrog 

scheme is an explicit scheme. However, equation 

(4-1), which is originally implemented in 

OpenFOAM, has an implicit character. This is 

because the acceleration from the previous iteration 

of the same time step, 𝑎𝑖
𝑛+1, is used to update the 

CoM at the current iteration of the same time step, 

𝐶𝑜𝑀𝑖+1
𝑛+1 . This is opposite to the theoretical 

formulation of the leapfrog scheme, which uses the 

acceleration from the previous time step, 𝑎𝑛 

(Dullweber, 1997). Therefore equation (4-1) is 

rewritten to: 

 𝑣𝑖+1
𝑛+1/2

= 𝑣𝑛 + 0.5 ∙ ∆𝑇𝑛 ∙ 𝑎𝑛 (4-6) 

It means that the leapfrog scheme is made explicit 

because the acceleration from the previous time step, 

𝑎𝑛 , is used to calculate the position at the current 

time step, 𝐶𝑜𝑀𝑖+1
𝑛+1. This also means that the time 

consuming fluid solver is only needed once in every 

time step because the position of the object remains 

constant in a certain time step. 

The implementation of equation (4-6) is 

checked by using a mock-up fluid solver where in 

the first instance the force on the object is 

analytically determined by the upward hydrostatic 

force and the downward weight of the body: 

 
𝑓𝐺𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 = 𝜌𝑤 ∙ 𝑉𝑤𝑒𝑡 ∙ 𝑔 − 𝑚 ∙ 𝑔 

= −𝜌𝑤 ∙ 𝐴𝑤𝑒𝑡 ∙ 𝑔 ∙ ∆𝑧 
(4-7) 

in which ρw is the density of water, Vwet is the 

underwater volume of the floating object, Awet is the 

horizontal water plane area and Δz is the distance 

between the CoM at time step n+1 and the CoM in 

equilibrium. The first line in equation (4-7) can be 

rewritten to the second line by some basic 

geometrical considerations. Newton’s second law is 

used to derive the acceleration of the object: 

 

𝑎𝑛+1 =
𝑓𝐺𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙

𝑚
=

−𝜌𝑤 ∙ 𝐴𝑤𝑒𝑡 ∙ 𝑔 ∙ ∆𝑧

𝑚
 

= −∆𝑧 ∙
𝜌𝑤 ∙ 𝑔

𝜌𝑏 ∙ ℎ𝑏

= −∆𝑧 ∙ 𝑘 

(4-8) 

in which ρb is the density of the floating block, hb is 

the total height of the block and k can be seen as 

constant value. 

Numerical results for the acceleration (eq. 

(4-8)) of the 2D block are provided in Figure 8. One 

iteration in every time step is performed. The figure 

shows the acceleration in function of the time. The 

progress of the acceleration matches the 

expectations, starting at a maximum value and going 

downward without any spikes. It proves that the 

leapfrog scheme based on equation (4-6) is working 

correctly without any issues regarding stability or 

convergence. 

 
Figure 8: Vertical acceleration of the 2D block in 

function of the time for a fixed time step of 0.005 s. 



4.3 Added mass instability 

As mentioned in paragraph 4.1, the simulation 

of a 2D floating block failed when the width of the 

object increases with respect to the height. The 

reason for that phenomenon is probably due to an 

added mass instability. A possible solution was to 

use relaxation of acceleration.  

In the present implementation, an explicit 

leapfrog scheme is used inside the motion solver (eq. 

(4-6)). Starting from the following equation: 

 𝑚 ∙ 𝑎 + 𝑚𝑎 ∙ 𝑎 = −∆𝑧 ∙ 𝑘 ∙ 𝑚 (4-9) 

in which ma is the added mass and the right hand side 

is the force (hydrostatic part and weight of the block) 

derived from equation (4-8). Compared to equation 

(4-8), the term ma · a is added to account for the 

acceleration force of the fluid on the object. This is 

a better approximation to the reality than equation 

(4-8) because all the fluid dynamics are incorporated 

in equation (4-9), except for the viscous forces 

(damping forces). Equation (4-9) can be rewritten to: 

 𝑎𝑛+1 = −∆𝑧 ∙ 𝑘 −
𝑚𝑎

𝑚
∙ 𝑎𝑛 (4-10) 

in which 𝑎𝑛+1 is the acceleration at time step n+1 

and 𝑎𝑛  is the acceleration from the previous time 

step. Three different numerical simulations are 

performed to check the influence of the added mass 

ma. Again, only one iteration for every time step is 

simulated. Figure 9 shows the numerical results for 

the acceleration (eq. (4-10)) of the 2D block in 

function of time for respectively ma /m = 0.5, 1.0 and 

1.5. In case ma < m, the oscillation in acceleration 

damps out. For ma = m, the oscillation remains 

constant. For ma > m, the oscillation increases and 

the simulation fails.  

 
Figure 9: Vertical acceleration of the 2D block in 

function of the time where ma /m = 0.5 (a), 1.0 (b) 

and 1.5 (c). 

A possible solution to obtain a stable result is to 

rewrite equation (4-9) to an implicit formulation: 

 𝑎𝑖+1
𝑛+1 = −∆𝑧 ∙ 𝑘 −

𝑚𝑎

𝑚
∙ 𝑎𝑖

𝑛+1 (4-11) 

in which 𝑎𝑖+1
𝑛+1  is the acceleration at the current 

iteration of time step n+1 and 𝑎𝑖
𝑛+1  is the 

acceleration from the previous iteration in the same 

time step. Also relaxation of acceleration is needed 

to reach a converged solution via a stable way in 

every time step, independent of the value of the 

relaxation factor. A smart way of applying 

relaxation exist in literature, related to the added 

mass effect (Söding, 2001): 

 
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑥𝑖+1

𝑛+1 =
𝑚 ∙ 𝑎𝑖+1

𝑛+1 + 𝑚𝑎 ∙ 𝑎𝑖
𝑛+1

𝑚 + 𝑚𝑎

 

= 𝛼 ∙ 𝑎𝑖+1
𝑛+1 + (1 − 𝛼) ∙ 𝑎𝑖

𝑛+1  

(4-12) 

in which m is the dry mass of the body, ma is 

the added mass and α is the relaxation factor. The 

value of the relaxation factor is strongly coupled to 

the value of the added mass (α = ma /(m+ma)) and 

will determine the way how to reach a converged 

time step. This is explained with Figure 10, Figure 

11 and Figure 12 where the acceleration (eq. (4-12)) 

of the 2D block is given in function of the time or 

number of iterations. The added mass is set equal to 

the dry mass of the object (ma = m), a fixed time step 

of 0.005 s is used and 20 iterations per time step are 

performed. In Figure 10, the value of the relaxation 

factor is equal to 0.5, which is exact ma/(m+ma). 

Only one iteration is needed to reach convergence in 

the acceleration. In case the relaxation factor is 0.75 

(Figure 11), convergence of the acceleration is 

reached with oscillations. This is opposite when a 

relaxation factor of 0.25 is used (Figure 12). Then, 

convergence of the acceleration is reached 

homogeneously without oscillations. The converged 

value of acceleration in every time step is the same 

for the three different relaxation factors presented. 

However, the way to reach convergence over the 

iterations for a certain time step is different. The 

same observations are obtained when the added 

mass increases (e.g. ma = 9m). However, the stability 

region is narrower which means that the relaxation 

factor should not deviate too much from m/(m+ma). 

It proves that for the method presented, the value of 

the added mass should be known sufficiently 

accurate in case of significant added mass effects. 

Söding (2001) proposes a strategy to calculate the 

added mass based on a non-linear least squares 

method to obtain a converged time step after three 

implicit iterations. The trick is to understand that the 

total force on the object is dependent on the 

acceleration, linked by the added mass. 

 
Figure 10: Vertical acceleration of the 2D block in 

function of the time (ma /m = 1.0, relaxation factor = 

0.5). 



 
Figure 11: Vertical acceleration of the 2D block in 

function of the number of iterations (ma /m = 1.0, 

relaxation factor = 0.75). 

 
Figure 12: Vertical acceleration of the 2D block in 

function of the number of iterations (ma /m = 1.0, 

relaxation factor = 0.25). 

5 Research topics under 

investigation 

The coupling between the fluid and motion 

solver has to be analysed to the finest details. The 

the acceleration must be calculated based on the 

force obtained with a real fluid solver (eq. (4-3)). 

The value of added mass should be determined 

accurate to obtain a stable simulation leading to a 

converged solution. Söding (2001) could serve as a 

guideline to calculate the added mass. However, the 

added mass instability is only significant for a wide 

object (e.g. Figure 3) but maybe it can be important 

for a 3D heaving buoy. What will happen if 

(extreme) waves are added to the numerical model? 

The motion solver may become unstable for a single 

heaving buoy. Therefore the presented research aims 

to develop a general motion solver which operates in 

all conditions for an arbitrary geometry. With only a 

relatively small effort, a complete six degrees of 

freedom motion solver can be developed. 

The theoretical leapfrog scheme needs a fixed 

time step to be stable. However, a time step varying 

according the Courant number could lead to 

significant faster simulation times. 

For coastal engineering purposes, the radiated 

wave field at a considerable distance from the buoy 

is important. However, there are some indications 

that propagation of radiated waves is a difficult 

problem in numerical studies using VoF methods. 

The start point of the propagation is the quality of 

the generated radiated waves. The quality is directly 

linked to the performance of the motion solver and 

the coupling between the motion and fluid solver. 

When waves are going to be generated at the inlet of 

the computational domain, two different wave fields 

are combined. The incident and radiated waves have 

both a different time and length scale which can be 

a challenge for a numerical study. 

6 Conclusions 

The aim of the paper was to present a thorough 

review of the interDyMFoam solver, especially the 

motion solver. Some pitfalls in the implemented 

methodology came up and were described. A new 

implementation has been presented and used to 

describe an academic case study of a 2D floating 

block. 

The paper presented is a trigger to develop a 

stable motion solver for an arbitrary object. The 

added mass effect should be included. An 

introduction to the added mass instability was 

presented. A fast converging methodology is found 

in Söding (2001) which seems to be worth to 

investigate within OpenFOAM. A successful 

implementation would lead to a low number of 

implicit iterations, minimal three, together with 

larger time steps. 
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Introduction 
The prediction of the manoeuvring behaviour of a submarine vehicle is usually achieved by means of 

simplified manoeuvring mathematical models. Broadly accepted mathematical models describing a submarine 
manoeuvring performance are based on the traditional approach of Gertler and Hagen [1], later on modified by 
Feldman [2] in order to account for the typical phenomenon characterising the submarine dynamic response, 
namely the cross coupling effect between yaw and heave-pitch motions. These tools are extremely efficient and 
fast from the computational point of view because the forcing terms of the Euler rigid body equations, or 
alternatively, forces and moments acting on the body, are prescribed by means of hydrodynamic derivatives; in 
other words, hydrodynamic derivatives synthetize hydrodynamic loads acting on a body during a general motion. 
The success of these tools is strictly dependent on the reliability of the procedure followed for the evaluation of 
hydrodynamic coefficients. In case of a submarine, derivatives are evaluated ad-hoc case by case, due to critical 
operational task required for these vehicles. 

It has to be emphasized that typical operational requirements of these vehicles are littoral surveillance and, of 
course, they’re necessitate to sail near the free surface at “periscope depth” [3]. In these circumstances, the 
presence of the boundaries (free surface or bottom) can affect noticeably the vehicle manoeuvring response and, 
if not properly controlled, compromise its operational tasks. Moreover, new asymmetric threats require modern 
submarines to be able not only to ASW and ASuW roles in open water, but also to ISR, SPECOPs and complete 
integration with other assets in littoral scenarios, exactly where they’re necessitate to sail near the free surface at 
“periscope depth” [3]. 

In this operational background, the Italian General Secretariat of Defence has been supporting and co-
funding research projects on submarines maneuverability since 2003 (see for example [4]), previously with 
EUCLID (European Cooperation for Long Term in Defence) SUBMOTION and now with EDA (European 
Defence Agency) SUBMOTION 2, in pursuit of improvement in: 

• tactic: looking for maneuver training simulators motions laws even more realistic; 
• technique: accurate and reliable CFD predictions in the early stages of design process can reduce the 

need for physical prototypes to optimize maneuverability (choosing X or cross rudders, for example), in turn 
greatly accelerating development process and cutting costs of future submarines; 

• procedures: enhancing the maneuvering prediction methods in confined waters to provide guidance to 
operators of existing submarines. 

The principal aim of present research is to develop a reliable and practical procedure for the analysis of 
submarine maneuvering qualities while operating in different operative scenarios (open water, confined motions, 
escape or emergency maneuvers). In the present paper results of the free running, turning circle simulations are 
presented and discussed. Cross rudder and X-rudder configurations, sailing in open water are investigated. 
Simulations have been carried out using the CNR-INSEAN in-house finite volume solver, χnavis. The effect of 
the propeller is modeled by an actuator disk. 

Numerical Setup 
The CFD code solves the Navier-Stokes Equations for unsteady high Reynolds number (turbulent) free 

surface flows around complex geometries. The numerical solution of the governing equations is computed by 
means of the solver χnavis, which is a general purpose simulation code developed at CNR-INSEAN; the code 
yields the numerical solution of the unsteady Reynolds averaged Navier Stokes equations for unsteady high 
Reynolds number (turbulent) free surface flows around complex geometries (the interested reader is referred to 
[5]-[10] for details). The solver is based on a finite volume formulation with conservative variables co-located at 
cell centre. The spatial discretization of the convective terms is done with a third order upwind based scheme, 
whereas the diffusive terms are discretized with second order centred scheme and the time integration is done by 
second order implicit scheme (three points backward). The solution at each time step is computed iteratively by a 
pseudo-time integration that exploits an Euler implicit scheme with approximate factorization, local pseudo time 
step and multi-grid acceleration [11]. Although several turbulence models have been implemented in the code, in 
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all the simulations reported the turbulent viscosity has been calculated by means of the one-equation model of 
Spalart and Allmaras [12]. Free surface effects are taken into account by a single phase level-set algorithm [6]. 
Complex geometries and multiple bodies in relative motion are handled by a dynamical overlapping grid 
approach [8]. High performance computing is achieved by an efficient shared and distributed memory 
parallelization [9] and [10]. 

 

       
 

Figure 1: Submarine CNR-INSEAN 2475 model. Left, cruciform rudder; right, X rudder. 

Geometry and Test Parameters 
Numerical simulations have been carried out for the submarine chosen within the project (CNR-INSEAN 

2475 model), see Figure 1. The model is fully appended with forward planes, the sail, and the stern appendages 
(rudders). The model is propelled by a seven blades propeller; in the numerical simulations the effect of the 
propeller is taken into account by means of the modified Hough and Ordway model, supplemented with an 
estimation of the lateral forces. 

In the following, all the quantities are made non dimensional using the length of the main body and the 
advancement speed at model scale. The corresponding Reynolds and Froude numbers are Re=6.65 106 and 
Fr=0.21, respectively. Two different configurations have been tested, the original cruciform layout and a new X 
configuration; the rudder geometry was designed maintaining the same total rudder area of the C–rudder 
configuration in order to first assess a comparison about the course keeping qualities (i.e. directional stability).  

Computational Mesh 
The computational grid used consists of structured patched and overlapped blocks. The total number of 

volumes is about 11.8 and 10.5 million for the cross and the X rudder configuration, respectively. Grid 
distribution is such that the thickness of the first cell on the wall is always below 1 in terms of wall units, i.e. no 
wall functions have been used. The inclusion of the appendages is achieved by means of a Chimera approach; 
the relative motion of the different topologies is achieved by means of a dynamical overlapping grid algorithm. 
A multigrid technique is exploited in order to achieve a faster convergence to the solution in the pseudo-time; 
four levels of computational mesh are used. Every level is obtained from the finer one, by removing every other 
point along each spatial direction. 

Numerical Results 
In this paragraph the predictions of the numerical solver are presented for the C and X rudder configuration 

sailing in infinite depth (open water, OW). The analysis aims to systematically investigate the effect of the 
control surface configuration. In order to provide a grid study, free running maneuvers were carried out both on 
the reference (F) and a coarser (C) grid obtained by removing every other point along each coordinate. 

It has to be pointed out that in case of the X-rudder configuration experimental free running maneuvering 
tests are not available, this configuration being exploratory in the present Research Project; in order to grasp an 
equivalent turning performance to the C rudder, two different rudder angles were considered in order to identify 
an equivalent control surface angle to perform a direct comparison between the two control surface 
arrangements. The maneuvering performance is evaluated in terms of typical macroscopic maneuvering 
parameters traditionally adopted in ship maneuvering, as well as kinematic parameter experienced during the 
steady phase of the turn; namely: advance (ADV), transfer (TRA), tactical diameter (TAD), turning radius 
(TCD), yaw rate, speed drop (during the steady phase) and drift angle. In order to investigate the reliability of the 
CFD predictions, a comparison in term of final diameter is made with available results from manoeuvring a 
mathematical model Cetena [16] and experimental results from QinetiQ [15]. 



Table 1: Trajectory and kinematic parameters, including grid refinement study. 

Conf. Man. Grid ADV TRA DTAC DFIN u/u0 r [deg/s] Drift 
[deg] 

C =15° 

C 2.83 1.35 2.97 3.01 0.66 7.04 10.01 
F 2.72 1.35 3.00 3.02 0.70 7.49 9.70 

Extr. 2.68 1.35 3.01 3.02 0.72 7.64 9.60 
USN% 1.40% 0.00% 0.33% 0.11% 1.92% 1.89% 1.10% 

X 

=5° 

C 4.06 2.09 4.15 3.86 0.74 6.17 7.94 
F 3.91 2.00 4.09 3.83 0.79 6.67 7.80 

Extr. 3.86 1.97 4.07 3.82 0.82 6.84 7.75 
USN% 1.36% 1.57% 0.50% 0.26% 1.98% 2.32% 0.61% 

=10° 

C 2.77 1.28 2.72 2.64 0.62 7.53 11.12 
F 2.62 1.12 2.63 2.61 0.65 8.01 11.01 

Extr. 2.57 1.07 2.60 2.60 0.66 8.17 10.97 
USN% 2.02% 5.56% 1.18% 0.39% 1.47% 1.88% 0.34% 

 

Maneuvering Analysis 
In Table 1 the results of the turning circle maneuvers are summarized for the C- and X-rudder configurations 

in terms of trajectory and kinematics parameters. Values refer to the coarse and fine grids adopted; the 
extrapolate value is obtained by the classical Richardson extrapolation, whereas, the numerical uncertainty USN 
(expressed as percentage of the extrapolated value) is evaluated following the procedure of Roache [16] for two 
grids. 

 

  

  
Figure 2: Trajectory and kinematics. Comparison between C- and X-rudder configurations. 

 
In general, the X-rudder configuration is characterized by better turning qualities with respect to the C-rudder 

configuration. This is evidenced by the fact that a similar response to the C-rudder configuration is achieved with 
a 25% reduction of the rudder angle (i.e. =10°). This behavior is consequent to the criteria adopted to design the 
novel configuration: the rudder geometry was designed maintaining the same total rudder area of the C--rudder 
configuration in order to first assess a comparison about the course keeping qualities (i.e. directional stability). In 



case of the X-rudder configuration, the effective (movable) area is greater with respect to the C configuration (all 
4 rudders are deflected) and, consequently, a larger maneuvering (destabilizing) lateral force is exerted to the 
submarine. In order to stress the comparison between the two configurations, in Figure 2 both trajectories and 
time-histories of the kinematic parameters (axial velocity, drift angle and yaw speeds) are shown; the data 
considered refer to the results obtained on the finest mesh. The matching between the trajectories at =15° (C-
rudder) and =10° (X-rudder) as well as the kinematic response confirms the synthesized results in Table 1.  

Good grid convergences are inferred from the general very low numerical uncertainty.  The effect of grid 
refinement is more evident for the trajectory parameters in the transient phase of the maneuver; in general, the 
numerical uncertainty of the ADV and the TRA is not higher than 2% and 5%, respectively (maximum values 
are observed for the tighter maneuver, i.e. =10°, with the X-rudder configuration). On the contrary, both 
trajectory and kinematic parameters relative to the stabilized phase show a negligible numerical uncertainty 
lower than 1% and 2%, respectively. Refining the grid the ADV and the TRA parameters are noticeably reduced 
for both configurations (i.e., a more reactive response to the rudder control force is predicted when refining the 
grid).  Moreover, the faster reduction of the speed drop (i.e. u/u0) and, on the other hand, the increase of drift 
angle and yaw rate immediately after the actuation of the rudder, further highlight as a less stable vehicle is 
predicted when increasing the grid refinement.  

 
In Table 2 numerical results (i.e. the extrapolated value) of the 
C-rudder configuration are compared with the available 
experimental data and those gathered with two simplified 
maneuvering mathematical model performed by Cetena (CET) 
in terms of final diameter. The final diameter predicted by the 
CFD simulation is in good agreement with both experiments 
and CET simulation (differences are about 12% and 15%, 
respectively).  

Flow Field Analysis 
A global overview of distribution of the pressure field during the steady phase of the turn is shown in Figure 

3 for the C- (=15°) and X-rudder (=10°) configuration. The results correspond to the finest grid level.  For the 
sake of comprehension, the submarine is turning port-to-starboard side and the incoming flow (relative to the 
body) is directed from right to left, accordingly. A relatively large stagnation region is observed around the nose; 
immediately downstream, the pressure drops. In the forward portion of the body (approximately 0.15LPP from 
the nose) the pressure levels on the wind side (i.e. right side viewing the submarine from the bow to the stern) 
seem higher than the lee side. This is consistent to the fact that the resultant force acts in the forward part of the 
body and is directed toward to the center of the turn. The flow impinges the sail with an incidence angle; as a 
consequence, the sail behaves like a small aspect ratio wing and develops lift directed from the wind to the lee 
side.  A similar distribution can be glimpsed over the rudders in case of both configurations; it is seen that a 
stabilizing effect is provided by the control surfaces. A zoomed views of the pressure field around the rudders is 
reported in Figure 4 for the C and X configuration, respectively; in case of the X-rudder configuration, the 
performance of the rudders can be affected by interference with sail and the wake of the hull, as it can be clearly 
observed by the different extent of the stagnation region for the windward and leeward rudder positioned over 
the upper half of the submarine. 

Finally, a further consideration has to be pointed out on the contribution of the stern rudder during the 
maneuver: after their actuation, the rudders provide a destabilizing effect, i.e. the force is directed from the lee to 
the wind side; the hull progressively attains an incidence with respect to the flow and the pressure distribution 
that develops over the body is such to sustain the turn of the submarine. The lateral and rotational velocity 
progressively increase while the effective incidence angle of the rudders diminishes and then changes sign (this 
is inevitable because up to this moment there is not any contribution that opposes to the turning motion); in this 
new hydrodynamic condition, the rudders exert a stabilizing effect that counteracts the (opposite) hydrodynamic 
moment developed by the hull. When the two contributions are close to each other, the equilibrium is achieved 
and the steady turn establishes. 

Table 2: Final diameter comparison (in 
meter at model scale (LPP=4.95m)). 

 EXP CFD CET 

DFIN [m] 17.06 14.95 18.01 

 - -12.43% 5.57% 
 



  
C-rudder =15° X-rudder =10° 

Figure 3: Pressure field on hull and control surfaces. 

 

  
C-rudder configuration =15° X-rudder configuration =10° 

Figure 4: Pressure field on rudders. 

Conclusions 
The turning qualities of the submarine model equipped with the two different rudder configurations (cross 

and X) were investigated by means of numerical simulations. In particular, free running model tests were carried 
out by the CNR-INSEAN in-house general purpose χnavis solver. The analysis allowed examining many aspects 
related to the maneuvering prediction of a submarine vehicle. In particular: 

 Capabilities of CFD solver based on the discretization of the unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes 
equations in accurately reproduce the turning circle maneuver of a fully appended submarine have been 
demonstrated. The tool is also able to distinguish between two different stern appendages configurations 
without making use of any empiricism. The quality of the provided results has been proved by the good 
convergence properties and the very low numerical uncertainty. The comparison in terms of the final 
diameter was very satisfactory, the error being of the order of 10% both in the deep water and close to free 
surface condition. 

 The turning qualities of the X-rudder configuration is superior with respect to the original one, principally  
because the movable area is larger; further studies are necessary to compare the realistic performance of the 
new configuration with during a realistic 6DoF simulation to better understand complex interaction 
phenomena due to hydrodynamic interference with the wake of the hull and the sail, as evidenced by the 



different pressure field distributions. 
 For the condition investigated, the rudder acts as a fixed appendage during the steady turning phase; this 

phenomenological behavior might be different from that characterizing the maneuvering response of 
surface vessel. Moreover, in this regard, a direct comparison between the hydrodynamic loads derived by 
CFD and System Based approaches can provide useful suggestion and guidelines for the improvement of 
simplified maneuvering modeling codes extensively applied in the preliminary design of a submarine. 
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Introduction

The study of semi-displacement and planing vessels is an actual topic since the wide applications
range, spanning from sport competitions to patrol boats. From a physical point of view, the
high speed reached by these vessels implies a complex interaction between the structure and the
free surface of the fluid with a complicate wave pattern developed downstream. The impact of
the vessel on the water surface during its motion gives rise to a jet formation with a significant
air entrapment and bubbles production. Actually the side jet is substantially definable in terms
of a spray sheet, the dynamics of which is highly difficult to study both in experimental and
numerical approaches. A lateral chine is intended to throw spray to the sides of the hull, to
prevent water from rising up the hull sides and to create a smooth ride in seaway; moreover
chines with a wide flat area (called chine flats) contribute significantly to create lift in the moving
boat.

In the framework of a numerical approach, an important contribution has been recently
addressed by Akkerman et. al. (2012) where an investigation at different Froude numbers was
carried out on a Fridsma planing hull through a ALE-VMS approach. A comparison with the
experimental data showed a good agreement for low Froude numbers, while discrepancies of
10− 12% are found on high speed cases.

The free surface bow flow around a fast and fine ship in calm water was studied in Landrini et.
al. (2012) with an emphasis on generation and evolution of the breaking and splashing bow wave
using the 2D + t theory. A validation was performed through comparison with experimental
data and other numerical solutions available in the literature. The DDG51 vessel was used to
carry on a parameter investigation in terms of the ship speed (Froude number) and surface
tension. The influence of the Froude number on the patterned morphology and the importance
of surface tension for small-scale ships in inhibiting the jet formation and evolution were verified.

The impact on the free surface during the hull motion (especially in waves) inspired a long
number of works: from a numerical point of view Iafrati & Broglia (2008) and Broglia & Iafrati
(2010) studied the effect of the impact of a symmetric and an asymmetric wedge on the free
surface through a Finite Volume approach evaluating the wave pattern generated and the jet
dynamics; Fu et. al. (2012) exploited an immersed boundary approach together with a VOF
method (the Numerical Flow Analysis (NFA) code) for the study of the forces and moments on a
deep-V planing craft. The impact of a wedge on the free surface was numerically simulated and
experimentally validated as test case. In Fu et. al. (2014) results from a collaborative research
effort involving the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes CFDShip-Iowa and NFA were
presented and discussed to examine the hydrodynamic forces, moments, hull pressures, accel-
erations, motions, and the multiphase free surface flow field generated by a planing craft at
high-speed (Froude number Fr = 1.8 − 2.1) in calm water and waves. The steady forward
speed test were performed for two kind of hulls: a prismatic and a double-stepped planing hulls.
The sinkage and resistance were in good agreement for the two codes for the last configuration.
The irregular wave simulations were carried out with CFDShip-Iowa and compared with exper-
iments, showing a well modelled overall behaviour. Moreover, in Brizzolara & Serra (2007) an
extensive study using an up to date RANSE VOF solver with free surface tracking capability
was performed, testing the method on a wedge shaped prismatic planing hull, having a constant



deadrise angle of 20 degrees, systematically varying the running trim angle and wetted length.
Results obtained, in terms of drag lift forces and longitudinal trimming moment, were compared
with available experimental and semi-empirical theories.

In the present paper, the towing simulations of a semi-displacement vessel are carried out
for Fr spanning from 0.6 to 1.2; sinkage and trim, and resistance curves are evaluated. The
numerical computations have been pursued by using the unsteady RANS solver χnavis, which
is a general purpose simulation code developed at CNR-INSEAN.

Figure 1: Azimut Grande 95RPH

Problem Assessment

In the present paper, the towing of the semi-displacement sailing yacht Azimut Grande 95RPH
(figure (1)) is simulated. The vessel is characterized by a length between the perpendiculars
of Lpp = 22.54m and a displacement of ∆ = 104t. The global towing force is reduced to the
center of gravity, the vertical and horizontal components of which are −D tan(ε + ϕ) and −D
respectively where D is the drag force and ϕ is the trim angle. Moreover, the vessel is towed
along the propellers axis line, being f the distance respect to the center of gravity G, so a
torque −fD/ cos(ε+ϕ) is applied also. The sketch of the towing setup is reported in figure (2).
The sinkage and trim are assumed free and nine simulations spanning from 18 to 34 knots are

Figure 2: Hull longitudinal profile

carried out, the corresponding Froude and Reynolds numbers varying in the range [0.623; 1.176]
and [2.09 108; 3.94 108], respectively.

In order to obtain a high and accurate refinements close to the hull and skeg, the domain
has been discretized by 86 body–fitted patched and overlapped blocks, for a total of 4,670,464
cells. A multigrid technique is exploited in order to achieve a faster convergence to the solution
in the pseudo-time; four levels of computational mesh are used. Every level is obtained from
the finer one, by removing every other point along each spatial direction.

Grid distribution is such that the thickness of the first cell on the wall is always below 1 in
terms of wall units, and at least 20 cells are within the boundary layer thickness (y+ = O(1),



i.e. and ∆/Lpp = O(20/Re), ∆ being the thickness of the cell).

Numerical Approach

The study is pursued by means of numerical simulations; solution of the unsteady Navier-Stokes
equations are achieved by the simulation code developed at CNR-INSEAN. The code yields
the numerical solution of the Unsteady Reynolds averaged Navier Stokes equations with proper
boundary and initial conditions. The algorithm is formulated as a finite volume scheme, with
variable co-located at cell centers. Turbulent stresses are taken into account by the Boussinesq
hypothesis, with several turbulence models (both algebraic and differential) implemented. Free
surface effects are taken into account by a single phase level-set algorithm. Complex geometries
and multiple bodies in relative motion are handled by a dynamical overlapping grid approach.
High performance computing is achieved by an efficient shared and distributed memory paral-
lelization (Broglia et. al. (2014)). For more details on the numerical code used the interested
reader is referred to Di Mascio et. al. (2001, 2007, 2009) and Muscari et. al. (2006).

Results

The simulations performed in the velocity range [18 − 34] Knots are carried out on four grid
levels: the converged solutions on the three finest grids are sketched in figure (3) in terms of
sinkage (left plot) and trim (right plot) and in figure (4) in terms of resistance. A satisfactory
convergence of the sinkage is observed for the Froude numbers spanning from 0.7 to 1.1 while
some problems are evident for the lowest (≈ 0.6) and the highest (≈ 1.2) Froude where the
longer and shorter gravity waves occur, respectively: it is supposed that the coarsest grids are
unable to solve in a reliable way the wave pattern produced by the vessel with the consequent
over-estimation or under-estimation of the sinkage.

Figure 3: Sinkage (left) and Trim (right) versus Froude number.

The difficulties of the numerical simulations in the correct prevision of the trim angle is a
well-known topic and for fast ships may be tricky to overcome, as evident in Akkerman et. al.
(2012) where a mean error of one degree is appreciable in the simulations performed.

Good convergence properties are also seen for the drag coefficient CT = D/(1/2ρU2
∞L

2
pp)

estimation, reported in figure (4); the worst trends are visible for the lowest and the highest
Froude numbers caused by the reasons discussed above regard to the sinkage. It is worth to
stress that in the present simulations the towing force, reduced to the center of gravity, possesses
a vertical component proportional to the drag force. Therefore, large errors on the drag induce
proportional errors on the sinkage, worsening the convergence of the solution for both quantities.
For the sake of clearness and to stress the increasing of the total resistance with the Froude
number, the dimensional resistance (in KN) is shown in the right plot of figure (4)

Results are summarized in table (1). In the table, extrapolated values (following Roache
(1997)) for sinkage, trim and resistance coefficient are reported. Verification assessment is re-



Figure 4: Resistance convergence respect to the Froude number in terms of CT (left) and
dimensional drag (right).

Figure 5: Wave cuts for Fr ≈ 1 along the hull.

Extrapolated values Order of convergence Uncertainty USN (%SRE)
Fr Re σ/Lpp[−] τ [deg] CT [−] pσ pτ pCT

USN (σ) USN (τ) USN (CT ) Aver.

0.623 2.09 108 6.327 10−2 3.58 4.773 10−3 −0.79 −0.45 −0.23 0.90% 1.21% 4.75% 2.29%

0.692 2.32 108 6.593 10−2 3.50 4.153 10−3 3.21 −0.85 0.90 0.20% 2.51% 2.33% 1.68%

0.761 2.55 108 6.991 10−2 3.39 3.580 10−3 1.74 −0.24 1.17 0.58% 2.53% 2.23% 1.78%

0.830 2.78 108 7.128 10−2 3.17 3.107 10−3 2.56 0.14 1.13 0.39% 3.21% 2.36% 1.99%

0.899 3.01 108 7.262 10−2 3.06 2.787 10−3 2.10 0.96 1.70 0.57% 2.64% 1.91% 1.71%

0.969 3.25 108 7.447 10−2 3.04 2.580 10−3 1.19 1.54 2.44 0.90% 1.98% 1.16% 1.35%

1.038 3.48 108 7.441 10−2 2.90 2.287 10−3 1.88 1.75 1.39 0.55% 2.07% 2.33% 1.65%

1.107 3.71 108 7.582 10−2 2.88 2.143 10−3 1.21 2.47 1.83 0.56% 1.24% 1.71% 1.17%

1.176 3.94 108 7.995 10−2 2.83 1.891 10−3 0.40 5.67 −0.36 1.19% 0.14% 5.25% 2.19%

Overall 0.65% 1.95% 2.67% 1.76%

Table 1: Verification study.

ported as well; the estimation of the order of convergence and the numerical uncertainty (in
percentage of the extrapolated value) are reported for all the computed variables. As observed
above, good convergence properties are observed for medium speed tests only, and, primary, for
sinkage and resistance computations. Numerical uncertainty is always very low, indicating that
a grid converged results are practically achieved (i.e. similar results are obtained on the medium
and fine grids). Numerical uncertainty for sinkage prediction is kept below 1% almost for the
entire Froude range; larger uncertainty is seen for the trim estimation, with maximum value
around 3% and an average (on the speed range) of about 2%. Numerical uncertainty for the
resistance prediction shows larger values at the smaller and larger speeds (up to ∼ 5%); averaged
numerical uncertainty is less than 3%. The overall numerical uncertainty (i.e. averaged over the
speed range and the computed variables) is less than 2%.

An analysis of the free surface near the vessel reveals very interesting details. The case
U∞ = 28Kn (i.e. Fr ≈ 1) is discussed below as an example: same considerations can be drawn
for the whole velocity range considered. The figure (5) is obtained through a collection of 12
wave cuts spanning from transom to the bow: the pressure field over the vessel is over-imposed
for highlight the areas most stressed on the wetted surface of the hull. As stressed in the
introduction, an important feature of the fast ship vessels is the presence of an intense bow jet



that is deflected by the hard chines on the boat sides.

Figure 6: Wave cuts for Fr ≈ 1 along the hull: magnification of spray for (from left to right)
x/Lpp = 0.65, 0.7, 0.75 and 0.8.

From the figure (5) is clearly visible this mechanism that induces an intensive spilling with a
consequent bubbles entrapment and the side foam formation. The spilling jet interests about an
half of the hull length and some sections (0.65,0.7,0.75,0.8 Lpp) are magnified in figure (6): the
jet presents a root with an high pressure which justifies the intense area on the side of the hull,
visible in the right plot of figure (5) just beneath the chine. A similar behaviour in a simpler
case is described in Durante et. al. (2014) where the jet root formed by a planing flat plate is
discussed. In the bottom row plots of figure (6), the developing of the jet along the hull when
approaching to the bow is depicted. The jet root becomes more intense and finally splits in
two structures: a weak jet due to the hull advancing and a second and stronger one due to the
impact of the latter with the hard chine (see the right plot in the bottom row of figure (6)).

Figure 7: Pressure distribution over the free surface for Fr ≈ 1 and grid stretching.

A remark on the grid stretching is the purpose of the figure (7), where a slice of the com-
putational mesh near the side wave crest indicates an important change in the cell dimensions
from the body-fitted grid to the near wake one. The overlapping grids approach allows an high
time machine saving even if the complexity of the breaking of the side jet is lost and will be the
matter of the future works. It may be useful to stress how the pressure field over-imposed on
the free surface shows again the high pressure areas visible on the hull in figure (5).

Conclusions

In the present paper a study of the trim and sinkage of a semi-displacement vessel is addressed.
A chimera overlapping grid approach is exploited in order to describe in a suitable way the flow
field generated by the hull with a particular attention placed on the side jet of the hull. Even
if the breaking of the jet is not resolved, some important features are well captured such as
the hard chine interaction with the primary jet due to the straight motion of the vessel that
produces a secondary and more intense jet. The convergence trend of the trim and sinkage is
quite satisfactory in the Froude range explored and a particular accuracy is achieved for the mean
Froude numbers. Validation assessment of the straight ahead results, including the comparison
with experimental data, and an accurate analysis of the wave pattern in straight motion and in
drift, together with a validation of numerical results with the experiments, will be the matter
of future activities.
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1 Introduction

The simulation of trailing vortices is a chal-
lenge for common computational fluid dynam-
ics (CFD) techniques. In nature, trailing vor-
tices extend far downstream; however, in flow
simulations based on the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions, discretisation errors lead to an unphys-
ically strong decay of coherent vortices on
coarse grids. A numerical approach to over-
come this problem is vorticity confinement
(VC). It describes a group of methods which
aim to counteract the unphysically strong vor-
tex decay by introducing momentum source
terms into the Navier-Stokes equations. The
VC method was originally developed by Stein-
hoff in 1994 [8]. Several modifications have
been presented by different authors, some of
these are compared in Sec. 3; an overview can
be found in [2].

In this work, a new class of approaches for
the conservation of coherent vortices is sug-
gested named vortex conservation methods. It
is based on conserving fundamental character-
istics of the coherent vortex. Therefore, three
methods are formulated in Sec. 4. In section 6
the results of the simulation of a propeller tip
vortex for a widely-used VC method and the
new approaches are compared.

2 Vortex Flow

The tip vortex of a propeller is a trailing vortex
generated downstream of the blade tip within a
roll-up process. In this work, the Lamb-Oseen
model [5] is used as analytical vortex descrip-
tion, where the axial and radial velocity com-
ponents are zero and the tangential velocity is
the same as for a Burgers vortex [1]. The tan-
gential velocity as a function of distance r from
the vortex core is

vθ (r) = vθ ,a
a
r

1− e−α( r
a )

2

1− e−α , (1)

with core radius a, peak tangential velocity vθ ,a
and α so that the maximum occurs at r = a; a
sufficiently accurate value is α = 1.256.

3 Classification of Existing
Vorticity Confinement Ap-
proaches

When using VC, a source term ~S is introduced
into the momentum conservation equations, e.
g. for incompressible flow

∂~v
∂ t

+(~v ·~∇)~v =− 1
ρ
~∇p + ν~∇2~v +~S, (2)

with velocity ~v, density ρ, pressure p and kine-
matic viscosity ν . For different VC methods, ~S
can be generalized to

~S = ε f (h)Ci~s. (3)

Direction vector ~s is defined by

~s =
~∇|~ω|
|~∇|~ω||

× ~ω
|~ω| , (4)

thus ~s points along vorticity magnitude con-
tour lines. The magnitude term ε f (h)Ci pro-
vides the distribution of the source in the flow
field. The user-defined proportionality coeffi-
cient ε is case-dependent. f (h) is a function of
the local cell size h, that should ensure consis-
tency of the momentum source with the mesh
size. The components for some existing mod-
els are given in Tab. 1. The factor Ci de-
scribes the distribution of ~S in the domain. Fig-
ure 1 shows that most presented approaches
introduce momentum disproportionally to the
momentum within the vortex. In all meth-
ods except method H, the momentum source is
strongest at the vortex centre, where in reality
the momentum would approach zero. This re-
sult was obtained from flow simulation results,
recorded in a tube-like domain with a Lamb-
Oseen velocity profile at the inlet superimposed
by a constant axial flow.



Table 1: Comparison of different VC methods:
method abbreviation, reference, distribution Ci

and dependence on the grid size f (h)

Reference Ci f (h)

A [8] |~ω| -

B [3] |~ω| linear

C [7] |~u ·~ω| -

D
[2]

|~u ·~ω|
logarithmic

E |~u| |~ω|
F

[6]
|~u| |~ω| -

G |~ω|2 linear

H |~∇|~ω|| |~ω| quadratic
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Figure 1: Distribution of the source terms Ci

and the tangential velocity vθ scaled to their
maximum values over distance r to the vortex
centre per vortex core radius a, given for a sim-
ulated coherent vortex

The VC source term can lead to numerical
instabilities within the boundary layer as men-
tioned in [6]. Therefore, method H contains
a formulation to turn off the source term in
the vicinity of boundaries. Method H is imple-
mented in the flow solver STAR-CCM+ and
will be used for the comparison with the new
approaches.

4 Vortex Conservation

This section presents a new approach for an
improved prediction of coherent vortices. It is
based on the forcing of vortex properties, such
as a reference vorticity or a reference tangential
velocity profile, with the target to conserve a
coherent vortex. On this basis three methods
are presented in the following. These methods
introduce a momentum source term ~S in Eq.

(2) as
~S = qi~t, (5)

where qi represents the magnitude of the source
for method i. The vector~t points in the direc-
tion of the rotating flow around the vortex axis.
One possible approach to determine the axis is
the use of the vorticity vector at the nearest
point L on the vortex core line ~ωL. Hence,~t is
for any cell

~t =
~rCL×~ωL

|~rCL×~ωL|
, (6)

where ~rCL is the vector from the cell centre C
to the nearest point L on the vortex core line,
as shown in Fig. 2.

LLp

C

Cell centres Mesh Vortex core line

~rCL~rCL,p

~ωL

~t

Figure 2: Discrete vortex core line (−−) on a
rectilinear grid

The magnitude term qi represents the dis-
tribution of the momentum source of method
i and forces a property of the actual vortex
to a user-defined reference value. Exemplarily,
three methods are formulated:

qω,act = A1 (ωre f −ωact)vθ ,act , (7)

qω,re f = A2 (ωre f −ωact)vθ ,re f , (8)

qv = A3 (vθ ,re f − vθ ,act) , (9)

where Ai is a case-dependent forcing coefficient;
the case-independent procedure to obtain the
optimum value for Ai is explained below.

The factor ωre f −ωact accounts for the differ-
ence between the reference and actual vortic-
ity magnitude at the vortex centre. The factor
vθ ,re f − vθ ,act denotes the difference of the ac-
tual to the reference tangential velocity profile.
All three terms consider the characteristic tan-
gential velocity profile of a vortex, represented
either by the actual or the reference vortex.

For each cell, the actual tangential velocity
is calculated as

vθ ,act =~t ·~vind , (10)

with direction~t and the induced velocity~vind =
~v−V∞~e∞, where V∞ and~e∞ are velocity and unit



vector in direction of the flow specified at the
velocity inlet. For this investigated case, the
induced velocity is chosen in Eq. (10) instead
of the velocity~v, because it represents the char-
acteristic tangential velocity profile of the tip
vortices more distinct. This needs not to be
valid for other applications.

The reference velocity vθ ,re f is taken from a
Lamb-Oseen vortex with reference core radius
are f and reference peak velocity vθ ,a,re f accord-
ing to Eq. (1). To determine vθ ,re f for any
cell C, r is approximated by r≈ |~rCL,p| with the
vector

~rCL,p =
1
~ω2

L
(~ωL×~rCL)×~ωL , (11)

which corresponds to~rCL projected to the plane
perpendicular to the vortex axis represented by
~ωL, see Fig. 2. This can be proven by the use
of the triple product expansion

~rCL,p =~rCL−|~rCL| cos^(~rCL, ~ωL)
~ωL

|~ωL|
. (12)

Figure 3 shows qualitatively the reference
and the actual velocity profiles and the distri-
bution of the different source terms qi. The
maximum of the source terms takes place first
for qv, second for qω,re f and last for qω,act with
regard to distance r. For these analytical vor-
tices, qv vanishes outside the core for r & 2are f

and qω,act and qω,re f become nearly equal for
r & 3are f .
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Figure 3: Distribution of the source terms qi for
a Lamb-Oseen-type vortex, with A1 = A2 = 1
and A3 = 1s−1

The reference vortex ideally represents the
physically correct solution. Therefore, a real-
istic decay of the reference properties could be
prescribed; however, this is not further consid-
ered here since the target is to evaluate the

applicability of the new approaches. Referring
to Eqs. (7) to (9), it becomes evident that the
source terms qi need different numbers of input
parameters such as ωre f , are f and vθ ,a,re f : qω,act

needs the least and requires the least compu-
tational effort, while qω,re f needs the most and
is also the most complex formulation of (7) to
(9).

Vortex Conservation requires the location of
the vortex core line for the calculation of the
source term. In STAR-CCM+, the vortex core
line is determined via analysis of the eigenval-
ues of the velocity gradient matrix ~∇~v as de-
scribed in [4] and [9], except that in this work,
~∇~vind was taken for this, since this provided a
better determination of the vortex core line.

It is reasonable to restrict the effect of the
new source terms by different criteria. One cri-
terion is to define a tube like region around the
vortex core line and to switch the source term
off outside. Thereby the distance |~rCL| and/or
|~rCL,p| is compared to a predefined distance rT .
In this work, rT = 1.5are f > |~rCL| was used.

Another criterion is to switch the source
term off in domain parts where it is obvious
that no coherent vortex will appear. In this
work, the source domain is restricted to vor-
tex core lines, where the distance to the x-axis
is higher than a minimum value rmin = DP/6.
Besides, it is restricted in x-direction until
xmax = 1.5DP, to be able to analyse the evolu-
tion of the vortices after switching the source
term off.

If an actual vortex property is larger than the
corresponding reference property, the source
term may become negative, compare Eq. (7)
to Eq. (9). This case was suppressed in this
work, because the reference values were lower
compared to the actual values in the vicinity
of the wing tip.

In some cases it is reasonable to exclude vor-
tices that do not originate from the wing tip
from the forcing. This can be achieved by ac-
tivating the source term only for those cells,
for which the vorticity magnitude at the corre-
sponding vortex core line surpasses a threshold
value |~ωL|> ωmin.

For the case-dependent coefficients Ai in Eqs.
(7) to (9) there exists a case-independent pro-
cedure by which the optimum value for Ai can
be obtained: Starting from the converged sta-



tionary or the periodic unsteady solution with-
out vortex conservation, the source term is
switched on starting with Ai = 0. Then Ai is
gradually increased until the vortex blows up.
The optimum Ai is the value below the critical
blow-up value of Ai.

5 Simulation Setup

The flow around a propeller is simulated to
analyse the influence of the presented vortex
conservation methods on the evolution of tip
vortices. The main properties of a model pro-
peller with four blades are diameter DP = 0.24
m and pitch ratio P/DP = 0.8.

The advance ratio is set to J = 0.567, 10%
lower than the advance ratio of the maximum
efficiency, and the revolutions are set to n = 10
Hz. Based on the homogeneous inflow, only
one quarter of the propeller (one blade) is
simulated using periodic boundary conditions.
The domain, mesh and coordinate system are
shown in Fig. 4. The x-axis indicates the di-

x
y

z

(a) Domain (b) Mesh

Figure 4: Simulation domain and mesh

rection of the inflow, the origin of the system
is situated in the plane of the wing tip. The
diameter of the quarter cylinder is 4DP, the lo-
cation of the inlet and outlet boundaries are
xin = −2DP and xout = 5DP. The flow is as-
sumed laminar and a rotating reference frame
is used to model the propeller rotation.

In the following, the cell sizes are given in
percentage of the propeller diameter. The rel-
ative cell size for the outer region is 20%.
Furthermore, the mesh is refined three times,
first within a cylinder around the propeller
blade to 1.6%. For the further refinements,
two cylinders around the x-axis between x =
[−0.21DP,1.92DP] m with the radii 0.28 m and
0.16 m are used. The region inside the larger
cylinder minus the region inside the smaller one
is refined to 2.4% and the region inside the
smaller cylinder is refined to 4%. Thus the
mesh where the trailing vortices evolve down-

stream features roughly 3.5 cells across the ref-
erence vortex core region 2are f = 0.02 m. The
total number of cells is about 120000. The pro-
peller boundary layer is not resolved since the
generation of the tip vortex can be considered
as a mainly pressure-driven phenomenon.

The STAR-CCM+ steady flow solver is used
with all approximations based on second order.
Velocity V∞ is prescribed as homogeneous in-
flow, the outlet boundary is set to a pressure
outlet, the lateral surface of the cylinder do-
main is set to a slip condition and the propeller
surface is set to no-slip.

The governing equations are discretised us-
ing the finite volume method (FVM); the in-
terpolation of variables is based on approxima-
tions of second order and for the calculation
of unknown cell variables the equation system
is linearised. The simulations are conducted
using the implicit steady segregated solver in
STAR-CCM+. The SIMPLE method is used
for the correction of the pressure field, the con-
vective terms are approximated by a second or-
der upwind scheme. The under-relaxation fac-
tors are 0.7 for velocity and 0.3 for pressure.

In the following, the settings of the vortex
conservation and VC methods are specified.
The same reference vortex is used in all sim-
ulations. For this, qv is evaluated with the pa-
rameters vθ ,a,re f = 0.2 m/s and are f = 0.01 m.
The resulting vorticity magnitude is |~ωL| ≈ 60
1/s, hence ωre f = 60 1/s is set for qω,act and
qω,re f . Further restrictions of the source terms
are described in Sec. 4. The minimum vor-
ticity magnitude on the vortex core line for the
source term to be active is set to ωmin = 0.5ωre f

for qω,re f and qv. For the existing VC method
H, the non-dimensional wall distance is set to
1000 and the coefficient ε was varied.

The simulation without momentum source
terms converged after 600 iterations. Starting
from this point, the VC method H or one of
the source terms according to Eqs. (7) to (9)
is activated. The resulting optimum forcing
coefficients for this case are: A1 = 30, A2 = 40,
A3 = 20001/s. The source terms qi are faded in
linearly within 20 iterations. The simulation
results are evaluated after 1000 further itera-
tions for a steady state solution and compared
to each other in the next section.



6 Results

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the vortex and
the distribution of the source terms for the
situation when the momentum source terms
are activated. The abscissa represents a cut
through the vortex at x = 0.08DP along the
z-axis, indicated by the cut A-A in Fig. 7a;
2zL/DP = 0.975 indicates the location of the
vortex core line L. The upper image shows the
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Figure 5: Converged solution without momen-
tum source; upper figure: vorticity magnitude
and x-component of the tangential velocity;
lower figure: x-component of the momentum
source

x-component of both the actual and reference
velocity and further the vorticity magnitude.
The actual velocity profile indicates the high
velocities in the propeller jet for z < zL and
the backflow outside, hence the tip vortex flow
swirls. The vorticity magnitude distribution
indicates the vortex core region; it shows fur-
ther that the local maximum lies about a half
core radius in z-direction ∆z≈ 0.5a next to the
identified vortex centre zL, which marks the
centre of the rotating induced velocity field.

The lower image shows the x-component of
the momentum source terms ~S. For all qi, it is
zero at the vortex core zL as well as from a dis-
tance of about 2are f to the vortex centre. Of
the qi terms, qω,act considers the actual vortex

flow most, while qω,re f considers it least. Thus
for qω,re f and qv, disturbances in form of weak
vortices may occur close to the tip vortex when
rapidly switching on the source term. However,
due to the linear fading their core vorticity is
below ωmin, so these disturbances are not sup-
ported by the source terms and vanish with the
convergence of the flow solution.

In contrast, the distribution of the source
terms for VC method H in Fig. 5 shows clear
discrepancies to the actual tangential vortex
flow: Within 2z/DP = [0.925, 0.975] the mo-
mentum source acts against the tangential ve-
locity. This inconsistency concerns all methods
mentioned in Tab. 1, because the direction of
~S is given by the same vector ~s.

Figure 6 shows the evolution of the vorticity
magnitude at the vortex core line |~ωL|. With-
out a momentum source, the vortex core van-
ishes after about 1/6 revolutions. The vorticity
for all vortex conservation methods converges
to the intended reference value in the specified
domain parts. In the domain parts where the
source term is inactive (x > xmax = 1.5DP), the
vorticity decays exponentially; both effects can
be seen in Fig. 7 as well.
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Figure 6: Evolution of the vorticity magnitude
at the vortex core line ~ωL; upper figure: with-
out a source term (w/o) and with methods
qω,act , qω,re f and qv; lower figure: VC method
H from Tab. 1 for different ε

For the present case, the most reasonable
value for VC method H is ε = 1, where the
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Figure 7: Evolution of tip vortices: vortex core
line coloured with |w| = |~ωL|; isosurface with
|~ω|= 50s−1; xmax end of the source domain for
qω,act , xu = 1.92DP end of the refined mesh

vorticity decays exponentially (refer as well to
Fig. 7). An increase to ε = 1.1 leads to an
unphysically strong increase. For ε = 0.8 the
forcing is too weak and for ε = 1.2 the vortex
blows up. Hence, a vortex as strong as the
one gained with any qi cannot be maintained
with the VC method H. All vortices disappear
for x > xu = 1.9DP since the mesh size increases
from there on to more than one cell per vortex
core diameter.

7 Summary

Vortex conservation methods were presented
and applied successfully to the simulation of

propeller tip vortices on a relatively coarse
mesh. They enable the conservation of a con-
stant prescribed vorticity magnitude at the
vortex core line. Besides, a comparison of the
momentum source terms with the tangential
vortex velocity shows that the vortex conserva-
tion methods are consistent in contrast to the
analysed existing VC methods. From the vor-
tex conservation methods, qω,act considers the
actual vortex flow most and requires the least
restrictions. However, all terms qi are consis-
tent with tangential vortex flow characteristics
and lead to the same vorticity magnitude, no
method is preferable for the investigated case.

The appropriate choice of the reference vor-
tex properties and the interaction of the new
source terms with turbulence models may be
part of further research.
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1. Introduction  

The accurate study of unsteady forces on lifting surfaces is important to many applications. Additionally, the phenomena of 

dynamic stall, in particular, is pertinent to not only engineering topics such as horizontal and vertical axis wind turbines, 

helicopter blades and is also relevant to the flight of insects and birds. Dynamic stall is usually described with a wing or wing 

section pitching at some significant rate. Contrary to a static case, the angle of attack can be increased significantly past the 

static stall angle (Leishman 1990). One of the earliest documentations of this is in (Kramer 1932).  

Several approaches to study this intriguing fluid mechanics behaviour have been made theoretically, experimentally and 

numerically, several of which are listed in (Lee and Gerontakos 2004). Widely known and cited are the experimental work 

performed in the NASA wind tunnels at helicopter design conditions in (Carr, McAlister, and McCroskey 1977). Their findings 

on the topic still set the benchmark for many current projects, specifically the sequence of events typically seen in the 

dynamic stall phenomena. Specific to studies with a NACA 0012 at moderate Reynolds numbers (50 -150 x10
3
) and airfoil 

pitching amplitudes in “deep stall” and reduced frequencies (k) = 0.1  include (Lee and Gerontakos 2004) where authors 

studied experimentally in a low-speed, suction-type wind tunnel in the Aerodynamics Laboratory at McGill University. The 

wing section was instrumented with multiple hot-film sensor arrays and surface pressure measurements and along with 

smoke-flow visualisations, the spatial-temporal progression of the locations of the boundary-layer transition and separation, 

and reattachment and relaminarization points, compared to the static values, for a range of oscillation frequency and 

amplitude both prior to, during and after the stall. This study has been widely used as validation material.  

Numerical investigations studies using a commercial computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code have been carried out by  

(Wang et al. 2010), where the k-w SST with low-Reynolds number corrections have been employed, using a 2D grid with a 

dynamic mesh. The time history of the lift force was found to be “aperiodic or quasi-periodic” but that “aerodynamic forces 

agree well with the experimental data, fluctuating around the measured data”. These fluctuations were attributed to the 

specified free stream turbulence level, and by increasing this value would “improve the stability of the predicted forces on 

the blade” and also increases the stall delay at larger incidences. To explain the oscillations seen at lower incidences where 

the flow is usually attached, authors claim the k-w SST “is very sensitive in the present unsteady low turbulence intensity flow 

application”. Similarly, using the same code and turbulence model but with a higher quality mesh, (Gharali and Johnson 

2013) also computed this case for validation. Results here compare well to the experimental data and explain small 

oscillations on the down stroke as “a result of reattachment and relaminarization and are not related to the mesh quality”. 

Rather than observing an aperiodic behaviour, a periodic cycle is seen after the first pitching cycle. This is consistent with the 

conclusions from the DESider project with RANS based turbulence closure models. Using Large-Eddy Simulation with a 

mixed-time-scale subgrid-scale model and a dynamic mesh, (Kim 2013) studied the influence of inlet turbulence on the 

aerodynamics of wind turbines, including the dynamic stall. Validation of the pitching airfoil was attempted with (Lee and 

Gerontakos 2004) for a range of k, and good agreement was found for k = 0.025 and 0.05. For the current case of interest k 

= 0.1 however, non-trivial and noteworthy discrepancies were seen, namely: 1) Cl loop has a larger area and 2) the 

maximum lift is lower for the calculations than those for the experiments. Having discussed the experimental uncertainties 
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with the respective authors, it was concluded that “it would be challenging to measure the surface pressure with the leading 

edge vortex is very strong during the downstroke in experiments”, which appears to be the case for this particular reduced 

frequency. This instrumentation related limitation is not present in the conducted numerical simulations. Using appropriately 

studied phase-average values to obtain the statistical data, and along with the mesh convergence tests, these LES 

simulations were deemed to be reliable (Kim 2013).  Figure 1 shows the results available in the literature for the chosen case 

of k=0.1 and ° ° .  

  
Figure 1: Results from literature 

The objective of this current work is to simulate the flow conditions seen at model scale experiments, Re » 65,000 for moving 

airfoils, and from this knowledge comprehend the applicability of stabilizer fins to ships, typically yacht-type ships. Given the 

spread in the literature using similar methods shown above, arriving at accurate and reliable results for the design conditions 

is crucial. This paper will show the step of verification and validation of a two-dimensional static NACA 0012 at various 

angles of attack. Several parameters will be examined (space and temporal refinements, turbulence modelling, and inlet 

boundary conditions). First, a comparison will be made to the available static data in (Lee and Gerontakos 2004), and 

repeated at the design Reynolds number.  

2. Methodology 

The code used for the current calculations was ReFRESCO. The unsteady for of the incompressible flow equations with 

turbulence models are discretized using a finite-volume approach with cell-centred collocated variable, in strong-

conservation form, and a pressure-correction equation based on the SIMPLE algorithm is used to ensure mass conservation. 

Time integration is performed with an implicit Euler scheme. The convective fluxes are discretized with the QUICK scheme for 

the momentum equations and a first order upwind discretization is used for the turbulence equations. Closure of the RANS 

equations is achieved with the Spalart-Allmaras (Spalart and Allmaras 1994),   SST (F R Menter 1994) and  

models (F. R. Menter, Egorov, and Rusch 2006). Additionally, a model incorporating transition was also used in the form of 

the LCTM model (Langtry and Menter 2009). The boundary conditions applied were: no-slip for the airfoil, symmetry for the 

sides of the domain and a combination of inflow, pressure and outflow (Neumann) on the region of the circular domain 

(Toxopeus 2011). The various incidence angles were simulated by varying the inflow angles. The convergence was set to 1E-

5 in the infinity norm (worst case) for most cases for all variables, or 1E-8 in some cases.  

The grid was generated using the commercial code GridPro. This code allows the generation of multi-block o-type meshing 

strategy and also permits the generation of geometrically similar grids. The airfoil’s trailing edge was closed with a circular 

section with the radius of ~0.3% of the chord, helping the meshing algorithm to converge. A circular domain was used and 

given the symmetry of the airfoil, the grid was mirrored about the chord to ensure symmetry. In total 11 grids were created, 

between 368k and 22k cells. The grid quality was checked, showing a maximum equiangle skewness of 0.5 in a few cells due 



to the algorithm used in GridPro away from the airfoil. The aspect ratio in the region around the airfoil was ~50, and the 

airfoil’s surface with the finest grid had ~2350 cells.  

  
Figure 2: Close up of the coarsest grid, leading (left) and trailing (right) edge 

 

Figure 3: Upper half of the airfoil finest grid 

3. Results – Re=135,000 

All simulations in this Reynolds regime were found to be statistically stationary, even though at incidences above 8 degrees 

the time dependent RANS equations were employed. Even at higher angles, the solution arrived at a time-independent 

solution (or indeed with other relaxation parameters with the steady solver), this is shown by the steady state residuals. The 

forces were shown not to change in time, even with transient residuals.  



  
Figure 4: Lift and drag coefficients. Left figure compares finest grid and coarsest grids varying turbulence model. Right figure shows the 

influence of coarsening the grid using the k-omega turbulence model; arrow shows direction of grid coarsening.   

Results – Re=65,000 

Calculating the flow at this lower Reynolds number was found to be significantly more challenging, given the instabilities in 

the flow. At 15 degrees of incidence, the flow was found to be very unsteady. Moreover, the forces were found to be very 

sensitive to the grid employed.  

  
Figure 5: Flow field (left) for angle of attack = 15 degrees, using the k-omega turbulence model. Force variation (right, upper) and spectral 

analysis (right, lower). 

  

Figure 6: Spread of lift (left) and drag (right) for the k-omega turbulence model using a series of 11 geometrically similar grids.  
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1 Introduction

Added resistance of ships in waves is one of increasingly important problems in naval engineer-
ing due to energy efficiency regulations. In this work, validation of the Naval Hydro pack in
OpenFOAM is performed by conducting simulations of a KRISO container ship (KCS) in calm
water and head waves. Steady resistance and dynamic sinkage and trim at different Froude
numbers are compared to experimental data. Mesh refinement study has been carried out for
design Froude number in order to asses numerical uncertainty. Seakeeping simulations of the
ship in head waves are carried out for a number of different wave parameters at design Froude
number. Added resistance is compared with experimental results. All simulations are performed
with fully non–linear, turbulent, two–phase CFD solver. Wave modelling is performed using
Spectral Wave Explicit Navier–Stokes Equations (SWENSE) [1] with implicit relaxation zones
[5] that are used to prevent wave reflection. In addition to the validation runs, 3-D freak wave
simulation encountering a KCS has been performed using the SWENSE solver coupled with a
directional Higher Order Spectrum (HOS) [2] method for nonlinear wave propagation.

2 Mathematical model

In this section mathematical model of incompressible two-phase flow is presented. Two–phase
model is based on a single set of mixture equations taking into account jump conditions at the
free surface implicitly [4]. Volume of Fluid (VOF) method will be used for interface capturing
[9] in calm water simulations, while the Level Set (LS) method will be used for head waves
simulations, where SWENSE procedure is employed.
Three sets of governing equations are used to model the two phase flow: continuity equation,
momentum equation and interface capturing equation. The continuity equation, used to for-
mulate dynamic pressure equation, states:

∇•u = 0. (1)

Mixture momentum equation reads:

∂u

∂t
+∇•(uu)−∇• (νe∇u) = −1

ρ
∇pd , (2)

where νe stands for effective dynamic viscosity, allowing for the general turbulence models [11].
Interface capturing equations used in the calculations can be found in Rusche (2002) [7] for
VOF method, and in Sun & Beckermann (2007) [8] for LS method.
Apart from the governing equations, special attention is given to the jump conditions at the free
surface. In the present model, normal stress balance is modelled exactly, while the tangential
stress is taken into account approximately. Surface tension is neglected. This approach is
justified for large scale two–phase problems encountered in naval hydromechanics. Normal
stress balance yields two free surface jump conditions [4]. First condition prescribes the dynamic
pressure jump across the free surface:



p−d − p
+
d = −(ρ− + ρ+)g•x , (3)

where superscript ”+” denotes the heavier fluid (water), while superscript ”−” denotes the
lighter fluid (air). Second condition prescribes the jump of dynamic pressure gradient over
density to be zero:

1

ρ−
∇p−d −

1

ρ+
∇p+d = 0. (4)

Jump conditions are used to discretize dynamic pressure terms (pressure gradient and laplacian)
at the free surface.

3 Numerical model

Numerical model is based on second–order accurate polyhedral FV method used in foam–extend.
Rigid body motion is solved using quaternion based six degrees of freedom (6DOF) equations.
Mesh is modelled as a rigid body with special boundary conditions. Coupling of pressure,
velocity, free surface and 6DOF equations is performed in a segregated manner using PIMPLE
algorithm.

4 Numerical simulations

In this section simulation results regarding KCS model are compared to experimental data.
Steady state resistance with dynamic sinkage and trim is simulated for a range of Froude
numbers. Seakeeping simulations are performed in regular head waves with different incident
wave parameters at design Froude number. Finally, a simulation of a freak wave encountering
a full scale KSC is shown.

4.1 Steady resistance, simulations with dynamic sinkage and trim

CFD results computed on 4.6 million cells unstructured mesh are compared with experimental
data for following Froude numbers: 0.1516, 0.1949, 0.2274, 0.2599 and 0.2816. KCS model
particulars and experimental settings details are available at Tokyo Workshop On CFD in
Ship Hydrodynamics website [6]. Symmetry boundary condition is used at the central vertical
longitudinal plane, and only half of the domain is simulated. Average mesh non–orthogonality
is 6.6 degrees while the maximum is 76.1 degrees. Results comparison for total resistance
coefficient is shown in Figure 1. Dynamic sinkage and trim comparison is shown in Figure 2
and Figure 3, respectively.

Grid convergence study is performed for 0.282 Froude number. Table 1 shows the to-
tal resistance coefficient, sinkage and trim obtained with different grid sizes. Relative er-
ror compared to experimental result is also presented. Relative error is calculated as ε =
(CtEFD − CtCFD)/CtEFD. Calculated order of spatial accuracy for total resistance [10] is
p = 3.98 for three finest grids, while grid uncertainty is 0.029× 10−3.

4.2 Seakeeping simulations in regular head waves

Added resistance is compared with experimental data for various incident wave parameters.
Simulations are performed for design Froude number and head waves. Comparison is performed
in Fourier space, comparing individual harmonic amplitudes to experimental data [6]. KCS
model particulars can be found on Tokyo Workshop On CFD in Ship Hydrodynamics website
[6]. Figure 4 shows comparison of mean, first and second order of total resistance coefficient for
different incident wave parameters (λ/Lpp).
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Figure 1: Comparison of total resistance coefficient for a range of Froude numbers.
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Figure 2: Comparison of dynamic sinkage for a range of Froude numbers.

Table 1: Grid convergence study results.

Grid No. 1 2 3 4 EFD

Ct × 103 4.837 4.736 4.608 4.560 4.501

εCt ,% -7.476 -5.234 -2.381 -1.313 /

σ, cm -1.665 -1.650 -1.655 -1.653 -1.702

εσ,% 2.194 3.067 2.756 2.867 /

τ,o -0.145 -0.147 -0.147 -0.146 -0.159

ετ ,% 8.813 7.264 7.847 7.974 /

It can be seen in Figure 4 that the trend of all the curves is well captured. Mean values
obtained with CFD generally overshoot the experimental data, which is consistent with the
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Figure 4: Comparison of total resistance coefficient for various incident wave parameters.

steady state resistance simulations. First order resistance is undershot for all cases.

4.3 Freak wave impact on a full scale floating KCS

A three-dimensional, realistic freak wave is initialized using long time evolution of wave spectrum
with Higher Order Spectrum (HOS) potential nonlinear wave theory [2] implemented in Naval
Hydro pack. Initial condition used for HOS simulation is JONSWAP directional spectrum.
Wave spectrum parameters are: Hs = 10.5 m, Tp = 9.5 s, and directionality constant n = 8 [3].
Freak wave height is H = 21.8 m. Simulation is performed for full size KCS, Table 2. Figure 5
sequentially shows the encounter of the freak wave on the KCS.



Table 2: Full scale KCS characteristics.

L, m B, m D, m T, m xG, m yG, m KG, m rx, m ry, m rz, m

230 32.2 19 10.8 111.6 0 14.32 12.9 57.5 57.5

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: Three–dimensional freak wave encountering a full scale KCS.

5 Conclusion

Simulations of KCS in calm water and head waves are carried out and the results are com-
pared with experimental data. Steady state simulations show good agreement for resistance
and dynamic sinkage and trim. Larger discrepancies of dynamic sinkage and trim for lower
Froude numbers are caused by coarse mesh considering the absolute values of sinkage and trim.
Preliminary results of added resistance in head waves are compared to experimental data, be-
ing an important design criteria. Comparison showed that added resistance can be predicted
fairly accurately. Finally, an example of three–dimensional freak wave simulation is performed
to show the capability of the HOS wave theory coupled with CFD simulation using SWENSE
method.
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1. Introduction 

Ship powering prediction is a substantial part of the ship design process. Model tests provide reliable 
data for total resistance of a scaled ship but this method is costly and inconvenient. As a result of the 
technological developments in computer science and its proportionally low cost, utilization of 
computational fluid mechanics (CFD) methods to solve for any type of flow became handy. Ships 
have complex geometries and the computational flow around a ship hull is one of the troublesome 
areas in CFD. Comparison with the benchmark ships is a common way for validating the numerical 
results and provides a useful first step to start solving flows around ships. This study covers the steady 
state numerical hydrodynamic flow analyses of a Post Panamax Container Ship – Duisburg Test Case. 
The resistance characteristics of the ship and the free surface deformations are investigated with a 
multiphase analysis using the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method for the fixed condition of the hull in the 
flow. A hybrid meshing strategy is implemented for easier meshing due to the complex geometry of 
the ship hull. The capability of fixing the ship to obtain resistance characteristics of the vessel in a 
range of Froude numbers is discussed. 

2. Hydrostatics of the Ship Hull 

DTC container ship has a bulbous bow, large stern and a transom. It is a model developed for 
benchmarking purposes to be used for computational applications. No actual ship exists and the 
experimental results are given in the reference article by (El Moctar et al., 2012). Principal particulars 
of the model ship and full scale ship can be seen in Table 1. 

Table 1. Principal particulars of model and full scale ship (El Moctar et al., 2012). 
 Model Full Scale 
LPP (m) 5.976 355.0 
Bwl (m) 0.859 51.0 
Tm (m) 0.244 14.5 
V  (m3) 0.827 173467.0 
Sw (m2) 6.243 22032.0 
vd (knots) 3.244 25.0 

 
The present study covers the numerical analyses of the DTC ship in fixed condition including free 
surface effects. The model scale used in experiments is implemented in numerical analyses to be 
compatible with the reference study. A CAD model of the ship is given in figure 1. 

3. Numerical Implementation 
 

3.1. Grid Structure 

Seo et al. (2010) have proposed a hybrid meshing strategy for practical purposes to represent the ship 
hull and the fluid domain. They have meshed the complex parts of the ship (like the bow and the stern 
of the ship) with tetrahedral elements while using hexahedral elements for the rest of the domain. A 
similar approach was used in this study. The ship hull and its close surrounding were separated from 
the rest of the fluid domain. Tetrahedral elements were used in the inner domain while for the rest of 
the domain, hexahedral elements were used. The two domains were constructed by 3.5 million 



elements in total. The width, length and depth of the fluid domain are in accordance with the 
recommended procedures and guidelines by the ITTC for ship CFD applications (ITTC 7.5 – 03). The 
grid structure on the ship hull is given in figure 2. 

 
Figure 1. An overall CAD view of the DTC Container Ship. 

 
Figure 2. The grid structure on the ship hull. 

3.2. CFD Setup 

For all the analyses involved in the present study, a steady state solution approach was implemented 
and �−� turbulence model is used with a RANSE based CFD. �−� model is a two equation turbulence 
model which generates satisfactory results for slender bodies like ships. It is extensively used in 
solving numerically the flows around ships and one example is present in the work by (Kinaci et al., 
2013). The Froude number range to obtain the ship resistance was varied between 0.17 and 0.22. The 
general properties of the simulations can be seen in table 2. 

Table 2. The properties of the simulation 
Type of mesh Hybrid (Tetrahedral and quadrilateral) 
Number of elements Approximately 3.5 millions 
Domains Multiphase; homogenous water and air  
Timescale Steady 
Convergence criteria 10-6 
Multiphase method Volume of Fluid (VOF) 
Processing  Parallel (24 partitions  run on 2x8 core with 64 GB RAM) 



4. Results 

Total resistance data for the Duisburg Container Ship model were obtained from the experiments (El 
Moctar et al., 2011).  The towing tank tests were simulated by CFD approach for six Froude numbers 
for the fixed condition of the ship. 

The resistance values of the ship model are estimated for calm water conditions without the 
appendages (the rudder and the propeller). The total resistance coefficient �� is determined by; 

�� =
��

1
2
	
�

��

 

�� is the total resistance value, 	 is the density of water, 
� is the model ship velocity and � is the 
wetted surface area of the model ship. The model ship velocity is given in the reference study by (El 
Moctar et al., 2011) and they have used the Froude similarity to go back and forth between the actual 
ship and its model. 

 
Figure 3. Comparison of CFD results with the experiments. 

The CFD generated results are compared with the experimental values and this comparison is given in 
figure 3. The discrepancy between the results is quite noticeable in lower Froude numbers while the 
compatibility is getting better as the Froude number increases. The difference in the results (especially 
at lower Froude numbers) is accounted to the ship being fixed at its primary position. The ship hull is 
forced to stay stationary and this enforcement restricts the hull to escape from the high pressure 
regions inside the fluid. This, in return, results in higher calculated resistance. 

The wave elevations along the hull at higher Froude numbers are usually established and do not vary 
in time. Therefore it becomes possible to solve the flow around the hull with a steady approach at the 
vessel’s service speed. However, steady state solution approach may not be suitable at lower Froude 
numbers because the wave system in the fluid domain is subject to change with respect to time. Fixing 
the ship hull and implementing the steady state solution create a bias of results obtained by CFD when 
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compared with the experiments. This is the underlying reason of the difference between CFD and 
experiments at lower Froude numbers in figure 3. 

The experimental and computational wave resistance coefficients as calculated by the Froude 
approach are given in figure 4. The frictional resistance coefficient (��) is calculated by the ITTC 
correlation line which is given as (ITTC, 2011); 

�� =
0.075

�log�� − 2��
 

where Re is the Reynolds number. Wave resistance coefficient is calculated by: 

�� = �� − ���1 + �� 

and k in this equation represents the ship form factor. Figure 4 supports the idea that the wave system 
around the ship is not well established in lower Froude numbers. The wave resistances are high 
computationally because the hull cannot escape the high pressure zones in the fluid whereas this is not 
the case experimentally. The pressure coefficient distribution around the underwater hull without the 
effect of the hydrostatic pressure is given in figure 8. A better numerical simulation should include the 
motions of the hull in response to the wave system that is formed around it which, in return, is 
expected to generate more accurate results. Free surface deformations and the wave profiles along the 
hull and in the fluid domain at � = 0 are given in Figures 5, 6 and 7.  

 
Figure 4. Nondimensional wave resistance coefficients of the model ship. 

At lower velocities, the fluid-structure interaction is an important component of the flow around the 
ship due to significant heave and pitch motions of the vessel. However at higher velocities the heave 
motion is dominated by the surge motion and the share of heave and pitch in ship motions reduces. 
Fixing the ship inside the fluid and only towing the hull in the surge direction eliminates any possible 
contributions that heave and pitch make to the total resistance of the ship. Therefore, the discrepancy 
at lower Froude numbers is higher when compared with the difference at higher Froude numbers. 
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Figure 5. Free surface deformation of the model ship. 

  
Figure 6. Wave heights for Fr=0.218 at y=0 plane Figure 7. Wave heights along the ship hull at 

Fr=0.218 
 

 
Figure 8. Pressure coefficient distribution along the underwater hull for Fr=0.218. Hydrostatic 

pressure is not included. 



5. Conclusions 

In this study, resistance characteristics of a post-panamax container ship (Duisburg Test Case) are 
investigated with a RANSE based CFD approach. A steady state solution approach is implemented 
and the ship hull is fixed in the fluid to restrict its motions. It was found out that total resistance was 
better approximated at higher Froude numbers. The wave system in the fluid domain is not 
established at lower Froude numbers and fixing the ship hull inside the flow dispossesses its ability to 
escape from high pressure zones in the fluid. This results in exaggerated values of wave resistance at 
lower Froude numbers. At higher velocities, heave motion is dominated by the surge motion. 
Therefore, the fluid-structure interaction becomes less important at higher Froude numbers and the 
results are in better accordance. 

A better approximation of the flow around a ship should at least include a two degree-of-freedom (2-
DOF) motion of the ship hull to include heave and pitch motions of the vessel. A time-dependent 
solution approach, when combined with a free to sink and trim vessel, is expected to generate more 
accurate results for the whole Froude number range. 
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1. Introduction

Mesh generation is an important and time consuming step in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
especially for complex geometries like the flow around a ship with appendages. The quality of the spacial
discretisation of the computational domain is the primary criterion for the grade and reliability of the
solution. Ease of mesh generation can save time and money as well as help to ensure a constant high level
of the achieved results. Several mesh generation methods are used for creation computational meshes for
different applications, which include unstructured as well as structured meshes, both single and multi-block.
To combine different mesh parts methods like DRAGON grids or overset grid schemes may be used. While
the first method demands for remeshing of a part of the domain, overset grid schemes allow combining several
mesh regions without changing the mesh topology and quality.

In this work we present the development and validation of an overset grid scheme to be used with the
OpenFOAM CFD software package, which is widely used in both industry and academia.

2. Governing equations

A short overview over the underling mathematical modelling and the numerical procedures will be given.
Some parts will be discussed in detail as they are required later in the description and evaluation of the
developed overset scheme. This section will include the following topics:

• Incompressible Navier-Stokes-Equations

• Discretisation of the equations and creation of a linear system of equations

• Solution strategies like pressure correction and domain decomposition

• Used turbulence models including RANS, closure models and LES

3. Overset grid algorithm

When conduction simulations of flows around arbitrary bodies of any number or shape, generation of a
spacial discretisation that fits all surfaces may be challenging. The main idea of the overset grid method is
to provide a simple body-fitted mesh for each feature of the geometry rather then generation a single mesh
which fits all geometry features. This simplification allows for easy mesh generation and high mesh quality
but leading to a number of separate meshes without explicit connection. This connection has to be provides
by the overset grid scheme by interpolation of fields variables from one mesh region to another.

As a simple example the two dimensional flow around an cylinder can be considered as shown in Fig. 1.
For the overset region a radial mesh fitted to the cylinder with an fine mesh at the cylinder surface to resolve
the boundary layer is used. A cartesian mesh is utilised as background region for calculation of the far field
and the wake. The cells in both regions are divided into one of the following categories:



Figure 1. Grid arrangement for flow around cylinder.

• Live cells: Used for discretisation of the governing equations, field values are solved for

• Acceptor cells: Cells without neighbour cells or physical boundary on all sides, values are interpolated
from overlapped grid

• Primary donor cells: Cells containing the the centre of an acceptor cells, primary donor for inter-
polated value, values are are solved for

• Extended donor cells: Neighbours of primary donor cells, used for interpolation of the acceptor cells
value.

• Hole cells: Cells overlapped by an overset grid not needed for interpolation, values are not solved for.

Primary and extended donor cells may be called donor cells and can neither be hole nor acceptor cells. The
developed overset grid algorithm categorises the cells of the different meshes according to these categories,
collects the overset interpolation information (OII) and handles the implicit coupling of the mesh regions.
The discretisation matrices created by the framework for any continuum problem can be handles regardless
of the underling equation or its temporal or spacial discretisation.

3.1. Donor Cell Identification

The first step for creating the OII is the identification of donor cells for each acceptor cell. A donor cell
identification algorithm has to find the cell containing a given point, the acceptor cell centre e. g., in an
efficient and robust way, that is capable of domain decomposition used for parallel computations.

The implemented search algorithm is an variation of the gradient search algorithm proposed by Benek
et al.? Starting at a seed cell, the current cell is tested for containing the centre of the acceptor cell. If the
point is not found, the algorithm moves on the neighbour cell of the seed cell that lies in the direction of the
acceptor cell centre.

When the search path hits a domain boundary, special treatment is needed. One possible way is to
restart the search from a different seed. If the boundary is a processor boundary, i.e. the donor cell might be
on a different processor, the search has to continue on this processor. Therefore a search kernel containing
the position of the acceptor cell as well as and identification index and the index of the processor domain is
passed to the other processor domain and the search algorithm continues there.

Cells found by the gradient search algorithm are primary donor cells by definition. Extended donor cells
are determined by the interpolation method used for inter-grid interpolation.



3.2. Interpolation Methods

The connection of the different regions is handled using a interpolation function IBA to interpolate the field
value Φ from region A to B:

ΦB = IBA =
∑

n

wiΦ
A
i (1)

where wi is the weight if the i-th donor for the current acceptor.
Classical overset grid schemes are implemented for block structured meshes and therefore have access to

information like left/right and upper/lower neighbours. Therefore it is possible to perform linear interpolation
in space. On an unstructured grid these information is not available and different interpolation methods are
used.

Within this work three different interpolation methods are used:

1. Direct: The value of the primary donor cell is directly transferred.

IBA = Φpd

where Φpd denotes the value of the primary donor cell.
This method is of first order accuracy and bounded.

2. Gradient correction: The value of the primary donor cell is corrected using an implicit formulation
the Green-Gauss theorem for calculation of the gradient:

IBA = Φpd + ~δ · ∇(Φpd) = Φpd +
~δ

Ω

∑

f

Φf
~Sf = Φpd +

1

Ω

∑

f

(λfΦn + (1− λf )Φpd)~δ · ~Sf

where ~δ is the distance vector from the primary donor centre to the acceptor cell centre, f denotes the
faces of the primary donor cell and ~Sf the surface normal vector with the magnitude being equal to
the face size. The face weight λf is defined by the discretisation and used to interpolate the value of
the primary donor cell and the neighbour cell value Φn to the value on the face Φf . The sum of the

face areas is written as Ω =
∑

f

∣

∣

∣

~Sf

∣

∣

∣

This method is of second order accuracy and unbounded.

3. Inverse distance: The cell is decomposed in tetrahedra using the cell centre as apex a and triangles
created by splitting the faces. Each triangle is made up by the face centre f , a midpoint of a face edge
m and one vertex of the edge v. All cells C connected to v that share a face with the primary donor
cell are then used to interpolate the acceptor value by applying inverse distance weighting:

IBA =
1

S

∑

c∈C

1

δc
Φc

where δc is the distance from the cell centre of cell c ∈ C and the acceptor cell and S is the sum of all

weights S =
∑

c∈C

1

δc
.

This method is between first and second order accuracy and bounded.

3.3. Hole Cutting

After identification of donor and acceptor cells the hole cells can be determined. Hole cells a cell, which
are overlapped by other cells with an better mesh quality. The values in these locations are calculated in
other cells and therefore not needed for the solution. Additionally hole cells are not needed for inter-grid
interpolation and are be blanked out.

The hole boundary for the background region is defined by the faces between donor cells and live cells of
the overset domain. All cells within this hull face are hole cells if they are not marked as donor or acceptor
cells. Hole cells are blanked implicitly in the discretisation matrix by setting off-diagonal coefficients to zero
and diagonal coefficients to one or are removed from the mesh a prior.



3.4. Bulk Correction

A common issue of overset grid schemes is a lake of mass conservation across the overset interfaces. This
imbalance of the mass flow leads to not physical disturbances in the pressure correction step of the solution
algorithm and may cause a defect an preserved quantities. A bulk correction may be applied to ensure the
overall conservation of the mass flux across the overset boundary.

4. Validation

Several test cases with either analytical or experimental validation data have been used for validation of
the presented method.

4.1. Advection Test

A laminar flow in a two dimensional channel at a Reynolds number of Re = HUb

ν
= 66 based on the channel

height H and the bulk velocity Ub has been used to study the influence of different parameters on the quality
of the solution. The profile of the normalised velocity U for a laminar flow can be expressed as:

Ua(h) = 1− 4(h− 0.5)2 (2)

where 0 ≤ h ≤ 1 is the non-dimensional height of the channel.
The studied variants include application of the described interpolation methods, variation of the mesh

density and different cell types, i.e. quadrilateral, triangular and polygonal cells. For comparison all mesh
types and densities have been compared to a monolithic mesh. In addition to the flow profile the transport
of a scalar Φ has been calculated to analyse the mass conservation errors. Therefore a given quantity has
been placed in the fluid and transported across the interface by pure convection for a fixed time T Ub

H
= 1.

From the given velocity profile the final shape of the scalar distribution can be found analytically. The shape
is compared to the achieved numerical results.

Perfect Matching

As a first test a perfectly matching quadrilateral overset grid has been used. As cell centres of donor and
acceptor cells align perfectly there is no influence of the interpolation method as the weights of the extended
donor cells become zero for this setup and the overset scheme become equivalent a monolithic mesh. As
shown in Fig. 2 the deviation from the analytically derived velocity Ua along the channel height is below 2%
for the most coarse grid and decreases monotonically, when the grid is refined further. With N = 50 cells
the maximum discretisation error is below 0.1%. These results suggest, that a refinement of 50 cells should
give good resolution of the flow characteristics and therefore for the scalar transport. The distribution of
the transported scalar is visualised by the a constant level of Φ = 0.5 in Fig. 2. The shape of the scalar
distribution shows good agreement with the analytical distribution for meshes with 50 cells and above.

Shifted Grid

When the grid is shifted in axial and transverse direction of the flow, donor and acceptor cells do not align
and values have to be interpolated. This setup is used to study the influence of the interpolation methods.
Results show, that the gradient correction interpolation method converges faster then the inverse distance
weighted method while giving unbounded results for the transported scalar. The direct interpolation method
is strongly grid dependent and therefore the interpolation error converges linear with the resolution.

Different Mesh Types

The influence of the cell type was studied using quadrilateral, triangular and polygonal cells for the
channel flow using the distribution and the conservation error of the transported scalar. Influence of the
mesh types on the accuracy of the solution will be highlighted.

4.2. Flow Around Wings

The two- and three-dimensional flow around a NACA 0012 was calculated to validate the developed method
for technically relevant flows around lifting surfaces against experimental results. For the two dimensional
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Figure 2. Influence of grid resolution on velocity profiles (left) and scalar distribution (right) with perfectly aligned
grid.

flow around the profile at Re = 2.88 · 106 the profile lift and drag are compared as well as the pressure
distribution at the cylinder surface for three angles of attack α. The pressure distribution for α = 10◦ is
shown in Fig. 3.

4.3. Turbulent Flow around a Cylinder at a moderate Reynolds Number

Vortex structures behind bluff bodies like a cylinder need to be well resolved to ensure accuracy of the
simulation. The flow around a circular cylinder at Re = 3900 was calculated using three mesh resolutions to
evaluate the suitability of the overset grid scheme for turbulent flows and verify that turbulent flow is not
influenced by the transition of these structures from one grid to another. In contrast to the three dimensional
wing the vortex structures behind the cylinder are not perpendicular to the overset grid interface and are
more sensitive to the interpolation between the grids.

The results show good comparison of time averaged and statistical values like mean drag and mean and
rms velocity distributions without reproduction of the interface within the results. As an example of the
attained results the average velocity profile behind the cylinder is compared to experimental results in Fig. 3.

4.4. Surface piercing cylinder

The deformation of the free surface between different flow phases is a typical aspect of ship hydrodynamics.
The surface piercing test case shows the suitability of the developed method for multiphase flows with
inhomogeneous density. The free surface evaluation around the cylinder is calculated and compared to
experimental results. Further more the sectional resistance coefficient is compared to measurements.

5. Application

As example application we will present the result from a self propulsion test using a frozen rotor approach.
For development of a propeller self propulsion test a used to test the propeller performance in the wake of
the ship. To save computational resources steady state simulations utilizing a moving reference frame at
different rotation angles of the propeller are used. Generating a mesh for this setup involves introducing a
circular interface between the fixed and the moving mesh region as the normal vectors of mesh faces between
these regions have to intersect to the axis of rotation. This interface has to be introduced to the mesh domain
containing the ship.
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As an alternative we use the overset grid scheme to connect the rotor domain containing the rotating
parts with the stator domain containing the ship and other appendages. Therefore the discretisation for the
stator domain is not required to satisfy any restrictions caused by the frozen rotor approach. For the rotor
domain the common meshing strategies are be applied.

6. Conclusions

An overset grid scheme for the OpenFOAM framework was developed and validated against different test
cases. The results were shown to be in good agreement with measurements for miscellaneous flow problems.
The method was applied to a frozen rotor propulsion test case reducing the meshing generation procedures
while maintaining the quality of the spacial discretisation.
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Background 

The pressure fluctuation has been examined from viewpoints of the structure of the hull and the comfort for 

crews in the propeller design. Several times, the 1
st
 to the 4

th
 order components were objects of the discussion 

in a general merchant ships in constructional. However, the influence of the noise pollution to the marine life is 

now discussed, and even the cavitation noise of the higher-order components becomes the object of the 

discussion.  
Target of this research 

In the propeller noise guideline of IMO, calculation that combines CFD with FEM is also introduced as a 

practical tool for full scale noise prediction. Thereby importance of reliable simulation method of pressure 

fluctuation is focused. It will be promising way to approach the full scale tip vortex cavitation. Therefore, 

development of the reliable CFD simulation method is highly expected.  For such purpose, fundamental 

investigation of the relation between cavity volume variation and the pressure fluctuation was investigated in 

the present study. To specify the relation between cavitation dynamics with pressure fluctuation, time history of 

pressure near the cavity was investigated by wavelet analysis. 

1 NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF CAVTATION PATTERN AND PRESSURE FLUCTUATION 

In this research, cavitation flows around 20 propellers were simulated using SOFTWARE CRADLE 

SCRYU/Tetra V10 software, which was based on a finite volume method with an unstructured grid.  

Cavitation flow simulation  

The full Cavitation model(Singhal et al., See formulae(1) to (6)) was used in the calculation. NCG was set to 

1ppm and the empirical constants Ce and Cc were set to 0.02 and 0.01 respectively. In this study, wall was not 

included in the computational domain. Pressure wave was calculated on the flow field.  

Numerical grids 

The computational domain was composed of the inner rotational part including the propeller and the outer 

stationary part(Fig.1). Unsteady propeller simulation in the wake uses the sliding mesh methodology. The 

numerical mesh was an unstructured grid, and basic cells were tetrahedral and prismatic cells were applied to 

near the blade surface for resolving the boundary layer (Fig. 2). The first layer thickness of the prism layer was 

set to a non-dimensional wall distance for a wall-bounded flow (y
+
 in short) =50.  

In this analysis, the axial wake distributions are given as an inlet boundary condition. KT was adjusted to 

already-known KT same as the model test condition. The propeller is rotated 1800deg. by 1deg per cycle to 

develop flow field, after that 0.3deg. per cycle is adopted during the final time step. The second order accuracy 

of the convective term was adapted. In this study, wall was not included in the computational domain. Pressure 

wave was calculated on the flow field. Solid boundary factor 2 was used as the pressure value on the wall. 

Investigation of boundary condition 

Boundary condition was firstly investigated. The inlet boundary was adjusted from the propeller center to 

the position of 0.7D to remove the influence of decrease of the velocity gradient of the wake. It was confirmed 

that the radius of the outer stationary cylinder was necessary to be more than 10D and the propeller 

downstream boundary was necesassary to be more than 30D from the propeller center. Finally, the radius of the 

outer stationary cylinder and the outlet boundary of the outer stationary part were adjusted from the propeller 

center to the position of 0.7D, 30D and 60D.  

Investigation of turbulence model on tip vortex cavitation  

SST-SAS model and Realizable k- model were compared in Fig.4. Realizable k- model showed stronger 

tip vortex cavitation was reproduced and well agreed with experiments. This tendency seemed to be preferable 

to estimate higher order pressure fluctuation. Finally Realizable k- model was selected for this study. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 CAVITATION PATTERN AND PRESSURE FLUCTUATION  

Cavitation pattern  

 Cavitation patterns of 20 propellers were compared with model experiments(Fig.5). Principal particulars 

of model propellers are shown in Table 1. These 20 propellers are designed for different ships and tested at 

different model basins. Propellers in the group A were designed for the low speed ships(VLCC, tanker and bulk 

carrier) and the propellers in group B were designed for high speed ships(Container, Ro-Ro and LNG). Fig. 5 

shows the contour of 10% cavity void fraction and the sketch of cavitation pattern by model experiments. As 

for propeller A-1 and A-2, the load at tip radius is comparatively higher than it of mid radius. Cavitation 

inception at leading edge at 90% radius was confirmed by the model test. Simulation results well captured this 

cavitation pattern. Moreover, tip vortex cavitation was strong. Simulation results well captured this cavitation 

pattern. As for the propeller B-1, further stronger tip loading with smaller blade area ratio was adopted for 

higher propulsive efficiency. In this case, sheet cavitation was smoothly merged into tip vortex cavitation and 

smoothly disappeared without erosion risk. On the other hand, the 2
nd

 order pressure fluctuation was 

comparatively high. As for propeller B-3, the load at the mid radius position is larger in comparison with it of 

tip radius. Cavitation inception at leading edge at 60% radius was confirmed by the model test. In this case, 

pressure pulse amplitude was enough low. As for propeller A-7, further tip unloading was adopted. For this 

case, pressure pulse amplitude was enough low, but some erosive cavitation pattern was confirmed. Simulation 

results well captured this cavitation pattern. In these comparisons, it was confirmed current simulation captured 

cavity extent and disappearance with enough accuracy.  

 

Figure 2: Prism mesh arrangement near blade surface 
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Figure 3: Influence of boundary position to 

 the pressure fluctuation Figure 4: Influence of turbulence models 

(Propeller A-8) 

(a)Cal. SST-SAS 

(b)Cal. Realizable k- 

Index Type of ship Z Ae(abt.) P/D(abt.) Skew(abt.)

Propeller A-1 Low speed 5 0.6 0.8 20

Propeller A-2 Low speed 5 0.7 0.8 40

Propeller A-3 Low speed 4 0.4 0.9 20

Propeller A-4 Low speed 4 0.4 0.8 20

Propeller A-5 Low speed 4 0.4 0.8 30

Propeller A-6 Low speed 4 0.5 0.7 30

Propeller A-7 Low speed 4 0.5 0.7 20

Propeller A-8 Low speed 4 0.4 0.8 30

Propeller A-9 Low speed 5 0.5 0.8 30

Propeller A-10 Low speed 5 0.5 0.8 30

Propeller A-11 Low speed 4 0.5 0.7 30

Propeller A-12 Low speed 4 0.4 0.7 30

Propeller B-1 High speed 6 0.7 1.0 30

Propeller B-2 High speed 5 0.6 1.0 30

Propeller B-3 High speed 6 0.8 1.1 30

Propeller B-4 High speed 6 0.6 0.9 30

Propeller B-5 High speed 6 0.8 1.1 30

Propeller B-6 High speed 6 0.8 0.8 30

Propeller B-7 High speed 6 0.8 0.8 30

Propeller B-8 High speed 6 0.8 0.9 40

Table 1: Principal particulars of 20 propellers 

30deg. 

40deg. 

50deg. 

(c)Exp. high speed ovservation 

(Yamasaki et al. 2010)1 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Propeller A-1(Cal., =0.1) Propeller A-1(Exp.) 

Propeller A-2(Cal., =0.1) Propeller A-2(Exp.) 

Propeller A-3(Cal., =0.1) Propeller A-3(Exp.) 

Propeller A-4(Cal., =0.1) Propeller A-4(Exp.) 

Propeller A-5(Cal., =0.1) Propeller A-5(Exp.) 

Propeller A-6(Cal., =0.1) Propeller A-6(Exp.) 

Propeller A-7(Cal., =0.1) 

Propeller B-1(Cal., =0.1) Propeller B-1(Exp.) 

Propeller B-2(Cal., =0.1) Propeller B-2(Exp.) 

Propeller B-3(Cal., =0.1) Propeller B-3(Exp.) 

Erosive mark 

Paint erosion test result 

(UT,Yamasaki et al. 2010)
1
 Erosion Index 

Figure 5: Comparison of cavitation patterns 



Pressure fluctuation 

 In this study, the deviations of measurement result of pressure fluctuation at different test facilities were 

firstly investigated. The experimental result includes the test results by three different model basins with using 

the same model propeller (Propeller A-8). The deviations of the 1
st
 and the 2

nd
 order component were -24% to 

17% based on averaged value. On the other hand, the deviations of the 2
nd

 order component were -52% to 62% 

(Table 2). These deviations were mainly caused by the difference of gas nuclei distribution, methodology of 

promoting turbulence and stiffness of transducer. From these situations, it is preferable to validate the pressure 

fluctuation calculation from not only the comparison with a single experimental data but also more model 

experimental results. Then, the comparisons of 20 propellers with the model experiment were conducted in the 

present study. The 1
st
 order blade frequency components of pressure fluctuation at the propeller top position 

were compared with model experiments as shown in Fig.6. Experimental pressure fluctuation was measured 

with transducer on the wall. However, simulations were conducted without plate. For considering this 

difference, product of simulated pressure and solid boundary factor 2 was used for comparison. The 1
st
 order 

component of the pressure fluctuation roughly corresponds to the model experiment result within ±25% and is 

thought to be enough practicable level. Next, the 2
nd

 order component is shown in Fig.7. It was confirmed that 

numerical simulation underestimated the 2
nd

 order components in almost of the cases. Fig.8 shows the 

comparison of the wave pattern of pressure fluctuation of propeller A-8. Experimental result shows clear peak 

related to the 2
nd

 order component. On the other hand, clear peak was not reproduced by the direct simulation 

of the pressure field of the propeller top position. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Relation between cavity dynamics and pressure fluctuation  

 The pressure fluctuation is thought to be related to the 2
nd

 order time differential of cavitation volume. 

The computed wave shape of the 2
nd

 order time differential of cavitation volume were compared with the 

computed wave patterns of pressure fluctuation in Fig.9. In comparison with pressure fluctuation by direct 

numerical simulation, wave peak position is corresponding well. On the other hand, depth of peak was more 

than that of direct numerical simulation of pressure field at propeller top position. Fig. 10 shows comparison 

result of wave patterns including experimental result. The wave shape of the 2
nd

 order time differential of 

cavitation volume shows fairly well agreement with pressure fluctuation wave by the model test. In the case of 

direct simulation, there may be some numerical diffusion in pressure propagation from the cavitation position 

to the receiving pressure position. Especially, it is thought that this influence is remarkable in the propagation 

of the pressure wave of the higher order blade frequency component, and is thought that it is one of the causes 

of the difficulty of prediction of the 2
nd

 or higher order blade frequency component. To solve this difficulty in 

practically, combination of the 1
st
 order component by direct simulation of pressure field with the wave pattern 

of the 2
nd

 order time differential of cavity volume is one of the practical approaches to solve the higher order 

components. The amplitude ratio of the 2
nd

 order component versus the 1
st
 order component is expected to be 

C
al

Exp

C
al

Exp

Model basin A B C

1st order 7% -24% 17%

2nd order -10% -52% 62%

3rd order 17% -56% 39%

Table 2: Deviations of measurement results of pressure 

fluctuation at 3 different model basins(Propeller A-8) 

0 90 180 270 360

Cal Cal(Fourie sum) Exp.

Figure 8: Comparison  of the wave pattern of 

pressure fluctuation(Propeller A-8) 

Figure 6: Comparison  of the 1st order 

components of pressure fluctuation 

Figure 7: Comparison  of the 2nd order 

components of pressure fluctuation 

+25% 

-25% 

+25% 

-25% 



derived from the Fourier analysis of the wave pattern of the 2
nd

 order time differential of cavity volume. The 2
nd

 

order component is estimated by the product of the 1
st
 order simulation result with the amplitude ratio of the 2

nd
 

order from cavity volume analysis. Indirect method by using simple formulae (7) was suggested for the 

prediction of the 2
nd

 order blade frequency component of pressure fluctuation. Fig.11 shows the comparison 

result. The predicted amplitudes of the 2
nd

 order component were increased from the direct numerical result and 

the accuracy was improved.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

∆P2nd order =  ∆P1st order ×
A2

A1
                                                   (7)  

Where,  

A1 is the 1st order blade frequency component of Fourier coefficient of the 2nd order time differential of cavity volume 

A2 is the 2nd order blade frequency component of Fourier coefficient of the 2nd order time differential of cavity volume  

Wavelet analysis of cavitation surface pressure 

Fujiyama (2015)
 2
 suggested discrete wavelet transform to the time history of pressure on the cavitation surface. 

Gabor Wavelet, written in Eq. (8), was used as the mother wavelet.  

ψ(t) =
1

√2𝜋𝜎2
𝑒−𝑡2/2𝜎2𝑒𝑖𝜔𝑡

                                   (8) 

where ω is the angular rate. σ is a parameter which affect the frequency resolution.σ = 8 was used. In this study, 

Fujiyama’s method was adopted to the propeller B-5.The wavelet transform results of the 1
st
 to the 4

th
 order 

component of pressure fluctuation on the cavitation surface are shown in Fig.12. The 1
st
 and the 2

nd
 order 

component were related to the seat cavitation that expands from the leading edge. On the other hand, the 3
rd

 

order component was related to the behavior of rear part of the sheet cavitation and the super cavitating region., 

which seemed to be also related to the gradient of velocity of the ship wake in rotational direction. The 4
th

 order 

component was related to the disappearance behavior of tip vortex cavitation.  

 

 

 

 

Exp

Figure 11: Comparison  of the 2nd order 

components of pressure fluctuation 

0 90 180 270 360

Cal. Pressure(Fourier sum.)
Cal. d2v/dt2(Fourier sum.)
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Figure 10: Comparison  of the pressure wave(Cal. and Exp.) with 

the 2nd order time differential of cavitation volume(Propeller A-8) 
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(c)Propeller B-3 
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(d)Propeller B-4 

Figure 9: Comparison  of the pressure wave with the 2nd 

order time differential of cavitation volume 
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3 CONCLUSIONS 

Numerical simulation of cavitation patterns and pressure fluctuation of 20 propellers were compared with 

experimental results. Time history of pressure on the cavitation surface was investigated by wavelet transform. 

- It was confirmed that prediction accuracy of cavitation pattern and the 1
st
 order blade frequency 

component of pressure fluctuation was enough practical level. 

- The 2
nd

 order component of pressure fluctuation was underestimated by the direct simulation of the 

pressure field at propeller top position. Further improvement is necessary.  

- The shape of waves of the 2
nd

 order time differential of the cavitation volume showed a similar shape 

of waves of fluctuating pressure by experimental results.  

- Simple indirect method by combination of the 1
st
 order component by direct simulation of the 

pressure field at propeller top position with the wave pattern of the 2
nd

 order time differential of 

cavity volume was suggested. 

- The 1
st
 and the 2

nd
 order component were related to the seat cavitation that expands from the leading 

edge. On the other hand, the 3
rd

 order component was related to the behavior of rear part of the sheet 

cavitation and the super cavitating region. The 4
th
 order component was related to the disappearance 

behavior of tip vortex cavitation. 

NOMENCLATURE 

D Propeller diameter 

KT Thrust coefficient (=T /n
2
D

4
) 

y
+
     A non-dimensional wall distance for a  

wall-bounded flow (=u*y/) 

y       Distance to the nearest wall 

u*     Friction velocity 
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       Kinematic viscosity (m
2
s

-1
) 

n Cavitation number (=2(P-PV) /n
2
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       Density (kgm
-3
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       cavity void fraction 

k       Kinetic turbulence energy 

    

 

Fig. 12(d) Distribution of the 4th order 

pressure fluctuation on the cavity 

surface(=0.1) 
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1 Background 
 
DNV GL’s Maritime Advisory has a global presence in fluid dynamics. As part of the daily work the 
fluid dynamics sections compute ship resistance using RANS methods; several solvers are used. To 
evaluate the accuracy of these computations as part of a research project DNV GL performed 
systematical simulations. Two well-known test cases have been chosen for this project: Moeri’s (ex 
KRISO) Container Ship, KCS is chosen as reference case for relatively slender vessels running at 
high speeds. It is not a very recent design (1997) and running at higher speeds than today’s vessels, 
but it is fairly well documented and the model test data are considered reliable. As representative for a 
blunt ship Moeri’s Very Large Crude Oil Carrier version two KVLCC2 has been chosen for the same 
reasons. Simulations have been run using the solvers Star-CCM+, FineMARINE and OpenFOAM, all 
including free surface and considering dynamic trim and sinkage. In a first step the mesh density has 
been varied. All simulations have been run in the same scale and conditions as the model experiments 
to identify the errors from CFD and not the errors of the extrapolation method. 
 
1.1 Wall functions and non-dimensional wall distance y+ 
 
The velocity profile close to the wall can be divided into three layers: The viscous sub-layer, the 
logarithmic region and the wake region. For this purpose the wall distance and the velocity are made 
non-dimensional as y+ and u+: �� = ����    and  �� = ��� 
With: 

�	 = 
��  

U – velocity parallel to the wall, y – distance to the wall, ν – kinematic viscosity, τw – wall shear stress, 
ρ – density  
 
The velocity profile in the viscous sub-layer and the logarithmic layer are shown in Fig.1. 
 

 
Figure 1 - Velocity profile close to the wall 
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Below y+=11 the velocity profile follows a linear correlation �� = ��; then follows the logarithmic 

region �� = �� ln �� + ��, due to the logarithmic scale visible as straight line. At some point the 

velocity profile leaves the logarithmic correlation into the wake region. This point depends on the 
nature of the flow outside the boundary layer and on the Reynolds number. The larger the Reynolds 
number, the larger the y+ where the logarithmic law becomes invalid. 
 
When applying this to CFD simulations there are two options how to accurately resolve the velocity 
profile close to the wall. One option would be to geometrically resolve the boundary layer with a 
sufficient number of grid nodes. In this case the first grid node is required well in the viscous sub-
layer, thus at a y+ of approximately 1. Because this may require quite large numbers of cells for 
technical applications, most commercial solvers have implemented wall functions which model the 
viscous sub-layer and require the first mesh node in the logarithmic region, this means well above 
y+=20. This is commonly used for applications at high Reynolds numbers. 
 
Figure 1 shows also an approximation by Spalding for both the viscous sub-layer and the logarithmic 
region. Many wall functions in commercial solvers have implemented such an approximation to allow 
the first mesh node to be at any wall distance in this region. Spalding’s formula for velocity 
distribution is presented next: 

�� = �� + 0.1108���.��� − 1 − 0.4�� − �0.4�� !2! − �0.4�� $3! − �0.4�� �4! & 

[D.B. Spalding, A Single Formula for the “Law of the Wall”, J. Appl. Mech 28(3), 455-458 (Sep 01, 
1961)] 
 
2 Results Mesh Study 

 
2.1 Star-CCM+ 
 
For the ship KVLCC2 two meshes were generated and run with Star-CCM+ to check for mesh 
convergence. 
 
Mesh Number of 

cells 
Resistance CFD 
[N] 

Resistance exp [N] Difference to exp [%] 

1 w/o rudder 1M 19.232 18.129 6.08 
2 w/o rudder 3.8M 18.874 18.129 4.11 
 
Both simulations had been performed without a rudder. As the model tests included a rudder, the 
second simulation (fine mesh) was repeated including the rudder.  
 
Mesh Number of 

cells 
Resistance CFD 
[N] 

Resistance exp [N] Difference to exp [%] 

2 w rudder 4M 19.2 18.129 5.91 
 
While this is not a comprehensive mesh study it is nevertheless an indication on the magnitude of 
error introduced by the mesh density. As shown in paragraph  3.1 the absolute error is relatively large 
due to a too small y+-value. 
 
2.2 Fine/Marine 
 
For each ship three meshes have been generated. The meshes have 2.6M, 4.9M and 8.3M cells for 
KCS and 3.3M, 4.4M and 6.1M cells for KVLCC2. 
The diagrams Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the results (difference to model test) for the mesh study. 



 Figure 2 - Mesh convergence KCS - 
Fine/Marine 

 
Figure 3 - Mesh convergence KVLCC2 - 
Fine/Marine 
 

The diagrams show already for the coarser meshes relatively small scatter due to mesh size. The 
results on the two fines meshes are nearly identical, thus mesh convergence has been achieved. 
 
2.3 OpenFOAM 
 
For each ship three meshes have been generated. Cell numbers are 1.6M, 3.0M, 4.9M for KCS and 
2.0M, 3.7M and 6.2M for KVLCC2. 
The results are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 4 - Mesh convergence for KCS, 

OpenFOAM. Colors: Speed in knots, full scale 

 
Figure 5 - Mesh convergence for KVLCC2, 

OpenFOAM. Colors: Speed in knots, full scale 
 
The results on the coarsest mesh deviates for both ships from the results on the finer meshes, thus this 
mesh is considered too coarse. For the two finer meshes mesh convergence is achieved. 
 
3 Variation of Non-Dimensional Wall Distance Y+ 
 
A conclusion from the mesh study was that the mesh influence is small for meshes with reasonable 
and feasible numbers of cells. But all solvers showed quite a significant influence of the ship speed. 
As all speeds were calculated on the same mesh, it was assumed that this speed dependency originates 
in the different y+ values of the first layer close to the wall. In all setups this cell thickness is chosen 
in order to maintain a desired y+ value on a medium ship speed. It was decided to further investigate 
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the y+ influence on the results. Y+ studies have been performed with FineMarine and OpenFOAM. In 
order to save computational effort, only the coarse meshes (except for: KVLCC2 - OpenFOAM - 
medium sized meshes) have been used and only three velocities have been investigated. In the 
following diagrams the difference in total resistance (model scale) to the experimental results is 
shown. Each thick line connects the results for the same speed on different meshes; and each thin line 
connects the results for different speeds on the same mesh. 
 
3.1 Results of y+ study Star-CCM+ 
 
With Star-CCM+ only KVLCC2 at only one speed was checked against y+ variation. 
Simulation Approx. y+ Resistance CFD 

[N] 
Resistance exp [N] Difference to exp [%] 

2 20 19.2 18.129 5.91 
3 40 18.462 18.129 1.84 
4 50 18.426 18.129 1.64 
 
The study shows that with an appropriately chosen y+-value the error is within the expected accuracy. 
The mesh settings for an y+ of approximately 50 have been applied to both test ships at different 
speeds. The results are listed in the tables below. They show a good agreement with the experiments. 
KVLCC2: 
 
Fr / velocity [m/s] RT experiment [N] RT CFD [N] Difference [%] 
0.1423 / 1.0469 18.129 18.526 2.190 
0.1515 / 1.1146 20.453 20.94 2.383 
KCS: 
Fr / velocity [m/s] RT experiment [N] RT CFD [N] Difference [%] 
0.195 / 1.6469 44.978 45.05 0.151 
0.282 / 2.3795 121.618 120.3 -1.083 
 
3.2 Results of y+ study FineMarine 
 
In the following diagrams the difference in total resistance (model scale) to the experimental results is 
shown. Each thick line connects the results for the same speed on different meshes; and each thin line 
connects the results for different speeds on the same mesh. ‘v_10_00’ denotes a ship speed 
corresponding to 10 knots full scale. ‘gp2-20’, ‘gp2-40’,etc. denote meshes with a target y+ of 20,40,... 
 

 
Figure 6 – KCS - Results y+ study FineMarine Figure 7 -KVLCC2-Results y+ study FineMarine 
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The results show a significant influence of the target y+. With a target y+ of about 40 the error is 
within +/- 2%. 
 
3.3 Results of y+ study OpenFOAM 
 
In the simulations with OpenFOAM two wall functions have been applied. One set of simulations has 
been done with a wall function with uses Spalding’s approximation and thus should be relatively y+-
independent. A second set of simulations has been done with the standard ‘nutk’ wall function. This 
wall function requires the first mesh node to be in the logarithmic region. The results of both sets of 
simulations are shown in the following diagrams. 
 

Figure 8 - KCS - Results y+ study OpenFOAM - 
Spalding wall function 
 

Figure 9 - KCS - Results y+ study OpenFOAM – 
nutk wall function 
 

Figure 10 - KVLCC2 - Results y+ study 
OpenFOAM - Spalding wall function 
 

Figure 11 - KVLCC2 - Results y+ study 
OpenFOAM - nutk wall function 

As expected from theory the ‘nutk’ wall function shows large errors if the y+ is chosen too small. 
With an appropriately chosen first cell height the results are very close to the experimental data. But 
also the Spalding wall function shows a dependency of the first cell height. It is smaller than for the 
‘nutk’ wall function but at the expense of a slightly lower overall accuracy (when looking only at 
these two vessels). 
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4 Conclusions 
 
CFD ship resistance simulations have been performed for two ships. A mesh convergence study and a 
time step convergence study have been performed; the results of the former have been shown here. 
With sufficiently fine mesh and small time step the influence of both is sufficiently small. The 
remaining scatter in the results is considered to originate from secondary effects such as differing 
numbers of prism layers.  
The studies confirmed DNV GL’s experience that the necessary cell numbers and time steps can be 
well handled with today’s solvers and hardware within reasonable computational time to run such 
simulations on an industrial scale. The discretization errors need not be an issue any more if properly 
considered. 
But the following study with varied distance of the first mesh node from the wall showed that the 
errors introduced due to model assumptions such as wall functions are a multiple of the remaining 
discretization errors. When comparing the results on the meshes generated with desired average y+-
values of 20 to 60 there was a surprisingly large influence of the height of the first wall cell. This 
could be expected from theory for the ‘nutk’-wall function which requires the y+ to be above 20 (and 
this means everywhere at the hull!), but the effect was visible also for the wall functions of all solvers 
which include some empirical formulae for the velocity distribution in the boundary layer.  
The diagrams indicate that our target y+-value of about 40 for standard meshes (ship model scale 
Reynolds numbers) may be chosen too low and could be changed to a higher value. But this is 
dangerous, as higher y+-values lead to larger cells in the boundary layer and this may lead to 
insufficient mesh resolution to capture the flow accurately, especially if flow separation could be an 
issue. This is illustrated by Figure 12 showing the results for KVLCC2 on a (too) coarse mesh. With 
larger distance of the first mesh node the results are far off. 
 

 
Figure 12 - Results KVLCC2 - OpenFOAM - Spalding wall function - coarse mesh - insufficient 
resolution of boundary layer 
 
Thus the main conclusion from the y+-study is that it is still of utmost importance to ensure exactly 
the same first mesh node distance when comparing different simulations. 
Regarding the comparison of the three solvers it can be concluded that similar results are obtained 
independent of the chosen code.  
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1. Introduction 

 

Design of the aft part of hull form yields optimum trade-off problem between resistance performance 

and propulsive efficiency. Especially for full hull forms, such as tankers or bulkers, control of bilge 

vortices and velocity distribution at propeller plane has a crucial impact on maximization of hull form 

performance and enhancement of ESDs performances. Kjellgerg and Janson (2009) optimized “VIR-

TUE” tanker with multi-objective function, resistance and wake quality for cavitation using 

FRIENDSHIP-Framework for hull form modification. Van der Ploeg (2014) added self-propulsion 

performance for optimization of “STREAMLINE” chemical tanker using GMS-Merge tool. These 

works made good results to generate hull forms with well-performed in objective functions. Meanwhile, 

for the purpose to explain the principal character of hull form to effect propulsion performances, these 

data are not enough to be suited. 

 

The main objective in the present study is an investigation on salient features of the generation and the 

deformation of bilge vortices depending on hull-form changes. In particular, a series of relatively con-

tinuous hull forms modifying from U-type to V-type frame-lines has been investigated by numerical 

analysis using NMRI RANS-solver NEPTUNE on model and full scale. The aft parts of 33,000 DW 

chemical tanker and 82,000 DW bulk carrier, hereafter referred to as 33CT and 82BC, respectively, are 

modified by structured-grid-blending technology using the two basic hull forms, which are character-

ized by U-shape and V-shape frame-lines. The animated figures created from more than 200 

steady-flow series results show significant changes in generations and deformations of bilge vortices.  

 

2. Modification method of hull forms and Computational Method 

 

Hull form series is generated by hull-form interpolation between the two basic hull forms designed 

with NAPA. This hull-form (or structured grid) interpolation method, called hull-form-blending, was 

confirmed by Tahara (2011). Basic structured grids with same structures and grid points for all i, j, k 

directions were generated with semi-automatically grid generator AutoDes developed by NMRI and 

ACT. The grid-blending operation for two basic grids is expressed as follows: 

��� = �������� + ���������	 where �� = α	 ,	�� = (1 − α) (1) 

Where ������ and ������� are grid points for the two basic forms, and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is design variables. 

 



The governing equations are the continuity equation and Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) 

equation. The artificial compressibility form of these equations based on a cell-centered finite-volume 

formulation is solved by structured grid based solver, NEPTUNE ver.6.41 developed at NMRI (Hirata 

2000). The turbulence model used in the present work is modified Spalart-Allmaras (MSA) 

one-equation model (Hirata and Hino 2000) without wall function. An arbitrary constant parameter, 

Cvor in MSA, set as 10 in all cases of the present work. The presence of rotating propeller is repre-

sented by simplified body-force model based on an infinitely bladed-propeller theory. This solver and 

turbulence model are normally used for hull form design at NMRI to estimate model-scale perfor-

mance. The full-scale simulation used this solver and turbulence model is validated with full-scale 

measurement data of 200,000DWT tanker “Ryuko-maru” worked by Hirata and Hino (2007). 

 

3. Computational Setup and Validation of the flow computations 

 

The two hull forms with same fore parts for each 33CT and 82BC were designed as practical hull 

forms with principal dimensions on Table 1. Fig. 1 shows aft-part frame-lines of each case. The dif-

ferences of displacements and wetted surface areas from blue line (U-type) and green lines (V-type), 

Disp. diff. and WSA diff., respectively, are shown on Table 1. The blue line hull forms of each case, 

generally called U-shape frame-lines, are built as model ships with ~7m ship lengths. The tank test 

results show EEDIs for both ships with energy saving devices achieved phase 2 at design stage. 

 

Table 1 Principal Dimensions 

 
Length[m] Breadth[m] Draft[m] �� Disp. diff. WSA diff. 

33CT 170.50 27.70 10.00 0.79 -0.5% -0.2% 

82BC 222.00 32.26 12.20 0.87  0.3% -0.2% 

 

  
Fig. 1 Aft Part Frame-Lines (Left: 33CT, Right: 82BC) 

 

The calculation grids of the basic hull forms without any appendages at full-load and even-keel were 

generated with HO topology, 1.6 million cells (i x j x k = 209 x 97 x 81: both sides) for model scale of 

both cases. The grids for full scale are composed with OO topology, 2.4 million cells (i x j x k = 321 x 

73 x 105) and 2.2 million cells (i x j x k = 321 x 73 x 97) for 33CT and 82BC, respectively. The min-

imum spacing normal to wall is set to be y�= 0.75 for model and full scale. The effect of free surface 



is considered to be small and ignored in all cases. 

 

Table 2 shows comparisons of calculation results and tank test results of U-type hull forms (the blue 

lines in Fig. 1). For 82BC case, the discrepancy between computed and measured 1+k is not ignorable, 

which may be due to limited size of total cell number, prepared for the time consuming optimization 

calculation. Otherwise, the flow field results appear to be accurate enough for the present analyses, 

with main focus placed more on comparison of flow field characteristics. Fig. 2 presents wake com-

parisons between tank test measurements and computational results. In both cases, the computational 

results agree well to the tank test measurements and show very obvious hook shapes generated by 

bilge vortices. 

 

Table 2 Tank Test Measurements and Computational Results in Model Scale 

 33CT 82BC 

 
EFD CFD Error Exp. CFD Error 

1+k 1.246 1.208 -3.0% 1.310 1.227 -6.3% 

1-t 0.835 0.831 -0.5% 0.842 0.837 -0.6% 

1-wt 0.659 0.646 -2.0% 0.542 0.582 7.4% 

 

  

  

Fig. 2 Tank Test Measurements and Computational Results in Model Scale 

 (Left: Measurements, Right: Computational Results, Top: 33CT, Bottom: 82BC) 



4. Results 

 

Fig. 3 presents limiting streamlines and axial vorticity distributions for 33CT in model and full scale. 

The vorticity contour lines show generation of bilge vortices and relation of limiting streamlines to 

bilge vortices clearly.  

 

  

  
Fig. 3 Limiting Streamlines and Axial Vorticity Distribution for 33CT 

(Left: Model Scale, Right: Full Scale, Top: U-type Lines, Bottom: V-type Lines) 

 

   

   

Fig. 4 Pressure Distributions and Limiting Streamlines for 33CT (Left: Model Scale, Middle: Full 

Scale, Right: Potential flow, Top: U-type Lines, Bottom: V-type Lines) 



The hull form with U-type frame-lines generates bilge vortices strongly in model and full scale. The 

V-type form is unable to supply enough vorticity to build obvious hook shapes at propeller plane in 

model scale. In full scale, vorticity is stronger than that in model scale due to shrinkage of boundary 

layers. The transition of bilge vortex from V-type to U-type hull forms is clearly confirmed on ani-

mated figures made by 200 simulations for interpolated hull forms.  

 

Fig. 4 shows pressure distributions for 33CT in model-, full-scale and potential flow. The pressure dis-

tributions in full scale are closer to those of potential flow. Re effects on surface flow field are seen to 

be different for the different hull-form types. This appears to be related to characteristics of form fac-

tor 1+k. The difference of form factor 1+k between U-type and V-type hull forms is 2.9% based on 

U-type hull form result for model scale, and that for full scale is 4.3%. 

 

Fig. 5 presents limiting streamlines and vorticity distributions for 82BC in model and full scale. Simi-

larly for 33CT, near-wall flow indicates weaker secondary motion like potential flow in full scale, and 

the shrinkage of boundary layer enhances axial vorticity in full scale. Fig. 6 shows pressure distribu-

tions for 82BC in model scale, full scale and potential flow. The difference of form factor 1+k between 

U-type and V-type hull forms is 2.4% and 6.2% for model and full scale, respectively.. This is the 

same trend for 82BC and 33CT, where the difference of 1+k for hull forms in full scale is larger than 

that in model scale.  

 

5. Concluding Remarks 
 

Simulations for hull-form series present the following flow field characteristics around aft parts of the ships. 

1) The U-type hull form generates bilge vortices strongly in model and full scale and axial vorticity is 

stronger in full scale due to the shrinkage of boundary layers. 2) The pressure distributions in full scale are 

closer to those of potential flow. 3) Re effects on surface flow filed are different for the different hull form 

types. Our future work involves, detailed investigation for scale effect in hull form manner, detailed turbu-

lence model study, and comparison of measurement in actual sea. 
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Fig. 5 Limiting Streamlines and Axial Vorticity Distribution for 82BC 

(Left Side: Model Scale, Right Side: Full Scale, Top: U-type Lines, Bottom: V-type Lines) 

 

   

   

Fig. 6 Pressure Distributions and Limiting Streamlines for 82BC (Left: Model Scale, Middle: Full 

Scale, Right: Potential flow, Top: U-type Lines, Bottom: V-type Lines) 
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1 Introduction

When CFD simulations are performed, objects embedded in the flow are often considered rigid. In some
cases however, this assumption is not valid and the interaction between the fluid and the structure should
be taken into account. The aim of this research is, to develop such a method.

This paper starts by presenting the planned approach, describing the required steps. Subsequently,
the current status of the implementation is discussed. Then a test case is described, which is a general
benchmark for fluid-structure interaction (FSI), and the results obtained using the present method will
be shown. Finally, some concluding remarks and directions for future research will be given.

2 Objective and approach

The objective of the present research is to extend the capabilities of an in-house flow solution method to be
able to perform fluid-structure interaction simulations. It was decided to follow the partitioned approach,
which means that the fluid and solid-problem will be solved independently. Hence, for modelling and
discretisation of the structural part of the problem, an external finite-element solver will be used. For the
interface between the fluid and the structure, non-conforming meshes should be allowed. This means
a disjoint discretisation of the fluid-structure interface, such that the method is sufficiently flexibile for
general application.

In the present implementation, conforming meshes are used; a non-conforming mesh method will be
implemented in the near future. An important aspect of the present research is the temporal coupling
algorithm, an essential ingredient of a partitioned approach. In the first place, this algorithm must be
robust. Moreover, since fluid-structure interaction problems often have an unsteady nature, the coupling
algorithm should be efficient too. In the remainder of this paper the most important aspects of the
fluid-structure interaction method will be explained.

2.1 Flow solution method

The starting point for the present research is to use ReFRESCO for solving the flow equations. ReFRESCO
is a viscous-flow solution method that simulates multiphase unsteady flows modelled by the Navier-Stokes
equations for incompressible flow, complemented with turbulence models, cavitation models and volume-
fraction transport equations for different phases [9]. The equations are discretised using a finite-volume
approach with cell-centred collocated variables, in strong-conservation form, and a pressure-correction
equation — based on the SIMPLE algorithm — is used to ensure mass conservation [4]. Time integration
is performed implicitly with first or second-order backward schemes. At each implicit time step, the
non-linear system for velocity and pressure is linearised with Picard’s method and either a segregated
or coupled approach is used. In the latter case, the coupled system of linear equations is solved with
a matrix-free Krylov subspace method, using a SIMPLE-type preconditioner. A segregated approach
is always adopted for the solution of all other transport equations. The implementation is face-based,
which permits grids with elements consisting of an arbitrary number of faces and hanging nodes. State-
of-the-art CFD features such as: sliding interfaces, moving and deforming grids, as well as automatic grid
refinement [10, 11] are available. For turbulence modelling, RANS/URANS, SAS and DES approaches
can be used.
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2.2 Structural model

For fluid-structure interaction simulations, a coupling must be realised between the flow solution method
and a method for modelling a deformable object and solving the corresponding equations of motion. The
structure deforms due to forces exerted by the fluid. Methods based on a finite-element discretization of
the structure are typically used for this purpose. In the present research, structures are modelled using a
linear elastic material model. The discretisation of the structure is done in ANSYS Mechanical, from
which the corresponding mass and stiffness matrix — denoted by M and K, respectively — are exported.
Subsequently, this data is imported in the flow solution method and used for solving the equations of
motion for the deformable object.

2.3 Grid deformation

The flow solution method uses body fitted grids. So, when the body deforms, the volume grid has to
be modified too. For this purpose, two different grid deformation methods have been implemented in
ReFRESCO, i.e. the inverse distance weighting method [12] and the radial basis function interpolation
method [2, 7]. Either of them can be used for deforming the field grid of the flow domain, such that the
discretised flow domain matches the shape of the deformed object.

2.4 Partitioned approach

To limit the influence on the existing solution algorithms for the flow equations, the choice has been
made to use a partitioned approach [5] for solving the fluid-structure interaction problem. This approach
has the advantage that the existing solution method for the flow equations does not need to be changed.
Moreover, it satisfies the requirement of permitting to use a different discretisation for the fluid and the
structural part of the domain. Typically, an accurate discretisation of the structure requires a coarser
grid than what is required for accurately resolving the flow.

3 Present implementation

3.1 Strong coupling

Because the fluid is modelled in ReFRESCO as incompressible and the choice was made to employ a
partitioned approach for the fluid-structure interaction coupling, special care must be taken for the
coupling [13]. In order to create a robust algorithm, a so-called strongly-coupled approach is adopted in
the present research. With the strongly-coupled approach the solution for both the flow and the structural
domain are exchanged multiple times per time step, until a converged solution has been obtained. For
a so-called loosely-coupled or staggered approach the coupling is performed only once per time step.
Especially for incompressible flows the latter approach can present serious stability issues [1, 3]. Therefore,
the choice has been made to adopt the former approach.

The flow chart in figure 1 depicts the solution procedure for a single time step. First, the forces —
denoted by F — acting on the object are computed. These forces can comprise of forces that are exerted
by the flow — due to pressure and shear stress — but also external forces, such as gravity. Subsequently,
the equations of motion for the deformable object are solved. The solution is used to compute an update
for the vertices of the CFD grid at the fluid-structure interface. The deformation of the interface is then
transferred to the internal vertices of the field grid, by means of the grid deformation method. Next, an
update for the flow solution is computed. This whole procedure is repeated, until the convergence criteria
for the flow solution method have been met. In that case the solution method can proceed to the next
time step.

3.2 Time integration equations of motion

For the integration of the equations of motion in time, the Newmark integration scheme [6] is used, which
reads
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update geometry

deform field grid
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Figure 1: Flow chart for a time step of the fluid-
structure interaction simulation.

Table 1: Properties for the fluid-structure interaction
test case.

property value
ReD 200
ρs/ρf 1
E 5.6 MPa
ν 0.40
t 0.02 m
D 0.10 m
H 0.41 m
L 0.35 m

(
1

α∆t2
M +K

)
un+1 = F n+1 +M

(
1

α∆t2
un +

1
α∆t

u̇n +
[

1
2α

− 1
]

ün

)
, (1)

where un is the vector of displacements of the vertices of the structural grid with respect to the initial
shape x0, for time level n, ∆t is the time increment, and α is an integration parameter. Vectors u̇ and ü
denote the corresponding displacement velocity and acceleration, respectively. Using the displacement
computed for the next time level, the acceleration is subsequently computed:

ün+1 =
1

α∆t2
(
un+1 − un

)
− 1
α∆t

u̇n −
[

1
2α

− 1
]

ün. (2)

The acceleration can then be used to compute the displacement velocity:

u̇n+1 = u̇n + ∆t [1− δ] ün + δ∆tün+1, (3)

where δ is a different integration parameter. For the integration parameters, the following values are used:
α = 1

4 and δ = 1
2 , for which the Newmark integration scheme is second-order accurate.

3.3 Update of interface vertices

The present implementation is limited to handling point matching configurations only. With this approach,
no interpolation is required to transfer the displacement of the vertices of the finite-element mesh to
the vertices at the fluid-structure interface of the grid for the flow domain. The displacement of these
interface vertices is based on the solution of the equations of motion. For light constructions — relative
to the density of the fluid — however, this solution cannot be directly applied, for stability reasons. In
that case, under-relaxation of the interface vertices is applied to achieve a stable algorithm, with a fixed
under-relaxation factor 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1:

xn+1
i+1 = xn+1

i + θ
(
x0 + un+1

i+1 − xn+1
i

)
. (4)

In this equation subscript i denotes the iteration of the iterative procedure inside a time step. Moreover,
for the initial value xn+1

0 the shape of the interface for the present time step is used, i.e. xn+1
0 = xn.

Note, that the displacement is specified with respect to the initial geometry at t = 0, which is permitted
because a linear material model is used.

4 Test case

To check the implementation of the fluid-structure interaction simulation method, a benchmark test case
has been chosen. Before this FSI test was considered, the structural part was verified by computing
the periodic oscillation of a beam in a vacuum clapped on one side, subject to a uniform distributed
load. The FSI test case concerns the laminar flow through a 2D channel. A rigid circular cylinder of
diameter D = 0.10 m with a flexible flap — of length L = 0.35 m, thickness t = 2.0 cm, Young’s modulus
E = 5.6 · 106 Pa and Poisson ratio ν = 0.40 — attached to its downstream side has been placed inside the
channel, with its centre at (x, y) = (0.20, 0.20). A graphical representation of the flow domain is depicted
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Figure 2: Flow domain used for the fluid-structure interaction test case.
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Figure 3: Part of the grid used for the fluid-structure interaction simulation.

in figure 2. Note, that the positioning of the object in the channel is intentionally non-symmetric. The
original description of this test case has been given by Turek [8]. Table 1 lists the relevant properties for
this test case. Note, that the Reynolds number is based on the mean inflow velocity U .

4.1 Boundary and initial conditions

At the inflow boundary the velocity is prescribed by means of a parabolic velocity profile for the flow in
the x-direction, i.e.

vx (y, 0) =
6Uy
H2

(H − y) , (5)

where H is the height of the channel. At the outflow boundary the pressure is prescribed, which is equal
to zero. At the bottom and top wall of the channel, as well as at the object in the channel, a no-slip
boundary condition is imposed.

Initially, the flow is at rest and the static pressure is zero. During the first two seconds of the
simulation, the prescribed inflow velocity is increased to its full magnitude, using a smooth start-up
function, defined by

vx (y, t) =

{
vx (y, 0)

1−cos( π
2 t)

2 if t ≤ 2,
vx (y, 0) otherwise.

(6)

4.2 Discretisation

For the discretisation of the flow domain a multi-block structured grid, depicted in figure 3, has been
used consisting of 38 667 hexahedral control-volumes — the number of cells in the third direction is equal
to 1. For the flexible beam the discretisation is uniform in both x and y-direction using 47× 24 8-node
quadrilateral solid elements, respectively, resulting in a total of 1 128 elements. For the discretisation in
time, a time increment of 2.5 · 10−3 s is used.
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Figure 4: Vertical tip displacement as a function of time.

Figure 5: Snap-shot of the flow solution at t = 7.5425 s. The white lines represent iso-pressure contours.

4.3 Preliminary results

Figure 4 shows the displacement of the centre of the end of the flap in y-direction as a function of time.
A snap-shot of the flow solution is depicted in figure 5. Table 2 presents a number of quantities, that have
been computed based on these results, together with the ones presented in the literature [8]. The results
for the present implementation are already in reasonable agreement with the results from the literature.
The most notable difference is in the amplitude and mean of the displacement in x-direction. The
considerably smaller magnitude is probably caused by the destructive interference of a second deformation
mode, as can be observed for the time evolution depicted in figure 6. Results from the literature do not
show the presence of a second harmonic function in the displacement in the x-direction. Other differences
in the results can stem from the difference in the material model used; for the reference result a non-linear
material model was used. Moreover, the discretisation in both time and space for the present results is
coarse compared to those used for the reference results. A proper verification study will be done in the
future.

5 Concluding remarks

A method for the simulation of fluid-structure interaction phenomena has been presented. The results of
a test case have been shown to illustrate the capabilities of the present implementation. One of these
capabilities is that it can handle configurations with a density ratio of one. Moreover, the preliminary
results show reasonable agreement with the results presented in the literature.

Future work includes extending the method to allow for non-matching discretisations at the fluid-
structure interface, such that an arbitrary discretisation can be used for both the fluid domain and the
structural part. Moreover, coupling strategies will be investigated, that are both more robust as well
as have better convergence properties than the fixed under-relaxation method presently implemented.
Furthermore, the sensitivity of the coupling method regarding the density ratio is subject to further
investigation. Also a more



Table 2: Displacement of the tip of the flap for the fluid-
structure interaction test case.

quantity present result reference result
x-direction

mean −6.40 · 10−5 m −2.69 · 10−3 m
amplitude 1.175 · 10−4 m 1.48 · 10−3 m
frequency 1.015 · 101 Hz 1.09 · 101 Hz

y-direction
mean 1.526 · 10−3 m 1.48 · 10−3 m

amplitude 3.685 · 10−2 m 3.438 · 10−2 m
frequency 5.089 Hz 5.3 Hz
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Figure 6: Horizontal displacement of the
tip of the deformable flap as a function of
time.

thorough comparison should be made of the results of the test case with results from different numerical
methods applied to the same test case. Validation and verification of the method is also an important
matter to be considered.
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Introduction 

Helicopter landing on ships or offshore 

platforms is one of the most challenging 

tasks which presents severe unsteady flow 

field and requires precision tasking under 

confined spaces. This puts immense 

pressure on pilots to operate the aircraft 

safely and efficiently.  CAP437 [1], the 

Standards for Offshore Helicopter Landing 

areas, provides guidelines for the design 

criteria of the helidecks to define safe 

operating boundaries.  

This paper will investigate the helideck 

environment around a full scale Floating 

Production Storage and Offloading vessel 

(FPSO) using transient simulations to 

capture the flow field around it. Different 

turbulence models will be investigated 

against CAP437 [1] criteria to establish an 

effective method that is efficient in terms of 

time, computational resources and 

accuracy. 

Objective and Scope of Work 

It is suggested in CAP437 [1], that any 

helideck platform that is under the 

influence of environmental effects i.e. 

turbulence from superstructure, exhaust 

gases etc. should be subjected to 

appropriate wind tunnel testing or CFD 

analysis, to establish the wind environment 

around the helideck. According to the 

guidelines, a limit on the standard deviation 

of the vertical airflow velocity of 1.75 m/s 

should not be exceeded. It is suggested that 

the helicopter and ship operators should be 

informed at the earliest of any wind 

conditions for which this criteria is not met.  

So far in the industry, wind tunnel tests are 

mainly used to perform such calculations. 

However, these results have their own 

drawbacks due to scaling effects and 

extrapolation techniques used. Hence, this 

paper looks at a possibility of using full 

scale Computational Fluid Dynamics 

(CFD) to calculate the turbulence levels on 

the helideck.  

Methodology 

The analysis was done in ship scale to 

eliminate any scaling errors. A 3D CAD 

model of the ship is provided in Figure 1. 

The flow of air around the vessel was 

simulated using the commercial CFD 

software STAR-CCM+ [2]. 

An overview of the computational domain 

is provided in Figure 2. The rectangular 

domain extended one ship length upwind 

from the bow and two ship lengths 

downstream of the vessel. The upstream 

boundary, as well as the sides and the top, 

were set as inlet boundaries. The 

downstream boundary was set as a pressure 

outlet and the bottom of the domain as a no- 

slip wall. 

The simulation was run at a tail wind 

condition of 20 knots for stationary vessel 

condition. This wind condition was 

specifically chosen, as at tail wind, the 

freestream has the largest interaction with 

the superstructure thereby affecting the 
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flow field downstream on the helideck 

region. 

The computational domain was discretised 

using a trimmed-cell mesh, comprising of 

hexahedron cells aligned with the direction 

of the nominal flow. This way, the mesh-

induced numerical diffusion is kept to a 

minimum. Prism layers with wall y+ 

between 30 < y+ < 100 were used on all 

wall boundaries, to capture the boundary 

layer flow. The region around the helideck 

and the deckhouse were further refined to 

capture the turbulence accurately. Figure 3 

shows a view of the mesh of the entire 

domain and the refinement areas on the 

helideck. 

For all the ship scale simulations, a stable 

atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) flow 

was established. The ABL was modelled 

using the logarithmic law [2] for sheared 

inflow, turbulence kinetic energy and 

turbulence dissipation.  

The applied turbulence models are 

discussed in the results section of the paper. 

The turbulence on the helideck was 

monitored by using line probes at 5m, 10m 

and 15m height above the landing pad in 

both lateral and longitudinal directions as 

shown in Figure 4. The standard deviations 

of the vertical velocity was calculated at 

each point on the probe and measured 

against the CAP437 criteria of 1.75 m/s. 

Results and Discussion 

In order to establish a well-suited physics 

model for this type of problems, different 

turbulence models were tested to resolve 

the turbulence over the helideck.  

Two methods were particularly 

investigated in this study - 

1. Unsteady Reynolds Averaged 

Navier Stokes (URANS) with SST 

(Mentor) K-Omega turbulence 

model, and 

2. Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) 

with SST (Mentor) K-Omega 

detached eddy model. 

The Standard Shear Transport Mentor 

(SST) model was chosen as this model 

blends the K-Epsilon model in the far field 

with the K-Omega model near the wall. 

Three grid sizes of 2.5 mil, 5 mil and 7.5 

mil were set up to compare the mesh 

dependency of the solution.  

The results were monitored on line probes 

shown in Figure 4.  

Comparison of drag 

The first step in the study was a comparison 

of the drag or the resistance generated from 

the superstructure of the vessel.  

Figure 5 shows the comparison of drag 

between the URANS model and the DES 

model for three mesh sizes. It can be seen 

that in all the cases, DES and URANS 

predicts similar resistance values with 

percentage differences less than 1.5%.  

This confirmed that both the cases are set 

up correctly and the mean values are 

predicted accurately in the flow stream.  

Comparison of Vertical Velocity 

The vertical velocity for the URANS 

calculations were calculated by extracting 

the fluctuating velocities from turbulent 

kinetic energy. The standard deviation of 

these fluctuating velocities were calculated 

over a period of 50 sec of real time data. 

Similarly, for DES, time data statistics were 

accumulated for a period of 50 sec and the 

standard deviation of vertical velocity was 

calculated.  



Figure 6 and Figure 7 shows comparison of 

standard deviation of vertical velocity for 

URANS and DES run at 7.5 mil cells. The 

results are shown in the lateral (Y) and 

longitudinal (X) direction respectively at a 

height of 5m and 10m above the helideck.  

From the first glance itself, it is very clear 

that the URANS is predicting a lot lower 

values of velocities when compared to the 

DES. This trend is seen in all the cases and 

the percentage difference in velocities is 

more than 50%. The URANS model gives 

a time averaged result of the flow field. 

Because of this, the vertical velocities that 

are seen are of lower magnitude denoting 

mean values and not representing the 

realistic flow situation. In DES, the 

turbulent eddies over the helideck region 

are resolved with greater accuracy and 

hence the fluctuating velocities are captured 

precisely. The scalar plots in Figure 8 

shows the differences between URANS and 

DES models, where it can be seen that 

URANS shows a smooth flow over the deck 

whereas DES shows a lot of small turbulent 

eddies dispersed on the helideck region.  

The height of 5m above the helideck is 

considered to be the most crucial one as the 

helicopter is very close to the landing pad. 

It can be seen that at this height, the limit of 

1.75 m/s is exceeded in some zones over the 

helideck on the lateral probe in Figure 6. In 

such cases, it is important to make the 

captain and the pilot aware of the data.  

This shows that how important is the choice 

of turbulence models. URANS on one hand 

predicted results that were all below the 

safety limit whereas in DES, it was seen 

that the turbulence levels exceeded the limit 

in some zones.  

The location of these exceedances match 

with the location of the exhaust funnel in 

the superstructure. The small vortices that 

develop from the exhaust funnels combine 

with the vortices dispersed from the central 

mast which further develop and disperse on 

the helideck. This is shown in a top view 

image in Figure 9.  

Grid Independence 

Three meshes were tested in the study - 

2.5mil, 5mil and 7.5mil. The comparison of 

the three meshes is shown in Figure 10 for 

DES runs. The plot shows the standard 

deviation of vertical velocity at 5m height 

above the helideck. 

It can be seen here that similar results are 

obtained for the three meshes. All the three 

cases predict velocities very close to each 

other. It is difficult to conclude at this stage 

as to which mesh is the optimum, as this 

requires detailed study of each point and the 

differences between them. However, this 

shows that with a well-designed mesh, and 

application of DES model, accurate results 

could be achieved even with a mesh size of 

2.5 mil as these compare well with the case 

of 7.5 mil cells. Since, the solution does not 

change drastically between the two grid 

sizes, any mesh size between 2.5 mil cells 

and 7.5 mil cells will generate similar 

results.  

Alternative solution of RSM 

Due to the higher expense (min 20-30%) of 

using DES, an alternative option of 

URANS with Reynolds Stress Turbulence 

Model (RSM) was investigated. The RSM 

model was set up with Elliptic Blending as 

this is a hybrid model which blends the near 

wall and far field flows. 

 A comparison plot of standard deviation of 

vertical velocity is shown in Figure 11 for a 

case of 2.5 million cells. It can be seen here 

that the RSM model predicts velocities 



similar to URANS k-omega model. This 

shows that RSM model cannot resolve the 

same level of turbulence as DES.  

Even though the flow is solved in an 

anisotropic manner, the RANS solver still 

averages the fluctuating velocities and 

hence under predicts the turbulence levels 

in the flow field.  

Conclusions  

To summarise, a helideck analysis was 

conducted on an FPSO by applying 

different turbulence models and the 

following are the main conclusions from 

the study - 

 Unsteady RANS with K-Omega SST 

model does not predict the 

turbulence well enough as the 

fluctuating velocities are time 

averaged and hence generate lower 

velocities.  

 DES was able to predict the 

fluctuating velocities with much 

greater accuracy and was able to 

identify the zones where the 

velocities were exceeding the 

acceptable limits. 

 If the mesh is correctly set up with 

precise refinements, then DES could 

predict accurate enough results on a 

coarser grid as seen in Figure 9. 

 Unsteady RANS with RSM did not 

capture the same fluctuating 

velocities as DES. Even though 

RSM is solving a lot more equations 

and is anisotropic, RANS solver time 

averages the velocities thereby 

reducing the magnitude of 

fluctuations. 

 It was also found from a practical 

stand point that DES is more robust 

and stable to run when compared 

with RSM. RSM requires a high 

quality mesh and can be prone to 

instabilities. 

It can be concluded from the above study 

that in order to capture heavy turbulence 

flow fields such as helideck etc., a higher 

fidelity model is required. For such 

simulations, DES has shown to be the best 

option combining accurate results within 

reasonable timescales. 
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Figure 1: 3D model of the FPSO 

 

Figure 2: Domain around the vessel 



  

Figure 3: Trimmer mesh set up for the model with refinement around helideck region 

 
 

Figure 4: Line probes placed on the helideck  Figure 5: Drag from superstructure for URANS and DES  

  

Figure 6: Standard deviation of vertical velocity on Lateral probe at 5m (left) and 10m (right) height above helideck 

  

Figure 7: Standard deviation of vertical velocity on Longitudinal probe at 5m (left) and 10m (right) height above 

helideck 



  

Figure 8: Velocity Magnitude from URANS (left) and DES (right) above the helideck 

   

Figure 9: Flow interaction with the exhaust funnel for URANS (left) and DES (right)  

 

Figure 10: Grid Independence study for DES at 2.5mil, 5mil and 7.5mil mesh sizes 

 

Figure 11: Comparison of DES, URANS K-Omega and RSM model for standard deviation of vertical velocity 

 



 

 

Computational Simulations of Vortex-Induced Vibrations Using URANS 

Omer Kemal Kinaci, Yildiz Technical University, Istanbul/Turkey, kinaci@yildiz.edu.tr   

NOMENCLATURE 

� acceleration of the cylinder � amplitude � mechanical damping � diameter of the cylinder ��,� natural frequency in air �∗ non-dimensional frequency 
 fluid force � spring stiffness 

� oscillating mass �� added mass  time step � velocity of the cylinder ��� free-stream velocity of the fluid �∗ reduced velocity � displacement

 

1. Introduction 

Vortex-induced vibrations are highly nonlinear and hard to numerically solve with conventional CFD 
approaches. The fluid-structure interaction between the oscillating cylinder and the fluid around it 
involves the vibration equation besides the Navier-Stokes Equations which increases the complexity of 
the flow. The numerical approaches are fragile and very sensitive to the implemented grid in the fluid 
domain. Due to the nature of the vortex-induced vibrations, dynamic meshing should be used; and the 
implementation of the dynamic mesh increases the computation time significantly as well as it usually 
obstructs the iterative convergence. 

In this study, a computational approach implementing URANS is presented. This study is limited to 
the vortex-induced-vibrations of rigid circular cylinders on elastic supports. The cylinder is restricted 
to oscillate transversely to the fluid flow in a two-dimensional environment. Two-dimensional flow 
assumption allows fast computations and gives quantitative notion about the dynamics of the flow. 
The mathematical model is validated with a benchmark experimental study and the obtained results 
are evaluated accordingly. 

2. Mathematical Approach 

The vibration equation of a cylinder attached with springs subjected to a steady fluid flow is given as; 

 ��� + ��� + �� = 
 (1) 

This is the forced oscillation equation. The left hand side deals with the vibration while the right hand 
side deals with the force applied to the cylinder by the fluid. 

Leaving the acceleration term ��  alone, equation (1) becomes; 

 �� = 
 − ��� − ���  (2) 

When the acceleration of the cylinder is known, its velocity and displacement can be calculated by; 

 ��� = ��� � = ��� �� (3) 

Rewriting equation (3) in a numerical sense; 



 

 

 ���� = �� + ���� ∙ ∆ (4) 
 ���� = �� + ���� ∙ ∆ (5) 

The displacement of the cylinder in VIV can therefore be given as; 

 ���� = �� + ��∆ + ���� ∙ (∆)! (6) 

���� in equation (6) is calculated from equation (2). So writing it in numerical form; 

 ���� = �� + 
��� − ��� − ����  (7) 

Returning back to equation (6) and rewriting the numerical displacement equation will read; 

 ���� = �� + ��∆ + (�� + 
��� − ��� − ���� ) ∙ (∆)! (8) 

Equation (8) gives the displacement of the cylinder at each time step. The force 
, applied by the fluid 
will commence the oscillatory movement of the cylinder. The cylinder is assumed to be at the origin 
(� = 0) and stable at  = 0. The initial conditions in mathematical terms are; 

 �# = �# = �# = 0 (9) 

Just after the flow starts, the displacement of the cylinder will therefore be; 

 �� = �# + �#∆ + $�# + 
� − ��# − ��#� % ∙ (∆)! = $
��% ∙ (∆)! (10) 

VIV involves a two-way fluid structure interaction (FSI) problem. At each time step, the flow around 
the cylinder is solved to find the vertical lift force acting on it as if it is not moving. This force is then 
used to find the new displacement at the next time step. This is the first part of the FSI. As the cylinder 
moves, it also moves the fluid nearby. Therefore, the flow also gets affected by the cylinder’s move-
ment. This is the second part of the FSI. So the cylinder gets excited by the fluid and in return, the 
flow is affected by the cylinder’s movement. This will alter the applied fluid force but it must be indi-
cated here that the change in this force 
 is not visible in equation (8). 
 is completely solved by the 
Navier-Stokes Equations and it is used to find the new displacement in equation (8). To identify how 
the fluid force 
 is affected by the movement of the cylinder, the Navier-Stokes Equations have to be 
written down. 

The pressure distribution along the cylinder can be calculated from the Navier-Stokes Equations and in 
two-dimensional form they are given as; 

 &'&( = ) *&!+&(! + &!+&�!, − - $&+& + + &+&( + . &+&�% (11) 

 &'&� = ) *&!.&(! + &!.&�!, − - $&.& + + &.&( + . &.&�% (12) 

Here, ( and � denote the Cartesian coordinate system axes. When the cylinder moves in a direction, 
the horizontal and vertical velocities + and . in the fluid domain also change. This results in a differ-
ent pressure distribution and so a different fluid force 
 on the cylinder. The cylinder has one degree-
of-freedom and therefore in this work, the vertical lift force 
 is calculated by; 



 

 

 ��
 = �'�� (13) 

 

3. Numerical Implementation 

The numerical solution to VIV in this paper is based on Finite Volume Method (FVM) implementing 
URANS as the solution approach. Structured grid in the near-cylinder and wake regions is implement-
ed to return better contours around the cylinder. Quadrilateral elements are used near the cylinder and 
triangular elements are preferred for the outer domain. Near-cylinder region is meshed with an O-grid 
type of meshing. The grid in the whole fluid domain and a close-up view in the near-cylinder region 
are provided in figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. The mesh structure in the fluid domain. 

Table 1 gives the boundary conditions. The velocity inlet boundary condition is selected for the inlet 
because it allows imposing the fluid velocity directly. The top and bottom of the fluid domain is se-
lected to be a symmetry plane to allow the cylinder to move in the flow without any boundary layer 
effects. 

Table 1. Boundary conditions. 

INLET Velocity Inlet 
OUTLET Pressure Out-

let 
TOP Symmetry 
BOTTOM Symmetry 
CYLINDER Wall 

 

The grids in the near region of the cylinder and its wake are moving with the cylinder and these ele-
ments are not deforming. On the other hand, the outer region is fixed in space but the elements are 
allowed to deform to permit re-meshing when the cylinder is moving up and down in the fluid. 

The � − /	112 turbulence model is selected to solve for the flow around the cylinder in oscillation. � − /	112 uses the standard � − / model inside the boundary layer and switches to the � − 3 model 
in the outer region (Menter, 1994). This turbulence model is especially useful to solve for the flow 
around bluff bodies where adverse pressure gradients are high. Separation of the boundary layer is 



 

 

accurately calculated by this turbulence model as stated by (Wilcox, 2008) which is a key point to 
accurately simulate the flow. 

There are a couple of researchers who used � − /	112 turbulence model to solve vortex-induced vi-
bration problems. The closest papers to this study are authored by (Pan et al., 2007) and (Guilmineau 
and Queutey, 2002). They both validated their computational approaches by the experimental results 
of (Khalak and Williamson, 1996). The results computationally obtained in this study is also compared 
with their experimental benchmark study and it is presented in the next section. 

4. Results 

The CFD results implementing � − /	112 turbulence model of URANS approach are compared with 
the experiments of (Khalak and Williamson, 1996). The comparison is given in figure 2 along with the 
results obtained by other researchers in the field, using the same turbulence model. The results are 
obtained by starting the cylinder from rest at each reduced velocity. The reduced velocity, �∗ and the 
non-dimensional frequency, �∗ in figure 2, is calculated as: 

 �∗ = �����,� ∙ � 

 
(14) 

 �∗ = �4�5��,�  

 

(15) 

where ��,� is 

 ��,� = 1289�� 

 

(16) 

 

Figure 2. Comparison of computational results with the experiments. Amplitude response (left), fre-
quency response (right). 

The initial branch of the amplitude response of the cylinder is captured accurately in all computational 
results when compared with the experiments. The upper branch which is around 5 < �∗ < 7 in the 
experiments is partially captured in this study when compared with the other computational results. 
(Pan et al., 2007) and (Guilmineau and Queutey, 2002) were unable to capture the upper branch. How-
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ever, the transition to de-snychronization regime from the lower branch which is after �∗ > 11 is 
somewhat shadowy with the implemented approach in this paper. The other computational results 
more accurately reveal this transition. 

The problem in the transition to de-synchronization regime can also be seen from the frequency re-
sponse obtained in the present study. There is an intermittency in the experimental results which is 
also captured by (Pan et al., 2007). This sudden jump of amplitude and frequency response obtained 
experimentally could not be captured in this work. The transition from VIV to galloping is also a prob-
lematic issue in numerical solutions to fluid-induced motions. Similar problems were also encountered 
by (Wu et al., 2014) and (Kinaci et al., 2015). 

5. Conclusions 

URANS is a powerful tool to understand fluid-induced motions and can return fast and accurate re-
sults when used correctly. Quantitative data for practical purposes like the amplitude and frequency 
responses of the cylinders can be obtained quickly. In this paper, the author’s approach to solve for the 
vortex-induced vibrations of rigid circular cylinders is presented. The obtained results are compared 
with the results from the literature and satisfactory accordance is found with the experiments overall. 
In comparison with some other researchers’ results; the upper branch response of VIV is partially cap-
tured but on the other hand, the transition to de-synchronization from the lower branch was inade-
quately represented. Along with the other results from the literature, the intermittency in the experi-
mental results between the upper and lower branches was not seen in computational results either. The 
effects of grid structure, time step size, turbulence model and three dimensionality of the flow may be 
some of the factors that might be playing an important role in capturing these VIV-specific phenome-
na and will be investigated in the following papers. 
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1 Introduction

A ship or a boat that uses sails for propulsion will experience some amount of side force, in addition
to thrust, from the sails. The ship hull must balance this side force in order to have a steady traveling
direction. For a normal ship hull, this happens by traveling with a drift angle. The drift angle makes
the hull and potential appendages on the hull, a lifting surface, where the ”lift” is the side force. As
with all lifting surfaces, the lift also creates lift induced drag. In order to evaluate a specific hull design,
in a context where the ship is supposed to have sails, the drift-induced effects on the global forces must
be determined. The amount of drift angle necessary in order to balance the side forces, as well as how
much added resistance this drift angle creates are of interest. Many configurations must be tested in
a design process and it is therefore beneficial to optimize the simulation process in regards to time as
much as possible. A ship hull traveling with a drift angle is a highly viscous phenomenon, and viscous
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is the only practical way to simulate this case. However, CFD
comes in many forms. Steady state Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) based CFD without free
surface modeling is considerably faster than CFD with free surface modeling. As an example, the steady
state simulations performed in this case could converge after just 20 minutes, while the same case took
an entire day (24 hours) with free surface modeling, on the same computer. This is because free surface
modeling needs an unsteady approach, and more mesh cells. The unsteady approach is necessary in order
to let the waves develop around the hull and more mesh cells is necessary in order to discretize the air
above the free surface. It is natural to think that the free surface could have an effect on the drift-induced
forces on a ship. A deformed free surface does affect the velocity and pressure, and ventilation is known
to reduce transverse forces [4]. However, as neglecting the free surface would be convenient, the following
hypothesis will be explored

Free surface effects are not important for the global drift induced forces on a ship.

This is not to say that the free surface is not important for the global forces, as wave resistance is a
well-known phenomenon. The hypothesis is rather that the wave resistance is independent of drift angle,
and that the drift induced resistance as well as the drift induced lift, is independent of the free surface.
This would obviously be true if the Froude number is low enough, as low Froude number means no
free surface deformation. It also seems unreasonable to assume that this hypothesis can be true for any
Froude number, or any geometry. The question is whether it is true for normal Froude numbers and ship
geometries. If this is the case, one could find the wave resistance with one free surface simulation, and
then find the drift induced effects with steady state, double body, simulation. Even if this hypothesis
is not perfectly true, it could be a convenient strategy to make rough estimations of the performance of
sailing ships. Reference [8] suggest that this hypothesis could be true. There, a flat plate with a drift
angle is studied numericaly, and the side force is seen to vary very little for Froude number below 1. The
same tendency can be seen by inspecting the experimental results from reference [6]. In this paper, the
ship ”Series 60” is towed in a towing tank with several drift angles, and Froude numbers.



2 Test case

In order to see the effect of the free surface, a ship like geometry has been simulated with, and without
free surface. Three factors have been varied, based on the assumption that they could have an importance
for the results:

• Drift angle (α). The angles 0, 2.5, 5 and 10 degrees have been tested. These angles should cover
normal sailing drift angles [3].

• Froude number (Fr). Fr equal to 0.2, 0.25 and 0.3 have been tested. These Froude numbers are
large enough that wave resistance is important, and within the range of normal Froude numbers
for cargo ships. For instance, a 100 m long ship, traveling at 15 knots would have Fr = 0.246

• Depth to length ratio, or aspect ratio (Asp). A deep ship will have more of its body far beneath the
free surface, and the global forces might therefore be more independent of the free surface than a
shallow ship. Depth to length ratios of 0.05 and 0.1 have been tested. For comparison, the KVLCC2
tanker has a depth to length ratio of 0.064, while the KCS container ship has a depth to length
ratio of 0.047.

As the depth of the ship is a variable in this test case, a special geometry have been chosen. Rather
than using a ship geometry, a modified symmetrical foil geometry have been used. The foil is representing
a ship, with the special property of having straight sides, such that the water plane shape does not change
when the depth changes. This geometry is also currently being used for CFD validation experiments at
NTNU (too be published later). The foil shape is called ”Eppler E386”, and the shape can be downloaded
from reference [1]. The thickness of the foil is scaled up to 16%, in order to be closer to typical ship
length to width ratios. The original thickness of the foil is 12.6%. The simulation is done in model scale,
where the length of the model is 4.4 m. The rest of the geometry can be seen in figure 1

x

y

Drift angle
U

Top view

Front view

T = 0.22 m

T = 0.44 m

L = 4.4 m

B = 0.704 m

Figure 1: Shape, dimensions and coordinate system of the tested geometry. The Foil shape is ”Eppler
E386”, with scaled up thickness to 16%

The result from the simulations will be presented as coefficients. The representative area of the foil
(A) is chosen to be length multiplied by depth of the model (A = L · T ), rather than the wetted surface.
The coordinate system has the x-axis pointed along the ship axis when the drift angle is zero, as is
illustrated in figure 1. The drift induced drag coefficient (CDi) is the important drag coefficient, as only
the drift induced effects are of interest. The coefficients are defined as follows:

CL =
Fy

0.5ρAU2
(1)

CD =
Fx

0.5ρAU2
(2)

CDi(α, Fr) = CD(α, Fr)− CD(α = 0, F r) (3)



3 Numerical Setup

All of the simulations presented in this paper is done with the open source CFD software ”OpenFOAM”
[2]. Two different setups are used: one for the free surface simulations, and one for the steady state, double
body simulations. As the point of this study is to quantify the difference between the two simulation
strategies, the setups are kept as similar as possible.

3.1 Solvers

Two solvers are used: ”simpleFoam” for the steady state simulations without free surface, and ”inter-
Foam” for the free surface simulations. simpleFoam is a steady state solver, that is using the SIMPLE
algorithm [9] to find a steady state solution. interFoam is using the PISO algorithm [5] to do time march-
ing, with the opportunity to do additional iterations on each time step with the SIMPLE algorithm.
interFoam simulates the free surface between water and air by using the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method.
The same spatial numerical discretisation schemes is used for the two different simulation cases. The
convective term of the Navier-Stokes equation was done with a linear upwind scheme, while all the other
terms were done using linear central difference. The k-ω SST turbulence model [7] were used, together
with wall functions.

3.2 Boundary conditions

The inlet velocity is kept constant and equal to 1.642 m/s for all the simulations. The kinematic viscosity
(ν) is equal to 1.19e-6, giving a Reynolds number equal to 6071261. The velocity was kept constant
in order to eliminate changes in the results due to Reynolds number effects. In order to change the
Froude number when the velocity is a constant, the acceleration of gravity was changed. For Froude
numbers equal to 0.2, 0.25 and 0.3, the acceleration of gravity was set to 15.32 m/s

2
, 9.81 m/s

2
and 6.81

m/s
2
respectively. The turbulent quantities k and ω at the inlet was calculated based on the following

equations:

k =
3

2
(I · U)2 (4)

ω =
k

ν

µt

µ

−1
(5)

I is the turbulent intensity, set equal to 0.01, and µt

µ is the turbulent viscosity ratio, set equal to 1.

The boundary condition used at the water plane in the steady state simulation setup was symmetry
plane.

3.3 Mesh and time step

The OpenFOAM mesh generators ”blockMesh” and ”snappyHexMesh” was used to create the mesh. The
mesh was refined close to the ship walls, as well as in the expected kelvin wave wake. Since wall functions
were used, the average y+ values were set to be around 30. The cell length closest to the ship hull was
set to 0.002 m. The mesh cells in the refined wake had an approximate cell length of 0.03125 m. For the
free surface simulation setup, a custom ”free surface refinement tool” was used to generate anisotropic
refinements close to the free surface. This was done in order to keep the height of the cells small, which
allows the VOF method to capture an almost sharp free surface. The height of the cells in the free surface
area was equal to 0.0039 m. This was the only difference between the mesh designs for the double body
setup and the free surface setup. Although the refined wave wake is probably unnecessary for the double
body case, it was kept in order to avoid differences due to discretization. An overview of the mesh design
can be seen in figure 2
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Front view of double body mesh

Front view of free surface mesh

Figure 2: Overview of the mesh design used for the simulations. Foil angle for this mesh is 10 degrees.

The mesh described above was the mesh used for the final result. A coarser and finer version of the
above mesh design was also tested in order to check for mesh independence. This was done using the
double body simulation setup. A factor of two was used to adjust the cell local lengths in the mesh
design. The result from this mesh test can be seen in table 1

Table 1: Result from mesh resolution test

Mesh name coarse medium fine

background mesh cell length 2 1 0.5
finest level cell length 0.00781 0.00391 0.00195
number of cells 542508 1756011 5823685

Lift coefficient, CL 1.336E-1 1.359E-1 1.357E-1
Drag coefficient, CD 4.692E-2 4.744E-2 4.666E-2

For the free surface simulations, the time step is an important parameter. Several simulations with
varying time step have been done. The result can be seen in figure 3. The chosen time step for the
simulations was 0.005 s.
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Figure 3: Effect of varying the time step on the resulting forces



4 Results

Plots of the result from the CFD simulations can be seen in figure 4 and 5. The lines connecting the dots
for the lift coefficients are ”least squared” fitted second order polynomials. Second order polynomials
are used due to the possibility of non linear cross flow lift. The lines connecting the dots for the drag
coefficients are fourth order polynomials, as lift induced drag is generally proportional to the lift squared.
The free surface simulations are assumed to give the correct value, and the values at drift angle = 10
degrees are compared with each other. The maximum error in the lift from the steady state simulations
happens for Fr = 0.3 and Asp = 0.1, where the error is 5.8%. For Asp = 0.05, the maximum error is for
Fr = 0.25, where the error is 2.4%. For the drift induced drag the error is largest for Fr = 0.25 for both
aspect ratios. For Asp = 0.1, the error is 9.9%, while for Asp = 0.05, the error is 7.6%.
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Figure 4: Lift coefficient calculated for different Froude numbers and aspect ratios
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5 Conclusion

The free surface does have an effect on the forces, but the largest error in the drift induced effects is
below 10%, and for most of the cases, the error is below 5%. Depending on the situation, this could be
a small enough error, and steady state double body simulations could be a viable simulation strategy. It
is also interesting to note that there is no general trend in the error. It is not so that Fr = 0.3 always
gives a larger error than the smaller Froude numbers, and the error for Asp = 0.1 seems to be larger than
the errors for Asp = 0.05. The results from the steady state simulations are between the free surface
simulations, and not always above or below. That is, there does not seem to be a general direction of
the error. The result from a simulation that neglects the free surface can be both too large and too low.
The error could also be numerical in nature, and some of the ”scatter” could result from this. Although
it might not always be appropriate to neglect the effect of the free surface completely, it does seem that
the effect is secondary. This simulation strategy could for instance be appropriate if one is interested in
evaluating a new design of a ship hull, for instance in an optimization process. The exact values of the
forces might not matter, but the difference between the old and the new design is important.
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Notation
AS amplitude of sphere pulsation
B denotes the ships breadth
CB block coefficient of the ship
CF viscous friction coefficient
CP pressure resistance coefficient
CR total resistance coefficient
c sound speed in quiescent medium
dP propeller diameter
dS distance between sphere center and

free-surface Θ
F = 0 [f(y, τ)]ret = f(y, t− r/c)
Fn Froude number
fS frequency of sphere pulsation
f = 0 function that describes the ships surface
g τ − t+ r/c
LPP denotes the length between perpendic-

ulars of the ship
li components of local force intensity, that

acts on the fluid li = Pijnj
lr lir̂i
l̇r l̇ir̂i
M magnitude of local Mach number vector

of source
Mr Mach number of source in radiation di-

rection, Mir̂i
N number of event horizons, r∆/(ct∆)
m density relation at the free-surface,

ρ1/ρ
n sound speed relation at the free-surface,

c/c1
Pij compressive stress tensor
p′ acoustic pressure, p−p0 in undisturbed

medium; c2 − ρ′ in FW-H equations
R reflection coefficient
r distance between observer and source,

r = |x− y|
r∆ maximum domain extension with re-

spect to the observer
r̂ unit vector in the radiation direction,

with components r̂i, r̂ = (x− y)/r
dS element of the ship surface
Tij Lighthill stress tensor,

ρuiuj + Pij − c2ρ′δij

Trr Tij r̂ir̂j
T denotes the ships draught
t observer time
tKV LCC2 thrust deduction number
t∆ simulation timestep
u instantaneous fluid velocity with re-

spect to the observer x
v local velocity of the surface
vn local normal velocity of source surface
vṅ vi ˙̂ni
v̇n v̇in̂i
x observer position vector, with compo-

nents xi
y source position vector, with compo-

nents yi

Greek symbols:
δij Kronecker delta, δij = 1 for i = j and

otherwise δij = 0
Θ free-surface plane
θ angle between incident wave and sur-

face normal
ρ0 density of quiescent medium
ρ′ density perturbation, ρ− ρ0

τ source time
dΩ element of surface area of the collapsing

sphere g = 0

Subscripts:
FS denotes parameters reflected at the

free-surface
ret quantity is evaluated at the retarded

time, τ = t− r/c
0 denotes fluid variable in quiescent

medium
1 denotes the outer fluid at the free-

surface
obs denotes the individual observer
L loading noise component
T thickness noise component
Q quadrupole noise component



Introduction
The protection and conservation of marine flora and fauna is in the longtime focus of the public authorities.
Tightening regulations for ship emissions, narrowed to sewage disposal and water pollution in the past,
start to extend to hydro-acoustic limits for merchant shipping. To fulfill the requirements, arising from
those regulations, the ship designer requires robust and efficient methods, that deliver reliable information
about the acoustic signature of the projected vessel.
The Computational Aero Acoustic (CAA) contain a wide range of acoustic analogies, that are applicable
for ship hydrodynamics. Especially the integral form of Ffowcs Williams - Hawkings (FW-H) equation
delivers high potential for moving hull systems with low Mach numbers. Within the FW-H method
the hydro-acoustic problem splits into a hydrodynamic and an acoustic part: While the hydrodynamic
field is calculated on a typical computational grid, the acoustic sources can be derived directly from the
instantaneous flow field. By solving the wave equation for this acoustic field, the acoustic pressure can
be calculated for arbitrary observers inside and outside of the numerical domain. Derived in the form of
Farassat 1A [1], the FW-H equations read:

4πp′T (x, t) =

∫
f=0

(
ρ0 (v̇n + vṅ)

r (1−Mr)
2

)
ret

dS +

∫
f=0

(
ρ0vn(rṀr + c(Mr −M2))

r2 (1−Mr)
3

)
ret

dS

4πp′L(x, t) =
1

c

∫
f=0

(
l̇r

r (1−Mr)
2

)
ret

dS +

∫
f=0

(
lr − lM

r2 (1−Mr)
2

)
ret

dS

+
1

c

∫
f=0

(
lr(rṀr + c(Mr −M2))

r2 (1−Mr)
3

)
ret

dS

4πp′Q(x, t) =
1

c2

∫
F>0

1

r

[
T̈rr

]
ret
cdτdΩ +

1

c

∫
F>0

1

r2

[
3Ṫrr − Ṫii

]
ret
cdτdΩ

+

∫
F>0

1

r3
[3Trr − Tii]ret cdτdΩ

Implementation
The FW-H method was implemented into the OpenFOAM framework in forms of a function-object.
This approach supports a solver-independent method, flexible on-the-run adjustments as well as multiple
hydro-acoustic evaluations within a single hydrodynamic calculation. The implementation itself is straight
forward, as the geometric information and fields used for the calculation of the monopole, dipole and
quadrupole source fields are provided by the hydrodynamic solver or can be derived directly. With
respect to the turbulence models, it is necessary to provide the Reynolds stress tensor for calculation
of quadrupole source field. Alternatively it is possible do restrict the calculation of the Lighthill stress
tensor to Tij = ρuiuj , as the contribution from the nonlinear source term is comparably small. To
take into account the compressibility effects on the sound propagation, a forward-time-stepping approach
was implemented: Depending on the simulation time step and sound speed of the considered fluid,
the computational domain splits into Nobs spherical event horizons for every observer. Integrating the
spatially distributed acoustic sources in observer direction over those individual event horizons at observer
time τ , creates a scalar list with the specific acoustic pressure fluctuations within every spherical structure.
The concentric sound propagation in observer direction is presented by moving all list elements one step
closer to the observer for the next time step τ + t∆ and adding the integrated acoustic pressure again.
Once, the outermost list elements have reached the observer, the hydro-acoustic analysis can be started.
By updating the cell position in every single time step, this technique can be used with every grid-motion
based solver. One of the biggest benefits form this list-based technique is, that there is no storage of
previous flow fields needed, as the retardation time is calculated on the fly, so there are no additional
storage nor memory demands for the acoustic analysis.
The free-surface effects on the hydro-acoustic field are well known [2], [3], and can not be neglected
within the maritime context. While the observer positions within the FW-H equations may take place
well outside of the hydrodynamic domain, the acoustic reflection at the free-surface needs to be modeled
independently of the free-surface position within the hydrodynamic solution. Therefore a mirroring
technique was implemented: An arbitrary plane Θ can be specified by a test point and its normal vector.
This plane in an optimal way, but not necessarily, is identical with the hydrodynamic position of the free-
surface. If Θ is known, the reflected acoustic source field is calculated using the new observer positions
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Figure 1: Scheme of free-surface implementation (left) and reflection coefficient R as a function of incident
wave angle θ (right)

xFS , reflected at Θ. To take into account the impedance of the water-air density-step, the acoustic
pressure is scaled by the reflection coefficient:

R =
m · cosθ − n

√
1− sin2θ

n2

m · cosθ + n
√

1− sin2θ
n2

.

As the mirrored observer positions imply new position vectors and radiation distances, the lists of the
forward-time-stepping implementation need to be updated in length as well. From there on, mirrored
and direct acoustic emissions sum up in their respective event horizons. Due to the phase shift and the
reflection coefficient with values of R ≈ −1 for the water-air-interface, the typical acoustic interference
structures show up, depending on the observer position. As mentioned, the plane Θ introduced does
not necessarily need a hydrodynamic free-surface nor match their hydrodynamic position. This leads to
a number of benefits: Firstly, the calculation of a ship can be performed using the single-face double
body configuration. This allows more stable calculations and drastically reduced computational costs.
Secondly, the hydro-acoustic calculation for different free-surface positions can be achieved within one
single hydrodynamic calculation. And thirdly, the observer positions are not limited to an outermost
reflection point within the hydrodynamic domain.
Speaking of computational cost, the code was implemented to work in complete parallel up to the latest
steps of acoustic calculations. As the computational effort for the FW-H method needs to be investigated
further, no reduction in calculation performance can be noticed at the actual point of development.

Numerical Model

Pulsating Sphere Test Case
To validate the FW-H implementation the pulsating sphere test case was selected, as the acoustic pressure
can be calculated analytically for arbitrary observer points with or without a free-surface. As there is
no solver functionality given for a pulsating sphere in OpenFOAM, a new motion law was implemented
for the pimpleDyMFoam Solver, providing a harmonic concentric mesh motion. With a diameter of
DS = 1m the sphere is located at the origin, surrounded by a spherical domain with a diameter of
10DS and 2.88 million hexahedron cells. The sphere pulsates in radial direction around the origin with
a frequency of fS = 10Hz and an amplitude of AS/DS = 0.01. The free-surface is located at the test
point of Θt/DS =(0 -10 0) with a normal vector of Θn =(0 1 0). All CFD calculations were performed
using water as single-phase (ρ = 998.21kg/m3; c = 1484m/s), however, within the free-surface acoustic
calculations the outer fluid was specified as air (ρ1 = 1.2041kg/m3; c1 = 343m/s). The investigated
observer points are listed in table 1.

KVLCC2 Tanker Propulsion Test Case
For validation in a more maritime context, the KRISO tanker KVLCC2 with the scale of λ = 1/58 was
selected in double body configuration, since it is widely used in the shipbuilding community [6]. The
model has a length of LPP = 5.517m, a breadth of B = 1m, a draught of T = 0.359m and a block



Table 1: Observer positions for the pulsating sphere test case
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9

x/DS (1 0 0) (2 0 0) (4 0 0) (8 0 0) (16 0 0) (32 0 0) (64 0 0) (128 0 0) (256 0 0)

coefficient of CB = 0.8098. The study of the model is performed for a constant velocity of v = 1.047m/s
corresponding to the Reynolds number of Re = 5 · 106. While the Froude number of Fn = 0.142 is
comparably small, free-surface deformation effects can be neglected. The five-bladed propeller P1356
used in this case, provides a diameter DP = 0.17m, a pitch ratio of P/D = 0.996, an expended area
ratio of AE/A0 = 0.8, a hub diameter of Dhub/D = 0.18, a maximum skewness of 32◦ and a propeller
frequency of n = 9.35s−1 rotations per second. The computational domain of 22 million hexahedron cells
extends (−2.88 ≤ x ≤ 1.73)LPP in flow direction, (−7.96 ≤ y ≤ 7.96)B in horizontal cross-flow direction
and (−2.8 ≤ z ≤ 1)T in vertical cross-flow direction with the aft perpendicular positioned at the origin.
Due to the comparably small grid size, the pimpleFoam Solver with an IDDES turbulence model was
used. For direct comparison of free-surface and double-body configuration, the acoustic setup included
both cases in within the hydrodynamic calculation. The acoustic free-surface plane was placed directly
on top of the domain at Θt =(0 0 T) with an normal vector of Θn =(0 0 1).

Results

Pulsating Sphere Test Case
The results show, that for this basic test case a very good agreement between FW-H and analytical
solution can be achieved. Comparing the acoustic pressure fluctuations for the single-phase setup as
well as for the free-surface configuration, all curves, independent of observer distance, are nearly identical
(fig. 2). As expected, the pressure fluctuations decrease with increasing distance to the sphere by r−1 and
r−2. It can be noticed, that for the free-surface configuration the decrease of the pressure fluctuations
is even stronger than for the single-phase case. This is a direct result of interference between direct
and reflected acoustic emission, as all observers are aligned directly beneath the free-surface. While the
reflection coefficient is R ≈ −1, direct an reflected contribution start to cancel out each other where
the relation between direct and reflected observer distance go to r/rFS → 1. Calculating the acoustic
pressure map around the free-surface sphere, the typical interference structures show up, presenting an
acoustic field between perfect cancellation and amplification by the factor of two (fig. 3).
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Figure 2: Acoustic pressure fluctuations (top) and spectra of sound pressure level (bottom) at observer
x2 (left), x5 (center) and x8 (right) for a pulsating sphere with and without free-surface
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Figure 3: Free-surface effect: Acoustic pressure fluctuations of a pulsating sphere for single-phase (left),
with free-surface (center) and in normalized form (right) for fs = 10Hz (top) and fs = 1000Hz (bottom)

Table 2: Observer positions for the KVLCC2 test case
x1 x6 x7

(x y z) [m] (0.0 2.1 0.35) (0.1 0.1 0.22) (0.1 0.0 0.22)

KVLCC2 Tanker Propulsion Test Case
Investigating the integral values for the KVLCC2 test case, a mean total resistance coefficient of
CR = 5.27 · 10−3 was calculated for the propulsion test case. For comparison with the KRISO towing-tank
experiments, the total resistance was corrected by the thrust deduction number of tKV LCC2 = 0.190 mea-
sured by Kim et al. [4], leading to an error of ∆CR = +3.92% (KRISO experiments CR = 4.11 ·10−3). Us-
ing the thrust deduction number for correction of the pressure resistance only, results in a relation of fric-
tion to total resistance of CF /CR = 0.764 and a relation of pressure to total resistance of CP /CR = 0.236.
This discrepancy to the experimental data (KRISO exp. CF /CR = 0.85, CP /CR = 0.15), presenting an
overestimation of the pressure resistance, seems to be typical for hybrid URANS-LES turbulence mod-
els [5].
Because the acoustic measurements in the towing tank are still in progress, the hydro-acoustic results are
compared with pressure results from the hydrodynamic calculation. It can be noticed, that the hydro-
acoustic pressure fluctuations from FW-H are smaller than the pressure fluctuations resolved within the
CFD calculation in all cases. The discrepancy is dependent on the observer position. While observers,
placed within a short distance to the propeller, show comparably good agreement with the calculated
pressure fluctuations from CFD, the relative discrepancy increases while the distance to the active hydro-
acoustic sources like propeller and hull increases (fig. 4). It is interesting to see, that for this particular
case there is no significant difference in the hydro-acoustic results between free-surface and one-phase
calculation. This could be due to the fact, that for validation purposes all observer were positioned well
within the computational domain, where the direct contribution from the acoustic sources dominates
the acoustic fluctuations. Only for observer points placed directly beneath the free-surface, a difference
between one-phase and free-surface calculations can be distinguished, even though there is a large amount
of white noise.

Conclusion
The Ffowcs-William Hawkings equations have been implemented into OpenFOAM to allow hydro-acoustic
flow evaluations inside and outside of the hydrodynamic domain. The function object allows for a wide
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Figure 4: Pressure fluctuations for the KVLCC2 propulsion test case: x1 - portside beneath the free-
surface (left); x6 - in the propeller plane at the portside of the propeller well (center); x7 - in the propeller
plane at top dead position in the propeller well (right)

range of hydrodynamic solvers and flexible on-the-run adjustability. To represent the retarded time
effects, a forward-time-stepping procedure was developed, providing low system requirements even in
hydro-acoustic multithreading. While this project is targeting on the evaluation of maritime hydro-
acoustic emissions, the FW-H model was extended by a mirroring technique to take free-surface effects
into account. First results for the pulsating sphere test case show an impressive agreement between the
pressure fluctuations from the implemented FW-H model and the analytic solution. The free-surface
effects are presented with very good agreement as well, showing an strong interference in the surrounding
fluid. For the more complex case of the self-propelled KVLCC2 tanker in model scale, the FW-H results
are in qualitatively good agreement with the CFD pressure, but show to be sensitive on the observer
position. For the investigated case the free-surface effect for all observers was rather small. Based on the
results of the pulsating sphere test case, this effect is expected to increase with increasing distance to the
radiation source. At the present state, the implemented model showed to be very robust and flexible as
well as light on the computational resources. Further investigations are needed to improve the agreement
for more complex flow simulations.
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CFD Prediction of Shallow-Water Performance of a Trailing Suction Hopper 
Dredger Validated with Full-Scale Measurements 

 
Alex Kruijswijk, Royal IHC, Kinderdijk/The Netherlands, AB.Kruijswijk@ihcmerwede.com 

 
In dredging projects like harbor maintenance and land reclamation, the trailing suction hopper dredger 
(TSHD) is used in different ways. Such dredging projects are almost always near shore, and therefore the 
TSHD is often sailing in very shallow water (up to half the draught under the keel or less). The speed of a 
TSHD in shallow water influences its production performance (costs per cubic meter) but also affects its 
sustainability performance (fuel consumption). Up to now the estimation of ship velocity in shallow water 
is done with basic regression formulas which are a correction related to the deep water performance. 
During sea trials of several TSHDs the performance in shallow water appeared to be better than predicted. 
This paper focuses on whether CFD simulations can predict the shallow water performance of a TSHD 
with higher accuracy than current prediction methods. 
 
Sea trials show that ship velocity in shallow water is not correctly predicted. The current empirical 
correction method for shallow water is too conservative and can under-predict the velocity. The model-
tests show that the shallow water performance is not predicted correctly. This is due to scale-effects and 
likely due to interaction with the tank wall.  
 
In the project presented in this paper steady-state CFD simulations are done with a commercial software 
package (FineMARINE, NUMECA). The simulation has a fully appended ship with propeller action and 
free-surface. Openings like bow thruster tunnel and suction tube inlet are omitted. From the computation 
the torque is compared with the full-scale measured torque. Measurements are available for deep water 
and several shallow water depths and also for different ship velocities. All measurements are in loaded 
draught. 
 
The most commonly used correction methods for ship velocity in shallow water are Schlichting and 
Lackenby. CFD results are compared with currently used correction method and full-scale measurements 
and from the CFD results conclusions are drawn about the wake fraction and the thrust deduction factor.  
 
Current prediction method shallow water performance 
A first correction method for shallow water performance is presented in (Schlichting, 1934) . This is a 
empirical correction method based upon model tests. It corrects the resistance curve for shallow water 
effect. The second method is presented in (Lackenby, 1963). This is also an empirical correction method, 
but it proposes a correction on the power curve with two parameters sqrt(Am/H) and FnH. This method is 
currently the most used and is recommended by ITTC when trial results must be corrected for shallow 
water. It may be applied when : 
 

the conditions meet one of these and as long these conditions are met 

� < 2.75 ��	 , 
�� > 0.6 
� < 3.0√� ∙ �, 

��
�� > 0.111 

 

� > 2.0 ��	 , 
�� < 0.7 

� > 2.0√� ∙ �,	���� < 0.25 
 

 
For this full-scale test program this means that the correction method of Lackenby is limited to H >22.6.  
The Lackenby correction method to estimate the ship velocity loss in shallow water is: ∆���� = 0.1242�

� 
�! − 0.05# + 1.0 − (tanh*

+�
��! ,)

./! 
With: 



FnH = Froude number based on water depth [-] 
Am = midship section area under water [m2] 
g = gravitational acceleration [m/s2] 
H = water depth [m] 
Vs = ship velocity ∆�� = loss of speed due to shallow water [m/s] 

 
Full-scale test setup 
In cooperation with MARIN a trailing suction hopper dredger named HAM317 was tested in shallow 
water. The ship is built by Royal IHC and operated by van Oord. The ship main dimensions are: Lpp = 
84.95 m, B = 18.4 m, T =7.12 m and Cb = 0.88-. The highest Froude number during the trials is Fr = 
0.22-. This ship is fitted with a controllable pitch propeller (CPP). 

 
The water depths chosen are H=40 m for deep water and H=25 m for shallow water depth, so Lackenby 
can be applied. Also, two shallow water depths are added to the program, H= 18 m and H = 12m. These 
very shallow water depths are especially relevant for a hopper dredger. 
In the speed trials report of MARIN the conditions are described as: light to moderate wind conditions, 
calm wave conditions (wave height less than 0.2 m), and wave direction which either could not be 
determined or was from the side. No wave correction was done for the measurements.  
During the trials the measurement system recorded the torque and rotational rate of the propeller shaft., as 
well as the trim, altitude , speed, heading, course and speed over ground of the ship. Relative wind speed 
is also logged. 
 
CFD setup 
 
Geometry 
The 3D model of the ship is a parasolid format. This format contains solids with surface definition. The 
surfaces of the solids are redefined such that the surfaces which are smaller can have higher refinement 
and surfaces with more curvature are checked so that geometry is properly captured by the mesh. 
The domain dimensions are based upon the Lpp of the ship: L×B×H= 5Lpp × 2Lpp × 2.5Lpp, with 1Lpp 
in front of the ship, portside of the ship only and 2Lpp beneath ship keel. For shallow water the bottom of 
the domain is at water depth. 
Two different setups are used for the ship geometry. First, a basic model without nozzle and rudder is 
used for resistance and wake fraction. Second, an appended hull with nozzle and rudder is used together 
with an actuator disk (AD) for (simple) propulsion analysis.  
 
Mesh 
The mesh is constructed by following the 5 steps in HEXPRESS: initial mesh, adaptation, snapping, 
optimization, and viscous layer insertion. The snapping and optimization steps are usually done with 



standard settings and don’t require additional input. The other 3 steps define the final mesh size and 
quality and are kept the same for all setups as much as possible. But always such that mesh quality is 
good and mesh size is less than 9 million cells.  
In the viscous layer insertion step all surfaces are refined for the wall function approach, except for the 
deck, which has a slip condition. The first layer thickness is calculated with a y+ value of 200, and the 
highest velocity for each water depth. For the shallow water setup the bottom of the domain has a slip 
condition instead of a normal boundary condition.  
The free surface is made with a surface which spans the entire domain, and with a target cell size of 
dx×dy×dz = 10m×10m×0.1m (based on Lpp). The geometry is meshed with initial trim and thus extra 
dynamic trim due to shallow water effect should be small enough such that the free surface near the ship 
stays in the refinement location of the free surface. 

 
Aftship mesh with nozzle/rudder  –  domain for shallow water (H12)  –  aftship without nozzle/rudder 

 
Computations for shallow water 
In a normal deep water condition the boundary condition on the bottom of the domain is prescribed 
pressure, but for (very) shallow water the b.c. is set to slip. The viscous part is omitted in order to avoid  
numerical instability, the need for a lot of extra cells and over-prediction of viscous forces.  
Due to dynamic sinkage and trim the mesh will deform between the ship and the bottom of the domain. 
This deformation must not be too large because mesh quality can become very poor. To avoid this, the 
ship is given a pre-squat so that dynamic sinkage and trim will not deform the mesh very much. The pre-
squat is taken from the deep water and highest velocity CFD calculation. Also a special bottom mesh 
management option is set in the FineMARINE options which also helps with the deformation.  
First a computation is done with a fixed ship and only accelerated to its imposed forward velocity. After 
that, the ship heave and pitch motions are solved with a re-start on the first run. 
 
Propeller action with Actuator Disk 
To be able to make a first comparison between the CFD results and the full-scale measurements, the 
propeller action is modeled in FineMARINE. With the actuator disk (AD) the flow at the aftship is better 
estimated than without nozzle and AD. The AD also gives a simplified model with less cells than a 
sliding grid. This model cannot estimate the torque on the shaft, and a direct comparison with 
measurements is not possible. 
The dimension of the AD are based on the propeller diameter (Dp): outer radius = propeller radius (rprop), 
inner radius = 0.25rprop and thickness = 0.1Dp. The initial thrust is taken from a previous trimmed 
calculation, and the AD calculation is a re-start. There are no tangential forces modelled (no torque) and 
the distribution is uniform. Every time-step the body force is updated. 
 
Computational setup 
The computations are steady state and water properties are taken from the full-scale tests. In the flow 
model the k-omega (SST-Menter) turbulence model is used, and Reynolds numbers are ranging from 
2.31E+08 to 4.54E+08 for full-scale calculation. A quasi-static approach is used to calculate the 
equilibrium position of the ship. The method consists of a time-marching scheme with sub-cycling. This 
means that when steady-state is reached the solution is physically correct.  



Results 
 
Dynamic sinkage and trim CFD 
Due to forward velocity of the ship there is dynamic sinkage and trim. The increased velocity under the 
hull reduces the hydrodynamic pressure, and therefore the ship will have increased squat with increasing 
velocity. The results are for appended hull with nozzle, rudder and AD. 

 
The sinkage (Tz0) is the sinkage of the initial KG=7.12m. The trim is defined as the difference in forward 
and aftship draught, with positive trim as bow down. When sailing in shallow water the velocity under the 
hull is even more accelerated and the pressure is decreasing more. The increased sinkage and trim for 
shallow water is expected. 
 
CFD Resistance & Thrust 
The resistance and the thrust are calculated from the steady-state time signal. A mean value is taken over 
the last 50 seconds of the simulation. The convergence is checked with a relative error and standard 
deviation over the same period. 
 
The resistance of the appended ship is calculated for the model without nozzle and rudder. The nozzle is 
replaced with an elongated tunnel. The steady-state results are plotted for a trimmed ship with imposed 
forward velocity.  

 
The thrust is calculated for the model with nozzle and rudder, and the actuator disk is added to model 
propeller action. The results are also steady-state and with trim and imposed forward velocity. The thrust 
of the actuator disk is based on the resistance of the ship, and is updated every time-step. 

 
Thrust calculations show that for H25 and H18 the effect of shallow water is minimal. For H12 the thrust 
is increased for slight lower ship velocity. Comparison between the thrust coefficient show that for the 
highest velocity H12 is 11% higher than deep water. 
 
Full-scale test results compared with CFD 
In the full-scale test the torque (Q) and rotational rate of the propeller (n_prop) are measured, which gives 
the shaft power. If we want to compare this with CFD we have to calculate the torque on the propeller in 
CFD, which is only possible if a rotating propeller is modeled in the computation. For now the propeller 
is modeled with an actuator disk, and the CFD results give the thrust. 



 
In the figure the black line represents the most shallow water (H12). The dotted lines are the corrected 
values for equal shaft power (Lackenby), which are corrected to deep water. Corrections with Lackenby 
are too large. For the highest velocity and H12, the drop in velocity is 0.2 m/s (0.4 kn) for equal shaft 
power. 
In the full-scale tests the thrust (T) on the shaft is not measured. This means that a direct comparison with 
the calculated thrust from CFD is not possible. If we want to compare these results, an open water 
diagram of the propeller can be used. However, the pitch of the propeller (CPP) is given in percentage of 
the maximum pitch. The real geometrical (maximum) pitch is not known at the moment. This makes it 
difficult to calculate the true operating point of the propeller. This is demonstrated by the following 
calculations of the propulsion parameters where the propeller pitch is varied. 
 
In the table the pitch is varied for deep water and highest ship velocity. Torque and rotational rate are 
taken from the tests and the relative rotative efficiency is assumed to be 1.0-. 

Measurements    
10Kq 0.556    
P/D J 10Kq Kt_tot T [kN] 
1.25 0.450 0.552 0.396 235.6 
1.258 0.466 0.553 0.390 232.3 
1.29 0.530 0.556 0.368 219.1 
1.3 0.550 0.557 0.361 215.0 
1.4 0.750 0.569 0.292 174.0 

 
From the table it is clear that small changes in propeller pitch(P/D) can lead to significant changes in 
thrust. Because the exact propeller pitch is not measured, it is not possible to use the open water data to 
calculate the thrust for the measured torque.   
 
For the same deep water condition and highest ship velocity the thrust from the CFD calculation, T = 
116.26 kN, and Kt= 0.195 [-]. This is not close to the thrust values calculated with the open water data 
(see table), from the measured torque.  

 
The actuator disk used in the CFD computation has a uniform distribution. This is a general setting which 
can be used for wake field calculations. Previous in-house studies have shown that this setting for the AD 
show good resemblance with full-scale measured wake field in front of the propeller, but for speed-power 
predictions the uniform distribution does not properly model the flow in the nozzle.  
 Nozzle thrust [N] Kt,nozzle [-] 
Deep water 4407 0.007 
H12 shallow 4316 0.007 



The thrust of the nozzle is underestimated in the calculation with AD and uniform distribution. In the 
open water test of the stock propeller and nozzle, the thrust coefficient of the nozzle alone is around 0.11. 
 
Propulsion efficiency in wake fraction and thrust deduction factor 
In normal design practice the nominal wake field for propeller design is determined for a ship without 
nozzle. The part where the nozzle is attached to the hull or headbox, is smoothed by elongation of the 
tunnel. From the results of this setup the wake fraction is compared for different water depths. 
 
 H= 40 m H = 25 m  H = 18 m H = 12 m 
Wake fraction 0.108 0.106 0.109 0.161 
 
The wake fraction is expected to be higher for shallow water. The relative axial velocity is lower because 
in shallow water, the water is decelerated between the keel and bottom. Lower wake fraction means that 
the hull efficiency can increase, as long as the thrust deduction factor stays at least the same. 
 
Normally the thrust deduction factor is determined by CFD calculation of ship with propeller (WIP) and 
without propeller (WOP). However, in this case the ship has a nozzle, which in design stage is taken into 
account in the open water diagram of propeller and nozzle. The determination of the thrust deduction 
factor can be performed between WOP = ship without nozzle and rudder vs. WIP = ship with nozzle and 
rudder, but the differences between these two setup in Fx, is within the relative error of the computations 
(approx. 1%). 
As an alternative the thrust deduction factor is determined between WIP = ship+nozzle+AD and WOP = 
ship+nozzle. This resulted in negative factors, which for more shallow water are decreasing. 
 
Conclusions 
 
The recommended correction method for shallow water, Lackenby, is too conservative. Both the full-
scale measurements and the full-scale CFD show that the performance of the ship is only affected in very 
shallow water: water depth is 12 m with T = 7.12 m. 
Measured torque of the propeller shaft cannot be used to calculate the thrust, because the exact propeller 
pitch is not known, and therefore data of the open water diagram cannot be used. 
The uniform distribution in the actuator disk showed good wake field prediction in previous studies, but 
for a good speed-power prediction for a propeller in a nozzle, a use defined distribution should give better 
results. The uniform distribution clearly showed a too low thrust of the nozzle. 
Wake fraction does increase in shallow water, and the thrust deduction factor is decreasing, although it is 
not clear on how to define the factor for propeller in nozzle. With the current prediction the results show a 
increase in hull efficiency. 
The results show that for more shallow water the ship will have increased sinkage and trim. Also the 
amount of sinkage and trim seem to be in line with previous estimated numbers (potential theory and 
model-tests).  
 
Recommendations 

- User defined actuator disk distribution for propeller in nozzle 
- Computations with a moving propeller. In FineMARINE it is possible to use a sliding grid 

method to model the propeller completely. The calculated moment on the body of the rotating 
propeller can be compared with the measured torque form the full-scale. 

- It would be more accurate to use the measured thrust, so that the propeller efficiency can also be 
checked. The propeller is an older model and is already in service for a longer period. Damages to 
the propeller can cause changes in efficiency and thus in required torque. This is also important 
when a rotating propeller is used in CFD.  
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Introduction  

The steady increase of maritime shipping has contributed to a significant increase of underwater 
radiated noise (URN) and caused a great concern by the authorities, policy makers and ship operators. 
e.g., International maritime organization (IMO) has expressed their concerns about the increased ocean 
noise due to shipping activities. Excessive URN pollutes ocean environment and threatens marine life. 
It is no doubt important to understand the ship generated noise and its radiation characteristics. Equally 
important is development of computational tools to reliably predict the noise level generated by ships 
at various operating conditions. Among the noise sources generated by a propeller-driven ship, the 
propeller is recognized as a dominant source contributing to URN in the low frequency spectrum. 
Cavitation on propellers can further augment the noise level over a wide frequency range. Cavitation 
noise occurs when the cavity volume changes (e.g. the creation, growth and collapse of cavitation).  

The EU project AQUO (Achieve QUiter Oceans by shipping noise footprint reduction) aims to provide 
support to policy makers with practical guidelines to reduce shipping noise for a quieter ocean and to 
investigate design improvement solutions and mitigation measures to manage ship generated URN and 
its impact on the marine fauna. SSPA is engaged in the model testing, full scale measurement and 
numerical simulation of a coastal tanker equipped with a controllable pitch propeller (CPP). Ships 
operating on short routes along coast lines are often equipped with a CPP propeller with an engine 
running at constant RPM, and the engine RPM is usually optimized at NCR (nominal continuous rating). 
When sailing at a reduced (off-design) speed, a natural choice of operation is to reduce propeller pitch 
while keeping the engine at fixed RPM. However, is this always a beneficial operation with regard to 
underwater radiated noise and fuel saving? The model tests for the coastal tanker in AQUO reveals that 
this is not always the case, as compared with the option of reducing RPM instead of lowering pitch.  

As a follow-up of our previous study of design loading (LC2) in NuTTs2014 (Li et al. 2014), the present 
paper addresses the numerical results for the tanker running at reduced pitch and nominal constant RPM 
(loading condition LC6) at a low ship speed 11 kn. We studied the cavitation behaviour, pressure pulses 
and radiated noise level for LC6 at model scale. The simulation was carried out with a hybrid method 
using a Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (DDES) solver for flow resolution and an acoustic analogy 
based on Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings (FW-H) permeable surface integration for prediction of far field 
noise. The commercial software ANSYS FLUENT 15.0 was used.  

Compared with the model test data, the numerical results confirmed that the inefficiency of propulsion 
setup and a pronounced pressure side cavitation with rather unstable shedding behaviour are the main 
reasons for a noise level almost as high as that in LC2.  

Model Test Campaign  

A comprehensive experiment campaign was carried out in SSPA’s towing tank and cavitation tunnel 
[1]. Cavitation observation, pressure pulse and noise measurement were performed at six loading 
conditions. Figure 1 shows a photo of the ship model inside the cavitation tunnel (left), a sketch of 
transducer locations for pressure pulse measurement (mid) and a sketch of the hydrophone locations for 
noise measurement (right).  

The subject ship M/T Olympus is a 116.9 m long and 18 m wide coastal tanker, kindly provided by 
Sirius Shipping (http://siriusshipping.eu/) for study in AQUO project. The CPP propeller has a diameter 
4.8 m, blade area-ratio 0.45 and design pitch ratio of P/D=0.87. The loading used in the simulations 
corresponds to loading condition LC6 defined in [1], i.e. ship speed at 11 kn and the propeller rotating 
at 120 rpm with a reduced pitch of P/D=0.52. The estimated thrust coefficient is KT ≈ 0.087 and the 

cavitation number becomes σn = 2.85 at ballast draught. 



 

 

          

Figure 1 Model setup (left), sketch of transducer locations (mid) and hydrophone locations (right) 

Numerical Methods 

The numerical solution consists of two steps. First, it resolves the flow field around the ship hull with 
a DDES method. DDES is essentially a hybrid solution technique that combines and switches between 
a RANS method and an LES (Large Eddy Simulation) method depending on the local grid resolution. 
Namely, RANS method is used to solve the flow region inside the attached boundary layer and LES is 
employed in the regions of separated flow or wake where the grid is fine enough. In region farther away 
from the hull where the grid becomes coarse, flow field is solved by the RANS method too. For 

turbulent viscosity modelling, the two-equation SST k-ω model is employed. Secondly, the noise 
propagated from the sources to any arbitrary receiver location is determined by solving a pressure wave 
equation. In the present work, the solution for acoustic pressure is obtained by numerical integration of 
Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings (FW-H) equation over prescribed permeable surfaces. As regard to 
cavitation prediction, the multiphase mixture flow DDES solver and Zwart’s cavitation model are 

employed. Moreover, Reboud’s correction on turbulent viscosity is implemented in the SST k-ω model. 
The correction is active in the mixture region to prevent the otherwise too high eddy viscosity in the 
region. The used numerical schemes are as follows:  

 

• Multiphase mixture flow incompressible solver 
• Pressure and velocity solved in a coupled manner 
• Bounded 2nd order central difference for convection terms in momentum equations 
• QUICK scheme in other transport equations 
• Propeller rotation handled by sliding mesh technique 
• Bounded 2nd order implicit scheme for time-derivative 
• Time-step is 4.42x10-5 [s] at model scale  

 

A rectangular computational domain is defined around the hull (Figure 2). The inlet boundary is located 
at 1 Lpp distance from FP and the outlet at 1.5 Lpp aft of AP. The two sides and the bottom of the domain 
are placed 1 Lpp away from the central line. A smaller rectangular domain that closely surrounds the 
hull is also visible in Figure 2. It has two roles: grid refinement is focused in this domain to facilitate 
an LES solution; the domain boundaries serve as the permeable integral surfaces later in the FW-H 
acoustic analysis. The meshes are of hexahedral type. The grid lines are refined not only in the wall 
normal direction to achieve a y+=1, but also in the streamwise and girthwise direction to fulfil grid 
requirement for DDES method, i.e. about 10 nodes in the streamwise direction and 20 nodes in the 
girthwise direction per boundary layer thickness. A grid cut-off at the central plane is shown in Figure 
2 (right). The black region that embraces the propeller is the rotating mesh block. The total number of 
grid cells is 35 million. 

Constant velocity, turbulence intensity and viscosity ratio are specified at the velocity inlet boundary, 
whereas a constant pressure is set at the outlet boundary to ensure correct cavitation number. The free 
surface, side and bottom boundaries are treated as slip walls.  
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Figure 2 Computational domain (left) and surface mesh on propeller, rudder and stern (right) 

Results and Discussions 

The results are presented in the following formats: Iso-surface of vapor volume fraction αv=0.5 is used 
to visualize cavitation surface. Turbulence vortex structure is represented by the iso-surface of Q-

criterion, defined as Q=½(Ω2-S2) [s-2], with S being the strain rate and Ω the vorticity rate magnitude. 

Pressure pulses are expressed as Kp coefficient defined by Kp = 2PM/(ρ(nD)2), with PM being the single 
amplitude of pressure signal. No windowing scheme is applied in post-processing pressure signal. The 
noise is presented as sound pressure level of Power Spectra Density (LPSD). The source level radiated 
noise (URN) is derived by scaling to 1 m distance away from the acoustic centre.  

Flow field. The total wake (Vx=u/Uo) at the propeller plane is shown in Figure 3 (left). Note that the 
total wake was calculated by SHIPFLOW, with the propeller effect modelled by a lifting-line analysis 
program. The turbulence vortex structures at the stern are presented in Figure 3 (right) by the iso-surface 
of Q=3000 (s-2), coloured by the turbulent viscosity ratio. As seen in the figure, the tip vortices and the 
wake structures behind the hull and rudder are captured well in a near downstream region about 2 
propeller diameters downstream the propeller plane. Farther downstream the vortices disappear due to 
insufficient grid resolution. The small pitch angles of the tip vortices correlate well with the lightly 
loaded propeller (reduced pitch) in LC6.  

Cavitation behaviour. The predicted cavitation is compared with that observed in the cavitation test at 
three blade positions in Figure 4. Note that the view angle is different for the model test and the 
simulation. In the test the pressure side blade was viewed through the bottom window of the cavitation 

tunnel. No cavitation on the suction side was present in LC6. Starting from r/R≈0.7, an unsteady and 
thin sheet cavity was formed along the leading edge on the pressure side. The cavity turned into a 
Leading Edge Vortex Cavity (LEVC) when it developed further towards the tip region. In the model 
test, Tip Vortex Cavitation (TVC) was occasionally seen but it didn’t survive longer. In the simulation, 
no TVC could be identified. The formation and development of LEVC were very similar with that in 
the experiment. However, the predicted cavity exhibited more dynamic shedding and break-off 
(possibly a consequence of using Reboud’s correction). Moreover, the LEVC at the outer radii was 
raised up above the blade surface, see Figure 5. 

 

               

Figure 3 The total wake (left) and the vortical flow structures (right) in the hull and propeller wake 
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Pressure pulses. The measured pressure pulses are compared with the predicted ones at 8 transducer 
locations in Figure 6. Due to the light loading, the pressure fluctuations are at moderate level. The 
agreement with the measured Kp at the 1st harmonics is quite good except at transducer D. At 2nd ~5th 
harmonics, the measured Kp are practically zero whereas the computed Kp reveal higher values. The 
discrepancy is suspected to have something to do with the over-predicted shedding dynamics.      

Noise signature. The noise signal measured at hydrophone K66 and K78 is compared with the predicted 
one in Figure 7. The vertical grid lines in the diagrams are drawn at harmonics of Blade Passing 
Frequency (BPF) with a blade rate (BR) fundamental at 125.8 Hz. Figure 8 compares the measured and 
computed URN at source level over the entire achievable frequency domain. Due to the lower speed 
and reduced pitch in LC6 (compared with LC2 loading in [1][2]), the shaft power is substantially lower, 
thus the contribution of blade loading to the tonal noise (and pressure pulses) is limited to the low 
frequency region with a low-to-medium noise level. This is why only the tonal noise at the first two 
harmonics is distinguishable from the measured data in Figure 7. There is a plateau of significantly high 
noise level (appearing mainly as broadband noise) in the frequency range 500-2000 Hz, almost 
comparable to the tonal noise in the low frequency range. This part of spectra is primarily caused by 
the LEVC and its shedding and collapse behaviour. The unfavourable pressure side cavitation is clearly 
a consequence of reduced pitch. Compared with the measured noise spectra, the tonal noise at the first 
two BPF harmonics is under-predicted and the noise in the range 500-2000 Hz is somewhat over-
predicted (with a maximum difference about 28 dB at the frequency ~670 Hz.). The over-prediction 
tendency correlates well with the over-prediction of the pressure pulses. Both are believed to be 
associated with the over-predicted shedding dynamics of LEVC. More analysis is needed to clarify this.  

Conclusions  

A multiphase DDES method coupled with FW-H’s acoustic analogy is applied to predict the cavitation, 
pressure fluctuations and underwater radiated noise of a coastal tanker with a cavitating propeller. The 
calculation confirmed the same finding as the model testing: a pronounced leading edge vortex cavity 
(LEVC) was developed on the pressure side of propeller blades, contributing to a significantly high 
level of noise in the frequency range 500-2000 Hz. The volume and shedding dynamics of LEVC was 
however somewhat over-predicted in the simulation. As a result, the radiated noise in the relevant 
frequency range became higher than the measured one. Similar prediction difference is observed for the 
pressure pulses. The work demonstrated for another loading condition LC6, the fairly good agreement 
between the measured data and the result predicted by the hybrid method.  
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Figure 4 Cavitation patterns, experiment observations vs. DDES prediction  

 

   

Figure 5 The shedding and raise up of LE cavity  



 

 

    

    

Figure 6 Pressure pulses at harmonic modes, Exp. vs. DDES 

 

 

Figure 7 Receiver level noise at hydrophone K66 (left) and K78 (right), Exp. vs. DDES 

 

 

Figure 8 Source level URN, Exp. vs. DDES 
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1 Introduction
Marine propeller noise and vibration has been studied in order to reduce acoustic signature, improve

fatigue life and comfort onboard, and, more recently, to quantify the impact of maritime noise on the en-
vironment. Therefore the importance of acoustic measurements and simulations has increased. Acoustic
simulations offer the advantages of avoiding vibration effects on measurement data, as well as the free
placement of probes. These are not without difficulty however, and require robust verification, especially
in the maritime field, where hydroacoustic computations are relatively uncommon.

An attractive approach for making hydroacoustic predictions is an acoustic analogy, such as that of
Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings (1969). The processes of sound generation and propagation are then
conveniently separated, and acoustic predictions may be made as a post-processing of a hydrodynamic
simulation. Since the precise location of the acoustic sources, such as cavitation and non-linear wake
flow, are not known a priori in maritime applications (unlike in aeronautical applications, where, at low
Mach number, they are assumed coincident with the blade surfaces), the porous formulation of the Ffowcs
Williams-Hawkings (FW-H) equation is typically preferred (Di Francescantonio, 1997). In this case, the
propeller is surrounded by a porous data surface (PDS) upon which velocity and pressure fluctuations
representing the acoustic sources are extracted from a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation.

Uncertainty remains, however, regarding how best to use this method in practice. This is motivated
by research showing that the propeller tip vortex may be a non-negligible noise source for non-cavitating
conditions (Ianniello et al., 2013; Felli et al., 2015). Ianniello et al. (2013) and Lloyd et al. (2015) used
an open-ended PDS to avoid the wake penetrating the downstream end cap, but did not investigate the
effect of this. While similar studies have been performed in the aeroacoustics community for jet flows e.g.
see Rahier et al. (2004), general experience of using such methods for marine propellers is not widespread
(Ianniello and De Bernardis, 2015; Lloyd et al., 2014; Lidtke et al., 2015).

In this paper we detail a study into appropriate use of the FW-H acoustic analogy for making
hydroacoustic predictions of marine propellers. Two CFD codes (ReFRESCO and OpenFOAM R©) are
used in order to provide additional verification. We focus on issues from the literature resulting from
the simulation of a realistic propeller flow (e.g. Ianniello and De Bernardis, 2015), addressing two main
questions, namely: how does closure of the PDS in the propeller wake affect the acoustic pressure
prediction?; and what is the effect of the axial extent of the PDS in the downstream direction?

2 Theoretical and numerical background
The numerical approach involves solving the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings equation for the acoustic

pressure using source data derived from an unsteady, incompressible Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) computation. The solution to the FW-H equation, assuming free-field propagation, negligible
density fluctuations and a stationary porous data surface may be written as

4πp′(x, t) =
∫
S

ρ0u̇n
r

dS(y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
monopole, p′0

+
∫
S

ṗn̂ · r̂
c0r

dS(y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
dipole, ṗ′1

+
∫
S

pn̂ · r̂
r2 dS(y)︸ ︷︷ ︸

dipole, p′1

+
∫
S

ρ0 ˙(unur)
c0r

dS(y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
non-linear, ṗ′2

+
∫
S

ρ0unur
r2 dS(y)︸ ︷︷ ︸

non-linear, p′2

,

(1)
where p′ is the pressure fluctuation at the receiver location x, the porous data surface S is located at
y and r is the source-receiver distance; ρ0 and c0 are the fluid density and sound speed; p and u are
pressure and velocity, while (̇) indicates a time derivative. The subscripts n and r denote dot products
with the unit vectors in the normal (n̂) and radiation (r̂) directions respectively. The terms on the r.h.s.
are referred to using their multipole order i.e. p′k where 2k gives the multipole order. Equation 1 has
been implemented into ReFRESCO and OpenFOAM R© as a run-time post-processing module.

For brevity, we include only brief details here of our hydrodynamic simulation setup; full details may
be found in our previous papers (Lidtke et al., 2015; Lloyd et al., 2014, 2015). We used structured grids,
designed to better resolve pressure fluctuations. Discretisation schemes were all second-order, apart from
turbulence model variables, where a first-order scheme was used. The k − ω SST 2003 model has been
used to account for the effect of turbulence.



3 Results for canonical sources
In order to allow controlled investigation of the behaviour of the porous data surface, simulations of

canonical monopole and dipole sources were performed. Thus the effect of removing PDS panels could
be investigated by comparison to an analytical solution. A chosen pressure amplitude was achieved
by prescribing appropriate expressions for pressure and velocity fluctuations inside a cubic domain.
Within OpenFOAM, values are specified inside every cell, while for ReFRESCO time-dependent boundary
conditions are used to solve for the field values. These data are then supplied to the PDS in order to
make FW-H acoustic predictions. Different porous data surfaces were used in each code: a spherical one
of radius 0.1 m in OpenFOAM with data extracted directly from cell faces; and a cubic one of side length
0.2 m in ReFRESCO, with values interpolated from the flow solution. The simulations used a source
frequency of 100 Hz and receiver distance of r = 1 m, which were chosen as typical values for propeller
near-field pressure fluctuations (as reported in the next section).
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Figure 1: FW-H prediction of pressure due to dipole source, compared to analytical solution: relative
integrated contributions from each acoustic analogy source term for frequency n = 100 Hz and receiver
at |r| = 1 m. See Equation 1 for source term definitions. Maximum pressure amplitude is |p′| = 1 Pa.

Figure 1 shows examples of the computed pressure signals for both OpenFOAM R© (left) and Re-
FRESCO (right) sources. In both cases, an almost perfect agreement with the analytical value is achieved.
Thus differences in the numerical approach between the two codes have not have a significant effect on
the results. We observe that the signal consists of contributions from both dipole terms (p′1 and ṗ′1) as
well as the monopole. By contrast, a monopole source (not shown) is modelled numerically as a pure
monopole (p′0 only). The non-linear terms are zero, as expected. Changes in the relative contributions
of the FW-H terms were also seen for increasing source frequency and receiver distance, i.e. moving
from acoustic near-field to far-field, for both monopole and dipole sources. This highlights the fact that
sources become modelled by a combination of terms when using the porous FW-H method.

More relevant to the current study is the effect of removing panels from the PDS on the computed
pressure signals. To illustrate this, in Figure 1b, we also include data from a simulation using an open
PDS. The “missing” panels are those with n̂z = ±1 while the receiver is located at r̂x = 1. This setup
offered some similarity to the true propeller configuration (see Section 4) where receivers are located
above the wake region and the downstream end of the PDS left open. Note also that the “line-of-sight”
between source and receiver does intersect the PDS.

The result is a reduction in the computed pressure amplitude due to the inadequate numerical rep-
resentation of the source. More interesting is the fact that this under-prediction is associated entirely
with the p′0 term of the FW-H equation. We can explain this by examining Equation 1, where it is easily
observed that p′0 is the only term to not contain any dependency on r̂. Thus, while a dipole or non-linear
source could be accurately represented using an open surface as long as the source-receiver line-of-sight
intersects the PDS, this is not the case for a monopole, where the total integrated velocity flux on the
PDS must equal the source strength. This finding is different from that of Freund et al. (1996), who con-
cluded that a line-of-sight intersecting the PDS was sufficient. This simple observation has a significant
implication when designing a PDS in more realistic scenarios, as addressed in the next section. We note
however the fact that the propeller noise sources do not possess the same simple directionality as those
treated here, meaning the “missing” panels may have less or more effect depending on their orientation.



4 Results for a marine propeller
Computations followed the setup of Lloyd et al. (2015), for the E779A propeller in open-water at an

advance ratio of 0.88. Based on the findings of Lloyd et al. (2015), a single grid of 13 million cells was
used, both for ReFRESCO and OpenFOAM R© computations. The main difference between the solution
approaches within the two codes is in the linear equation coupling. OpenFOAM R© adopts a PISO-type
algorithm, which uses a low number of predictor-corrector loops and a time step equivalent to 0.045
degrees rotation. ReFRESCO on the other hand uses the SIMPLE-type algorithm, which permits much
higher time steps (three degrees was used in this study) but requires a higher number of loops.

Lloyd et al. (2015) showed that the pressure predicted by RANS and FW-H agreed well for probes
located directly above the propeller; they did not evaluate probes above the wake however, which are
addressed here. We also used a PDS closed at both ends; this results in the propeller wake penetrating
the downstream end cap. Figure 2 shows the positions of the probes used and porous data surface
configurations. These were chosen in order to elucidate how the end cap affects the acoustic prediction,
and how this changes with probe location. Probes directly above the propeller were not affected by the
chosen variations in PDS design, since here the noise is dominated by the rotating propeller blades.

1 2

end cap

Figure 2: Layout of porous data surfaces and probe
positions: solid - baseline; dashed - end caps. Inflow
from the left. Probes located on y = 0 plane, at
x/DP = −1.15 and 2.00.

Firstly, the flow solution from the two codes is
compared in Figure 3. We show iso-surfaces and
slices of vorticity magnitude as a means to visu-
alise the wake flow. While the solutions are simi-
lar, it is noticeable that the tip vortex resolved us-
ing OpenFOAM propagates slightly further down-
stream than in ReFRESCO. In addition, higher
levels of vorticity are seen in the wake. This is pri-
marily due to the different time steps used, since
most other setup parameters are the same. It is
expected that this difference in the hydrodynamic
solution may have an effect on the acoustic pre-
diction, especially where the flow intersects the
downstream end cap. We expect the tip vortex to
be more important than the wake however, since
the former provides the dominant contribution from non-linear sources (Felli et al., 2015).

(a) OpenFOAM R© (b) ReFRESCO

Figure 3: Propeller wake visualisation: iso-surface of normalised vorticity magnitude |ω|∗ = |ω|/n = 4;
and y = 0 slice of |ω|∗ in range 0 (light) to 4 (dark) with an increment of 0.4.

Figures 4 shows the contribution from each PDS panel to the total pressure signal at Probe 2, for
each of the FW-H source terms (ṗ′1 and ṗ′2 are almost zero and therefore not shown). Although the tip
vortices have been resolved up to the axial location of the probe, the wake flow is not fully captured
using the RANS approach, and DES may be preferable if probes further downstream are of interest
(Ianniello and De Bernardis, 2015). The monopole source shows a contribution from the blades, even at
two diameters downstream (Figure 4). Traces of the tip vortices (and wake) are also seen, both on the
cylinder and end cap. The dipole term gives only a very localised contribution, and is small compared
to other two terms shown. The non-linear source shows a different distribution (Figure 4), concentrated
close to the probe. Especially notable is the high source level on the end cap, which is stronger at the
top due to the close proximity to the chosen probe location. The combined effect of the sources can be
seen in Figure 4. Here the contribution from the blade monopoles is still seen, while both the monopole
and non-linear terms are evident on the end cap.



(a) monopole, p′0 (b) dipole, p′1

(c) non-linear, p′2 (d) total source, p′

Figure 4: Tip vortices and acoustic sources: iso-surface of ω∗ = 4; instantaneous acoustic sources on
closed porous data surfaces (contribution per panel for Probe 2). Probe location shown as black dot.

We now show time traces and harmonic components of the signals at Probes 1 and 2, for Open
and Closed surfaces (Figure 5). Each plot contains a comparison between ReFRESCO (black) and
OpenFOAM R© (green) results. For each subfigure, the left plot contains harmonic components and time
traces of the RANS and FW-H signals; the right plot shows a breakdown of the FW-H terms.

Beginning with Probe 1, the OpenFOAM R© results are clearly more affected by numerical noise than
ReFRESCO, and do not exhibit a periodic behaviour. A difference in the pressure amplitude is also seen
between the two data sets, both for FW-H and RANS results, although the FW-H consistently over-
predicts compared to the RANS. The increase in the ReFRESCO FW-H pressure amplitude between
Figures 5a and 5b is attributed to a high non-linear contribution due to the surface end cap.

For the Probe 2 (Figure 5c), the time traces look quite different. Here the expected pressure am-
plitudes are smaller than at Probe 1, hence numerical effects become more evident. The OpenFOAM R©

time-trace shows a large monopole source. While this does not appear directly in the harmonic compo-
nents, due to its lower frequency, it suggests the simulation is not fully converged. For ReFRESCO, the
Open surface is monopole dominated, with little non-linear contribution. In this case, the FW-H and
RANS results lie close to one another. The Closed surface (Figure 5d) gives large (±15 Pa) anti-phase
fluctuations of p′0 and p′2 due to the tip vortices penetrating the end cap. Here OpenFOAM R© and Re-
FRESCO show very similar behaviour. This cannot be viewed as physical, and results in a much higher
FW-H pressure amplitude than the RANS value. It seems that both monopole and non-linear sources
are incorrectly represented when the end cap cuts the vortical wake, as seen in Figure 4. This is similar
to the finding of Rahier et al. (2004), who observed that quadrupoles were over-predicted if the surface
was not extended far enough downstream.

This behaviour is different from Figure 5b, where the probe is located further from the end cap,
which reduces the contribution from the non-linear term. The monopole term then gives the largest
contribution, since it only decays as 1/r compared to 1/r2 for the other terms. The Open surface (Figure
5c) removes the unphysical sources but underpredicts the pressure amplitude due to the “missing” part
of the monopole source, as shown in Section 3.



5 Concluding remarks
The focus of this study was on noise prediction using an acoustic analogy, for probes above the wake

of an open-water propeller. Canonical sources were also used to investigate the effect of removing parts
of the porous data surface. It was found that the monopole term is underpredicted in this case, while the
other terms would only be affected if panels intersecting the source-receiver line-of-sight were removed.

Unlike other studies in this area (Ianniello and De Bernardis, 2015), we also use visualisation of the
acoustic source information in conjunction with pressure time traces (and harmonic analyses) to evaluate
the dominant effects. It was found that probes located closer to the downstream end of the porous data
surface were more sensitive to the inclusion of a closing end cap. In this case, the vortical wake directly
enters into the acoustic source representation, contradicting the theoretical formulation, which is the
typical justification for omitting the end cap (Ianniello and De Bernardis, 2015).

Comparison of two CFD codes revealed the sensitivity of acoustic predictions to numerical noise,
as particularly seen in OpenFOAM R©, since the pressure amplitudes for probes in the wake region are
typically small compared to those above the propeller. The numerical convergence of the OpenFOAM R©

results could be improved if a longer simulation time were possible. This is somewhat restricted by the
small timestep imposed by the PISO algorithm.

It remains unclear whether the contribution to the pressure signal at such locations is purely due
to nonlinear sources, as previously claimed (Ianniello et al., 2013). We find that, for open surfaces, the
largest contribution to the computed pressure signals is modelled numerically by the monopole term of
the FW-H equation. In addition, visualisation of the source data clearly showed contributions from the
blades themselves, as well as the tip vortices (which could be separated in future computations). This
finding will have implications when simulating cavitating conditions, since omitting the surface end caps
may then result in incomplete modelling of this monopole-type source.
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Figure 5: FW-H pressure signals compared to RANS data for different PDS setups and probe loca-
tions: harmonic components and total signal (left column) and FW-H components (right column).
OpenFOAM R© results shown in green, ReFRESCO in black.
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The global objective of each numerical scheme is to obtain a sufficiently good overall result with the least 
computational effort. Numerical adaptivity in CFD describes techniques and procedures to adapt the local 
flow solution scheme only in regions where it matters. But how does the CFD code know how accurate it 
has to be at which location? It is the gradients that matter. Gradients can be spatial gradients, e.g. regions in 
the flow field where severe changes in the flow quantities take place within a very limited spatial region. 
Examples for high spatial velocity gradients are the boundary layer around the ship hull or on the propeller 
blades, where the flow velocity changes from zero on the wall to full speed within a very small distance. 
Another example is the density gradient at the free surface. Similar to spatial gradients, temporal gradients 
exist in unsteady flow fields, e.g. impact investigations or sliding grid propeller simulations.   
 
The most important factors of numerical accuracy are mesh resolution (and quality) and the order of 
the numerical scheme. Consequently, we use these two key factors in order to improve or reduce the 
local accuracy. In most people’s mind, adaptation refers to refinement, but adaptation also means de-
refinement in regions or in times where a high resolution is not necessary.   
 
Grid adaptation works by modifying the numerical grid, hence the local resolution of the discretiza-
tion scheme according to the gradients of the flow as discussed above. There are two different 
methods for grid adaptation: 
 
1. Redistribution, also called r-adaptation. Here, the mesh distribution is modified in accordance 

with the flow gradients. Number of mesh nodes, mesh topology and connectivity remain 
unchanged. The redistribution is achieved by moving grid points or lines around, following the 
flow gradients. This method is limited, since a refinement in one area may result in excessive 
coarsening in another. An advantage is that r-adaptation can in principle be applied for structured 
grids also, while most other methods only work for unstructured grids. Grid quality however, 
might be difficult to control or maintain. 

 
2. h-adaptation adds or removes mesh points. Number of nodes, node distribution and mesh 

topology generally change. Various strategies exist for h-adaptation. Simple procedures subdivide 
cells, more complex strategies insert or remove cells. h-adaptation requires un-structured grids.  

 

  
Fig.1: Simple r-adaptation (left), CFD Online (2012), and h-adaptation (right), Mevis Research 

 
Adapting the resolution of the numerical scheme to the flow gradients (p-adaptation) can also be 
achieved by changing the polynomial order of the numerical scheme. Most CFD solvers today are 
(theoretically) second order in space. However, this only holds true for smoothly varying grids. And 
most practical grids are definitely not smoothly varying. p-adaptation may increase from second order 
to higher orders. Consequently scheme “coarsening” can be accomplished by reducing the order. 
 
Mesh and scheme adaptation procedures can also be combined. These techniques are then called e.g. 
hp-adaptation. 
  
All applications of technical adaptivity presented in the frame of this paper are performed using 
FINE™/Marine, e.g. Visonneau et al. (2012). It incorporates the following modules: 



 

1. Mesh generator HEXPRESS™: A full hexahedral unstructured mesh generator, capable of 
solver driven mesh refinement and coarsening (h-adaptation). It features body fitted meshes 
with a high quality boundary layer resolution. Grid refinement and coarsening, during the 
initial generation process as well as in later adaptations is achieved by means of hanging 
nodes, Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows an example of a HEXPRESS™ mesh of ship hull appendages. 
 

 
Fig. 2: Hanging Node, Mevis Research 

 

  
Fig. 3: HEXPRESS™ mesh 

 
2. The flow solver inside FINE™/Marine (ISIS-CFD) is a steady and unsteady incompressible 

free-surface RANS-Code (Reynolds-Averaged-Navier-Stokes) presented in detail by 
Duvigneau et al. (2003), Queutey and Visonneau (2007). The spatial discretisation of the 
transport equations is accomplished by a finite volume method. The velocity field is obtained 
from the momentum conservation equations and the pressure field is extracted from the mass 
conservation constraint, or continuity equation, transformed into a pressure equation, 
Schrooyen et al. (2014). Pressure-velocity coupling is obtained through a Rhie & Chow 
SIMPLE type method. No specific requirements for the topology of the cells are imposed. 
The grid can be completely unstructured and cells with an arbitrary number of arbitrarily-
shaped faces are accepted. Several turbulence models ranging from relatively simple one-
equation Spalart-Almaras to advanced EARSM (Extended Algebraic Reynolds Stress) 
models, Duvigneau et al. (2003), are implemented. Free-surface flow is represented by a VOF 
(Volume of Fluid) technique with an interface capturing approach. Both non-miscible flow 
phases (air and water) are modelled through a conservation equation for a volume fraction of 
phase. The free-surface location corresponds to the iso-surface with a volume fraction of 0.5. 
To avoid smearing of the interface, the volume fraction transport equations are discretized 
with a specific discretization scheme, which ensures the accuracy and sharpness of the 
interface, Queutey and Visonneau (2007). Furthermore, the flow solver features 6 DOF 
motion for the simulation of freely moving ships, Leroyer and Visonneau (2005). Parallelisa-
tion is based on domain decomposition. 



 

3. Flow visualisation system CFView™: This system incorporates also marine specific plug-ins. 
The visualisation of characteristic features such as wave patterns, the free surface, wetted 
surface as well as the calculation of forces, momentum and angles is done by a mouse-click. 

FINE™/Marine incorporates adaptive grid refinement (AGR). When a flow simulation with adaptive 
grid refinement is launched, the refinement procedure is called every n time steps in order to keep the 
grid adapted to the evolving flow solution. Usually, the flow solver is first run on the initial mesh for a 
given number of times steps, after which the adaptation algorithm is activated. The existing flow 
solution is then evaluated and in case one or several adaptation criteria indicate the mesh is too coarse 
at certain locations, the cells in question are refined, or cut. The flow solution of the previous step is 
then interpolated on the refined (=adapted) grid and the flow solver continues for a given number of 
iterations. Thereafter, the adaptation procedure is called again, and the adaptation criteria are applied. 
In addition to the first step, all further adaptation steps may refine or de-refine. This cycle is then 
repeated a number of user defined time steps. This technique is described in more detail e.g. in 
Wackers et al. (2010a,b,2011). It is designed with a broad range of applications in mind and written in 
an as general way as possible, Visonneau et al. (2012). To ensure even processor loads with adapting 
meshes, the newly created cells are distributed automatically between the partitions by the flow 
solver. Hence the total number of cells on each processor is comparable and an efficient usage of all 
processors is achieved. Several refinement criteria are available and can be selected separately, 
combined or in succession of each other according to the task at hand. Examples are:  

• Free surface criterion: Since the free surface is clearly characterised by the gradient of the 
volume fraction normal to the surface, the refinement is employed to refine the grid in the 
direction normal to the surface only. In large regions of the flow domain this directional (= 
anisotropic) refinement will be applied in order to keep the number of additional grid points 
as low as possible. The resulting zone of directional refinement includes the undisturbed 
water surface, as well as smooth wave patterns. Only in cases where the free surface seriously 
deviates from the main grid directions, such as breaking waves, isotropic refinement is used, 
Wackers et al. (2010a). 
 

 
Fig. 4: Directional and isotropic refinement at the free surface, Wackers et al. (2010a) 

• Gradient criteria: A second group of refinement criteria is based on the absolute values of the 
gradients of solution quantities in each cell. These criteria detect the regions where the flow 
field changes rapidly; they react to most features of a flow and are thus more general than the 
free-surface criterion. Also, they are obviously not restricted to the vicinity of the free surface 
and can refine in the whole computational domain. Three gradient criteria are available in 
FINE™/Marine: Pressure gradient, velocity gradient and vorticity gradient. 
 

• Hessian based criteria: This criterion works with the second spatial derivative of the pressure. 
It is a very robust refinement criterion, yielding good results for a variety of applications. In 
contrast to velocity based gradients, it does not introduce any unnecessary refinement into the 
already refined boundary layer, Wackers et al. (2014). 

Fig. 5 shows the effect of mesh adaptation for an impacting cone probe, with splashing free surface 
and adapted mesh.  



 

Fig. 6 highlights the efficiency of adaptive mesh refinement. In this case, the adapted mesh has only 
about 40% more cells than the initial mesh; still the surface wave pattern is considerably more 
detailed showing features which do not appear in the original mesh. Numerical experiments have 
shown, that similar or even better resolution of flow features can be obtained on properly adapted 
grids, having not even a fifth of the mesh count compared to a fine mesh without adaptation. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Impacting probe and adapted mesh 

 

 
Fig. 6: Wave pattern without (top) and with (bottom) mesh adaptation 

Despite all the intelligent features which increase the efficiency of computations, many CFD 
applications call for extreme computing power. Full (or more realistically nearly full) and automatic 
parallelisation is therefore important. But parallelisation of adaptive grids is not obvious. In non-
adaptive calculations, usually a domain-decomposition is performed before the computation is 
initialised. The decomposed regions (partitions) of the grid are then distributed over the available 
cores, which may even have different individual performances. The number and size of the 
decomposed regions depend on the number and performance of the computing nodes. Each domain is 
then put on one core. The communication is ensured by parallel libraries, in the case of FINE™/ 
Marine MPI (Message Passing Interface). For adaptive grids, the initially decomposed regions will 
not remain constant in size. The refinement (or coarsening) algorithm will alter the number of nodes 
in one partition. Keeping the original decomposition constant, would mean a severe degradation of 
computational performance due to load imbalance between the processors. So, a new decomposition 
and redistribution over the parallel hardware becomes necessary after each adaptation step. In 
FINE™/Marine the grid refinement is capable of dealing with massively parallel hardware. It includes 
an automatic dynamic load balancing which redistributes the refined grid over the already allocated 
cores when some regions have been refined or coarsened. 
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1  Introduction 
 
For many applications, the ability of a foil to pas-
sively adapt to the experienced fluid loading 
could be advantageous, Nicholls-Lee & Turnock 
(2007): e.g. wind or tidal turbine blades, hydro-
foils for sailing yachts, or marine propellers. 
Composite materials provide the opportunity to 
tailor the bend twist coupling of a structure to 
achieve these goals, Veers & Bir (1998). To al-
low such foils to be designed and assessed, nu-
merical tools such as finite element analysis 
(FEA) and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
will need to be coupled together in fluid-structure 
interaction (FSI) simulations. Currently, there is a 
lack of experimental validation data for FSI in-
vestigations. This paper details experiments con-
ducted on a flexible NACA0015 foil. 
 
2 Experimental Data 
 
The experiments were conducted in the 3.5 m x 
2.4 m RJ Mitchell wind tunnel at the University 
of Southampton, Fig.1. This closed circuit tunnel 
operates at wind speeds of 4 to 40 m/s with less 
than 0.2% turbulence. A six-component Nutem 
load cell balance is mounted on a turntable in the 
tunnel roof. This allows forces and moments to 
be measured in the turntable axis system about 
the balance centre 1.27 m below the tunnel roof. 
The aluminium beam protruding from the foil is 
attached to the overhead balance using a rigid 
clamping structure. 

Fig.1: Schematic of experimental set up 
 

Digital Image Correlation (DIC), Giovannetti et 
al. (2014), measured the full field deflection at 
the board tip. Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) 

captured the position and strength of the tip vor-
tex. Preliminary FSI simulations are compared to 
this data. Fig.2 shows the investigated 
NACA0015 foil.  
 

 
Fig.2: Tested foil design 

 
The forces were measured at 1kHz and converted 
into the tunnel axis system to provide sideways 
lift coefficient (CL), vertical force coefficient (CZ) 
and drag coefficient (CD). 
  
A stereo DIC system was set up in the wind tun-
nel allowing 3D deflection data to be captured 
within a 0.5x0.5m field of view at the board tip. 
Fig.3 shows the DIC and PIV systems working 
simultaneously in the wind tunnel. 

 
Fig.3: DIC and stereo-PIV set up 
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2.1 Flow field measurement 
 
A PIV laser sheet was set up one chord (0.45m) 
behind the trailing edge of the foil and perpen-
dicular to the flow direction. Two 29 MP camer-
as were positioned behind the board tip, with a 
100mm Nikon lens providing a 0.4x0.11m area 
of interest. Seeding particles were introduced into 
the tunnel using a smoke machine on a timer. The 
time between the two image frames was set to 
ensure that most particles were observed in both 
frames. Then a series of 120 pairs of images were 
taken at a constant frame rate of 2Hz. 
    
The angle of attack was set to 15°, and a range of 
wind tunnel speeds were tested. The images were 
processed using the LaVision software DaVis. 
 
3 Numerical Simulations 
 
A numerical model of the generic aerofoil struc-
tured tested in the wind tunnel is developed. The 
aim is to provide a numerical prediction of this 
structure to fluid loading validated with experi-
ments. The numerical analysis has been ap-
proached systematically, firstly assessing the va-
lidity of the FEA model from a simple beam, 
building the geometry complexity to its final 
shape, containing the foam-rib structure as well 
as the Mylar sheet. Moreover, the coupling 
scheme between FEA and CFD solvers was in-
vestigated. The software used are ABAQUS 6.13 
for the structural solver and Star-CCM+ 8.04 for 
the fluid solver.  
 
In an FSI simulation, such as the one encountered, 
the sets of differential equations and boundary 
conditions associated with the fluid and structure 
domains must be satisfied simultaneously. The 
two domains are interconnected using the SIM-
ULIA Co-simulation Engine (CSE) through a 
common physical interface surface that compris-
es of the aerofoil and 50 mm of the load-carrying 
beam, as in the wind tunnel experiments. In the 
co-simulation the nodal displacements are ex-
ported in the global coordinate systems from the 
FEA solver and the pressure normal to the ele-
ment surfaces are imported back in the CFD en-
vironment.  
 
3.1 Finite Element Analysis domain 
 
In order to correctly reproduce the tested geome-
try in ABAQUS 6.13 it was necessary to model 

accurately the contact surfaces, joining them so 
that there was no relative motion between them. 
 
Solid second order elements were chosen to rep-
resent the load-carrying beam as well as the foam 
structures and quadratic shell element were used 
to represent the Mylar sheet. Second-order ele-
ment were chosen to avoid shear locking (i.e. 
occurring to first order elements subject to bend-
ing where parasitic shear are created) and hour-
glassing effects (i.e. occurring to first-order re-
duced integration elements in stress-displacement 
studies where the strains calculated at the integra-
tion points results as being zero).   
 
The load-carrying beam was modelled as a solid 
composite section with one element through 
thickness as in composite sections each element 
contains the number of plies defined in the sec-
tion (ABAQUS Simulia, 2013). In order to in-
crease the accuracy of the results for the calcula-
tion of stresses and strains the number of integra-
tion points is increased to 21. This allows a 
smooth stress and strain distribution to be cap-
tured for each ply in the through thickness direc-
tion. Fig.4 shows the load-carrying beam with the 
aluminium section in the core, the two carbon 
plies as skin elements and the 21 integration 
points (i.e. blue dots within each material). 
 

 
Fig.4: Composite beam structure representation 
for a ply angle of 30°. 
 
Each element of the flexible aerofoil is meshed 
separately but consistency in nodes position was 
assessed, constraining the mesh size at the 
boundaries between each different structural ele-
ment, so to ensure that the same number of nodes 
was kept at the interfaces. 
 



Fig.5 shows a view of the complete wind tunnel 
geometry represented in ABAQUS. The bounda-
ry conditions set in the FEA environment repli-
cate the ones encountered in the wind tunnel, fix-
ing in translation and rotation the first 350 mm of 
the load-carrying beam. This region is therefore 
not modelled in the CFD as it is out-side the do-
main walls. 
 

 
Fig.5: FEA structure comprising of the load-
carrying beam, the foam and the Mylar structures 
 
Table 1 shows the material properties used in the 
FEA model. The carbon and foam properties are 
anisotropic and aluminium and Mylar are consid-
ered isotropic materials. 
 
Table 1: Material properties used in FEA model 

 
 

3.2 CFD domain 
 
We used the finite-volume RANSE solver Star-
CCM+ 8.0.4 with the k-ω SST turbulence model. 
A dynamic implicit solution is chosen given the 
strong physical coupling deriving from the highly 
flexible specimen. In the implicit iterative ap-
proach the fields are exchanged multiple times 
per coupling step until an overall equilibrium is 

achieved prior to advancing to the next coupling 
step. The coupling step size need to be specified 
in the two solvers and define the period between 
the two consecutive exchanges, therefore the fre-
quency of exchange between the analyses. Using 
a constant coupling size allows both analyses to 
advance while exchanging data at set target 
points according to:  

���� � �� � ���  3-1) 
∆�� is a value that defines the coupling step size 
to be used through the coupled simulation, ���� is 
the target time and �� is the time at the start of the 
coupling step, here 0.0025 s in both solvers. 
 
The fluid domain was set as a box-section 
10.7x3.5x2.4 m replicating the wind tunnel di-
mensions to correctly capture the fluid behaviour. 
The aerofoil was positioned 4 m downstream of 
the inlet, attached to the domain roof and centred 
in the cross-domain direction, as in the working 
section during the experiments. 
 
The trimmer mesh with mesh morpher scheme 
was selected to allow the mesh to follow the nod-
al displacement given by the solid solver. Twelve 
prism layers were set along the aerofoil; the first 
prism layer thickness was set to y=6.55x10��m 
assuming �=50 for a base wind speed ��=25 
m/s. Mesh refinement regions were set around 
the aerofoil, especially around the leading edge, 
the root and tip as well as the root and tip vorti-
ces regions, Fig.6. The final mesh of the fluid 
domain had 2,500,000 cells. 
 

a) 

b) 
Fig.6: Mesh around the aerofoil and at a plane 1 
chord downstream of the trailing edge - PIV laser 
sheet position. 



4 Experimental Results 
 
Fig.7 presents the results for the aerofoil tip de-
flection in the wind tunnel at different wind 
speeds for a steady angle of attack of 15°. Note 
the small discrepancies in measures for DIC-only 
runs and coupled DIC-PIV runs.  

 
Fig.7: Tip deflection measured with DIC at dif-
ferent wind speeds 
 
4.1 Flow field 
 
The basic VORTFIND algorithm, Pemberton et 
al. (2002), was used to locate the centre of the tip 
vortex in the 120 vector fields produced for each 
experimental configuration. The algorithm finds 
the in-plane vectors closest to a vortex centre us-
ing criteria defined in Phillips & Turnock (2013). 
The average position of the 10 closest vectors 
was then taken as the vortex position for each 
vector field.  
 

 
Fig.8: Time averaged axial velocity distribution 
relative to the free stream velocities: 10, 20 and 

25 m/s (from top to bottom). The in-plane veloci-
ty field is represented as vectors. The vortex cen-
tre calculated from the mean velocity field is rep-
resented by a white circle. 
 

Fig.9: Instantaneous vortex positions from 120 
images in-plane vector fields for different free 
stream velocities. The mean value of these posi-
tions is indicated by a large marker with a thin 
boarder. The vortex position obtained from the 
time averaged velocity field is indicated by a 
large marker with a bold border. 
 
5 Numerical Results 
 
The first five modes natural frequencies were 
initially investigated in FEA. Results were vali-
dated against impact tests performed on the wind 
tunnel structure, Table 2, showing good agree-
ment. This allowed assessing the validity of the 
material properties selected in the FEA simula-
tions.  
 
Table 2: First five mode natural frequencies of 
the flexible aerofoil in experiments and FEA 

 
 
In order to build confidence on the FEA model, 
the structure was tested initially with different 
geometries (i.e. foam as a full-solid section, the 
foam as a rib-structure without the Mylar sheet 
and finally the whole wind tunnel model). Fur-
thermore the initial load was applied at the centre 
of effort location and then a constant pressure 
load was applied to the FEA surface. Fig.11 
compares experiments and initial FEA. Note how 
the tip displacement increases for the only-rib 
structure. The results obtained with the final FEA 



model (i.e. Mylar structure) are very close to the 
ones measured with DIC. Fig.12 compares quali-
tatively between the DIC, FEA only and coupled 
FSI displacements. Note how the aerofoil experi-
ences higher deflections near the tip and toward 
the trailing edge, as expected. 
 

 
Fig.10: Tip displacement comparison between 
DIC and different FEA configurations 
 

a) 

 b) 

 c) 
Fig.11: DIC, FEA and FSI out-of-plane 
displacements for AoA=15° and Vs=25 m/s 
(scale 30-80 mm) 
 

Fig.12a shows the axial velocity at a plane one 
chord downstream of the trailing edge (the loca-
tion of the laser sheet in the PIV experiments). 
Note the deflected aerofoil in the CFD environ-
ment.  

a) 

b) 
Fig.12: Axial velocity at a plane one-chord 
downstream of the aerofoil 
 
Fig.12b shows that the tip vortex is located at the 
maximum axial velocity perturbation, where the 
free-stream velocity changes with a maximum at 
the vortex centre location. 
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A simple coupled Volume of Fluid (VOF)[1] and Level Set (LS) method is produced and
compared with standard VOF solver in OpenFOAM R© (OF). The coupling implemented has
two different alternatives. One in which the surface tension is improved with the LS and other
one where viscosity and density in addition to surface tension are corrected by the coupled
VOF - Level Set (CLSVOF)[2] method. In standard OpenFOAM solver, volume fraction is
advected through an compression scheme. In the VOF method, surface tension is implemented
as source term and generally calculated using Continuous Surface Force Model (CSF) [3]. Here
the interface curvature is calculated from the gradient of volume fraction which cannot be
accurate. This approximation is known to create non-physical spurious currents at the interface
[4] [5] [6]. The LS method provides a sharper interface and smooth transition across the interface.
But, it cannot be completely stated that these parasite currents reduces in CLSVOF method
[7]. Gerlach et al.[8] have studied three different models (PROST,Kernel and CLSVOF) using
several tests in which the least spurious currents were obtained for PROST method. But,
CLSVOF methods was shown to be less computationally expensive.

Most studies were focussed on bubble dynamics and formation, but little on wave making and
breaking. Here is an attempt to understand the surface tension correction effects with CLSVOF
on differences in wave profiles generated from the hull. Also, alternative model corrects the
viscosity and density to see if there is any change in the friction resistance predicted on the hull.
The paper will have validation on mesh sensitivity on these proposed models. Comparison was
carried on solver provided Duisburg Tutorial Test Case (DTC) provided in the version OF2.3,
which is a hull design of a modern 14000 TEU post-panamax container carrier.
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1. Introduction 
In recent years, Energy Saving Devices (ESD) for ships have gained attention. Among them are the propeller 
caps with fins. Their characteristics are easy to attached, so they are suitable for retrofitting. The most famous 
caps with fins are Propeller Boss Cap Fins (PBCF). The research and development of PBCF were originally 
carried out by Ouchi1) et al. and concluded that it can gain the propulsion efficiency about 2.1% on the model 
and about 4% on the actual ship. ITTC referred the results and mentioned that the full scale improvement rate of 
propulsion efficiency is 2 to 3 times greater than the model scale prediction in their guidance2). But the effect of 
the difference of propeller particulars like as pitch, number of blades are not mentioned. Kawamura3) et al. 
researched PBCF by CFD and the scale effect was confirmed. 
 
The authors also developed a new propeller cap with fins which was named ECO-Cap4)5). Fig.1 shows the ECO-
Cap attached to the actual ship. In our research, ECO-Cap gained the propulsion efficiency about 1.28% in the 
six blades propeller for the container vessel and about 0.69% in the five blades propeller for the bulk carrier on 
the model scale. And it reduced the fuel oil consumption about 2.8% in the four blades propeller for the twin-
screw car ferry on the actual ship. It looks like same scale effect as PBCF. The purpose of this paper is to predict 
the effect of the difference of the propeller particulars and scale of ECO-Cap by CFD.  
 

 
Fig.1 ECO-Cap attached to the actual ship 

 
2. Analysis by CFD 
 
2-1. Propeller particulars and analysis models 
 
Analysis carried out using the six propellers which are designed for large container vessel. Table1 shows the 
propeller particulars and Fig.2 shows pitch distribution of propellers.Fig.3 shows the propeller particulars and 
profiles. The feature of  ECO-Cap compared with normal cap is attaching the seven fins for recovering energy 
loss caused by generating hub vortex.  



  
                               Fig.2 Pitch distribution  

              

    
Fig.3 Propeller and cap profiles 

 
RANS calculations are performed by SOFTWARE CRADLE SCRYU/Tetra Ver.10 which is a commercial 
CFD code based on a finite volume method with an unstructured grid. The k-kl-ω model is applied as turbulence 
model. The authors simulated the flow field around a propeller in uniform wake flow. The computational 
domain is composed of the inner rotational part including the propeller and the outer stationary part. The 
stationary part and the rotational part are connected discontinuously. Constant velocity and zero pressure are 
prescribed at the inlet and the outlet boundary, respectively. Fig.4 shows the computational domain. The 

numerical mesh is an unstructured grid, and basic cells are tetrahedral and prismatic cells are applied to near the 
blade surface for resolving the boundary layer. Table.2 shows conditions for the CFD model. 
 

  
Fig.4 Numerical grids for CFD 

 

 
 
2-2. Model scale analysis of difference of propeller pitch distribution 
 
The authors calculated the MPNo.1-3 with normal cap in model scale. Fig.5 shows the distribution of pressure 
coefficient Cpn behind the normal cap at J=0.72. The blue part represents low pressure caused by the hub vortex.  
The low pressure was found for each propeller, but MPNo.2 is the smallest and MPNo.3 is biggest. Fig.6 shows 
pressure distribution behind the ECO-Cap at J=0.72. The recovery of pressure by ECO-Cap is found in each 
case. The tendency of extents of remaining blue part is same as the results of normal cap. 

Normal cap ECO-Cap 6 blades 5 blades 



   
Fig.5 Cpn distributions behind the normal cap 

   
Fig.6 Cpn distributions behind the ECO-Cap 

 
Fig.7 shows the comparison of propeller characteristics of MPNo.1-3 equipped with the normal cap and ECO-
Cap. Each propeller equipped with ECO-Cap improves propeller efficiency ∆ηO by gaining ∆KT and reducing 
∆KQ. Efficiency of MPNo.3 is improving most. The lower pressure behind the cap is, the more the propeller 
efficiency is improved by ECO-Cap. 
 

 
Fig.7 Comparison of propeller characteristics (with ECO-Cap/with normal cap) 

 
2-3. Model scale analysis of difference of blade number 
 
The authors calculated the normal cap and ECO-Cap about MPNo.4 which has five blades in the model scale. 
Fig.8 shows the streamline behind the normal cap at J=0.72. The colour of the streamline depends on CPN. Each 
streamline swirls behind the cap and the direction is same as the propeller rotation. It looks like that the 
streamline of MPNo.1 is more swirly than that of MPNo.4. Fig. 9 shows the streamline behind the ECO-Cap at 
J=0.72. Each streamline was disturbed by fins and the pressure was recovered and the streamline direction was 
directed opposite direction of the propeller rotation by fins.  
 

      
Fig.8 streamlines behind the normal cap                               Fig.9 streamlines behind the ECO-Cap 

MPNo.1 MPNo.2 MPNo.3 

MPNo.1 MPNo.2 MPNo.3 

MPNo.1 MPNo.4 MPNo.1 MPNo.4 



 
 
2-4. Analysis of scale effect 
 
The authors calculated the normal cap and ECO-Cap in model scale and full scale. The reynolds number RnKempf 
is 6.0 x 105 in model scale and 860.0 x 105 in full scale. Fig.11 and Fig.12 show the Cpn distribution behind the 
normal cap and the ECO-Cap attached to MPNo.1. Each figure indicated that the Cpn distribution in model scale 
was different from that in full scale. Especially, low pressure remained behind the ECO-Cap in full scale against 
the result in model scale. 
 

  
Fig.11 Cpn distributions behind the normal cap attached to MPNo.1 

 

  
Fig.12 Cpn distributions behind the ECO-Cap attached to MPNo.1 

 
Fig.13 shows the comparison of propeller characteristics of MPNo.1 equipped with the normal cap and ECO-
Cap in model scale and full scale. Propeller characteristic of full scale is improved compared with model scale. 
Table.3 is the comparison of ∆ηO of model and full scale about MPNo.1-4 at design point. The full-scale 
improvement rate of propulsion efficiency is 1.5 to 3.2 times greater than the model scale.  

Fig.10 shows the comparison of propeller characteristics of MPNo.1 and MPNo.4 equipped with the normal cap 
and ECO-Cap . ∆ηO of MPNo.1 is higher than MPNo.4 because of the difference of ∆KT and the gap widens at 
the high J. 

 
Fig.10 Comparison of propeller characteristics 

Model scale Full scale 

Model scale Full scale 



 
Fig.13 Comparison of propeller characteristics MPNo.1 

 

 
 
3. Conclusion 
 
The authors confirmed the following by CFD analysis. 
 
1) Propeller particulars such as pitch distribution and blade number affected  pressure distributions behind the 

propeller cap. Reynolds number also affected pressure distributions behind the propeller cap. 
2) The lower pressure behind the cap is, the more propeller efficiency is improved by ECO-Cap.  
3) The full-scale improvement rate of propulsion efficiency is changed by propeller particulars, and it is 1.5 to 

3.2 times greater than in model scale. It is nearly the same as ITTC’s guidance. 
4) The full-scale improvement rate of propulsion efficiency is expected because of the difference of pressure 

distribution that cannot reproduce in the model test. 
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1 Introduction

Simulation-based design optimization (SBDO) assists the designer in the design process of complex engineering
systems. Design goals and requirements of the SBDO are often multidisciplinary, such as in aerial (e.g. aerody-
namics, structures, flight mechanics, aeroacoustics), ground (e.g. aerodynamics, structures, engines) or maritime
(e.g. hydrodynamics, structures, propulsion) applications. Multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) refers to
the identification of the best solution with respect to optimality criteria, whose definition involves a number of
disciplines mutually coupled and interconnected. Deterministic MDO methods have been successfully applied in
ship design for fluid-structure interaction (FSI) applications (Campana et al, 2006), including composite materi-
als (e.g. Liu and Young 2007; Volpi et al 2015). Realistic applications are affected by uncertainty, both on the
operating (e.g. speed) and environmental (e.g. sea state) conditions. Therefore, uncertainty quantification (UQ)
methods (He et al 2013; Mousaviraad et al 2013; Diez et al 2014) are required in the optimization process, leading
to multidisciplinary robust design optimization (MRDO) formulations (e.g. Diez et al 2012; Leotardi et al 2014).

Within this context, the objective of this work is the preliminary structural and hydrodynamic characterization
of a NACA 0009 hydrofoil, including a comparison with numerical and experimental data from Brandner and
Pearce (2012). This represents a first step towards a simulation-based MRDO of the hydrofoil. The characterization
is performed with numerical (structural and hydrodynamic) simulations by finite element method (FEM). A grid
convergence analysis using different shape functions is presented to determine the dry eigenfrequencies and modes;
a comparison with experimental data is shown. Wet modes and eigenfrequencies are computed using a structural-
acoustic multi-physics approach. A comparison with a 2D potential strip-theory method (the results are taken
from Brandner and Pearce 2012) is also shown. The hydrodynamic characterization is performed, including grid
convergence analysis and comparison with experimental data. The numerical simulations are performed with the
commercial finite element code COMSOL MultiphysicsT M .

2 Structural and hydrodynamic characterization of the hydrofoil

The geometry of the hydrofoil, defined in Brandner and Pearce (2012), is an unswept trapezoidal fin with a NACA
0009 section profile. The root, mid and tip chords are 0.12 m, 0.09 m and 0.06 m long, with a span length of 0.3
m. The resulting aspect ratio is 3.33. According to Brandner and Pearce (2012), a stainless steel with a density of
7900 kg/m3, a Young modulus of 193 GPa and a Poisson modulus of 0.3 is chosen to perform numerical structural
simulations.

2.1 Dry modes

The partial differential equations solved to compute the dry eigenfrequencies and modes are the Cauchy equations
for solid continuum. A fixed (clamped) boundary condition is imposed at the root section of the hydrofoil.

The hydrofoil geometry is discretized with a structured mesh. Three different grids (G1, G2, G3), with a
√

2
refinement ratio, are used to evaluate the convergence of the first six modes. A convergence analysis is performed
considering three different shape function order for each grid. Lagrange polynomials of first, second and third
order (namely P1, P2 and P3) are used as shape functions. These are defined as tensor product of one-dimensional
polynomials of order n−1:

φ
(e)
N (ξ ) = LN =

n

∏
M=1,M 6=N

ξ −ξM

ξN−ξM
(1)

where n is the number of nodes of the element e, N is the current node and ξ is the non-dimensional coordinate
defined as ξ = x/h, with h the length and x the dimensional coordinate of the element. The characteristics of the
three grids are summarized in Tab. 1, whereas the mesh is represented in Fig. 1(a).

The MUltifrontal Massively Parallel Solver (MUMPS) is used as numerical solver. It is a direct solver for
linear equations systems Ax = b, where A is a symmetric or asymmetric square sparse matrix.



Table 1: Domain discretization and shape functions
Simulation type Dry modes CFD CFD, Wet modes

Polynomial Lagrange 1st , 2nd , 3rd Lagrange 1st Lagrange 2nd

Mesh G1 G2 G3 G1-P1 G2-P1 G3-P1 G1-P2 G2-P2 G3-P2

No. elements 15.6 k 5.6 k 1.9 k 972.0 k 369.9 k 121.5 k 195.3 k 71.4 k 29.6 k
No. DoFs (P1) 52.9 k 19.8 k 7.42 k 6.00 M 2.31 M 774 k 8.22 M 3.03 M 1.05 M

(P2) 400 k 146 k 52.9 k
(P3) 1.32 M 480 k 172 k

2.2 Wet modes

In order to compute the wet eigenfrequencies and modes, a multi-physics approach is chosen. The equations of the
structure are coupled with the equations of acoustics through the boundary conditions between the hydrofoil and
the surrounding fluid domain: 

−n ·
(
− ∇pt

ρc

∣∣∣
1

)
= n ·a

−n ·
(
− ∇pt

ρc

∣∣∣
2

)
=−n ·a

FA = (pt,1− pt,2)n

(2)

where n is the surface normal, pt is the total acoustic pressure, ρc = ρ
(
1+ iωb/ρc2

)−1, ω is the eigenfrequency,
ρ is the fluid density, c is the speed of sound, b = (4/3µ +µB), µ is the dynamic viscosity, µB is the bulk viscosity,
a is the structural acceleration and FA is the load experienced by the structure. The subscripts 1 and 2 in equation
2 indicates the two sides of the interface (solid and fluid respectively).

Hence, the computational domain needs to include both the hydrofoil structure and an appropriate surrounding
fluid volume. To the aim of using the same domain and/or topology for both wet modes and later hydrodynamic
calculations, a C-type domain is chosen. Its dimensions are selected in view of the hydrodynamic analysis: four
mid-chords (Cm) are used as radius of the C, the total height of the domain is twice the span of the hydrofoil and
the domain length is 7 times the mid-chord length, see Fig. 1(b).

The domain is discretized with a structured mesh and the distribution of the elements in the rear region is
intentionally refined to guarantee the finest discretization of wake flow for each angle of attack of the hydrofoil
(for later hydrodynamic simulations). The grid is also refined in critical regions such as the root and the tip of the
hydrofoil (Fig. 1(b)). The grid size is reported in Tab. 1, namely G2–P2.

According to Fig. 1(c), the boundary conditions are set considering sound soft (i.e. null impedance) on blue
and green faces, and sound hard (i.e. infinite impedance) on gray face, in order to reproduce the conditions of an
experimental test room.

The MUMPS solver is used also to compute the wet modes.

2.3 Stationary hydrodynamic analysis

The hydrodynamic characterization of the hydrofoil is performed by solving the Navier-Stokes equations for an
incompressible, stationary flow. The hydrofoil is modeled as a rigid wall, therefore the deformation effects of the
fin are not taken into account in this preliminary calculations.

Two sets of three grids, both with a refinement ratio equal to
√

2, are defined in order to determine the most
effective compromise between the number of elements and the shape function order. Two different orders of
Lagrange polynomial are investigated: the first order for all the variables (i.e. velocity, pressure, turbulent kinetic
energy and turbulent dissipation rate) and second order only for velocity, turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent
dissipation rate.

Furthermore, a domain size convergence is performed on the mid grid refinement (G2) with the second order
shape function (P2) varying the wake length (5, 7 and 10 times the mid-chord length). For each domain extension
the element size is kept constant. The characteristics of the grids are reported in Tab. 1.

Referring to Fig. 1(c), the boundary conditions are set considering an inlet/undisturbed flow on the green face,
a wall on the gray face and an outlet on the blue face for the hydrodynamic load convergence analysis.

The k− ε turbulence model is used with standard coefficients (Jones and Launder, 1972) and wall function.
The non-linear stationary problem is solved with a dumped Newton method through linear step (Deuflhard, 1974).
Due to the increased complexity of the problem, resulting in more elements and more degrees of freedom than the



(a) Hydrofoil mesh for structural anal-
ysis (G2)

(b) G2-P2 section of the C domain dis-
cretization for acoustic-structure and hydro-
dynamic analyses. 7 mid-chord length

(c) Domain for acoustic-structure and hy-
drodynamic loads convergence analyses

Figure 1: Structural and hydrodynamic domains and grids

structural simulations, a direct solver is no longer suitable for the linearized problem. Consequently, a segregated
iterative solver is applied in order to reduce the problem dimension. Specifically, two segregated groups are
defined: the first for velocity and pressure and the second for turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation
rate. While performing the simulations on the first grid triplet, associated to first order Lagrangian polynomial
(see Tab. 1), both segregated groups are solved using the Generalized Minimal Residual Method (GMRES) (Saad
and Schultz, 1986), preconditioned with a Symmetrical Coupled Gauss-Seidel (SCGS) scheme. Otherwise, while
performing the simulations on the second grid triplet, associated to the second order Lagrangian polynomial (see
Tab. 1), both segregated groups are solved using the Flexible Generalized Minimal Residual Method (FGMRES)
(Saad, 1993), preconditioned with GMRES.

Moreover, a pseudo time-stepping is introduced to increase the simulation stability. The Courant-Friedrichs-
Lewy (CFL) number adjusts the local time-step according to ∆tloc =CFLloch/U , where h is the longest cell edge,
and U is the magnitude of the local fluid flow velocity. For all the simulations the CFL is set equal to 1.

3 Numerical results

In this section, the results pertaining to the structural modal analyses and the hydrodynamic characterization are
presented.

3.1 Dry modes and frequencies

In Fig. 2, the dry modes and the corresponding eigenfrequencies are presented.

(a) f = 106 Hz (b) f = 442 Hz (c) f = 781 Hz (d) f = 1075 Hz (e) f = 1080 Hz (f) f = 1635 Hz

Figure 2: Dry modes

Figure 3 shows the convergence of the six eigenfrequencies on the grid triplet for each shape function order.
The results obtained using P1 show a poor convergence in comparison with the corresponding results evaluated
using P2 and P3 (Fig. 3(a), 3(b), 3(d) and 3(e)). The frequencies associated to modes with a significant torsion
show a better convergence (Fig. 3(c) and 3(f)). The results obtained using the second and the third order Lagrange
polynomials show small differences for G1, G2 and G3. The eigenfrequencies associated to P2 and P3 are grid
convergent. It could be noted that a better convergence is achieved using P3, with the highest computational cost.

A comparison between experimental data available in air and the numerical results is performed. The experi-
mental frequency of the first mode in air equals to 100 Hz, whereas the corresponding numerical eigenfrequency
in vacuum equals to 106 Hz. The difference is 6%.

3.2 Wet modes and frequencies

The wet modes and the corresponding eigenfrequencies are presented in Fig. 4. Experimental eigenfrequencies
in water are not available. Nevertheless, Brandner and Pearce (2012) present a numerical estimation, based on a



(a)1st Eigenfrequency and detail (b) 2nd Eigenfrequency and detail (c) 3rd Eigenfrequency and detail

(d) 4th Eigenfrequency and detail (e) 5th Eigenfrequency and detail (f) 6th Eigenfrequency and detail

Figure 3: Dry eigenfrequencies convergence

2D potential strip theory method. The first wet frequency equals to 62 Hz, whereas the current FEM approach
provides a frequency of 69 Hz, resulting in a difference of about 11%.

(a) f = 69 Hz (b) f = 297 Hz (c) f = 564 Hz (d) f = 744 Hz (e) f = 1070 Hz (f) f = 1196 Hz

Figure 4: Wet modes

3.3 Hydrodynamic loads

The hydrodynamic simulations conditions are set according to Brandner and Pearce (2012). Specifically, the mid-
chord based Reynolds number (Re) is 0.6E6, the angle of attack (AoA) is 3 deg, the absolute pressure equals
to 201.13 kPa, the absolute temperature is 293.15 K, the density of water is set to 999 kg/m3 and the dynamic
viscosity to 1.1545E–3 Pa·s.

The convergence of the hydrodynamic loads (in terms of lift and drag) is shown in Fig. 5. Second order
Lagrange polynomials provide a better convergence than first order Lagrange polynomials, in this case (see Fig.
5(a) and 5(c)). A domain extension of 7 mid-chord length guarantees the convergence of the wake effects, in this
case (see Fig. 5(b) and 5(d)).

The agreement with the experimental data is within 5% error for the first order shape functions and the finest
grid G1–P1 (Fig. 5(a)), and within 9% error for the second order shape functions and the finest grid G1–P2 (Fig.
5(a)).

The domain size of 10 mid-chords and boundary conditions of Fig. 1(c) are chosen to identify the lift and drag
coefficient curve versus AoA in Fig. 6(a). Finally Figs. 6(b) and 6(c) show respectively the pressure distribution
on a XY-plane located at 90% of the span and the non-dimensional velocity (U/U0) on the same plane.
4 Conclusions and future work

The structural and hydrodynamic characterization of a NACA 0009 hydrofoil has been performed using a com-
mercial finite element code, COMSOL MultiphysicsT M .



(a) Lift force convergence with
respect to the shape function or-
der

(b) Lift force convergence with
respect to the domain size ex-
pressed in function of mid-chord
(Cm)

(c) Drag force convergence with
respect to the shape function or-
der

(d) Drag force convergence
with respect to the domain
size expressed in function of
mid-chord (Cm)

Figure 5: Hydrodynamic forces convergence

(a) Polar curves of lift and drag coefficients (b) Non-dimensional velocity contour on
the XY-plane at 90% of the span and pres-
sure on fin surface

(c) Pressure contour on the XY-plane at
90% of the span and pressure on fin sur-
face

Figure 6: Hydrodynamic analysis of the hydrofoil, (AoA = 3 deg; Re = 0.6E6)

(a) View of the total displacement of the
hydrofoil

(b) Non-dimensional velocity contour on
the XY-plane at 90% of the span and pres-
sure on fin surface

(c) Pressure contour on the XY-plane at
90% of the span and pressure on fin sur-
face

Figure 7: FSI analysis of the hydrofoil, (AoA = 3 deg; Re = 0.6E6)

The structural characterization included the numerical evaluation of both dry and wet modes. A convergence
analysis of the dry eigenfrequencies has been performed using three grids with a

√
2 refinement ratio, and using

three shape function order. Figure 3 shows that the choice of a third order shape function does not lead to appre-
ciable improvement on solution accuracy, but induces a consistent increase of the computational cost. The choice
of G2 with P2 is a good trade off between computational cost and accuracy for the identification of dry eigenfre-
quencies and modes. The difference between the numerical and experimental eigenfrequency is close to 6%, likely
due to added mass effects in air versus vacuum.

The multi-physic coupling of acoustics and structure (used to determine the wet eigenfrequencies and modes)
lead to reasonable results, comparable with other approaches such as the 2D potential strip theory method used in
Brandner and Pearce (2012). The difference between the two approaches for the current problem is about 11%.

The hydrodynamic study shows a poor convergence of the lift force, whereas the drag force has been found
grid convergent. The lift curve is in reasonable agreement with the experiments, whereas the drag curve shows a
significant error versus the experimental values, as the AoA increases.

Future work includes the verification of the wet eigenfrequencies by grid-convergence analysis. A parametric
study of lift and drag versus the turbulence model will be also conducted. Finally, a UQ analysis considering
stochastic operating conditions (e.g. AoA and Re) will be conducted on steady fluid structure interaction (FSI)
simulations. MRDO will be then performed, aiming at increasing the efficiency of the hydrofoil. A preliminary
two-way FSI study is shown in Fig. 7, for a AoA equal to 3 deg and Re equal to 0.6E6. The maximum displacement,



Fig. 7(a) at the hydrofoil tip equals 6.55E–4 m. The corresponding (interpolated) experimental value is 9.4E–4 m.
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INTRODUCTION 
As an offshore contractor Heerema Marine Contractors is specialized in the transportation and 
installation of offshore structures such as jackets, topsides and subsea infrastructures. The deep water 
construction vessel Aegir uses a moonpool to lower pipelines and connected structures. The lowering 
operations are feasible only if the vessel motion and the flow conditions inside the moonpool are 
within workable conditions. 
The vessel motion can be analysed via model test or numerically. Potential methods and viscous 
solvers (RANS) are used in nowadays computations. The first one is very effective to analyse wave 
field but it is not accurate in the surrounding of the body where viscous effect are dominant, like in the 
moonpool. RANS solvers are accurate around the floating body but very time consuming if used to 
solve the entire wave field. Based on previous considerations, the RANS approach forces the user to 
limit the size of the domain. The main disadvantage of a small domain is the reflection of diffracted 
and radiated waves at the grid boundaries, affecting the inlet conditions. 
The overlay approach tries to minimize the negative side effect of the classical RANS approach 
dissolving diffracted and radiated waves before they reach the boundaries. In this way inlet boundary 
conditions are not affected by wave reflections. RANS equations are solved close to the floating body 
while potential/analytical solution is applied at the boundary. The area where radiated/diffracted 
waves are dissipated is the so called overlay area. In this work several sensitivity analyses are 
performed to investigate some numerical aspects regarding this approach. The effect of the overlay 
geometry (size and distance from the floating body) on the motion of a floating structure will be 
investigated. The dissipation of the radiated/diffracted waves in the overlay region is obtained using a 
source term in the momentum equation. The choice of the magnitude of the source term is not trivial, 
for that reason a study on this parameter will be also presented. As application, the moonpool response 
amplitude operator (RAO) using the overlay method will be derived. 
Recent publications show that the overlay method is getting more and more popular  [1] [2]; however, 
several aspects of this method are still unclear and need further investigation. This work aims to 
analyse the numerical aspects which can have an impact on the motions of the floating structure we 
are interested in. The final goal of this study is to provide a guideline to perform CFD simulations 
using the overlay approach with confidence. 
 
EOM METHOD 
The Euler Overlay Method (EOM) used in this work consist in forcing the solutions of the RANS 
equations toward a specified boundary condition over some distance from the floating body. In this 
way the reflected waves can be damped and the size of the domain can be reduced. The boundary 
condition is generally the solution of inexpensive computational method (e.g. analytical solution, 
potential solution). The EOM is implemented introducing a source term S in the transport equations, 
which reads: 
� = ������	 − ����    
The difference between the CFD (RANS) solution ���	 and the far field solution ��� is multiplied by 
a forcing coefficient ��.The source term is zero(�� = 0) in the proximity of the floating body, but 
increases towards the boundaries using a half cosine profile in the overlay zone  [4]. 
�� = � cos

����∗/2� 
� is the maximum value of the forcing coefficient and it is case dependent. �∗ is the relative 
coordinate in the damping/transition zone. Forcing is usually applied to momentum and volume 
fraction of the RANS equations  [5].       
Fig. 1 shows two possible way to implement the forcing zone using the EOM method. In the first case 
the RANS domain is around the floating body only, while in the second case it extends till the outlet. 



Since with 3D flows the resolution of the waves (e.g. wave length and amplitude) is likely to be 
deteriorated, imposing the forcing at the outlet can introduce unwanted phenomena  [5] like beating 
waves close to the outlet, as shown in Fig. 2, where two different time frames of the same simulation 
show that phenomenon. All simulations presented in following sections use the approach of Fig. 1b; 
reflection of the waves at the outlet are avoided using the classical wave damping approach  [3].   
 

  
a b 

Fig. 1: computational domains using EOM to derive motions RAO 

  

Fig. 2: wave profile propagating from left to right in a poor quality grid. Large beating is 
present reaching the outlet. 

 
MODEL TEST 
Experimental data of the roll RAO of a 2D barge is derived using regular waves  [6]. This experiment 
has been selected to validate the setting of the EOM, i.e. forcing coefficient and length of the forcing 
zone. The barge is 0.9m long, 0.3m wide and 0.1m high. The barge is mounted on the tank walls with 
bars and a pair of hinges thru the CoG (0.05m above keel); the CoG is at water level. Moment of 
inertia of the structure in air is I=0.236 kgm2. Test setup is shown in Fig. 3a. 
 

 
 

a b 

Fig. 3: model test domain (a) and roll damping for roll angle of ~10 deg (b) 

 
During the execution of the experiment, the waves reflected and radiated by the barge travel to the 
inlet. If the domain is long enough, once the reflected waves start affecting the inlet, enough roll 
cycles are already available to derive the RAO (i.e. the RAO is not affected by corrupted waves at the 



inlet). Computing the roll RAO via CFD can be very time consuming if a long domain is used. A large 
number of cells is required to solve the waves in proximity of  the free surface. The first idea to reduce 
computational cost is then reducing the domain dimensions (length in this case). On the other hand, a 
small domain means also that the reflected waves reach the inlet earlier. Therefore, the number of roll 
cycles available for the RAO are strongly correlated to the domain size. A possible solution to this 
problem is the use of the EOM, to retain the correct inlet boundary condition (BC) removing the effect 
of the wave generated by the presence of the barge.   
 
BARGE ROLL RAO WITH REGULAR WAVES 
The roll RAO of a 2D barge  [6] will be used to find the influence of the EOM settings. Not only the 
roll RAO but also a roll decay is derived in the experiments. The roll decay resulted in  a roll damping 
of about 12% of the critical damping, from large roll amplitude (~15deg) till the motion is completely 
damped. Several authors  [7] [8] repeated via CFD the roll decay obtaining a lower damping, probably 
part of the damping was generated by the hinges of the barge. In this work a grid convergence study 
has been performed for the roll decay and, for large angle (~10 deg), results are aligned with other 
numerical works as shown in Fig. 3b. Only frequencies far away from the resonance will be selected 
for the roll RAO validation, since they are not really affected by damping. RAO will be computed 
using 5th order regular waves. 
Even if the roll RAO is computed with regular waves, in the simulations the barge was moving not 
only at the wave period but also at the roll natural period. For that reason extra damping was added at 
the roll motion in order to damp the motion at the natural frequency. Since damping has a large impact 
mainly in proximity of the resonance frequency, this approach is suitable as long the frequency of 
interest is far from the vessel natural period.  
When working in proximity of the resonance period, extra damping cannot be used since it has a large 
effect on the motion RAO, therefore a possible way to remove the undesired components is as follows. 
Perform a FFT of the vessel motion time trace to identify the frequencies present, decompose the 
signal in a Fourier series and keep only the component at the wave period. This approach is quite 
general and it can be used also far away from the natural period, but since it is more complicated than 
simply applying extra damping, the use of it is recommended only for wave period close to the motion 
resonance period.    
Sensitivities have been performed on the forcing factor � and the length of the forcing zone (Fig. 4, 
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6). The wave tested had a period of 1.2s (� ��� = 0.768) and a height of 0.035m. The 
forcing zone is one wave length long (Fig. 4). Water level has been measured just after the inlet (P1), 
at the point where the damping coefficient start decreasing (P2) and between the vessel and the 
transition zone. Fig. 5a shows that for � ≥ 1  no reflection from the barge are present. For � = 0.1, 
the wave amplitude is clearly deteriorated, in other words, the wave boundary condition at the inlet is 
compromised. Fig. 5b shows that for � ≥ 10 the wave amplitude at P2 is as prescribed at the inlet. 
This fact suggests that if the inlet is at P2 location, the boundary condition at inlet is preserved as long 
as � ≥ 10. Fig. 5c shows that the roll angle is according to experimental results (~5 deg for a wave 
height of 0.035m) for  10 ≤ � ≤ 100. For the smallest � value the vessel motion is under predicted, 
due to the deterioration of the incident wave, while large values of � seems to generate larger vessel 
motion.   
 

  
a b 

Fig. 4: forcing zone location for !" sensitivity with water level probes locations (a) and grid (b) 

P1 P2 P3 

λ 



a b c 

Fig. 5: sensitivity on !", water level at P1, P2 and roll angle  

 
Looking at the results of P3 in Fig. 6a, it is clear that a large value of � can create a sort of blockage 
effect for the reflected and radiated waves, which can be translated in more energy for the barge and 
therefore larger motion. Large value of � introduces also some noise in the wave profile, which is 
shown in Fig. 6b. 
 

a b c 

Fig. 6: results of !" sensitivity (a & b) and transition length sensitivity (c) 

 
Sensitivities have been performed also on the size of the transition zone using �=10. In the base case 
the length of the transition zone was equal to the wave length λ (see Fig. 4). The transition zone has 
been decreased keeping fixed the position in front of the barge. Fig. 6c shows that decreasing the 
length of the transition zone the roll amplitude increases of about 13%. Possible reasons for this 
increase are described below.  
With short transition length, the area were the wave can be dissipated because of discretization 
accuracy (from starting of transition zone till the barge), gets shorter. This means the incident wave on 
the barge has a larger amplitude and therefore a larger roll motion is generated. The incident wave 
amplitude, for the case with the shortest transition zone, was only 4% larger with respect to the base 
case (results not shown), which is not enough to justify the roll increase discussed before. Probably, 
with short transition zone something similar to the case with high � is taking place (see blockage 
effect discussed before). The results shown before suggest that not only �  is important but also the 
length of the transition zone. 
 
APPLICATIONS: MOONPOOL RAO 
The deep water construction vessel Aegir is equipped with a pipelay tower for J-lay and reeling. The 
pipe and its structure are lowered to the seabed through a moonpool. The water motions inside the 
moonpool during installation can be described by a moonpool RAO. Deriving the moonpool RAO via 
CFD (RANS) for a wide range of frequency is computationally very expensive. Therefore the 
moonpool RAO has been computed performing CFD simulation with regular 5th order waves for the 
periods around the moonpool natural period while potential calculations have been performed to 
derive the moonpool RAO for the other frequencies. The RAO in proximity of the resonance period of 
the moonpool is strongly governed by viscous effect, which is why RANS calculations are required, 
while for the other wave periods potential calculations suffice. In this work we will focus on RANS 
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only. RAO will be computed with a structure inside the moonpool (structure not shown). A 
representation of the water surface elevation and mesh used is shown in Fig. 7. The investigated 
conditions for which RANS calculations have been performed were: 
 
Wave height H = 1.0 [m] 
Wave period T = 6, 8, 8.5, 9 and 10 [s] 
Wave direction 150 [deg]   
Vessel draught D = 10.5 m 
 

  

Fig. 7: CFD simulation with linear waves  

 
The vessel motion was modelled using overset grid for the wave periods T = 6 → 9 [s]. The use of the 
overset grid requires the same cell size between background (domain) and overset grid (floating body) 
at the interfaces. This aspect can be a problem at the free-surface in presence of large movements. This 
was the case for wave of T = 10 [s]. For that reason it has been decided to use morphing for T = 10 [s].  
A summary of the settings used for the simulations is reported in Table 1. The vessel was allowed to 
heave and pitch. For the wave direction used, roll motion has a minor impact on the moonpool RAO. 
For that reason roll motion was not modelled. Simulations were 20 wave periods long and the last 5 
cycles has been used for the RAO. About 10 wave periods were required to get a steady condition in 
terms of vessel and moonpool motion.  
 
Grid size ~6M Forcing coefficient � 10 
Cells per wave length ~100 BL layers 5 
Cells per wave height ~25 BL stretching  1.2 
Time step ~Twave/250 Inner loops   5 
Inner loops   5 Forcing coefficient � 10 

Table 1: setting RANS simulations   

 

Fig. 8: relative moonpool RAO 

The relative RAO is computed as the ratio between the water level fluctuation inside the moonpool 
w.r.t. the vessel and the undisturbed wave elevation. The water level elevation inside the moonpool 
has been reported with several probes and the results of the probe in the middle of the moonpool have 
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been used for the RAO. The undisturbed wave amplitude has been obtained from simulations without 
the vessel.  

The relative moonpool RAO is shown in Fig. 8. CFD simulations have been performed also using 
� = 2, and no difference in the moonpool behaviour has been found (results not shown). No 
sensitivity has been performed on the length of the transition zone. Nevertheless, the validation 
performed on the roll RAO in the previous section showed that the length of the transition zone can 
have an impact of about 10% on the RAO. Such an inaccuracy, from an engineering perspective, is 
still acceptable. The RAO shown in this section will be validated in the future with offshore 
measurements using a down looking radar. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The EOM was used to reproduce the experiments performed on a 2D barge  [6]. The roll RAO has 
been computed and the effect of the numerical setting of the EOM has been investigated. Results 
showed that parameter like forcing coefficient � and the extension of the forcing zone have an impact 
on the simulation outcome. If � is above a certain threshold, waves radiated and reflected from the 
floating body are damped without interfering with the boundary conditions at the inlet. If � is too 
large (few order of magnitude larger than the minimum required to damp the waves), some noise is 
introduced in the wave profile.  
The extension of the transition zone plays also an important role on the simulation outcome. On the 
vessel motion RAO not only the � value but also the transition zone length had some impact. Further 
verification is required. 
The EOM has been also used to derive the moonpool RAO of the DCV Aegir at full scale. RAO has 
been derived for a specific wave direction with a structure inside the moonpool. Results will be 
validated with offshore measurements in the future using a down looking radar. 
To derive motion RAO’s with regular waves the EOM has been used with success. Using EOM 
smaller numerical domains can be used to save CPU time. In the future the EOM in combination with 
irregular sea-states will be investigated.    
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1. Introduction 
 
With the new International Maritime Organisation (IMO) regulations MARPOL Annex VI coming 
into force, energy efficient propulsion systems are becoming important. The drive to increasing 
levels of efficiency necessitates special attention to be paid by ship and propulsion designers to 
cavitation issues. The traditional way to investigate and predict cavitation on marine propulsors 
during the design stage is a physical model experiment in a cavitation tunnel or depressurised 
towing tank. Even though the procedures for these tests are well established over decades of 
performing experiments, some principal uncertainties, such as the difference in Reynolds number 
between model and ship scale objects are unavoidable.  
 
It is now practical to perform cavitation investigations using Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD) due to recent advances in computational methods and a reduction in the cost of computer 
power. Carrying out a simulation in ship scale simultaneously maintains the correct Reynolds and 
Froude numbers, avoiding the scale effect problems associated with physical model tests. 
However, the numerical simulations of even non-cavitating flows have their own uncertainties 
related to turbulence models, mesh types, discretisation schemes etc. The influence of these 
general parameters has been thoroughly investigated for non-cavitation cases by researchers in 
various publications. For example, Li et al (2006) investigated the influence of turbulence models 
on propeller open water characteristic prediction. Krasilnikov (2013) investigated a similar 
influence on self-propelled model scale vessel.      
 
CFD software developers continually improve their codes, introducing new parameters that can be 
tuned, influencing simulation results. A general purpose commercial CFD code STAR-CCM+ is 
one of the most widely used software programs within industry offering a choice of cavitation 
model parameters, such as scaling factor of cavitation rate and density of seed nuclei, which can 
have an influence on the simulation results (CD-Adapco, 2014). Undoubtedly, knowing the impact 
of these parameters on the simulation results would greatly benefit researchers working on 
cavitation simulation that the aim of this paper is to help enhance knowledge for this purpose.  
 
2. Study case: hydrofoil NACA0015 
 
Since a CFD simulation of cavitation requires a fine mesh together with a small time step, it was 
decided to establish a correlation between cavitation model parameters based on a model scale 
object. This approach facilitated the completion of the investigation within a reasonable time 
frame. For the study case an intensively investigated hydrofoil NACA0015 was selected. 
Numerical and experimental studies for this case were completed within Cooperative Research 
Ships (CRS) EROSION II working group, in which Lloyd’s Register Technical Investigation 
Department (LR TID) participated (Boorsma 2010, Hoekstra 2011, Rijsbergen and Boorsma 
2011). The computational settings, such as flow speed, cavitation number, and angle of attack were 
identical to the experiment set up. This hydrofoil was also numerically investigated by Ponkratov 
and Caldas (2015), Li (2012) and Li and Terwisga (2012), however, their main focus was the 
erosion prediction. As the hydrofoil has a well-known offset of points, the geometry was built 
based on these points. The size of computational domain was identical to the section of the 
cavitation tunnel, where the object was tested. An illustration of the computational domain is 
provided in Fig. 1. 



  

Fig. 1. Computational domain identical to cavitation tunnel working section and mesh refinement 
above foil 

 
The computational domain extended to approximately two foil lengths fore of the leading edge, four 
lengths aft of the trailing edge and on the sides the foil was connected to the walls. The boundary 
condition on the sides of the computational domain (as well as on the top and bottom) were set up as a 
non-slip wall, replicating experimental geometry. In order to save computational time, it was decided 
to calculate only half of the foil, assuming that the cavitation extent is symmetrical. 
 
A trimmed mesh methodology was used and an additional mesh refinement was made on the upper 
side of the foil, where the cavitation structures were expected, Fig. 1. The final computational mesh 
was approximately 4 million cells. Initial calculations were completed with RANS equations and 
closed with the k-ω SST turbulence model. However, the final calculations were completed with the 
Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) model.  
 

   
Fig. 2. Experimental observation of cavitation. Top view. Flow comes from the left. 

Fig. 3. CFD prediction. Scaling factor of negative cavitation rate 0.1. Seed nuclei density 1014.   

   
Fig. 4. CFD prediction. Scaling factor of negative cavitation rate 1. Seed nuclei density 1014.  

 
Fig. 5. CFD prediction. Scaling factor of negative cavitation rate 2. Seed nuclei density 1014. 

  



 Fig. 6. Experimental observation of cavitation. Side view. Flow comes from the left. 

   
Fig. 7. CFD prediction. Scaling factor of negative cavitation rate 0.1. Seed nuclei density 1014.  

 
Fig. 8. CFD prediction. Scaling factor of negative cavitation rate 1. Seed nuclei density 1014.  

     
Fig. 9. CFD prediction. Scaling factor of negative cavitation rate 2. Seed nuclei density 1014.  

 
All results presented in this paper were calculated based on the DES model. As mentioned previously, 
the computational settings, such as flow speed, cavitation number, and angle of attack were identical 
to the experiment set up. The simulation strategy was as follows: at the initial stage, the flow around 
the hydrofoil was calculated in a steady mode. The cavitation model was active; however, the 
saturation pressure was set to an unphysical value to ensure that cavitation does not appear at this 
stage. The seed nuclei density was set to 1014. Once the convergence of this stage was achieved, the 
simulation was switched to an unsteady mode maintaining the same unphysical saturation pressure. 
The time step at this stage was approximately 2.0x10-5 sec and the simulation was continued. As soon 
as the unsteady case converged, the time step was reduced to 1x10-6 sec and the saturation pressure 
was set to a physical value. As sudden development of cavitation may be unphysical, the calculation 
progressed to a stage when some shedding cycles are completed. At this stage the simulation file was 
saved, therefore the starting point of the current study was obtained. All further calculations described 
in this paper were progressed from this stage with different parameter settings.  
 
The first set of results consists of the top and side views of cavitation development over the period of 
time. For comparison Figs. 2 and 6 show the development of cavitation extent recorded during one 
typical shedding cycle in the cavitation tunnel by high speed video camera. The pictures should be 
viewed from left to right hand side. The flow is coming from the left.   
 
Figs. 4 and 8 show the progression of cavitation calculations within one shedding cycle, with default 
cavitation model settings. The cavitation is visualised in the CFD simulations by showing the extent of 
the 0.05 ratio of vapour volume fraction. It can be seen that the DES model generally predicts the 
cavitation development satisfactorily. The main sheet cavity detaches from the leading edge and 
transforms into a cloud, similar to model scale test observations. However, the volume of cavitation 
extent both in sheet and cloud are somewhat less than experiment. This could be to a number of 
reasons such as numerical diffusion and mesh size sensitivity. 
 
 



   
Fig. 10. Experimental observation of cavitation. Top view. Flow comes from the left. 

   
Fig. 11. CFD prediction. Scaling factor of negative cavitation rate 1. Seed nuclei density 1014.   

  
Fig. 12. CFD prediction. Scaling factor of negative cavitation rate 1. Seed nuclei density 1012.   

  
Fig. 13. CFD prediction. Scaling factor of negative cavitation rate 1. Seed nuclei density 1010.   

 Fig. 14. Experimental observation of cavitation. Side view. Flow comes from the left.  

 
Fig. 15. CFD prediction. Scaling factor of negative cavitation rate 1. Seed nuclei density 1014.  

 
Fig. 16. CFD prediction. Scaling factor of negative cavitation rate 1. Seed nuclei density 1012.  

 
Fig. 17. CFD prediction. Scaling factor of negative cavitation rate 1. Seed nuclei density 1010. 

 
In STAR-CCM+ there are some parameters that can improve the cavitation pattern relatively easily 
without any modification to the computational mesh. One of these is the scaling factor of cavitation 
rate which makes the development of cavitation extent slower or quicker. According to CD-Adapco 
(2014) the parameter called scaling factor of positive cavitation rate controls cavitation growth speed. 
This parameter introduces a new uncertainty since the cavitation pattern development can be 
artificially tuned by a user through this variable. Hence, the results can be adjusted depending on the 



requirements. For this reason this parameter was set up to a default value 1 and remained unchanged 
for all cases described in the paper.  
 
The second parameter called scaling factor of negative cavitation rate controls how quickly cavitation 
disappears. Since accurate simulations of cavitation demand a high resolution mesh, and low 
resolution meshes will cause artificial diffusion, an efficient modelling approach may be to use the 
negative cavitation rate for coarse meshes to offset the diffusion.  
 
According to CD-Adapco (2014) a negative cavitation rate value less than 1 should delay the 
cavitation diffusion and consequently, a value greater than 1 should increase diffusion. Fig. 3 shows 
the further progression of calculation case with scaling factor of negative cavitation rate 0.1, keeping 
other parameters the same. Fig. 5 shows the results of the run with a rate of 2, again keeping all other 
parameters unchanged. Comparing Figs. 3, 4 and 5, it can be concluded that this parameter has a 
minor influence on the volume of cavitation sheet. The volume of developed cloud cavitation is again 
almost the same. However, the cloud cavitation disappears earlier in the case with a lower scaling 
factor. Setting the factor to 2 increases the extent of the cavitation. Figs. 7, 8 and 9 show the side view 
of results from the same runs. 
 
Another parameter available for the investigation is the density of seed nuclei. It is well known that 
apart from the cavitation number, the number of different particles contained in the water plays a 
major role, as it physically triggers the cavitation. For that reason cavitation in distilled water would 
not be observed. Hence, the value of seed nuclei density becomes a pseudo-physical parameter, as this 
characteristic of water exists naturally.  
 
The results of a set of simulations where the seed nuclei was varied are shown in Figs. 11 to 13 (top 
view) and Figs. 15 to 17 (side view). The base case seed nuclei results (1014) are shown in Figs. 11 
and 15. Figs. 12, 13, 16 and 17 show further calculations of the case, but with the nuclei density 1010 
and 1012. As shown in these figures, setting the density to a lower value of 1010 or 1012 reduces the 
extent of the cavitation. 
 
The process for generating the results for the cases with nuclei density of 1010 and 1012 was changing 
the nuclei density after a shedding establishment period using a nuclei density of 1014.   
 
The approach implemented in this paper where cavitation was initiated with one density of nuclei and 
then changed may be recommended for cavitation cases with relatively high cavitation numbers where 
cavitation extent is expected to be small. For these cases it is suggested to set up an artificially high 
value of nuclei density to initiate the cavitation and then reduce the density to a realistic value.  
 
3. Conclusions 
 
Undoubtedly, CFD prediction of cavitation requires careful implementation of numerical meshes, 
calculation time step, turbulence models, cavitation models, near wall treatment, differential schemes 
etc. There are also some CFD code specific parameters, such as the scaling factor of cavitation rate 
and seed nuclei density that require consideration. During the study it was established that seed nuclei 
density is the most pseudo-physical parameter influencing the cavitation results. Similar to reality, 
changing this value can initiate the cavitation at an earlier or later stage. For the cases with a relatively 
high cavitation number, where the cavitation extent is expected to be small, it may be recommended to 
artificially increase the seed nuclei density value at an initial stage, in order to trigger cavitation. After 
that, the density should be reduced to a realistic value.  
 
It is understood that the scaling factor of cavitation rate is a numerical tool which can improve the 
cavitation development. However, there is no guarantee that the specific value of this parameter will 
improve all cavitation cases. Special attention should be paid whilst working with these parameters, as 
it may introduce additional uncertainties.  
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1 Introduction

Numerical simulations of multifluid flows using interface capturing schemes are highly constrained by the Courant-
Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition. Even with implicit codes, the Courant number Co is limited to values lower than
unity in order to benefit from compressive properties of the schemes and to restrict the diffusion of the interface
[6, 9]. Therefore the usable time steps become rapidly redhibitory since they are linked to the grid by the definition
of Co and since, if the grid is refined, the time step must be reduced accordingly. This is particularly true when the
free surface undergoes large and violent deformations, as in the case of a rowing stroke in water [3, 8] or a prism
impacting a free surface [2, 10]. The equation subject to this condition is the convection equation of the volume
fraction of water c.

The goal of this work is to elaborate a strategy to accelerate numerical simulations of unsteady multifluid flows
while formally respecting the CFL condition. The procedure presented here is an extension of the one developed for
flows reaching a steady state [4]. Manzke et al. have likewise worked on this topic [5] but only a few details were
given for the treatment of unsteady computations. In short our method allows the use of a larger global time step
for each temporal iteration and the resolution of the convection equation for c is carried out in several successive
steps in which the associated time step is smaller. This compromise enables to diminish the total computation
time, a priori without loss of accuracy. This approach should be even more efficient for parallel computations and
especially for the fine meshes using adaptive grid refinement (AGR) [10]. In the AGR procedure, a number of layers
of refined cells around the free surface, or buffer layers, can be set. This is done to ensure that the free surface stays
in the refined grid area, until the next step of grid refinement. Indeed each refinement causes an extra cost in CPU
time, that is why it is not performed at each temporal iteration. The combination of the AGR with the time-splitting
procedure enables to carry out an indirect form of parallelisation of the temporal resolution: the use of a larger time
step leads to increase the number of buffer layers, and thus the number of cells, which forces to employ more cores.
Parallel computations have a problem of scaling efficiency, as there is an issue of communication between cores,
in other words a maximum number of cells per core. So the use of the time-splitting procedure with a reasonable
number of extra cores, keeping the same ratio of cells per core as for a regular computation, should make the
number of temporal iterations decrease and will therefore reduce the total CPU time.

In the article, some explanations of the method will be given in section 2 and first results showing benefits will
be exposed in section 3. Finally, section 4 will draw some conclusions and perspectives. In the remainder of the
document, the term time-splitting procedure will be employed to indicate the described method.

2 The time-splitting procedure

2.1 Principle

The time-splitting procedure consists of cutting each original time step into N successive intervals (see figure 1),
also called temporal splits or subcycles, and solving c on each of them. Hence a fraction of the original time step
is associated with each temporal split and adjusted to have a Courant number satisfying the CFL condition. In this
way, the global time step can be increased and the total CPU time will therefore be reduced. The global time step
can in principle be set to a critical value, representing the limit not to cross in order to capture the physics with a
second-order time discretisation scheme, regardless of the grid fineness. The cost of the extra resolutions for the
volume fraction remains quite low because this resolution is not the most time-consuming part in RANS codes.
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Figure 1: Temporal splitting for the equation (2).
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2.2 Time-integration method

The equation to solve for the interface-capturing methods using an ALE approach is the convection equation for
the volume fraction c:

δ

δt

∫
V

c dV +

∮
S

c
(
−→
U −
−→
Ud

)
·
−→n dS = 0 , (1)

where V is the control volume limited by a closed surface S of normal vector −→n outwardly directed and moving
at a velocity

−→
Ud. The time derivative following the moving grid is written δ

δt .
The finite volume discretisation with the first-order backward differentiation formula leads to the following

discretised equation:

c(tc) V(tc) − c(tp) V(tp)
∆t

+
∑

faces S f

c f (tc)
(
F−→

U
(tc) − F−→

Ud
(tc)

)
= 0 , (2)

where tp and tc indicate respectively the previous and current instants, ∆t = tc − tp the current global time step
and V the volume of the cells. The reconstruction of the volume fraction at the face centre is noted c f . The vectors
F−→

U
and F−→

Ud
are respectively the flux of velocity and the flux of displacement velocity of the grid through the

face S f . These three quantities are expressed at the current instant tc. To shorten thereafter the equations, the
variable F ′ is introduced to gather both fluxes and is defined by F ′ = F−→

U
−F−→

Ud
. The first-order time discretisation

scheme described here is not able to accurately capture unsteady phenomena for reasonable time steps because it
is too diffusive. However, for computations reaching a steady state, an accurate temporal resolution is not sought,
which means that this scheme can be used. On the other hand, the temporal accuracy is essential for unsteady
computations. At the end of the time step, the second-order backward differentiation formula (BDF2) has to be
verified:

ec c(tc) V(tc) + ep c(tp) V(tp) + eq c(tq) V(tq) +
∑

faces S f

c f (tc)F ′(tc) = 0 , (3)

where ec, ep and eq are the coefficients of the aforementioned scheme for the time derivative and tq is the instant
preceding tp. This causes new difficulties compared to the steady case explained in [4], especially to reconstruct c f

on the global time step (detailled in section 2.2.2).

2.2.1 Resolution of the cell-centered volume fraction on a subcycle

As previously mentioned, the resolution of (1) is carried out by a succession of temporal splits on intervals ∆ti = ∆t
N

(see figure 1). The fluxes F−→
U

and F−→
Ud

, as well as the volumes, are interpolated between their values at the instants
tp and tc, knowing that quantities at tc are updated at each non linear iteration within the convergence loop. By
linear combination, F ′ is calculated in the same way:

F ′(ti) = (1 − αi) F ′(tp) + αi F
′(tc) with 0 < i ≤ N , αi =

i
N

and ti = tp + αi ∆t(tc) . (4)

The Crank-Nicolson scheme (5) has been chosen to maintain a second-order accuracy with a compact two-
point stencil for the time discretisation on each subcycle. The discretised equation of convection for the volume
fraction within each temporal split is then written:

c(ti) V(ti) − c(ti−1) V(ti−1)
∆t(ti)

+
1
2

∑
faces S f

c f (ti)F ′(ti) = −
1
2

∑
faces S f

c f (ti−1)F ′(ti−1) , (5)

where the right-hand side is the source term.
The value of c at tc is directly equal to its value at the last subcycle.

2.2.2 Reconstruction of the interfacial volume fraction at the global level

The interfacial volume fraction c f , expressed at the time tc, is required to compute the term ρF ′ of the momentum
equation. It has to be reconstructed while verifying the second-order time discretisation of (3). To do so, it is
mandatory to take into account the evolution of the cell-centered value of c during the subcycles.

The sum of the N equations (5) between tp and tc leads to:



c(tc) V(tc) − c(tp) V(tp)
∆t(tc)

+
∑

faces S f

1
2 N(tc)

N(tc)∑
i=1

c f (ti)F ′(ti) +

N(tc)∑
i=1

c f (ti−1)F ′(ti−1)

︸                                                          ︷︷                                                          ︸
= Btp→tc

= 0 . (6)

This first step enables to have an equation where the time-derivative part is identical to (2), hence only a first
order. The term Btp→tc can be seen as an interfacial quantity equal to the average of c f F

′ over all the temporal
splits between tp and tq. The same sum between tq and tp gives:

c(tp) V(tp) − c(tq) V(tq)
∆t(tp)

+
∑

faces S f

1
2 N(tp)

N(tp)∑
i=1

c f (ti)F ′(ti) +

N(tp)∑
i=1

c f (ti−1)F ′(ti−1)

︸                                                          ︷︷                                                          ︸
= Btq→tp

= 0 . (7)

From the equations (6) and (7), it is possible to retrieve a BDF2 for (1). The second-order time discretisation
of the derivative of a quantity φ at the time tc, in function of tc, tp and tq is:(

δφ

δt

)
t=tc

= ec φc + ep φp + eq φq , (8)

with

ec =
2 ∆t(tc) + ∆t(tp)

∆t(tc)
[
∆t(tc) + ∆t(tp)

] , ep = −
∆t(tc) + ∆t(tp)
∆t(tc) ∆t(tp)

and eq =
∆t(tc)

∆t(tp)
[
∆t(tc) + ∆t(tp)

] . (9)

Applying the linear combination

(11)← (6) · ec · ∆t(tc) − (7) · eq · ∆t(tp) , (10)

leads to, after simplifications, an equation with a second-order time derivative:

ec c(tc) V(tc) + ep c(tp) V(tp) + eq c(tq) V(tq) +
∑

faces S f

[
ec ∆t(tc) Btp→tc − eq ∆t(tp) Btq→tp

]
︸                                               ︷︷                                               ︸

F

= 0 . (11)

The term F contains Btq→tp and Btp→tc , respectively computed in the subcycles of the intervals [tq, tp] and [tp, tc].
To fulfill (3), F has to be written under the form (12) where c̃ f stands for the reconstructed value of c f .

F =
∑

faces S f

c̃ f F
′(tc) . (12)

This gives the following arbitrary expression for c̃ f :

c̃ f =
1

F ′(tc)

[
∆t(tc) ec Btp→tc − ∆t(tp) eq Btq→tp

]
(13)

where an obvious problem arises in the case F ′=0. Until now, the division by F ′ + ε (with ε equal to 10 times the
machine precision), proved to be a functional workaround.

3 Results for the dam break with obstacle

The time-splitting procedure has been implemented in the ISIS-CFD code [7], developed by the DSPM (Dynamics
of Marine Propulsion Systems) team of the LHEEA Lab. and available as part of the FINE

TM
/Marine computing

suite. Then it has been validated on several bidimensional test cases, for flows reaching a steady state and purely
unsteady flows: simple advection of a square, submerged foil (as described in [1, 4]), dam break with an obstacle
or propagation of waves. Solutions are very close (or even identical) to the ones obtained without the time-splitting
procedure. In these first computations, the expected reduction of the total CPU time is confirmed: a reduction factor
up to 4 has been reached. In this article, the results related to the dam break with obstacle are presented.

3.1 Test case description

One of the most interesting examples used for the validation of the simulation of free surface flows is the dam
break with obstacle [9]. In the initial state (see figure 2), a rectangular water column (146 cm wide, 292 cm high)
is located in the lower left corner of a square domain (side of 584 cm) whose edges are solid walls except for the
top one which is in open air. The gravity makes the water column fall, the latter hits a rectangular obstacle (24 cm
wide, 48 cm high).



3.2 Numerical procedure

For these simulations, a slip condition is applied to all solid walls. Since the case is two-dimensional, a mirror
condition is used for the front and back faces. A Dirichlet condition is applied to the upper face: the hydrostatic
pressure is imposed.

The mesh generation is performed with HEXPRESS
TM

. Two kinds of grid have been used. In the first configu-
ration, the grid is fixed and quite fine. In the lower half of the domain, there are 192 cells in the horizontal direction
and 96 in the vertical direction. The grid becomes coarser in the upper part. The dimensions of the cells gradually
get larger as the vertical coordinate increases and reach values they would have if the domain would be entirely
discretised in 24 per 24 cells. In the second configuration, the AGR is used. The initial mesh is quite coarse since
the domain contains only 58 cells in each direction, except in a more refined area around the obstacle. The cells
around the free surface are refined during the computation every three time steps, with a target size of 1,25 mm
(normal distance to the free surface) and with a given number of buffer layers of cells Nl.

The computations have been done on the same computer and with only one core. Cases with or without time-
splitting procedure have been launched and different numbers N of temporal splits (as defined in section 2) have
been tested. If N = 1, it means that the time-splitting procedure has not been used. Increasing N should make the
CPU time tCPU decrease although it has to be verified that the results do not degrade. For instance, the maximum
value of the horizontal component of the force on the obstacle Fxmax is examined. Since any experimental value are
available, the value of the case 4 (see table 1) is arbitrarily taken as reference. When the time-splitting procedure
is used, it is necessary to increase Nl to have a sufficient safety margin. Thus the mean number of cells Nc, mean is
higher.

The global time step is adapted at each temporal iteration in order to have a global Courant number Co lower
than a limit value. For the computations not using the time-splitting procedure, this limit is equal to 0.3 and this
value is multiplied by N in the other cases.

3.3 Results

The results of six different cases are summed up in the table 1, all reaching a physical time of simulation of 0.2 s.
The evolution of the simulated flow, together with the grid, between the initial instant and t=0.6 s is represented in
figure 3. The images come from the case 5, somewhat modified to avoid at best undesirable effects relative to the
AGR, i.e. unnecessary and costly generations of cells after t=0.2 s (images 3c to 3f) and to prevent the water from
hitting the top boundary. So the action of the AGR is limited to a acceptable vertical coordinate and the domain is
enlarged in the vertical direction. The evolution of the solution as described in [9] is reproduced. A fine layer is
coming from the water column and impacts the obstacle. A tongue of water is created at the top of the obstacle,
then it is directed to the right and hits the opposite wall of the domain, trapping air below itself. A secondary tongue
is then created at the top right of the obstacle, imprisoning in its turn an area of air.

3.3.1 Computations with fixed grids

The first three cases use the fixed-grid configuration. As seen in figure 4, the contour lines of c at t =0.2 s, with or
without using the time-splitting procedure, are very similar. The main difference is that a bigger drop is breaking
away from the tongue of water in the case 3. The use of the time-splitting procedure enables to decrease tCPU: a
factor up to 3 has been reached in the case where N =10. The cost Ctot of each computation can also be observed.
It shows the mean total CPU time per cell. Since the number of cells does not vary for this grid, Ctot has the same
ratio than tCPU. However, Fxmax is slightly reduced. The global time step may have been chosen too large relatively
to the physics of the flow. The use of time steps too large also has the tendency to trap air at the impact on the
obstacle, which consequently reduces the force.

a

2a

a
d

2d

4a

4a

air
water

a = 146 cm
d = 24 cm

Figure 2: Initial configuration of the dam break with obstacle test case.



Case N AGR Nl tCPU (s) ratio tCPU Nc, mean ratio Nc, mean Ctot(ms/pt) ratio Ctot Fxmax (N) Error Fxmax (%)

1 1 × × 1905 - 20210 - 94.3 - 183 0.5

2 5 × × 824 2.31 20210 1 40.8 2.31 179 2.7

3 10 × × 646 2.95 20210 1 32.0 2.95 175 4.9

4 1 X 1 3514 - 5774 - 540.9 - 184 -

5 10 X 5 2545 1.38 8039 1.39 280.1 1.93 178 3.3

6 10 X 10 3285 1.07 10590 1.83 263.9 2.05 179 2.7

Table 1: Summary of the results obtained for a physical time of simulation of 0.2 s.

(a) t = 0.1s (b) t = 0.2s (c) t = 0.3s

(d) t = 0.4s (e) t = 0.5s (f) t = 0.6s

Figure 3: Evolution of the simulated flow for the case 5. Contours of the volume fraction on the refined grid.

(a) N = 1, case 1 (b) N = 10, case 3

Figure 4: Contour lines of the volume fraction at t=0.2 s with or without the time-splitting procedure.



3.3.2 Computations with adaptive grid refinement

For cases with AGR, the gains in CPU time are much weaker. This is explained by a higher Nc, mean (up to 1.8 times
higher for the case 6). However, for the same case, Ctot is 2 times smaller than the case 4, which does not use the
time-splitting procedure. Given the target size specified for the AGR, which is half the size of the cells in the fixed
mesh, the accuracy of Fxmax is increased. Even with Nc, mean lower than with fixed grids, the CPU times are higher.
This lack of gain is explained by the small target cell size and the law for the adaptation of the global time step to a
target Courant number. The combination of these two choices causes the limitation of the usable time step to small
values.

4 Conclusion and perspectives

The first results are encouraging and confirm the expectations of the time-splitting procedure. On fixed grids, the
CPU time for the simulation of the dam break with obstacle test case has been reduced with a factor 3. In the case
of computations using a single core and the adaptive grid refinement, the gain in CPU time is not very large. This
is explained by the need to keep large safety margin of layers of cells around the free surface. However, the cost
of a computation, while looking at the mean total time per cell, is halved. Thus it appears that the time-splitting
procedure should be very efficient on parallel computations, even if it remains to be proved.
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1. Introduction 

Ship radiated noise has been a large interest among maritime industries in terms of mariners’ comfort 
as well as environmental protection, especially for marine mammals. On 2014, International Maritime 
Organization (IMO) released non-mandatory guidelines for the reduction of underwater noise from 
commercial shipping to address adverse impacts on marine life1). One of the major sources of ship 
radiated noise is the rotating propeller and its cavitation. They yield pressure fluctuation with blade 
frequency (BF) and tonal noise, in the meantime, collapse of cavitation bubble becomes source of 
broadband noise. Numerical estimation for these physics and resultant noise is usually challenging since 
they include multi-scale physics. Analytical bubble-dynamics with nonlinear Rayleigh-Plesset equation 
contributes to capture broadband noise with high frequency2) yet the method requires the volumetric 
change of cavitation bubble in time as well as the distribution of bubble radius. The empirical formula 
based on full scale measurement is practical and provides rough estimation in the upper bound of sound 
pressure level (SPL) in propeller cavitation noise3), yet the full scale measurements are usually 
expensive in cost and time. Viscous computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation is able to solve 
propeller cavitation based on appropriate cavitation modeling with unsteady Reynolds-averaged 
Navier-Stokes (URaNS) equation4). The solution can directly estimate the propeller cavitation noise in 
near field. The far field noise can also be calculated by complementary use of CFD and Ffowcs Williams 
Hawkings (FW-H) equation5). Yet the capability of viscous CFD for propeller cavitation noise is still 
unknown. Cavitation model is usually based on simplified Rayleigh-Plesset equation with mixtured, 
single-fluid model thus there may be limitations to capture growth and collapse of cavitation bubble. 
The pressure fluctuation may numerically be diminished due to diffusion arose from spacial and 
temporal discretizations. According to these backgrounds the present study aims to understand the 
capability of viscous CFD simulations to estimate propeller cavitation and resultant noise in near field.  
 
2. Computational Method 
2.1 Flow field 

The computational results are obtained using general-purpose commercial CFD package STAR-
CCM+ ver9.04.011 (double precision version). The governing equations are the continuity and URaNS 
equations with dimensional forms, and are solved by finite volume method. Rotational motion of a 
propeller is modeled either by Multiple Reference Frame (MRF) or sliding mesh technique. The k-ω 
Shear Stress Transport (SST) turbulence model without wall function is selected for the present 
simulation based on the past studies. The effect of boundary layer transition is not taken into 
consideration in the present study, yet the γ-Reθ model is tested for propeller open water computation6). 
Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) is utilized especially for cavitation simulations with fine grid. As the 
two-phase flow modeling, Volume of Fluid (VoF) method is utilized in conjunction with the cavitation 
model by Schnerr and Sauer (2001). Divergence free condition is satisfied by solving pressure Poisson 
equation iteratively using Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equation (SIMPLE)-type 
algorithm. The order of accuracy is second in both space and time. 
 
2.2 Sound Pressure Level 

In order to estimate SPL originated from cavitating propeller, two methods are tested. First method is 
to utilize Brown’s formula3) together with the CFD simulations. It is presented in Equation (1) as 
 

   DCp AAfnBDKSPL log10log10 234       (1) 

where SPL [ matHzParedB 1  /1  ] is the sound pressure level, K(=163) is an empirical constant, B is 
the number of blades, Dp [m] is the propeller diameter, n [rps] is propeller rotation speed, f [Hz] is the 



target frequency, Ac[m2] is the area of cavitation extent on the blade, and AD[m2] is the area of the blade. 
The CFD simulation estimates Ac/AD and the results are plugged into Eq. (1) to estimate SPL for certain 
f. Second method is to utilize time history of pressure sampled at certain hydrophone location directly 
from the CFD simulation. The data is subjected to Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) with Hann window, 
and then filtered by 1/3 octave band. The amplitude of the signal are integrated within the lower and 
upper frequency over each band width, and converted into SPL relative to 1μPa. 
 
3. Simulation Design 
3.1 Geometry and flow condition 

The conventional propeller MP218 which used to be equipped on the training ship “Seiun 1st” is of 
the interest in the present study7). Table 1 summarizes major dimension of the propeller. In order to 
represent flow condition, three non-dimensional parameters are introduced as 
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where Rnk is Kempf’s Reynolds number, c0.7R[m] is the chord length of the blade section at 70% of 
propeller radius R, Va[m/s] is the advance velocity, ν[m2/s] is the dynamic viscosity, σn is the cavitation 
number, PA[Pa] is the atmospheric pressure, g[m/s2] is the gravitational acceleration, I[m] is the 
immersion depth of the propeller shaft, h[m] the reference height, Pv[Pa] is the vapor pressure, KT is the 
thrust coefficient and T[N] is the propeller thrust. In the present study, following parameters are set in 
such a way that the computational flow conditions follow the experiments; Rnk~6.5E+05 and 
n=20.0[rps] for all the cases, KT~0.207 and σn=3.06 for the cases with cavitation. Two parameters are 
set to quantify the property of nuclei for cavitaion, e.g. 1) density of the nuclei is set to 1.0E+14 [1/m3], 
and 2) radius of the nuclei is set to 1.0[μm], which are the same as utilized by Bijlard (2014)8). 
 
3.2 Computational setup 

The coordinate system is right-handed Cartesian, and its center is coincident with the boss center of a 
propeller. The flow direction is x negative to x positive, and the propeller rotates clockwise around x-
axis observing from downstream. Figure 1 presents the computational grid in the blade vicinity. It 
consists of two cylindrical volume parts, e.g. rotator and stator, and necessary local refinements. The 
propeller is placed inside the rotator, and the stator shares the cylindrical sliding interface with the 
rotator. Total number of cells are 5.4M for propeller open water computation while it is 19M for 
cavitation simulations. Trimmed-cell is utilized for grid generation, and nondimensional viscous length 
y+ is close to 1 in order to meet the requirement for the present turbulence model. Followed by Hasuike 
et al. (2009)4)’s investigation, the distance from the coordinate center to the inflow boundary, far-field 
boundary and outflow boundary are 3Dp(uniform flow)/0.7Dp(non-uniform flow), 5Dp and 5Dp, 
respectively. Physical time advancement is set in such a way that the propeller rotates 1deg per time 
step with 20 sub iterations. 
 

            
                                                                               Fig.1 Computational grid in the blade vicinity 

Local refinements for sheet 
cavitation and tip vortex cavitation 



3.3 Validation data and variables 
For the propeller open water characteristics (POC) of MP218, the experimental result from SR1837) 

is utilized as the validation data for which the non-dimensional variables of the POC in addition to KT 
are presented as 
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      (6) 

where KQ is the torque coefficient, ηo is the propeller open water efficiency, ρ[kg/m3] is the fluid density, 
Q[Nm] is the propeller torque, and J is the advance ratio determined by J=Va/nDp. In order to validate 
the distribution of the pressure coefficient Cp on the propeller blade, Ukon et al. (1989)’s measurement 
data9) is adopted for which the definition of the Cp is  
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       (7) 

where P[Pa] is the pressure on the blade. 
For the cavitation extent, cavitation pattern is quantified by the time histories of the area of cavitation 

extent Ac[mm2] on the key blade, and the volume of cavitation bubble Vc[mm3] in the rotator domain. 
The measurement of these quantities were carried out by Kudo et al. (1989)10) by a laser beam coupled 
with Charge Coupled Device (CCD). To compute Ac and Vc from the present CFD results, the following 
criteria are utilized; 
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where Nf is the number of faces on the key blade, si [mm2] is the area of discretized faces, βi(t) is the 
flag to determine the area of cavitation extent on the key blade, αi(t) is the instantaneous volume fraction 
of gas phase, Nc is the number of cells in the rotator domain, and vi[mm3] is the volume of discretized 
cells. 

For the SPL, the measurement was carried out in the small-sized cavitation tunnel with ship wake 
generated by wire-mesh screen7). As shown in Fig. 2, the receiver position was 0.29Dp vertically above 
the propeller tip for which it was geometrically similar to the hydrophone position utilized in the full 
scale sea trial7).  
 

Fig. 2 Hydrophone arrangement7): (a) model experiment, (b) full scale sea trial 
 
4. Results and Discussions 
4.1 Preliminary results in the uniform flow (non-cavitating condition) 

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) present the computational and experimental results of POC and the distribution 
of Cp along the chord at 0.7R, respectively. For the POC, the computational results without transition 
effect (termed “lowRn”) show the difference δ (%Exp.) relative to the experimental data up to 3% for 
KT and ηo, 0.7% for 10KQ up to J=0.7. When the transition effect is considered (termed “lowRn+trans.”), 
the δ (%Exp.) becomes up to 0.5% for KT while it becomes 5% for 10KQ and ηo. Since the 
circumferential velocity is smaller at the root region rather than the tip region, local Rnk at the root 
region is smaller and the boundary layer may be partially laminar from leading edge to a certain chord 
location. The transition model is likely to capture this physics which yields smaller frictional resistance 

(a)  (b) 



and in consequence smaller 10KQ compared to the results without transition. The results in Fig. 3(a) 
appropriately capture this physics yet there is issue for the present transition model, i.e. it requires two 
input parameters: free stream turbulence intensity and free stream edge value. Both are important to 
trigger the onset of boundary layer transition, yet these are quite problem-dependent and are still open 
to question for propeller open water computation. At the target KT (=0.207) and relevant J (=0.626), 
according to Fig. 3(a), the turbulence model without transition effect provides better POC than that of 
with transition effect. In consequence, the transition is NOT considered in the present study. The 
computational results of Cp distribution along the chord at 0.7R comprehensively agree well with the 
experimental data both on back and face sides at four different J. 

 
Fig.3 Preliminary validations for MP218: (a) POC, (b) distribution of Cp along the chord at 0.7R 

 
4.2 Cavitation extent in the ship wake 

Figure 4 describes the distribution of axial 
velocity imposed on the inflow boundary. Radial 
and tangential components are set to zero. To 
obtain this flow pattern, wake survey was carried 
out at towing tank, and then the extrapolation 
method proposed by Sasajima&Tanaka11) was 
applied in order to take scale effect into 
consideration. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) summarize 
the cavitation pattern at different blade angles θ. 
Overall cavitation patterns obtained by the CFD 
simulation show nice agreement to the 
experimental data. It is encouraging that the 
present CFD is able to resolve tip vortex cavitation 
very well over the whole range of blade angle. 

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) present the time histories 
of Ac on the key blade and Vc over the rotator 
domain, respectively. The computational results by surface panel method (termed “SQCM”)12) are 
added as the reference computational results. Table 2 summarizes the computational and the 
experimental results of maximum variables of Ac/AD as well as the second derivative of Vc (termed 
d2Vc/dt2) in time. The d2Vc/dt2 is calculated by 5-points central differencing scheme10), and considered 
to be influential on pressure fluctuation and resultant noise. For the experimental data, the Ac remains 
almost constant at -10deg.<θ<0deg. while the Vc increases in that range which means that the thickness 
of cavitation bubble grows toward the blade normal direction at back side while the extent of sheet 
cavitation does not spread. The maximum values of the Ac and Vc are achieved at the same time when 
θ is 10deg. At 10deg.<θ<30deg, Ac and Vc decrease at the same time, and they finally become similar 
level to those of -10deg at θ=30deg. The computational results show different trends to the experimental 
data. The Ac and Vc grow up in parallel at -10deg.<θ<0deg. It means that the growth of the extent of 

 
Fig. 4 Distribution of axial velocity imposed on 

the inflow boundary 

(a)  (b)



sheet cavitation on the blade yields the increase of Vc for which it is qualitatively supported by Figs. 
5(a) and 5(b). At 10deg.<θ<30deg, the Ac and Vc decrease at the same time which is similar to the 
experimental trend, yet their rate of changes in time are much smaller than those of the experimental 
data. In addition, the present computational results in Ac agree well with the reference computational 
results12) rather than the experimental data, yet its peak value which is to be utilized in Eq. (1) is 
estimated well by the present CFD in comparison to the experiment. For the Vc, the present 
computational result fits to the experimental result at θ=-10deg (=350deg.) to 50deg, and then it 
provides Vc which is 20% smaller than the experimental data at its maximum position. The 
computational result of d2Vc/dt2 is one order of magnitude smaller than that of the experimental data 
which indicates that the pressure fluctuation due to volumetric change of cavitation bubble could be 
less sensitive in the computational results than that of the experimental results. 

 
Fig. 5 Cavitation pattern: (a) Exp.7), (b) CFD (volume fraction α=0.1 iso surface) 

 
Fig. 6 Cavitation extent on the blade: (a) extent area, (b) volume of the cavitation bubble 

 
Table 2 Maximum value of Ac/AD and d2Vc/dt2 

 Ac/AD [-] d2Vc/dt2 [m3/s2] 
Variable θ [deg] Variable θ [deg]* 

Exp. (Kudo et al. 1989) 0.251 10 -2.01 10 
CFD 0.231 5 -0.37 13 

* θ[deg.] when the Vc becomes maximum. 
 
4.3 Propeller cavitation noise 

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the SPL evaluated at the hydrophone oriented at the port side for model 
and full scale, respectively. In order to scale up the SPL from model to full scale, Levkovskii’s method7) 
is utilized as 

(a)  (b) 

(a)  (b) 
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where the subscripts of “m” and “s” denote model and full scale, respectively, and Vs,m=ns,mDps,pm. In the 
present study, σn is identical between model experiment and full scale measurement and thus σns/σnm=1. 
The receiver position from the noise source is geometrically similar between model and full scale and 
thus rm/rs=1/λ. The ns is set to 163rpm. Regardless to the difference in d2Vc/dt2 between the 
computational and experimental results, the computational result in model scale is able to capture tonal 
and broadband noise up to 1kHz compared to the experimental data. Unrealistic spike at 2.5kHz in the 
computational result is due to numerical oscillation of the pressure near the sliding interface, which is 
to be improved in the next release of the code. For the full scale, Levkovskii’s method functions well 
and scaled-up results obtained from present computation agree well with the full scale measurement up 
to 200Hz. The Brown’s formula can be practically utilized to estimate upper bound of the SPL due to 
propeller cavitation in full scale. As shown in Table 2 and Fig. 6(a), the difference in Ac/AD is 8%Exp. 
which yields the difference in SPL less than 1dB. 
 

 
Fig. 7 SPL at port side receiver: (a) model scale, (b) full scale 

 
5. Concluding remarks 

Unsteady viscous CFD simulations are carried out for a non-cavitating/cavitating marine propeller 
under uniform/non-uniform flow. The computational results are consecutive in terms of cavitation 
pattern and time histories of Ac and Vc, although the latter shows remarkable difference compared to the 
experimental results. Detail diagnostics would be necessary in both experimental and computational 
results, e.g. the measurement criteria for Ac and Vc as well as the thickness of the cavitation bubble along 
the blade. For the propeller cavitation noise, tonal and broadband noise are very well predicted by the 
present computation up to certain frequencies in both model and full scale, yet the pseudo frequency 
due to numerical oscillation of the pressure must be removed. In consequence, the present CFD with 
the Brown’s formula and the Levkovskii’s method are likely to be encouraging methods for estimating 
ship radiated noise due to propeller cavitation. 
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Drag Reduction for Ships Inspired by Dolphins

Lars-Uve Schrader, HSVA Hamburg Ship Model Basin, Hamburg/Germany, schrader@hsva.de

Dolphins possess a thick layer of lipid tissue under their skin, the “blubber”. Apart from
serving as a thermal insulator, the blubber is believed to alter the flow past the dolphin’s
body favourably, leading to diminished drag. It is hypothesised that the dolphin’s flexible skin
delays the transition from low-friction laminar flow to high-friction turbulent flow (flow control).
Clearly, a drag-reducing mechanism of this kind would also be beneficial for ships, where it may
be realised by a blubber-like compliant hull coating [1]. This paper reports the design of a
water-tunnel experiment – guided by CFD simulations and theoretical calculations – for the
demonstration of the potential of compliant coatings in naval engineering.

A small search and rescue (SAR) vessel serves as a demonstrator for the compliant-coating
concept (Fig. 1a). Since laminar-turbulent transition occurs near the bow, it is sufficient to
apply the coating in the forward section of the ship. The SAR vessel is well-suited as it features
a simple bow shape (no bulb) so that the flow field around the fore ship can be approximated
by a simplified boundary-layer model. In the water-tunnel experiments, a doublebody model of
this vessel will be used to test the coating (Fig. 1b). Since the focus is on the bow section, all
hull appendages are omitted, yielding a “clean”, streamlined flow body (Fig. 1c).

Figure 1. (a) SAR vessel of the German Maritime Search and Rescue Service (DGzRS), designed by

the Fassmer shipyard (picture from www.fassmer.de). (b) From the SAR vessel to the doublebody for

the water-tunnel tests. (c) Close-up view of the test body

The experiments will be conducted in HSVA’s Hydrodynamics and Cavitation Tunnel (HYKAT).
To obtain results with relevance for field applications on real ships, the tests will be carried out
at a high Reynolds number. Therefore, large values of the model size and tunnel speed are
chosen (scale λ = 4.5; speed U0 = 10m/s), allowing for a laboratory Reynolds number of almost
one third of its field value (Tab. 1). The test model will be equipped with a load cell and
mounted vertically by a strut at the ceiling of the HYKAT test section (Fig. 2a). Exchangeable



Table 1. Length, breadth, draught, speed and Reynolds number of the SAR vessel and the test body

Lwl [m] Bwl [m] T [m] U0 [m/s] ReL

SAR vessel 18.20 4.61 1.285 7.7 (cruise) 117.9 × 106

Test body (scale λ = 4.5) 4.04 1.02 0.286 10.0 35.5 × 106

Figure 2. (a) Full-scale model of the HYKAT inflow nozzle and test section with the doublebody

mounted. (b) Exchangeable bow segments for testing of different coatings

bow segments with different coatings shall be inserted into the two half-shells of the doublebody
(Fig. 2b). In this way, the effect of the coating on skin friction (if any) becomes evident as a
force difference between the two half-shells, generating a yaw moment around the strut axis.

CFD simulation. A full-scale CFD simulation has been conducted to support the design of
the water-tunnel experiment, using HSVA’s RANSE solver FreSCo+. The CFD model of the
experimental setup consists of the doublebody test probe, the inflow nozzle and the test section
of the HYKAT facility (cf. Fig. 2a) filled with fresh water at 15◦C. The inflow velocity in the
nozzle is adjusted such that a speed of 10m/s is attained shortly upstream of the test body
(Fig. 3a). A close-up view of the bow region reveals that the streamlines are nearly straight,
parallel and roughly perpendicular to the isobars on the body surface (Fig. 3b).

Figure 3. (a) Flow speed and streamlines in the HYKAT water tunnel and surface pressure on the

test body. (b) Pressure distribution and streamlines along the bow segment of the test body. The five

streamlines highlighted serve for extraction of the pressure (cf. Fig. 4a), and s is a streamline-aligned

coordinate along the boundary layer (see below)



Figure 4. Accelerated Falkner-Skan boundary layer (m = 0.044) modelling the flow past the bow of

the test body. (a) Adjustment of the Falkner-Skan pressure distribution (exponent m in Eq. 1b) to

the pressure from the CFD simulation, extracted along the five streamlines marked in Fig. 3(b). (b)

Streamwise distribution of the surface-tangential freestream velocity. (c) Comparison of the Falkner-Skan

wedge angle to a typical opening angle at the bow. (d) Boundary-layer profiles of tangential and normal

velocities. (e) Streamwise boundary-layer growth: displacement thickness and 99% thickness

Boundary-layer model. Since transition to turbulence takes place in the wall-bounded shear
flow, detailed knowledge of the boundary layer is necessary. The CFD simulation does not
resolve but models the boundary layer by a wall function, i.e. it cannot be directly used for a
study of laminar-turbulent transition. Instead, we resort to a simplified boundary-layer model
compatible with the pressure distribution on the body and the streamlines in the outer flow (cf.
Fig. 3b). The class of Falkner-Skan boundary layers [2] turns out to be well-suited, defining the
flow past a wedge with opening angle βw = 2πm/(m+ 1) (definition of m below). Falkner-Skan
flow is characterised by the following distributions of freestream speed and pressure,

U(s) = U0

(
1 +

s

s0

)m
(1a) and P (s) = −ρ

2
U0

2

[(
1 +

s

s0

)2m

− 1

]
. (1b)

U is the velocity along the streamline-aligned coordinate s (cf. Fig. 3b) and U0 is its value at
s0 = 50mm (s = 0), setting the distance to the “virtual origin” of the boundary layer. P is the
pressure, and the exponent m determines the degree of flow acceleration (pressure drop, m > 0)
or deceleration (pressure rise, m < 0). According to boundary-layer theory, Eq. (1b) is also
valid along the hull surface. Hence, the Falkner-Skan model can via the exponent m in (1b)
be adjusted to the surface pressure distribution obtained in the CFD simulation (cf. Fig. 3b).
This exercise yields a value of m = 0.044 (Fig. 4a), defining a weakly accelerated freestream
past a wedge with βw = 15.17◦. This value compares well with the opening angles of the bow
(Fig. 4c). Once the freestream is known, the boundary-layer velocity profiles (Fig. 4d) and
thickness (Fig. 4e) are obtained solving the Falkner-Skan similarity equation [2].



Figure 5. Instability of the Falkner-Skan boundary layer (m = 0.044). (a) Eigenvalue spectrum for

critical condition. (b) Instability map showing frequency and location of unstable TS waves in the

boundary layer. Red dot shows critical condition according to the spectrum in (a)

Boundary-layer instability. In the natural transition scenario, relevant in low-disturbance
environments, the transition process is initiated by wave-like flow disturbances, the Tollmien-
Schlichting (TS) waves [3]. These are expressed in terms of a complex wave function û,

û = ũ(n) ei((κ+iσ)s−ωt) = ũ(n) ei(κs−ωt) e−σs. (2)

The quantity ũ is the complex amplitude function in the wall-normal coordinate n, κ is the
wavenumber and σ the growth rate in the streamwise direction s, and ω is the angular frequency
in time t. From Eq. (2) follows that positive (negative) values of σ correspond to a streamwise
decaying (growing) disturbance wave. Only the amplifying (unstable) TS waves with σ < 0
are of interest, being the forerunners of transition to turbulence. These are computed by
Linear Stability Theory (LST) solving a simplified form of the linearised incompressible Navier-
Stokes disturbance equations, the Orr-Sommerfeld/Squire equations [3]. Satisfied by (2), these
constitute an eigenvalue problem, with the complex streamwise wavenumber κ + iσ being the
eigenvalue and the complex wave amplitude ũ(n) the associated eigenfunction. Here, the LST
code published in Ref. [3] has been used. The outcome is an eigenvalue spectrum containing
the TS mode and a branch of freestream waves. Of particular interest is the neutral spectrum,
characterised by a TS wave with σ = 0 (Fig. 5a). Neutral spectra have been computed for
various wave frequencies and locations (Reynolds numbers) and collected in an instability map,
showing TS-wave frequencies versus downstream distance from the stem of the hull model (Fig.
5b). The instability map highlights the region of unstable TS waves in the boundary layer,
enclosed by a banana-shaped neutral-stability curve. The critical point (red dot in Fig. 5b)
marks the shortest distance from the stem (68mm here), where the laminar flow state becomes
unstable for the first time. The associated critical TS wave has a frequency of 992Hz.

Transition to turbulence. The instability map illustrates the behaviour of single disturbance
waves with fixed frequency when travelling in the streamwise direction: Initially, these waves
decay exponentially until branch I of the neutral-stability curve is reached (cf. Fig. 5b). Subse-
quently, for streamwise locations between the two branches, the TS waves undergo exponential
amplification with varying growth rate, passing the contour of maximum instability. After cross-
ing branch II at maximum amplitude, the waves start to decay again along the downstream
direction. In practice, all TS waves evolve “in a competition” according to their individual
growth behaviour, forming a set of growth curves (blue curves in Fig. 6a). The overall growth
of the disturbance spectrum is defined by an envelope (“N -factor”) encompassing the individual
TS amplification curves (thick black line in Fig. 6a). According to the eN method [4], transition
to turbulence occurs when the N -factor exceeds a critical threshold Ntr [5],

Ntr = −8.43 − 2.4 ln(Tu), (3)



Figure 6. (a) Growth curves of TS waves with various frequencies and N-factor envelope. Evaluation

of transition thresholds as per the eN method for three different background turbulence intensities. (b)

Depiction of the corresponding transition points on the bow of the test body. (c) Magnitude of shear

stress in the turbulent boundary layer on the test body (from RANS computation) and in the laminar

boundary layer (from Falkner-Skan model, where τs,lam(s) = 0.4118√
Res

ρU(s)2)

Table 2. Streamwise transition location and Reynolds number and associated TS-wave frequency in the

Falkner-Skan boundary layer (m = 0.044) for three turbulence intensities (0.1%, 0.5% and 1%)

Tu (s0 + s)tr [mm] Res[×106] ftr [Hz]

10−3 968.6 9.69 211.0

5 × 10−3 490.5 4.76 329.0

10−2 323.6 3.08 426.2

where Tu is the background turbulence intensity in the water-tunnel test section. Eq. (3)
has been evaluated for three different turbulence intensities (0.1%, 0.5% and 1%), and the
corresponding transition points and wave frequencies have been read off from Fig. 6(a) and
compiled in Tab. 2. Depending on the background noise, laminar-turbulent transition occurs
between 32cm and 97cm downstream of the stem of the test body (Fig. 6b). The turbulence
level in the HYKAT test section – unknown to date – will be measured when commencing the
experiments. A comparison with similar water tunnels suggests a value of Tu = 0.5% as a
reasonable estimate. Under this condition, the transition point would be located 49cm away
from the stem, and a TS wave with 329Hz would trigger the breakdown to turbulence. It
is believed that the blubber of dolphins is able to damp the turbulence-triggering TS waves.
In order to transfer the dolphin’s flow-control strategy to the bow of the SAR ship model,
a compliant coating material with strong damping capabilities for waves in a frequency band
around 329Hz is needed. If well-designed, this coating will shift the “unstable banana” (cf.
Fig. 5b) towards larger distances from the vessel’s stem and attenuate the growth rates of the
unstable TS waves (cf. Fig. 6a). Both effects will lead to extended laminar flow, postponed
turbulence and lower levels of shear stress (Fig. 6c).

Summary. This paper reports the design of a water-tunnel experiment for testing of compliant
hull coatings, guided by CFD simulations and theoretical calculations. The experiment will be
conducted at HSVA in a few months with the aim to clarify whether compliant coatings can be
used for passive flow control at ship bows. The coating-based control is ‘passive’ as no input
energy is necessary. This renders passive control mechanisms more efficient, more robust and
cheaper than active flow-control devices (e.g. “air lubrication”).



Figure 7. (a) Laminar-turbulent transition points on the water-tunnel test body for three different

background turbulence levels. (b) Layout of the bow segments for testing of different compliant coatings

The underlying flow-control mechanism builds on a laminar-turbulent transition delay, lead-
ing to reduced frictional drag. In preparation of the experiment, transition points have been
calculated in a boundary layer modelling the flow conditions at the bow of a small SAR ves-
sel, considering three different turbulence intensities in the water-tunnel test section (Fig. 7a).
Based on these results, exchangeable bow segments for a doublebody test model have been
designed (Fig. 7b). A number of segments will be manufactured and coated with different com-
pliant materials or standard paint for reference in order to find the best-performing coating.

Outlook. The LST code for transition prediction is currently being extended by a compliant-
coating model inspired by Ref. [6]. The model parameters (e.g. stiffness and visco-elastic
damping of the coating material) will be varied so as to find a parameter set suitable for
transition delay. These findings will be included in the conference talk and in the final paper.
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Introduction 

 

Propeller blades are different from a single hydrofoil 

in isolation due to cascade effects that blades 

mutually affect hydrodynamic characteristics of each 

other in proximity. Propeller design programs based 

lifting-line theory and blade element momentum 

theory take into account cascade effect by using 

cascade correction theory, which has been developed 

on the basis of wind tunnel tests for a row of evenly 

spaced airfoils. Cascade effects of marine propellers 

have been on research by inviscid flow solvers such 

as boundary element methods and vortex lattice 

methods, but it has not been investigated intensively 

by viscous flow solvers, although RANS CFD is 

prevalent in marine industry nowadays. 

 

In the current work, the cascade effect of a marine 

propeller is analyzed by CFD simulations on a three-

dimensional propeller model with varying the number 

of blades. The influence of trailing-edge 

configurations on the cascade effect is also 

investigated by simulating CFD with varying trailing-

edge thickness and slope. The reason why the trailing 

edge is handled rather than other parts of blade 

geometry is that it can be modified without altering 

overall blade thrust significantly, because the loading 

on the aft part of a blade section near a trailing edge 

is relatively low, compared to the other part.  

  

1. Test case and computational setup 

 

A blade design is taken from a 4-blade propeller with 

a model-scale diameter of D=0.233 m for CFD 

analysis. As the propeller has a high area ratio of 

Ae/Ao=0.78, the distance from the trailing edge of a 

blade to the leading edge of the next one is relatively 

short. It is a controllable-pitch propeller designed for 

a military inspection vessel. CFD simulations have 

been made for the ship hull with the propeller and 

appendages [2]. 

 

A cylindrical domain with an inner rotating domain 

around a propeller model is used. The propeller 

model is prepared with a CP hub, blade foots and an 

open-water test hubcap. The hubcap is fitted in front 

of the propeller and an infinite downstream shaft is 

connected following a general open-water test setup 

(See Fig. 2). Propeller rotation is applied by the 

moving reference frame (MRF).  

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Propeller models with different numbers of 

blades 

 

 
Fig. 2: Computational grid around the propeller 

model with an open-water test hubcap 

 

A grid size of Δx=0.5-0.9 mm is applied to the 

surface mesh of the blade and hub. Six prism layers 

with a first-cell height of Δh=0.12-0.23 mm are made 

on wall surfaces. CFD simulations are made by 

StarCCM+ RANS solver with the Gamma ReTheta 

transition model and the k-ω SST turbulence model. 

 

Open-water CFD computations are made for the 

design pitch. In Fig. 3, CFD results are compared to 
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those from a model test for validation of the CFD 

model. Deviations of CFD results are less than 3% in 

thrust and torque at J=0.2-0.9. The CFD 

computations show acceptable accuracy in a general 

range of propeller loading.  

 
Fig. 3: Open-water propeller characteristics from the 

model test and CFD  

 

2. CFD analysis of cascade effect 

 

For analysis of the cascade effect, open-water CFD 

simulations are conducted at the design advance ratio 

of J=0.65 with varying the number of blades from 

Z=1 to 6 as shown in Fig. 1. CFD results in Fig. 4 

show that KT1 and KQ1 on a single blade are reduced, 

as the blade spacing s gets shorter for a higher 

number of blades and the cascade effect is more 

pronounced, where s is the blade spacing on the 0.7R 

along the tangential direction, s=1.4πR/Z. The 

decreasing rates of both KT1 and KQ1 are higher at a 

smaller spacing. Since the decreasing rate of KT1 is 

higher than that of KQ1, the single blade efficiency ηO1 

is also reduced with a higher rate at a smaller spacing 

(See Fig. 12), where ηO1=J∙KT1/(2π∙KQ1).  

 
Fig. 4: KT1 and KQ1 on a single blade as a function of 

blade spacing for different numbers of blades with 

and without a trailing-edge thickness 

 

CP on the blade surface is shown in Fig. 5, where CP 

is the pressure coefficient with the propeller advance 

speed as the reference velocity. The suction pressure 

is stronger on the suction side and the turbulence flow 

region is larger at the trailing edge of the suction side 

for a smaller number of the blades. The suction 

pressure occurs at the leading edge of the pressure 

side due to a negative incidence angle for a larger 

number of blades. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Streamlines and CP on suction (left) and 

pressure (right) sides of a blade for 2- (top), 4- 

(middle) and 6-blade (botton) propellers: CP contour 

range is -6.0 ≤CP≤1.0 for suction side and -3.0 

≤CP≤3.0 for pressure side 

 

CP on the 0.7R section shows that the effective 

incidence angle is decreased for a larger number of 

blades. The pressure is even reversed at the leading 

edge for the 6-blade propeller. It is explained by the 

blade element theory that the reduction of the 

tangential velocity due to a force exerted by the blade 

is larger for a shorter blade spacing [1] and so the 

effective incidence angle is smaller for a larger 

number of blade. 

 
Fig. 6: CP on 0.7R section for 2-, 4- and 6-blade 

propellers 

 

To see what difference changes of the effective 

incidence angle caused by the cascade effect have 

from those altered simply by pitch variations,    
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computations are made for the 4-blade propeller with 

modifying the pitch angle by ±3°. The single-blade 

thrust T1 for Δθ=3° is between those for the 2-blade 

and the 3-blade with the design pitch. T1 for Δθ=-3° is 

about 3% lower than that for the 6-blade. When 

comparing the single-blade efficiency ηO1 at the same 

thrust, ηO1 for Δθ=-3° is 10.6% higher than the 

extrapolated value and ηO1 for Δθ=3° is 10.2% lower 

than the interpolated value between the 2-blade and 

the 3-blade (See Fig. 7). It shows that ηO1 is higher 

for a smaller number of blades with a lower pitch 

than that from a larger number of blades with a higher 

pitch. 

 
Fig. 6: ηO1 as a function of T1 for different numbers of 

blades and for the 4-blade propeller with Δθ=±3° 

 

In Fig. 7, CP on the 0.7R is compared for the 4-blade 

with Δθ=-3° and the 6-blade with the design pitch. 

While the negative incidence angle seems slightly 

larger for the 6-blade, the loading on the aft section of 

x/C≥0.4 is quite identical. A relatively higher loading 

on the aft section might be part of the reason why ηO1 

at the same value of T1 is lower for a larger number of 

blades. It also has an implication that leading-edge 

cavitation risk can be reduced by adopting a larger 

number of blades.  

 
Fig. 7: CP on 0.7R section for 4-blade with Δθ=-3° 

and 6-blade with the design pitch 

 

3. Trailing edge thickness 

 

Actual marine propellers have a certain trailing-edge 

thickness for structural strengthening. As shown in 

Fig. 9, additional thickness is added to the aft section 

of x/C≥0.7 with an elliptical rounding at the end. In 

the reference propeller, the maximum thickness is 68 

mm and the TE thickness is 8 mm at 0.7R. CFD 

simulations are made for different numbers of blades 

with and without a TE thickness. 

 

While T1 is changed up and down by -1.0-0.6% for 

the sharp TE, Q1 is consistently reduced by 0.6-1.9% 

and ηO1 is accordingly increased by 0.6-1.4% for the 

sharp TE, compared to those with a TE thickness (See 

Fig. 4 and Table 1). The increase of ηO1 resulted from 

the sharp TE is larger for a larger number of blades, 

because the proportion of the aft-section loading is 

relatively larger, as the effective incidence angle is 

decreased for a larger number of blades. 

 
Fig. 8: Blade section at 0.7R: meanline is shown 

dotted 

 
Fig. 9: Aft section at 0.7R with and without a TE 

thickness 

 

Table 1: ΔηO1 of the sharp TE compared to the case 

with a TE thickness 

 

ηO1 lowered by a TE thickness can be related to an 

increase of the form drag indicated by a high gradient 

of CP at x/C≥0.95 (See Fig. 10). The high gradient at 

the TE is more noticeable for the 6-blade propeller, 

because the downwash at the TE is more intense for a 

lower or negative incidence angle. 

 

4. Trailing edge slope 

 

To analyze the influence of the TE slope on the 

cascade effect, CFD simulations are made for the TE 

of the blade section meanline vertically moved up and 

down by 25% of the maximum camber (See Fig. 11). 

NACA a=0.8 is used for the meanline of the reference 

blade section.  
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Fig. 10: CP on 0.7R section for 2- (top), 4- (middle) 

and 6-blade (bottom) propellers with and without a 

trailing-edge thickness 

 

 
Fig. 11: Aft part of 0.7R sections with different 

trailing-edge slopes 

 

As the resultant camber is varied by translating the 

TE, the sectional loading is also changed. Hence the 

propeller speed is increased by 0.5 rps for the TE 

translated 25% up and reduced by 0.5 rps for the 

other modified TE to have a similar level of T1 for 4-

blade cases. In CFD results, the difference of T1 is 

less than 0.5% for the modified TE slopes for 4-blade 

cases, whereas ΔT1 is increased for a smaller number 

of blades (See Fig. 12 and Table 2), because the 

proportion of the fore-section loading is increased, as 

the effective incidence angle is increased for a shorter 

blade spacing. 

 

 

 
Fig. 12: T1 (top) and ηO1 (bottom) as a function of 

blade spacing s for different numbers of blades with 

the trailing edge translated 25% up and down 

 

CFD results show that ηO1 for the TE translated up is 

higher regardless of the number of blades and the 

efficiency gain ΔηO1 is increased for a larger number 

of blades. ηO1 for the lowered TE is consistently lower 

and the efficiency loss is also increased for a larger 

number of blades. It can be related to the increase of 

the aft-section loading for a larger number of blades.  

 

Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 

ΔT1 

[%] 

25% 2.0 1.1 1.2 0.5 0.8 -2.2 

-25% -2.1 -2.4 -1.4 -0.4 -0.4 -1.5 

ΔηO1 

[%] 

25% 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.7 1.0 0.8 

-25% -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0.5 -0.8 -1.7 

Table 2: ΔT1 and ΔηO1 of the cases with the trailing 

edge moved 25% up and down  

 

The comparison of CP on the 0.7R in Fig. 13 shows 

that the aft-section loading at x/C≥0.5 is decreased for 

the TE translated up, because it is like lowering the 

camber in the aft section. Since the propeller speed is 
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increased, the fore-section loading is increased as if 

the pitch is increased. 

 

The interval of two curves on both sides 

corresponding to the chordwise loading is smaller in 

the aft section for the TE translated up. The 

difference of the aft-section loading is increased for a 

larger number of blades, because the proportion of 

the aft-section loading is larger, as the incidence 

angle is smaller. It may explain why the efficiency 

gain for the TE translated up and the efficiency loss 

for the lowered TE are increased for a larger number 

of blades. 

 

 

 
Fig. 13: CP on 0.7R section for 2- (top), 4- (middle) 

and 6-blade (bottom) propellers with the trailing 

edge translated 25% up and down 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

CFD simulations are made with varying the number 

of blades. The influence of TE configurations on the 

cascade effect is investigated by simulating CFD with 

varying TE thickness and slope. CFD results are 

summarized as follows: 

 As the blade spacing is smaller for a larger 

number of blades, the effective incidence 

angle is lower and so the single-blade thrust 

and efficiency are decreased 

 The decreasing rates of the single-blade 

thrust and efficiency are higher at a smaller 

blade spacing 

 A smaller number of blades with a lower 

pitch shows a higher single-blade efficiency 

at the same thrust than a larger number of 

blades with a higher pitch 

 A sharp TE shows a higher efficiency than a 

TE with a certain thickness required for 

structural strengthening 

 The efficiency gain for a sharp TE is larger 

for a larger number of blades 

 A TE moved up shows a higher efficiency 

by lowering the aft-section loading and the 

efficiency gain is larger for a larger number 

of blades 

 A lowered TE shows a lower efficiency and 

the efficiency loss is also larger for a larger 

number of blades 

 The cascade effect can be alleviated by  

decreasing the aft-section loading and 

increasing the fore-section loading instead  

 

Since the CFD simulations are made in open-water 

condition, the implication of the CFD analysis for 

propeller design in behind-hull condition with 

cavitation risk is limited. However, the CFD analysis 

implies that propeller efficiency can be improved by 

lowering the aft-section loading and so increasing the 

fore-section loading in e.g. 0.4-0.6R sections having 

low cavitation risk and little relation to hub vortex 

loss. On the contrary, blade sections optimized for 

low cavitation risk have higher aft-section loading 

than general NACA sections used for marine 

propeller blades [3]. Blade sections with higher aft-

section loading can be disadvantageous in cases with 

a large number of blades and low cavitation risk. 
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1 Introduction
This abstract is a review of our recent work on the flow around an offshore riser design named
‘short crab claw’ [1]. The design is based on a circular cylinder, on which fairings have been
mounted to reduce vortex-induced vibrations. The flow is considered incompressible, and the
Reynolds number is Re = 5000.

In this abstract, we aim to make a quick summary of the work done on this configuration.
We will present new LES simulations and most importantly, new experimental results obtained
with particle-image velocimetry (PIV).

2 Recapitulation of previous work
Our first simulation of this case was a high-resolution DNS simulation. This simulation was
done to create a high-quality reference for the later LES cases and was first presented at the
NuTTS conference in 2014 [3]. The simulation was later extended and twice as long time series
were included to improve the quality of the second-order correlations [2]. Both these simulations
were done with the finite-volume code MGLET [4]. This code combines Cartesian grids with an
immersed boundary method to capture the geometry.

At the same time, we tried to match this DNS dataset with LES (2014). Our first attempt
were performed in OpenFOAM using the PISO-algorithm and a body-fitted grid. These results
were not consistent with the DNS data, not even in the mean flow field [3].

We have also tried comparing the simulations with experiments [2]. Again this comparison
was not very successful, as the experiments deviated significantly from both the LES and DNS
simulations.

Figure 2 show the result of the DNS, the LES in OpenFOAM (2014) and the PIV dataset
(2013). The differences are obvious and large.

In
le
t

O
u
tle

t

Figure 1: Simulation domain and coordinate system. The origin of the coordinate system is in the center
of the circular part of the cylinder. The three directions are named streamwise (x-direction), crossflow
(y-direction) and spanwise (z-direction). H is a variable height. Not to scale.
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Figure 2: Data from [2] illustrating the large differences between DNS, LES and PIV. Profiles of mean
velocity U and u′u′ along the center line behind the cylinder. The origin of the x-axis is in the center of
the cylinder.

2.1 The effect of boundary conditions

A state where neither DNS, LES nor experiments match is not a desirable state, especially unless
one can explain why the differences occur. To close the previously mentioned differences, we
decided to re-calculate all LES. At the same time, we decided to switch from OpenFOAM to
MGLET for the LES as well to be able to increase the performance of our simulations.

The first ‘new’ LES simulation [5] were done on the same domain size as the DNS, and with
a grid spacing of about twice that of the DNS. We also decided to switch from Smagorinsky to
the ‘WALE’ subgrid scale model [6]. The resulting simulations (2015) matched very well with
the DNS in all mean flow quantities.

We also decided to mimic the boundary conditions from the actual experimental facility in
which the PIV experiments were conducted. The tank had a square cross-section with sides of
60 cm, and a the cylinder had a diameter of 5 cm, giving a diameter/length ratio of D/L = 1/12.
We then narrowed down the domain to a height of 12D and applied no-slip boundary conditions
on the four tank walls. The application of the no-slip boundary conditions changed the wake field
behind the cylinder significantly, and matched our experimental data nicely, as seen in figure 3.

The result from these simulations is that we can represent the mean flow from DNS very
accurately with LES. Some information regarding the fluctuations is lost, illustrated by the right
plot in figure 3. However, this is as expected. We can also simulate the experimental results
accurately if we apply the correct, no-slip boundary conditions.

3 New PIV experiments
The PIV data in [2] is not perfect. It contain few vortex shedding cycles, and higher order
statistics are thus not converged. This is clearly seen in the right hand plot in figure 3. We
therefore decided that it was necessary to make the PIV experiment over again. The new
experiment was done with a similar setup as the old experiment, but with a new camera. By
switching from stereo to mono-PIV, we were able to use longer measurement series. Due to image
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Figure 3: Data from [2] and [5]. This figure clearly show that there is a large effect of the spanwise
no-slip boundary conditions encountered in a circulating water tunnel.

storage restrictions, 5 separate series containing 1600 image pairs were measured, combining
mean velocities during post-processing. By assuming statistical independence between every
image pair, this is acceptable.

The results show that the new experiment provide significantly better second-order statistics
compared to the original experiment.

4 Additional LES simulations
The results of the first LES simulations (2014) on this case is relatively different from the most
recent simulations (2015). This progress has been by trial and error and have not always been
systematic in the sense that we currently cannot say which changes were important and not. We
have thus decided to take a few steps back and conducted a simulation. In this we replace the
WALE model with the older Smagorinsky model [7] (which was used in the original LES [3]).
With this simulation we can see wether it was the subgrid scale model that changed the results
or not.

Figure 5 show that the Smagorinsky SGS model is actually closer to the DNS results in the
range up to x ≈ 1.8 than the WALE model, after that they both deviate and neither can be said
to be any better than the other.

5 Summary and future work
This work will never be complete. We still have a spread in the experimental data we want
to explain. We believe that some of this difference might be caused by misalignment of the
experimental setup. The cylinder might rotate in the tank, and it is very difficult to align it
properly. We are thus currently simulating more cases where we rotate the cylinder slightly to
see the effect of such a rotation. We also intend to use a laser-doppler velocimeter probe (LDV)
to measure the mean velocity in specific points in the wake and compare this with the PIV data.
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Figure 4: Data from PIV experiments together with the LES simulation with no-slip spanwise boundary
conditions.
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Figure 5: LES with the WALE subgrid scale model (label ‘LES (2015)’) compared to an identical case
where the WALE model is replaced by the Smagorinsky model and our reference DNS simulation.



We also intend to increase the Reynolds number. The ultimate goal is, of course, to simulate
very much higher Reynolds numbers than we present in this abstract.
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1 Summary

Off–shore structure design often relies on accurate assessment of higher–order forces because of
ringing phenomena. In this work, calculation of higher–order forces on a vertical surface piercing
cylinder is carried out by a decomposition CFD model based on Spectral Wave Explicit Navier–
Stokes (SWENSE) approach [1]. First, mesh and time refinement studies are carried out for a
case with intermediately steep (ka = 0.12) incoming wave train. Second, a set of waves with
different frequencies are simulated, keeping the wave steepness constant, ka = 0.06. Higher–
order forces up to fourth order are compared with fully non–linear potential flow results [2]. A
discussion on strong second order behaviour of vorticity effects in the vicinity of the cylinder is
presented.

2 Introduction

CFD models based on Reynolds–Averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations are progressively
gaining attention in the marine industry [4] due to increase in computational resources and
their ability to tackle non–linear, coupled equation sets. However, verification and validation
of RANS models is still under–way [3], both for steady and transient phenomena. Transient
simulations demand more CPU time compared to steady state simulations, making them more
expensive to verify in terms of grid refinement and other sensitivity studies.

In this paper, we shall simulate wave diffraction problem in regular waves and assess the
higher–order forces exerted on a vertical surface–piercing cylinder with a recently developed
decomposition model based on SWENSE [1] method. The model is implemented in foam–
extend, a fork of OpenFOAM computational continuum mechanics software. Validation of the
model shall be achieved by comparing the results with fully non–linear potential flow, time–
domain simulation by Ferrant et al. [2]. In order to verify the presented method, time–step and
mesh refinement studies will be carried out for a representative test case.

3 Approach

The mathematical model of the incompressible, viscous, two–phase flow is modelled with mo-
mentum (Navier–Stokes) and phase continuity equations. Interface capturing is achieved with
implicitly redistanced Level Set method [5] reformulated in a form suitable for Finite Volume
(FV) discretisation [6]. The method does not need additional explicit redistancing. In order
to efficiently model incoming waves, solution is decomposed into incident and diffracted fields
following Ferrant et al. [1]. The method presented here is more general in a sense that diffracted
field may contain additional phenomena not taken into account by incident wave field, such as:



viscosity, vorticity, two–phase effects, radiation effects, etc. Hence, perturbation around inci-
dent wave field is calculated via fully non–linear, viscous, two–phase equation set in the present
CFD model. As a consequence, incident wave field is explicit in the CFD calculation, facilitating
wave transport [7]. Governing equations are briefly presented, the reader is referred to Vukčević
and Jasak [6] for detailed derivation:

• Volumetric continuity equation:
∇•uD = −∇•uI , (1)

where uD is the diffracted velocity field, and uI is the incident wave field. We stress that
index D denotes perturbation around incident (I) field, modelling vorticity, viscosity,
diffraction and possibly radiation effects.

• Momentum equation:

∂(ρuD)

∂t
+∇•(ρuuD)−∇•(µeff∇uD) = −∂(ρuI)

∂t
−∇•(ρuuI) +∇•(µeff∇uI)

−∇pd − g•x∇ρ+∇u•∇µeff + σκ∇α ,
(2)

where ρ is the mixture density, µeff effective viscosity of the mixture, pd dynamic pressure,
g gravitational acceleration, x position vector, σ surface tension coefficient, κ curvature
of the free surface and α is the volume fraction.

• Level Set equation derived from Phase Field method [5]:

∂ψD

∂t
+∇•(cψD)− ψD∇•c− b∇• (∇ψD) =

− ∂ψI

∂t
−∇•(cψI) + ψI∇•c + b∇• (∇ψI) + b

√
2

ε
tanh

(
ψ

ε
√

2

)
,

(3)

where ψ denotes Level Set field, c convective flux [6], b stabilisation parameter and ε
denotes smearing distance.

Wave reflection is prevented using implicit relaxation zones [6], where the diffracted field is
forced to vanish near the boundaries, leaving full potential flow solution.

Numerical discretisation of governing partial differential equations, (1), (2) and (3) is achieved
with second–order accurate, polyhedral FV method in foam–extend. Terms related to incident
wave field are discretised explicitly as they are known at each time–step, while diffracted fields
are solved in implicit manner. Temporal discretisation is achieved via blend of Euler and Crank–
Nicholson schemes. Convective terms are discretised either with second–order accurate linear
upwind scheme (for momentum) or with Van Leer’s TVD scheme (other convective terms). Dif-
fusion terms are discretised using central differencing. Pressure–velocity–free surface coupling
is achieved with a PIMPLE aglorithm, a combination of SIMPLE and PISO algorithms.

4 Cylinder diffraction

Diffraction of a 3–D vertical, surface piercing cylinder due to regular wave train is simulated. A
deep water wave with intermediate steepness ka = 0.12 (Table 1 presents other geometrical and
wave properties) is chosen as a benchmark test case. Block–structured mesh extends two wave
lenghts in the radial direction, while the symmetry plane is used to lower the CPU time. The
cells are heavily graded towards the free surface and the cylinder. There are 120 cells per wave
length in the area near the cylinder and 20 cells per wave height, while the maximum aspect
ratio is 166.7. The mesh consists of 552 000 cells.



Table 1: Geometry and wave parameters for the benchmark case.

Cylinder radius r, m 1

Wave number–depth parameter kd 8

Wave number–radius parameter kr 0.2

Wave amplitude–depth parameter a/d 0.015

Wave steepness parameter ka 0.12

4.1 Time resolution study

Time resolution study has been carried out by chaning the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL)
number from 5 (≈ 140 time–steps per period) to 0.125 (≈ 1600 time–steps per period). 10
periods were simulated and the frequency domain analysis has been made via moving window
FFT. The statistically averaged inline force harmonics are calculated as the average of the
last 9 periods. The first period was excluded due to simulation start up. In–line forces are
presented in dimensionless form following Ferrant et al. [2]. ρ is set to 1000 kg/m3 and g is
9.81 m/s2. Results of the time resolution study are presented in Figure 1. Figure 1a presents
the normalized force harmonic coefficients for different CFL numbers, while Figure 1b presents
relative errors compared to Ferrant et al. [2]. Relative errors for smallest CFL number are
presented in Table 2. First, third and fourth order forces have a relative error less than 3%.
Steady second order drift force has the largest error, 16%. Second order force has the error of
approximately 12%.
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Figure 1: Vertical cylinder diffraction: time refinement study.

Table 2: Relative errors compared to Ferrant et al. (1999) [2] for CFL = 0.125 case.

Er(|F ′
1|),% Er(|F ′

2s|),% Er(|F ′
2|),% Er(|F ′

3|),% Er(|F ′
4|),%

-2.75 -16.14 -12.39 -2.25 -1.00



4.2 Mesh refinement study

Mesh refinement study has been carried out using four meshes. Finer meshes have 25%, 50%
and 75% more cells in each direction compared to the benchmark case. Same settings are used
as in the previous subsection, while the CFL number was fixed at 0.25. Table 3 presents mesh
refinement details. Figure 2a presents convergence of normalized force harmonics with respect
to mesh refinement, while Figure 2b presents relative errors of higher order forces. It can be
seen that the relative errors for higher order forces, namely third and fourth order forces exhibit
oscillatory behaviour. Table 4 presents relative errors for the finest mesh.

Table 3: Mesh refinement study parameters.

Mesh refinement index 0 1 2 3

Cell count increase, % 0 25 50 75

Total cell count 552 000 1 005 700 1 854 000 2 964 500
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Figure 2: Vertical cylinder diffraction: mesh refinement study.

Table 4: Relative errors compared to Ferrant et al. (1999) [2] for the finest mesh.

Er(|F ′
1|),% Er(|F ′

2s|),% Er(|F ′
2|),% Er(|F ′

3|),% Er(|F ′
4|),%

-1.82 -4.33 -9.80 -5.35 -1.22

4.3 Wave number study

Simulations were performed for a wave with a steepness of ka = 0.06, while Table 5 presents
other geometrical and wave parameters. A different mesh is used for each case, such that the
number of cells per wave height and length remains the same as in the base case. Figure 3
presents normalized forces for different wave number–radius parameter kr. Black, red and blue
lines represent real, imaginary and absolute value of the harmonic, respectively. Observing real
and imaginary parts, slight phase shift difference is revealed. The phase shift is larger for higher
wave numbers, while the absolute values of the harmonics are in good agreement for all orders.



Table 5: Geometry and wave parameters for the wave number study.

Cylinder radius r, m 1

Wave number–depth parameter kd 8

Wave amplitude–depth parameter a/d 0.0075

Wave steepness parameter ka 0.06

Wave number–radius parameter kr 0.05, 0.01, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25 and 0.30
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(b) Normalized second order harmonics.
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(c) Normalized third order harmonics.
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Figure 3: Vertical cylinder diffraction: wave number study.

4.4 Vorticity effects

Vorticity effects are assessed by measuring enstrophy at three probes positioned closely in the
front, at the side and in the back of the cylinder. Figure 4a presents enstrophy variation in time
for three probes. The highest amount of vorticity is present at the side of the cylinder, which
might be related to orthogonality of incident and diffracted waves in that region. Figure 4b
presents same signals in frequency domain. Apart from the mean value, enstrophy at each
probe exhibits significant second order behaviour. It was also observed that the magnitude of
the enstrophy increases for higher frequencies: kr = 0.05 case measured enstrophy one order
of magnitude smaller than the kr = 0.3 case. As the potential flow model does not take into
account vorticity effects, authors believe that these effects are the reason for larger discrepancy
for second order forces, especially for cases with higher frequency.
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Figure 4: Enstrophy in the vicinity of the cylinder, kr = 0.3, ω = 1.718 rad/s case.

4.5 Conclusion

Decomposition model based on SWENSE method, implicitly redistanced Level Set and implicit
relaxation zones is briefly presented in this paper. Validation and verification of the model
is carried out by assessing higher order forces on a circular, surface piercing cylinder. Time
resolution and mesh refinement studies have been carried out for an intermediately steep wave
ka = 0.12, showing good convergence. A set of simulations with different wave frequencies has
been carried out. All results show satisfactory agreement compared to fully non–linear potential
flow solution. A qualitative study of vorticity effects near the cylinder is also presented, revealing
strong second order behaviour. Authors believe that vorticity effects could explain larger relative
errors for second order forces, as the enstrophy is related to dissipation of the kinetic energy.
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1 Introduction

The flow around the well-known KRISO Very Large Crude Carrier no. 2 (KVLCC2) is characterised by bound-
ary layer thickening, flow separation, and vortex creation on the aft body of the ship, leading to a very non-
homogeneous velocity field in the propeller plane (figure 1). It is known since the 1990s that the numerical simula-
tion of such flows is highly sensitive to the treatment of the turbulence. For RANS equations, standard turbulence
models perform poorly; measures like the anisotropic treatment of turbulence production are necessary in order to
compute correctly the most famous aspect of the flow, the hook-shaped low-velocity zone in the main longitudinal
vortex. The case is therefore justly famous as a test of turbulence models for marine flow simulation.

The focus of most studies that use the KVLCC2, such as Larsson et al. [3], is the comparison of different flow
solvers or different turbulence models. To keep such studies compact and accessible, comparisons are mostly done
for a few physical features only. The propeller plane with its hook shape in the axial velocity is often studied.

The objective of this paper, on the contrary, is to use a single numerical simulation of good quality to visualise
the entire flow field around the aft body of the KVLCC2. We then attempt a physical analysis of this flow, searching
explanations of less-studied features such as the outer boundary layer shape and the flow behind the propeller hub
cap. We hope that better knowledge of the flow will allow, in the future, to understand more precisely the behaviour
of different turbulence models, which may ultimately lead to better models.

The paper starts with a definition of the test case and the computation (section 2). Then section 3 presents
the visualisation and analysis of the numerical solution. To assess the validity of the analysis, selected aspects of
the solution are compared with experiments in section 4. The conclusion (section 5) addresses the challenges for
turbulence modelling which the KVLCC2 test case still presents.

Figure 1: KVLCC2 geometry and cuts of the axial velocity.

2 Test case and numerical simulation

The case considered is the double-model flow around the KVLCC2 tanker in straight-ahead motion. The Reynolds
number is Re = 4.6 ·106. We compare velocities and turbulent quantities with windtunnel measurements performed
at Postech [4]. The computation is performed with the ISIS-CFD flow solver [5]; it is part of a systematic grid
refinement study, using automatic mesh adaptation [6]. The turbulence is modelled with the anisotropic EASM
turbulence closure [1].

Half the ship is simulated. The domain runs from 4L in front of the bow to 9L behind the stern, where L is the
length between perpendiculars. Sidewards and downwards, it has a size of 4L. Boundary conditions are symmetry
on the two sides of the domain which touch the hull, imposed velocity on the inflow face and the two other sides,
and imposed pressure on the outflow. The hull itself has a no-slip condition, for low-Reynolds simulation of the
boundary layers. The initial grids for the adaptive refinement are made with the HEXPRESSTM grid generator from
NUMECA Int. The target y+ for the first cells on the hull is 0.3, which gives 25 layers in the boundary layer grid.

Grid adaptation is performed with the flux-component Hessian criterion [7] which assures good resolution of
the wake. A refinement threshold of Tr = 1.5 gives a refined grid of 8M cells. The solution on this grid is close to
grid-independent, as shown in figure 2: solutions on coarser grids created with larger thresholds have a local flow
which is nearly identical.
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Figure 2: Grid convergence study of the axial velocity (a) and turbulence kinetic energy (b) in the propeller plane.

3 Flow analysis

Here, we identify the different phenomena in the flow simulated as in section 2, and analyse them one by one.

3.1 Visualisation
Figure 3 shows both the mean flow and the turbulence around the aft body; figure 4 gives a more detailed view of
the bulb surrounding the propeller shaft and the hub cap. The mean velocity is represented by the axial velocity u
and the vertical velocity w, which plays an important role in the formation of the hook shape. Vortical structures
are identified with an isosurface of the second invariant Q of the velocity gradient, coloured with the helicity to
show the direction of rotation. Wall and symmetry-plane streamlines complete the mean-flow visualisation.

The turbulence intensity is characterised by the turbulence kinetic energy k. To study the level of anisotropy in
the turbulence, we consider that k = 1

2 (u′u′ + v′v′ + w′w′), so in isotropic turbulence u′u′ = 2
3 k. Thus, u′u′/k − 2

3
is an indicator of anisotropy; whenever this parameter is positive, the turbulence is dominated by axial velocity
fluctuations. The near-wall turbulent boundary layer is represented by the wall shear stress. Also, the amount of
twist in the boundary layer is assessed by showing the wall-normal derivative of the velocity vector angle, i.e. the
angle between the velocity vectors in the first and second cells next to the wall, divided by the cell-centre distance.
Ideally, the twist is determined by comparing the near-wall flow direction with the angle of the flow outside the
boundary layer, but the KVLCC2 aft-body boundary layer is so thick that this makes little sense: the entire aft-body
flow is technically in the boundary layer!

3.2 Shoulder vorticity regions (USVR, LSVR)
The development of the KVLCC2 aft-body wake starts with the appearance of two vortical regions in the boundary
layer, on the ‘shoulders’ where the flat side wall and bottom start to curve inwards; these regions are labelled
USVR and LSVR, for Upper and Lower Shoulder Vorticity Region, respectively (figure 3c). The flow does not
separate here, as confirmed by the non-zero wall shear stress (figure 3g, mark A), so the USVR and LSVR are not
free vortices. However, they have a sense of rotation, shown by opposite and non-zero values of the helicity. As a
result, they induce cross-flows which compress the boundary layer towards the centre of the inward-curving wall.
There, the boundary layer thickens rapidly and forms a pointy shape where the converging cross-flows meet (figure
3a, B).

While the LSVR and USVR are pressure-driven features which do not depend much on the turbulence, they
have a strong influence on the turbulent boundary layer. Figure 3b, C indicates that the cross-flow is zero on the
wall and increases to a maximum in the centre of the boundary layer. Thus, the fluid which is displaced is mainly
the high-velocity, low-turbulence fluid of the outer boundary layer. Therefore, the turbulence level in the cross-flow
region (figure 3e, D) is lower than in the boundary layers on the horizontal and vertical walls (E). The anisotropy
of the turbulence, seen in figure 3f, is (surprisingly!) high in the non-disturbed boundary layers on the walls (F).
Where the cross-flows meet, the turbulence becomes isotropic (G). Thus, the nature of the turbulence changes; the
simple convection of low-turbulence fluid to the cross-flow region may therefore not be the only explanation of the
low k in this region.
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Figure 3: Visualisation of the flow on the aft part of the hull. The marks (A, B, etc.) are referenced in the text.
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Figure 4: Visualisation of the flow on the aft part of the hull (detail of figure 3).

3.3 Hook vortex (HV)
Further back, the flow induced by the LSVR moves upwards along the hull. When this updraft flows around the
bulb which surrounds the propeller axis (figure 3b, H), an open-type separation appears which forms the main
Hook Vortex (HV), see figures 3c and d, I. The separation is comparable to the vortex shedding on an ogive at an
angle of incidence. The core of the HV originates in the near-wall boundary layer and therefore has a low axial
velocity (figure 4a, J). This core, and the shear layer below which connects it to the boundary layer, form the hook
shape of low axial velocity which is the best-known feature of this test case. The vortex induces a downward flow
on the hull (figure 4b, K), which gradually separates the vortex core from the hull.

Since the separation of the HV occurs on a smooth surface, it depends on the evolution of the turbulent boundary
layer. And the separation line is precisely the location of the most violent turbulence production in the entire flow
(figure 4c, L), caused by the shear in the axial velocity between the fast outer flow and the dead-water region
of separated fluid. The shear in the vertical velocity is much less marked. This shear-layer turbulence, like the
boundary layers, is anisotropic and dominated by axial fluctuations (figure 3f, M). Also, the near-wall boundary
layer is strongly twisted (figure 3h, N).

On the contrary, the core of the HV where u is the lowest is a region of very low turbulent kinetic energy (figure
4d, P). A possible explanation is, that the low-velocity fluid comes from the inner part of the boundary layer which
is compressed by the downward flow on the hull; this fluid close to the wall has a low k. However, the vortex core
area is large compared with the very thin inner boundary layer, so an additional damping phenomenon may exist.
Since the core evolves in a zone of low turbulence, it persists over a long distance.

3.4 Secondary hook vortex (SHV)
The downward velocity on the hull, induced by the HV, starts above the shaft bulb but rapidly flows around the bulb
and pushes the separation point of the HV downwards (see figures 4a, J and 3d, I). Below the bulb, the downward
flow separates in its turn (figure 3d, Q). This separated flow encounters an updraft which follows the lower part
of the bulb upwards (figure 4b, R). Between them, these flows create the Secondary Hook Vortex (SHV), which is
counter-rotating with respect to the HV. The SHV separation resembles the ones on bluff bodies with oblique aft
faces; there is a significant dead-water zone with low axial velocity between the vortex and the centre plane (figure
4a, S ). This dead-water zone, clearly visible in the propeller plane, is therefore not the direct wake of the hub cap
but it is created on the hull, below and in front of the hub cap.



Just above the dead-water region, the velocity gradients are high. There is some production of turbulence in
this zone (figure 4c, T ). The vortex core appears to be a minimum of k but it is not a zone of uniform anisotropy;
predominance and relative absence of axial fluctuations appear side by side (figure 4d, U).

3.5 Other separations and vortices
The flow on the upper part of the hull continues without major perturbations and then separates suddenly on the
meeting point between the skeg and the hull below the transom, just before arriving at the end of the hull (figure
3d, V). The resulting, very weak under-transom vortex (UTV) follows the hull upwards. While it remains close, it
is separated from the hull as seen in the shear stress (figure 3g, W), which is zero only at the origin of the UTV.
Like the HV and SHV, the origin of the UTV is a location of strong boundary layer twist (figure 3h, X). Otherwise,
its influence on the flow is marginal.

A much more pronounced wake is formed by the flow leaving the hull at its top edge. While the shear stress in
this zone is low, the streamlines indicate that the flow remains attached throughout and leaves the hull at the upper
edge (figure 3d, Y). In the wake, there is a significant velocity defect (figure 3a, Z) and some turbulence production.

4 Comparison with experiments

The preceding study is performed on numerical results, because these provide excellent resolution of details
throughout the flow and allow the study of quantities which cannot be obtained from experiments. However, these
results are subject to modelling errors so they could lead to false conclusions. Therefore, selected quantities in the
propeller plane are compared with the windtunnel measurements, to see if these support the analysis in section 3.

a) b)

c) d)

Figure 5: Comparisons of computational and experimental results in the propeller plane (x = 0.9825L).

The velocity measurements confirm the existence of the HV, SHV, and the USVR / LSVR. The hook shape,
which is a characteristic of the HV, is very similar between computations and experiments (figure 5a, a). The
downward jet and upward motion near the symmetry plane which form the SHV are present in the measurements
(figure 5b, b). And while the axial velocity in the SHV core is higher in the experiments (figure 5a, c), this is not
an error in the flow topology, since the vortex damps out so quickly: only 0.005L behind the propeller plane, the
numerical solution has the same axial velocity as the experimental value in the propeller plane. Finally, the shape
of the outer boundary layer edge (figure 5a, d) is due mainly to the USVR and LSVR; this shape is nearly identical
between experiment and simulation, which supports the existence of these vorticity regions. The UTV is too weak
and too close to the boundary to be seen in the experiments. Given the observed quality of the numerical solution,
its existence is plausible, but it cannot be proved.

Figure 5c indicates that the prediction of the turbulence kinetic energy is also good. The high intensity in the
HV shear layer (e), the low turbulence in the HV core ( f ), and the small peak of turbulence above the SHV (g) are
confirmed, as is the slightly higher k besides the transom (h). The peak experimental value of k below the HV is
not as high as in the simulation, but this may be due to the insufficient resolution of the measurements. Even the
derived quantity of the anisotropy indicator (figure 5d) is mostly in good agreement, at least quantitatively. The
predominance of longitudinal turbulence in the shear layers is confirmed (i); the isotropic turbulence in the HV
core is not observed ( j), but this may again be due to the insufficient resolution of the experiments.



Discrepancies are observed in the vertical symmetry plane (figure 5d, k, for example). However, the measure-
ments are uncertain here, since the windtunnel results do not agree with towing tank measurements for the same
geometry [3]. This area will be studied further in our future work.

5 Conclusion: challenges for turbulence modelling

The agreement between experiments and computations in the previous section is good, but not perfect. Due to the
low numerical uncertainty (section 2) and supposing limited measurement errors, most differences can be attributed
to the turbulence modelling. For these models, what can be learned from the physical analysis in section 3?

Traditionally, the challenge for simulating ships like the KVLCC2 with RANS has been the prediction of low
enough turbulence in the HV core, so that this core is preserved intact. Standard turbulence models like k −ω SST
produce too much turbulence viscosity near this core, so that it is damped out too quickly. Anisotropic models such
as EASM produced the first simulations where the hook shape was predicted correctly.

This study shows that the driving force for the KVLCC2 aft-body flow, besides pressure effects, is boundary
layer separation; thus, an additional challenge is to model these separations correctly. The separate flow regions
have a very different nature:

- The flow in the USVR and LSVR remains attached, so it is within the validity region of classical RANS
turbulence closures (even though the real turbulence is not at all isotropic!).

- The HV, with its axial-aligned separation line and relatively limited axial-velocity defect, is similar to the
sonar dome vortex of the DTMB 5415 for which Larsson et al. [3] conclude that most RANS methods can
predict the onset, given sufficiently fine grids. As noted above, the main difficulty is in preserving the low-
velocity core. However, for any separation from a smooth surface, the simulated separation depends on the
turbulence model, so there is a challenge here to get the separation line correct in order to predict the HV
strength and position perfectly.

- The SHV separates from a surface that is not at all aligned with the main flow. Its separation, with a large
low-velocity zone, resembles the one on a bluff body with an oblique aft part such as the Ahmed body (a
simplified car geometry). Investigations have shown that today’s RANS models are unable to predict this
separation correctly; Detached-Eddy Simulation (DES) or similar techniques are required to better capture
the flow, see for example [2]. By the way, this study finds that RANS overestimates the size of the recir-
culation zone, just like for the KVLCC2 (section 4). Thus, it remains to be seen whether RANS can ever
simulate the SHV correctly.

The KVLCC2 results, confirmed by experiments, indicate that the turbulence is highly anisotropic and that
the level of anisotropy depends on the position in the flow. This is not a proof that isotropic turbulence models
perform badly for the KVLCC2. However, a turbulence model cannot duplicate the exact physics of the flow
unless anisotropy is taken into account. Likewise, significant boundary layer twist was detected near separation
zones. This could mean that wall-law boundary conditions, which use an approximated representation of the twist,
may be unable to represent correctly the flow physics.

Thus, the KVLCC2 flow and especially the SHV is still a major challenge for turbulence modelling and the
test case remains relevant for development work in the years to come.
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Introduction

This paper presents results of current research consisting of computational analyses of 230m KRISO
Container Ship (KCS) with five-bladed propeller (KP505). Investigated case is a benchmark case for
forthcoming Workshop on CFD in Ship Hydrodynamics (Tokyo 2015) – Case 2.5: hull model without
the rudder, free to trim and sink, rotating propeller. In this research, some earlier ideas published by
Bugalski & Hoffmann 2010 and 2011, Carrica et al. 2011, Lin & Kouh 2014 and Stern et al. 2013
have been taken into consideration and further developed. 

The KCS was designed to provide data for both the explication of flow around operating vessel and
the CFD validation for a modern container ship with a bulbous bow. The Korea Research Institute for
Ships and Ocean Engineering (now MOERI) and the Ship Research Institute (now NMRI) performed
towing tank experiments to measure resistance and self-propulsion data. The results were published in
the Proceedings of the CFD Workshop Tokyo in 2005 (Hino 2005). No full scale ship exists. 

Methodology

The  computations  were  carried  out  at  model  scale  using  the  Reynolds  Averaged  Navier-Stokes
Equations (RANSE) method and the Realizable K-Epsilon  turbulence model.  Meshing and flow
simulations were conducted with use of Star CCM+ 9.06 from CD-adapco. A particular solvers and
settings used in computation:

• Implicit  solver:  each  physical  time-step  involves  some  number  of  inner  iterations  to
converge the solution for that given instant of time.

• 6-DOF (degree of freedom) Solver:  it computes fluid forces, moments, and gravitational
forces on a 6-DOF body. 

• 6-DOF Motion:  it moves the vertices of the grid according to motion of the body that is
calculated by the 6-DOF Solver.

• Partitioning:  it  controls  how  the  solver  partitions  the  domain.  In  this  case  solver  is
partitioning each region individually.

• Damping Boundary Distance: a parameter of wave damping in the domain 
• Segregated Flow: it solves the flow equations (one for each component of velocity, and one

for pressure) in a segregated, or uncoupled, manner. 
• Segregated  VOF (volume  of  fraction): it  solves  the  discretized  volume-fraction

conservation equation for each phase present in the flow.
• K-Epsilon Turbulence: it controls the solution of the K-Epsilon model in all the continua for

which the model is activated. 
• K-Epsilon Turbulent Viscosity:  it controls the update of the turbulent viscosity.

First step was to find the optimum mesh density at which the difference of total resistance coefficient
CT reaches sufficiently low value while maintaining reasonable computational effort. Second task was
to use above mesh setup for self-propulsion calculations. Motion of the hull and propeller was treated
as Dynamic Fluid Body Interaction (DFBI). A body motion was divided into two dependent motions: 

• hull: DFBI Rotation and Translation
• propeller: DFBI Superposed Rotation





Results of numerical simulations

The  unstructured  computational  mesh  of  hexahedral  and  polyhedral  cells  was  used  for  the
computations. The results of study of mesh size influence on ship hull resistance (including rudder)
are presented in Table 6. Finally, the total number of mesh elements used in the calculation was about
3.7 million cells. The example of mesh details are presented in Figure 3. Mesh analyses was focused
mainly on comparison of resistance coefficient (CT) value to the experimental one. 

CT=
RT

0 .5 ρ×v2×S
[−] , where

RT – model resistance, ρ – water density, v – velocity, S – wetted surface area

For  the  meshes  more  dense  than  the  medium one,  no  further  considerable  reduction  of  the
computational difference was observed (see table 5). For that reason, the medium size mesh was used
for further analysis. Comparison discrepancy (E%D) used in this document is defined as:

E%D=
(D−S )
D

×100 [% ] , where

D (EFD) – experimental value, S – CFD simulation value

Mesh
type

Mesh
size 
x106

Mean
y+

CT 

x103
EFD
(D)

E%D
[%]

Coarse 1.6 22 4.111

3.711

-10.77

Medium 3.7 16 3.801 -2.43

Dense 4.9 13 3.873 -4.38

Very
dense

6.4 11 3.857 -3.94

Tab. 5 Results of the mesh comparison at Fn=0.26

Fig. 3 Medium mesh – top view

Self-propulsion and open water propeller results

The self-propulsion calculations were carried out based on medium mesh size type and complete hull
geometry. Total mesh elements number was 8.3x106 cells. Propeller rotation was modeled by DFBI
Superposed Rotation option (it superimposes an additional fixed body rotation in addition to the DFBI
motion). 

A coefficient  of  pressure distribution without
hydrostatic component is defined as:

CP=
p

0.5⋅ρ⋅v2
, where

CP – pressure distribution coefficient, 

p – hydrodynamic pressure, 

ρ – water density, 

v – hull speed Fig. 4 Pressure distribution on the propeller and aft



Propeller thrust and torque coefficients are defined as:

KT=
T

ρ×D4×n2
, KQ=

Q

ρ×D5×n2
[−] , where

ρ – water density, D – propeller diameter, n – propeller revolutions, T – propeller thrust, 
Q – propeller torque

The self-propulsion computations were carried out at ship service speed. A rate of revolutions of the
propeller (n) was set to equal to the experimental value 9.5 rps. 

The simulation with the propeller behind the ship must be run in transient mode. Applied time step is
3x10-4s.  It  allows  to  rotate  the  propeller  around  1  degree  per  each  time  step.  Comparison  of
experimental  data  (EFD)  and computational  results  for  the  model  hull  and  rotating propeller  is
presented in the Table 6. 

Parameters Experiment Results

CT(SP)  x 103
Value 3.966 3.902

E%D 1.61

K T

Value 0.170 0.170

E%D 0.00

K Q

Value 0.0288 0.0309

E%D -7.33

FD = [RT(sp)-T] (N)
Value 30.25 29.80

E%D 1.50

Tab. 6 The self-propulsion computation results

Obtained computation results are very close to the postprocess experimental values. Calculated CT

discrepancy is around 1.6% and calculated KQ discrepancy is 7.3%. It was expected to obtain better
convergence between measure and calculated value of KQ. Further investigations are planned to better
understand the source of differences. 

As a continuation of the CFD research, the open water characteristics of the propeller were carried out
for the mesh density similar to the one used in self-propulsion case. The comparison of the CFD
results and experiment results are shown in Figure 5.  The KT(OPW-CFD) difference is 8.1% and the
KQ(OPW-CFD) difference is 1.1%. 

These results show that the discrepancy between KQ values in self-propulsion case, which occurred
despite correct prediction of KT, is originated in incorrect reproduction of open water characteristics
with the use of applied mesh.



Open water characteristics (experiment vs CFD)
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Fig. 5 Propeller characteristics (experiment and CFD) comparison.

Conclusions

The project goals were achieved, however computations of flow around the ship hull with rotating
propeller simulating propulsion tests have an unsteady character  and therefore need more time to
obtain convergent result. 

For the method to be practically useful, the accuracy of the calculated thrust coefficient should be
close to accuracy of the resistance determination. At the present stage of development the method is
sufficiently  accurate  in  prediction  of  the  ship  hull  resistance  and  of  the  propeller  open  water
characteristics. However, the interaction phenomena are not predicted accurately enough. 

Further development work is planned in this area, especially refining the propeller subdomain. The
computations of open water propeller will be repeated until making sure that the mesh is sufficient for
correct evaluation of open water propeller characteristics. 
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Lily Pad: Towards Real-time Interactive
Computational Fluid Dynamics
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1 Introduction

Amazing advances have been made in both computing resources and computational methodologies in the
last 15 years - enabling first-principle predictions of ship science flows which are fast enough to be useful
in engineering. In addition, open source projects such as OpenFOAM [9] provide a free and adaptable
alternative to standard engineering software. However, despite the fact that computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) software is now (relatively) fast and freely available, it is still amazingly difficult to use. CFD
software is complex, fussy, opaque, and poorly designed [14], even compared to other scientific software
such as the free and open source R-project for statistical analysis [13].1 Inaccessible software imposes
a significant entry barrier on students and junior engineers, and even senior researchers spend less time
developing insights and more time on software issues [5].

Lily Pad [1] was developed as an initial attempt to address some of these problems. The goal of Lily
Pad is to lower the barrier to CFD by adopting simple high-speed methods, utilizing modern programming
features and environments, and giving immediate visual feed-back to the user. The resulting software
focuses on the fluid dynamics instead of the computation, making it useful for both education and
research.

It would be impossible to genuinely achieve this goal unless Lily Pad was genuine CFD solver. There-
fore the full two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations are solved and the exact body boundary conditions
are applied. However, most of the complications plaguing CFD are avoided by using the Boundary Data
Immersion Method (BDIM [17, 7]) to immerse solid bodies into the fluid domain. Despite this simplicity
(or perhaps because of it), BDIM is very accurate, it has some nice analytic properties, and has been
extensively validated.

Lily Pad is written in Processing [12], a programming language initially based on Java which promotes
“software literacy within the visual arts and visual literacy within technology”. Lily Pad utilizes the
Processing Development Environment, which integrates the writing, testing, and usage modes into a
single platform. Specifically, a short script is written on the front-page (Fig 1a), the code is executed by
pressing a button, and the flow is simultaneously simulated and visualized in a pop-up window (Fig 1b).
Fig 1 is a complete working example, the default simulation of the flow around a circular cylinder. And
it is interactive - the circle can be dragged around the window and the flow is updated in real-time.

While the default flow in Fig 1 is at low resolution and features fairly simple physics, the method is
completely extendable, and Lily Pad simulations have already been published in the Journal of Fluid Me-
chanics [15, 11] and have been used to initiate and test many additional research projects, as summarized
in the examples section. First, the numerical method and implementation in Lily Pad is summarized in
more detail.

2 Flow Solver Methodology

Solving the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation numerically presents a few irreducible difficulties,
namely time integration of the finite-scale nonlinear momentum equations and inversion of a Poisson
equation for the pressure. However, the majority of the complexity in CFD software comes not from
the fluid equations, but from coupling those equations to the irregular data at domain boundaries.
The adoption of boundary-fitted meshes to achieve this coupling increases the memory requirements,
computational effort and algorithmic complexity of the numerical method, as well as presenting conceptual
and modeling difficulties to the user.

1To say nothing of software that people actually enjoy using.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Lily Pad example in the Processing Development Environment: (a) complete example script, and (b)
real-time interactive visualization.

Lily Pad utilizes fast and robust methods for dealing with all of these issues, starting with the adoption
of the Boundary Data Immersion Method for coupling the fluid and solid equations. The basic idea of
BDIM (and all Immersed Boundary methods since [10]) is to adjust the equations of motion to account
for the interaction of the fluid and solid and solve those equations on a simple numerical grid. In Lily
Pad this is a uniform Cartesian grid. This avoids adopting questionable physical simplifications (such
as treating fluids as particles, with issues documented in [6]) or hiding the numerical complexity in a
black box (such as automatic mesh refinement). Instead, the analytic governing equations themselves are
adjusted, allowing the numerical method to remain as simple and efficient as possible.

The full details are in [7], but briefly, the analytic BDIM equations are obtained by the convolution
of two governing equations, each valid over their own region of the total domain. In Lily Pad this is a
body with prescribed velocity immersed in a 2D viscous fluid. Using a symmetric kernel with width ε for
the convolution and keeping up to second order terms gives

~uε = µ0
~f + (1− µ0)~b+ µ1

∂

∂n

(
~f −~b

)
(1)

~∇ · ~uε = (1− µ0)~∇ ·~b− µ1
∂

∂n

(
~∇ ·~b

)
(2)

where ~f and ~b are the update equations for the velocity in the fluid and body domains, and where µ0

and µ1 are the zeroth and first moments of the kernel function with respect to the fluid domain. The
convoluted velocity ~uε update equation (1), takes the form of a mixing equation, with the fluid equation
used in the fluid domain (where µ0 = 1, µ1 = 0) the body equation used in the body domain (where
µ0 = µ1 = 0) and a combination of the two within ε of the boundary. The velocity divergence equation (2)
is used to solve for the pressure required to satisfy the divergence condition in both domains, which enables
volume-changing bodies found in biological flow problems to be modeled. Three important points: (a)
the normal derivative term in the velocity equation (active in the boundary region) enables accurate
boundary layer simulation including separation prediction [7]; (b) the presence of the kernel moments
results in a variable coefficient Poisson equation for the pressure which implicitly enforces the correct



pressure boundary conditions and significantly improves force prediction [17]; and (c) the body velocity

equation ~b can be easily coupled to the state of the fluid, enabling prescribed or predicted fluid-structure
interaction simulations [15]. BDIM is therefore capable of fluid-structure interaction predictions using a
uniform Cartesian grid, and this is leveraged in Lily Pad to greatly simplify the software.

Lily Pad uses implicit Large Eddy Simulation (ILES, [8]) to model the scales below the finite grid
spacing in order to avoid the standard turbulence model selection and parameterization issues. Depsite
its simplicity (or, again, perhaps because of it) ILES has been shown to have greater effective subgrid
resolution than explicit LES models [2], but like all LES models it requires explicit time-stepping and
is difficult to scale to high Reynolds number flows. Either a flux-limited QUICK or a Semi-Lagrangian
convection scheme can be used. The Semi-Lagrangian scheme is universally stable, enabling larger time
steps at the cost of reduced the accuracy near the body where the flow gradients are large. Additionally,
because Lily Pad is two-dimensional, the results at intermediate Reynolds numbers will tend to have
features of two-dimensional turbulence, which can be quite distinct from their three-dimensional coun-
terparts [4]. Within these limitations, the choice of ILES enables a wide variety of interesting flows to be
simulated in Lily Pad quickly and easily.

The variable coefficient pressure equation is solved using a Multi-Grid method with Jacobi smoothing.
The unit Cartesian grid, sparse symmetric matrix, and relatively small time steps make this extremely
efficient; the residual is typically driven below the tolerance level in only a single V-cycle, making deter-
mination of the pressure less expensive than evaluating the momentum equations.

3 Implementation and Usage

Lily Pad is written in Processing in an object-oriented programming style, using classes of objects to set
up and solve the CFD system. The core classes are as follows:

• Field contains the data structures and method for handling scalar fields such as pressure. This
includes methods for differentiation, interpolation2 and advection of the field, as well as setting
boundary conditions and displaying the scalar values on-screen.

• VectorField contains the methods for vector fields such as the fluid velocity, made up of two
Field components. A projection operator (using Multi-Grid) is defined here in addition to vector
differentiation and the convection/diffusion operators.

• Body is the parent class of all the solid geometries which are used in Lily Pad. Methods to transform
(translate, rotate), query (force?, moment?, distance?) and display the body are defined.

• BDIM is the high-level class used on the front-page to set-up and solve the general solid-fluid inter-
action problem described by equations 1 and 2.

The default script in Fig 1 shows how these classes and methods are used in Lily Pad. The Processing
front-page is broken into four parts: variable declaration, the setup method, the draw method, and
additional problem specific methods. In the default script three objects are declared:

BDIM flow;

CircleBody body;

FloodPlot flood;

where CircleBody extends the parent Body; defining the geometry to be a circle and supplying some
simplified methods such as the distance function. FloodPlot is a visualization class which makes nice
flood plots to extend Field.display. Within setup we have:

int n = (int)pow(2,6); // number of grid points

size(400,400); // display window size

Window view = new Window(n,n);

body = new CircleBody(n/3,n/2,n/8,view); // define geom

2The unit background grid makes differentiation and interpolation operations nearly trivial.



flow = new BDIM(n,n,1.5,body); // define flow using BDIM

flood = new FloodPlot(view);

flood.setLegend("vorticity",-.75,.75);

The first line sets the number of points in the domain. This needs to be a large power of two (Java
uses the pow function for exponents) to allow sub-division in the multi-grid solver.3 Next the size of the
pop-up display is defined in number of pixels. The third defines a Window object to map the numerical
grid to a portion of the display. Any number of windows may be defined and used to plot different ‘views’
of the simulation.

In the next block, the body is constructed. The arguments define the size of the circle, and its location
in the simulation. This process is indefinitely extendable - any number of additional bodies of any size
or shape can be defined to form a composite Body object. Note that the arguments are all given in terms
of the number of grid cells, ie the diameter is n/8 = 8 meaning the circle is 8 grid cells wide. In Lily Pad
all distances are given in terms of the unit grid spacing since it is the only predetermined length scale.
This has the pedagogical value of making all dimensions into statements of “resolution”. Since D is only
8, we can safely assume this simulation is under-resolved. If we increase the number of points, this will
increase the resolution by the same factor, etc.

Next, the flow is constructed using the number of points, time step, and body object as arguments.
The default BDIM object uses a unit background flow ~U = (1, 0), but any velocity field can be defined and
used as an initial condition. Since the distance scale is the grid spacing, the time step ∆t is equal to the
CFL number. If ∆t is set to zero, adaptive time stepping is used with ∆t = (max~x |u|+ 3ν)−1 to ensure
explicit stability of the convective and diffusive terms. The kinematic viscosity ν is an optional argument
to the BDIM constructor and its value needs to be set using the grid length scale. For example to match
ReD = UD/ν = 1000 the grid-based Reynolds number is Reg = U/ν = ReD/D = 125 and ν = 0.008.
Again, there is pedagogical value in this approach - ν is so small that the physical viscosity is likely to
be drowned out by the ILES subgrid damping. Finally, the FloodPlot object is constructed by passing
it a view, and then setting the color legend text and limits.

It is worth emphasizing that the flow solver has been set-up in four lines of code. In standard CFD
software, setting-up the fluid domain requires tremendous time and effort and entails the explicit or
implicit specification of thousands of numerical parameters (the grid!). In Lily Pad, the fluid domain
set-up is a non-issue and the only effective free numerical parameter is the ‘resolution’. 4

The Processing draw method is looped indefinitely and is used to iterate the update and display calls:

body.update();

flow.update(body); flow.update2();

flood.display(flow.u.vorticity());

body.display();

In this code, the body is updated, taking into account any changes input by the user. Alternatively,
the body can be updated using prescribed motion or fluid-structure interaction equations. The updated
body is used to update the conditions for the flow, and the flow is integrated in separate predictor and
corrector steps. Next the flood plot is used to display the vorticity of the flow velocity5 and the body
is displayed on top. The display commands have been optimized for speed, and the educational value of
watching the flow develop in real-time can hardly be overstated.

4 Advanced Examples and Next Steps

This default example gives a basic introduction to the grammar used in a Lily Pad script, but one of
the software’s strengths is how easily the methods are extended to different flow types. The most basic
extension is to change the body’s shape and dynamics, such as in [15, 11] or a flapping foil energy
extractor (Fig 2a). Increasing the number of bodies is also very simple, such as an array of 20 offshore
risers (Fig 2b). Combining multiple bodies with independent dynamics extends the potential application:
from blind fish swimming past obstacles (Fig 2c) and drag reducing spinning cylinders (Fig 2e) to tandem

3Multi-grid methods are especially well suited to object oriented programming, enabling a complete implementation in
less than 90 lines of code.

4The kernel width ε is not a free parameter. Previous studies have shown that ε = 2 is optimal.
5Simple chaining of commands is another advantage of the object oriented coding style.
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Figure 2: Lily Pad example applications courtesy of (a) Amanda Persichetti, (b) Chen Yongxin, (c) Audrey
Maertens, (d) Luke Muscutt, (e) James Schulmeister, and (f) Jacob Izraelevitz.

swimming flippers of a turtle (Fig 2f) or even a Plesiosaur (Fig 2d). Extensions can also be made to the
visualization and user interface, as seen on the Lily Pad website [1].

However, there are still limitations in this approach. The fundamental drawback is being restricted to
two-dimensional flow. A three-dimensional version, called Lotus, is in development but 3D simulations
increase the computational cost by many orders of magnitude. Lotus attempts to compensate for this
by implementing multiprocessor versions (MPI and CUDA) and fast programming and visualization
languages (Fortran/Paraview) but is still much slower than real-time. Advances in 2D/3D models may
help bridge the gap, at least in the initial design and simulation set-up stages. High Reynolds number
simulations will also require modeling advances, particularly in the development of near-wall models
appropriate for Immersed Boundary methods.

Nevertheless, two-dimensional and moderate Reynolds number simulations still have great value,



especially in education. All the results in Fig 2 are student projects, and most were developed by
students without formal training in CFD. Lily Pad’s ability to quickly and easily go from concept to
simulation has helped all of these students add depth to their studies. In addition, Lily Pad has been
used to develop stand-alone demo applications which are excellent for education and outreach [3, 16]. As
such, Lily Pad has at least partially achieved its goal of lowering the barrier to CFD, and is a first step
towards more general real-time interactive solvers.
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1 Introduction

Unmanned Surface Vehicles (USVs) are widely employed for both military and civil applications (e.g. costal
raids, mine search and rescue, research activities related to sea and littoral investigations, etc.). A number of
prototypes and actual operating USV designs has been developed in the last decades, providing increasing energy
and stability performances. Effectiveness and efficiency (e.g. environmentally-friendly performances, maximum
operative range and endurance as well as detection performances) of such vehicles have been largely improved by
the enhancement, in terms of reliability and compactness, of hybrid and/or fully electric propulsion systems, of
real-time and remote accessible on-board monitoring systems and high range/bandwidth transmission data devices.

Within the USV PERMARE research project,1 CNR-INSEAN is responsible for the development of a USV
system able to launch and recover autonomous vehicles of different nature (e.g. gliders, autonomous underwa-
ter vehicles, motor-gliders, wire-guided remote underwater vehicles) The cutting-edge aspects of the project are
the non-conventional hull design and the propulsion system with propellers in mantle. The former consists in a
SWATH (Small Waterplane Area Twin Hulls) configuration, optimized to ensure high-level resistance and sea-
keeping performances (higher autonomy and operation capability). The latter combines propulsive efficiency and
low noise (reduced installed power and higher efficiency in measurements). The SWATH is designed as a two
torpedoes connected to the upper platform by a couple of struts. Enhanced stability performances are achieved
including an active stabilization system, effective at all operational speeds.

The objective of the present work is the hydrodynamic characterization of the baseline design and the subse-
quent design optimization for the total resistance reduction at the design speed. The hydrodynamic characteriza-
tion of the baseline SWATH is performed using the in-house RANS solver χnavis [7, 8, 9, 12, 5, 16]) The RANS
computations are compared to results evaluated by a steady potential flow solver [1] used in earlier research for
deterministic [6] and stochastic [10] optimization applications. A systematic parametric analysis of the total resis-
tance coefficient, varying the main geometric particulars (i.e. struts clearance and interaxis distance) is presented,
as well as a preliminary design optimization.

2 SWATH design

Table 1: Main geometric particulars

REFERENCE LENGTH LREF 5.000 [m]
TORPEDOES DIAMETER D 0.450 [m]
INTERAXIS DISTANCE I0 2.500 [m]
STRUTS CLEARANCE C0 0.686 [m]

The USV PERMARE SWATH is designed as a two torpedoes connected
to the upper platform by a couple of NACA 0012 profiled twin narrow
struts for each hull (for a total of four struts). The SWATH configura-
tion has been chosen in fulfilment of the USV PERMARE design spec-
ifications: reduced resistance and increased sea keeping performances.
Figure 1 shows an overview of the baseline design, whereas Tab. 1 sum-
marizes the SWATH main particulars.

3 RANS hydrodynamic characterization

3.1 Mathematical and Numerical Models

Within the assumption of an incompressible fluid, the set of equations in non-dimensional integral form with
respect to a moving control volume V read as∮

S(V )
U ·ν dS = 0 and ρ

∂

∂ t

∫
V

U dV +
∮

S(V )
(Fc−Fd) ·ν dS = 0 (1)

1USV PERMARE research project is funded by Ministry of Education and Research (MIUR, grant DM62573).



Figure 1: SWATH prospective and lateral orthographic views

where S(V ) is the control volume boundary, ν the outward unit normal, U = (u1,u2,u3) is the fluid velocity and
Fc and Fd represent Eulerian (advection and pressure) and diffusive fluxes, respectively defined as

Fc = pI+ρ (U−V )U and Fd =
ρ

Re
[gradU +(gradU)T] (2)

where V is the local velocity of the boundary of the control volume, ρ is the fluid density, p = P+ρz/Fr2 is the
hydrodynamic pressure (i.e. the difference between the total pressure P and the hydrostatic pressure −z/Fr2), g
is the acceleration of gravity, parallel to the vertical axis z (positive upward), Fr is the Froude number and Re the
Reynolds number.

The numerical solution of the governing equations 1 is computed by means of a simulation code χnavis;
the code yields the numerical solution of the Unsteady Reynolds averaged Navier Stokes equations with proper
boundary and initial conditions. The algorithm is formulated as a finite volume scheme, with variable co-located at
cell centers. Turbulent stresses are taken into account by the Boussinesq hypothesis, with several turbulence models
(both algebraic and differential) implemented. Free surface effects are taken into account by a single phase level-set
algorithm. Complex geometries and multiple bodies in relative motion are handled by a dynamical overlapping grid
approach. High performance computing is achieved by an efficient shared and distributed memory parallelization
([2] and [5]). For more details on the numerical code used the interested reader is referred to [7, 8, 9, 12] and [16]

3.2 Numerical Setup

The SWATH is fixed at even keel conditions, the sinkage is 0.425m. Uniform inflow conditions have been consid-
ered, with free stream velocity 1kn≤U ≤ 6kn. The reference length is the length of the vehicle (LREF = 5m). The
corresponding Reynolds, Froude and Weber numbers for the selected operative conditions are summarized in Tab.
2. Simulations have been performed at model scale, assuming fresh water conditions2: 1) ρ[kg/m3] = 999.103; 2)
g[m/s2] = 9.80665; 3) ν [m2/s] = 1.139 ·10−6; 4) σ [N/m] = 7.280 ·10−2.

Table 2: Operative conditions

INFLOW VELOCITY U [knot] INFLOW VELOCITY U [m/s] FROUDE NUMBER Fr REYNOLDS NUMBER Re WEBER NUMBER We
1.0 0.514 0.073 2.259 ·106 1.347 ·102

2.0 1.029 0.147 4.518 ·106 2.695 ·102

3.0 1.543 0.220 6.777 ·106 4.042 ·102

4.0 2.058 0.294 9.036 ·106 5.390 ·102

4.5 2.315 0.331 1.016 ·107 6.064 ·102

5.0 2.572 0.367 1.129 ·107 6.738 ·102

5.5 2.829 0.404 1.242 ·107 7.411 ·102

6.0 3.087 0.441 1.355 ·107 8.085 ·102

Exploiting the flexibility of the chimera overlapping grids a high-quality body-fitted mesh has been realized.
Figure 2 shows an overview of the main topologies realized. The grids is composed by 92 partially overlapping
blocks, for a total of about 5.6 millions volumes. Grid resolution is clustered to the wall with normal spacing
ensuring y+ ≤ 1 for the Reynolds numbers considered. The boundary conditions are set considering the symmetry
on the y = 2.5m plane (this allows to simulate the presence of the twin hull), the uniform inflow condition on the
x = 0 plane and the outflow (non reflecting) boundary condition for the other boundaries.

3.3 RANS results

The estimation of the resistance for the speed range considered is summarized in Tab. 3. In the table, verification
assessment for the total resistance is also repoted; uncertainty has been estimated following the Roache’s method
(i.e. Uncertainty =

∣∣∣ R f ine−Rcoarse
4R f ine−Rcoarse

∣∣∣).
2It has been considered water at 15 degrees accordingly to ITTC recommendations.



Figure 2: Topology overview: black far background, light green near background, light blue free surface, blue near
free surface, orange hull, red struts

Table 3: Non-dimensional resistance results and verification analysis

INFLOW VELOCITY U [knot] FROUDE NUMBER Fr COARSE GRID MEDIUM GRID FINE GRID Grid uncertainty [%]

1.0 0.073 4.583 ·10−4 5.869 ·10−4 4.869 ·10−4 7.35
2.0 0.147 1.124 ·10−3 7.848 ·10−4 6.767 ·10−4 5.62
3.0 0.220 1.291 ·10−3 9.273 ·10−4 8.188 ·10−4 4.62
4.0 0.294 1.505 ·10−3 1.324 ·10−3 1.298 ·10−3 0.65
4.5 0.331 1.359 ·10−3 1.024 ·10−3 9.095 ·10−4 4.40
5.0 0.367 1.347 ·10−3 9.705 ·10−4 8.480 ·10−4 5.06
5.5 0.404 1.523 ·10−3 1.145 ·10−3 1.027 ·10−3 3.97
6.0 0.441 1.687 ·10−3 1.303 ·10−3 1.210 ·10−3 2.65

Grid convergence results are rather satisfactory in the whole speed range, though a high uncertainty value (i.e.
7.35%) is observed at low Froude numbers. This is due to lack in the grid resolution around the free surface,
yelding to inaccuracies in the computation of the short and small waves at the lower Froude numbers.

In order to evaluate the interaction effects of the twin hulls, the pressure, the viscous and the total resistance are
evaluated for both the complete and the demi SWATH. Figure 3 shows the resistance trends for both configurations.
The total resistance curves show the presence of two humps, which are typical of multihull vessels as it has been
already shown in previous studies (e.g. [15, 3]). The local maximum and minimum are related to the position of
the wave trough. Both complete and demi SWATH configurations show the local minimum close to U = 4.5kn,
Fr = 0.35.

Figure 3: Resistance analysis: complete and demi SWATH

The estimation of the augmented resistance due to the interference between the twin hulls is evaluated using
the interference factor, defined as IF = Rc−2Rd

2Rd (where C and D indicates quantities corresponding to the complete
and the demi SWATH, respectively).

Figure 4: Interference Factor analysis

Figure 4 shows the interference factor versus the Froude
number; where IF is negative there is a constructive interfer-
ence [4, 15]. Both the Eulerian and the viscous contributions to
IF are reported. Maximum constructive interference is attained
around U = 4.5kn.

Figure 5 shows the wave patterns for all the conditions un-
der analysis for the complete SWATH configuration. It is worth
noting that for U = 5kn the transversal wave almost vanishes,
causing a reduction of the non viscous (mainly the wave) resis-
tance component.



Figure 5: Wave elevation patterns respectively at U = 1kn, U = 2kn, U = 3kn, U = 4kn, U = 5kn and U = 6kn

4 Preliminary simulation-based design optimization

The objective function is the total resistance (RT ) in calm water at U = 5kn (i.e. cruise condition). Design modifi-
cations are defined using orthogonal functions, ψ j ( j = 1, ...,N), defined over surface-body patches as

ψ j(ξ ,η) := α j

{[
1− cos

(
pπξ

Lξ

+φp

)][
1− cos

(
qπη

Lη

+φq

)]}
ek( j); (ξ ,η) ∈ [0;Lξ ]× [0;Lη ] (3)

where the coefficient α j is the corresponding design variable; p and q define the order of the function in ξ and
η direction respectively; φp and φq are the corresponding spatial phases; Lξ and Lη define the patch dimension
and ek( j) is a unit vector. Modifications may be applied in x, y or z direction (k( j) = 1,2, or 3 respectively).
Herein a two dimensional design space is considered. The corresponding orthogonal patches, used to modify fore
(ψ1) and aft (ψ2) fairings, are defined using (p,q)1,2 = (2,2), (φp,φq)1,2 = (0,0), (αmin,αmax)1,2 = (−10,10),
(xmin,xmax)1,2 = (−1,1) and k1,2 = 2. Geometric constraints include fixed length and displacement.

Within the optimization task, the resistance is evaluated using the steady potential flow solver (WARP, WAve
Resistance Program, [1]). The flow is computed using the Neumann-Kelvin linearization. The frictional resistance
is estimated using a flat-plate approximation based on the local Reynolds number [13].

The computational domain for the free surface is defined within 1 hull length upstream, 3 lengths downstream
and 1.5 lengths aside. A panel grid with 15k elements is used [11].

Figure 6 shows the comparison between potential flow results and grid convergent RANS solutions. The
agreement is reasonable in the whole speed range. Specifically, the wave resistance coefficient trend is well cap-
tured, although a difference between the peak values (Fr = 0.294, U = 4kn) is significant. The friction resistance
coefficients evaluated with the two solvers, are considerably close and the total resistance coefficient behaves ac-
cordingly. The dimensional total resistance shows a remarkable agreement in the entire speed range, especially for
low and high speed values.

Figure 6: Potential flow vs RANS computations (wave, frictional, total resistance coefficient and total resistance)

A preliminary parametric analysis is performed considering a variable struts clearance, namely C (equal to 0.5,
0.75 and 1 the original struts clearance C0) and a variable interaxis distance (I) between torpedoes (equal to 0.75,
1, 1.5 and 2 the original interaxis distance I0). This is performed by linear superposition of strut and torpedo effects
[11]. Figure 7 shows the contour plots of the total resistance coefficients CT versus C and I, obtained using a thin
plate spline (TPS) interpolation of the simulation results (represented by circles). It may be noted that the struts
clearance has significant effects on the resistance at low speeds. Furthermore, an increase of the interaxis distance
induces a reduction of the total resistance coefficient.



Figure 7: Effects of variable interaxis distance and variable struts clearance on total resistance coefficient (U =
3,4,5 and 6kn) using TPS interpolation

Therefore, the design optimization is performed on a modified SWATH configuration with interaxis distance
I = 1.5I0. A deterministic version of the particle swarm optimization algorithm (DPSO) is used for design opti-
mization (see for details [14]), using 128 iterations per design variable. The optimal configuration, corresponding
to design variables values x1=0 and x2 = −1, is presented in Fig. 8. The total resistance reduction obtained for
U = 5kn is about 3.5%.

Figure 8 shows a comparison between the optimized and the original total resistance versus the speed. The
optimized configuration performs slightly better than the original for U = 3÷4kn and for U = 5÷6kn.

Figure 8: Optimal configuration and resistance parametric analysis

5 Conclusions

The hydrodynamic characterization of the USV PERMARE SWATH has been performed using a RANS-based
solver, considering operating speed ranging from 1 to 6 kn (Fr ranges from 0.073 to 0.441). Results show that
performances, in terms of resistance, are strongly related to the wave resistance component. The estimation of the
twin hull interaction reveals that the maximum constructive interference is achieved for U = 4.5kn.

The RANS-based computations have been compared to results computed by a steady potential flow solver.
Wave, friction and total resistance coefficients and dimensional total resistance are in reasonable agreement in the
whole speed range examined (3kn≤U ≤ 6kn). A systematic parametric analysis of the total resistance coefficient,
varying the struts clearance and interaxis distance has been performed. For low speeds, the struts clearance shows
significant effects on the resistance. Increasing the interaxis distance allows for total resistance reductions in the
whole range of speeds. On the basis of these outcomes, the shape design optimization has been performed using
a DPSO algorithm, and orthogonal base functions to modify fore and aft fairings. The interaxis distance has been
set equal to 1.5 of the original one and fixed reference length and displacement have been considered. The total
resistance reduction obtained for U = 5kn is about 3.5%. Also, the optimized configuration presents overall better
performances than the original, in the whole speed range. Future work includes a verification of the optimized
configuration performances by RANS.
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1 Introduction
One of the most promising viscous drag reduction techniques for ships is so-called air lubrication. Particularly,
a stable air layer created on the bottom reduces the wetted area and therefore reduces the resistance of a ship
due to the negligibly small viscous drag of air compared to water. The air cavity and air chamber concepts are
considered as the most effective and practical ways to form a stable air layer on the bottom capable to reduce
the total drag by 10-20% for cargo ships ([1], [2]). These concepts are shown in Figure 1. The air cavity concept
is based on injecting air behind a small obstruction that separates the flow which is called a cavitator. The
cavitator is extended in the span-wise direction and typically has a rectangular or triangular cross section with
a sharp edge. In the developed stage the length of an air cavity is limited to the length of a half the gravity-wave
length and it should be restricted by skegs/keels on the sides. The air chamber is created by injecting air into
a recess formed in the bottom. Provided the recess has sufficient depth, the free surface is not limited by the
wave length and can have a multi-wave profile. The shape of the free-surface at different flow conditions and
air injection rates is of interest.

Figure 1: Air cavity and air chamber concepts.

For cargo ships, a series of air chambers or cavities behind each other have to be created on the bottom separated
from each other in longitudinal direction. The effectiveness of such a system with periodically changing condition
from no-slip (on wetted part) to slip (along the air cavity/chamber) is difficult to be modelled numerically. This
work is focused on the numerical study of two problems: the drag reduction prediction by air cavities with
known size and the free-surface simulation of air chambers and cavities. All the results presented here are
obtained by using ReFRESCO [3]. ReFRESCO is a viscous-flow CFD code that solves multiphase (unsteady)
incompressible flows with the RANS equations, complemented with turbulence models, cavitation models and
volume-fraction transport equations for different phases. More information about ReFRESCO can be found in
[4].

2 Flat plate with a cavity – drag reduction

2.1 Numerical set-up
In this part of the study the following simplifications have been made. The simulations are performed in 2D. For
a certain velocity the cavity length and thickness are known (from experiments [2]). The cavity is represented in
the computational domain by a half elliptical body that has a fixed geometry. The surface along the cavity has
a slip wall boundary condition. In this way the free surface shape does not have to be solved. This simplification
allows to perform one-phase flow computation of the flow over a flat plate with a cavity of a certain predefined
shape. The outflow of air from the cavity is neglected. An example of the domain for the case of the flat
plate with one cavity is shown in Figure 2. The shape of the cavity is symmetrical. It starts with a vertical
obstruction, which represents the cavitator, and has a height of 1.5mm. The boundary condition of the cavitator
is a no-slip wall. From the top point of the cavitator the surface of the cavity is approximated by a half-ellipse
with its middle point at the height of 10mm from the plate level. The surface of the half-ellipse as well as the

∗Corresponding author’s e-mail: sasha.zverkhovskyi@damen.com



closing surface of the cavity have a slip wall boundary condition. The other boundary conditions are shown in
Figure 2.

The k − ω SST-2003 turbulence model was used for the computations. Since this turbulence model requires
small y+ values [5], grid clustering was applied towards the wall to ensure that y+ << 1. In addition, the
clustering was applied on the cavitator and along the cavity surface. However, the size of the first cell on the
cavity surface is much larger (by factor of 100) than the one at the wall. Applying a small height of the first
cell on a free slip wall results in poor iterative convergence of the solution and appears to be not necessary to
resolve the flow features along the cavity surface.

Figure 2: Schematic overview of geometrical set-up and boundary conditions of the flat plate with a cavity.

2.2 Drag reduction
The drag force on the wall and cavitator was monitored in order to define the total resistance of the flat plate.
To ensure a negligible contribution to the numerical error an iterative convergence criterion (Linf ) was set, at
least, to 1 · 10−7 for all quantities. The wall shear stress is integrated on the wall from the coordinate X=0 to
X=2m. An example of the velocity distribution in the domain normalized by the free stream velocity is shown
in Figure 3. The flow is from left to right. For better visualization of the velocity gradient in the boundary layer
the plot is stretched in vertical direction by factor of 5. As can be seen from Figure 3(a), there is a deceleration
of the flow before the cavity. The boundary layer that is formed at first decays along the cavity surface. After
the cavity the formation of a new boundary layer can be observed.

Figure 3: a) - Velocity field (Vx) normalized by the free stream velocity and streamlines along a flat plate with
a single cavity of L = 0.89m at V = 1.41m/s. The flow is from left to right. The figure is stretched in the
vertical direction by a factor 5. b) - numerical uncertainty of the total force on the plate

The local friction coefficient distribution along the plate at V=1.41m/s (Lcav=0.89m), Re = 3.1 · 107, is shown
in Figure 4. Due to the deceleration of the flow before the cavity the local friction coefficient reduces to zero
when approaching the cavitator. It is followed by the shear free zone along the cavity surface. A region with
a high friction coefficient can be observed directly after the cavity which indicates the formation of a new
boundary layer. The local friction coefficient for the case with cavity can be compared with the conventional
(numerical) friction line along a flat plate of the same length (including the 0.2m long part at the front which
is not shown on the plot). For the given case the wetted area is reduced by 44.5% but the friction drag on
the plate is reduced by only 39.4%. If we take into account the drag of the cavitator (pressure drag) the drag
reduction on the plate with cavity equals to 31.3% (2D).
The numerical uncertainty of the simulations for the total force was estimated based on the grid density variation
by the procedure described in [6] and the results are shown in Figure 3(b). The maximum uncertainty value
the total force on the plate with the cavity is 1.6%. For the other test cases the uncertainty was even smaller.



Figure 4: Local friction coefficient distribution on the flat plate with a single cavity. Cf = 0 along the cavity
surface. The reference flat plate line was computed with the same numerical settings but without the cavity.

2.3 Velocity profile analysis
The next part consists of the comparison of the simulated boundary layer profile at certain locations of a cavity
with experiments presented in [2]. In the experiments the velocity profiles were measured by a 2D PIV system
before, in the middle, and behind a cavity with the length of 0.5m at V=1.25m/s. The geometry of the cavity,
normalized velocity distribution in the computational domain and position of the measurements can be seen in
Figure 5.

Figure 5: Computed velocity field (normalized with the free-stream velocity) along the flat plate with cavity of
L = 0.5m at V = 1.25m/s. The flow is from left to right. a), b), and c) are location of measurements.

The length of the flat plate before the cavity was chosen in such a way that the calculated velocity profile
before the cavity matches as close as possible the measured one. This is shown in Figure 6(a). The shape of
the calculated profile seems more turbulent. The comparison of the calculated and measured velocity profiles
in the middle and behind the cavity are shown in Figure 6 ((b) and (c) respectively).

Figure 6: Comparison of the calculated and measured velocity profiles: 30mm before the cavity (a), at the
middle (b) and 30mm behind the cavity (c).

From Figure 6(b) we can see that the water flow is displaced by the cavity 10mm away from the wall. Although
there is a small differences between the measured and calculated velocity profiles the general trend is similar.
The boundary layer is displaced further from the wall and tends to restore to the uniform profile. The difference
between the measured and calculated velocity at the cavity surface is about 2%. The results of the calculations
for the case behind the cavity are also in a reasonably good agreement with the measurements. Unfortunately,
insufficient resolution of the measurements close the wall does not allow to compare the viscous sublayer of the
boundary layer which determines the shear stress at the wall.



3 Backward facing step (BFS) and air chamber cases – free-surface
flow simulations

A simple 2D case of a free-surface flow behind a backward-facing step is investigated first Figure 7(a). The
goals of the test are to find out a satisfying setup for the grid topology and efficient numerical settings for the
air chamber and air cavity flows. The flow regime behind a backward-facing step (also know as a transom-stern
flow) depends on the transom Froude number Fntr = U/

√
gT , based on the initial submergence depth of a

step T [7]. In this study the attention was given to the dry-transom regime which is representative for the air
chambers. For a 2-D inviscid flow this regime occurs at Fntr ≥ 2.26 and generates a wave system behind the
step [7]. With increasing Froude number the waves become less steep and from Fn > 3 the wave length and
amplitude match well with the linear theory. From the linear theory it is know that the wave length λ = 2πU2/g
and the wave amplitude A =

√
2T . After the sensitivity study of the solution for the grid refinement, domains

size, time step the results of the simulations were compared with the literature and linear theory. A set of
simulations was performed for different Froude numbers by varying the inlet velocity. The relation between
the wave steepness (2A/λ) and the Froude number obtained in this work is in a good agreement with the ones
obtained by PARNASSOS and the nonlinear potential solution of Vanden-Broek presented in [7] and for Fn > 3
matches well with the linear theory.

Figure 7: a) - The computational domain and boundary conditions for the backward-facing step. b) - The wave
pattern in air chamber.

An air chamber is different from the backward-facing step by having a limited length of the free surface which
at a certain location re-attaches to the ship’s hull Figure 7(b). A fixed pressure in the chamber was set by the
initial submergence depth T . Additional simulations with air chamber showed that the free-surface profile is
similar to the one as in the BFS for the same velocity and submergence depth. However, in the air chamber
at some velocity fluctuation of the wave amplitude was observed due to the instabilities in the closure part at
certain re-attachment patterns. Also, the wave length can be influenced by the boundary layer build-up on the
surface upstream of the chamber. But, in general, a good estimation of the wave length and amplitude in the
air chamber can be done based on the linear theory for a certain velocity and pressure (submergence depth) in
the chamber (λ = 2πU2/g and A =

√
2T ).

4 Air cavity case
The air cavity is created on the flat plate by injecting air behind a cavitator that separates the flow. By injecting
sufficient amount of air the cavity grows to its stable length that equals a half gravity wave length. The goal of
this test case is to find out if the shape of a cavity can be computed correctly at given flow speed and injected
air flow rate (not with a fixed air pressure as in the air chamber case).

4.1 Numerical set-up
A 2-D domain for the air cavity case and the used boundary conditions are shown in Figure 8 (G1). It has a
rectangular shape 6x1.6m with the wall boundary condition on the top side, pressure boundary condition on
the bottom, inflow and outflow boundary conditions on the left and right sides respectively. The cavitator of
1.5 by 0.5mm is located on the top side 2m away from the beginning of the domain. Additional appendage to



the domain behind the cavitator is used to introduce air into the flow (see Figure 8). The size of the air supply
channel is 5 by 25mm. Air-water mixture leaves the domain on the right-hand side with the outflow BC. The
domain is initialized with water/air content as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: The computational domain and boundary conditions for air cavity case.

A set of four 3-D grids was created to study the 3-D effects and grid size dependency. The number of cells in
each grid is G2=324k G3=1832k, G4=3664k, and G5=5039k. The boundary conditions were the same as in
2-D case, with the two additional faces of the 3-D domain having symmetry and wall boundary conditions.

4.2 Results
2-D unsteady simulations have been performed first. After initialization of the domain, water starts to flow
from left to right and air is being injected behind the cavitator with the same inlet velocity as water and the
cavity starts to grow. In this case the injection air flow rate exceeds the one that is escaping the cavity at the
closure. As a result, the pressure in the cavity increases and the volume of the cavity grows as the simulation
time goes on. The volume of the cavity increases by increasing the length and the thickness of the cavity. At
some moment in time the cavity reaches the size of a stable cavity (Figure 9) when it should stop growing as
air outflow should go to infinity after this point. But, it does not happen in our simulation at the given air
injection flow rate. The balance of air flow occurs at much larger pressure and size of the cavity. Additional
simulations show that the size of the cavity depends on the air flow rate, which should not be the case (as long
as the flow rate is high enough to initiate the cavity, then the cavity should grow to its stable length according
to the measurements).
It was found that the pressure and, as a result, the size of the cavity can not be simulated correctly at given air
injection rate due to the fact that the air leakage from the end cavity is not modeled correctly with the used
numerical approach. When applying the slip wall boundary condition to the wall the cavity grows even further.

Figure 9: Developing air cavity that matches the expected length. Cavity size not at stable length. 2D.

Furthermore, it was checked if the 3-D simulation would improve the air leakage at the cavity closure. A
developing cavity after 40 time steps (dt=0.005s) is shown in Figure 10 on different grids (view from the
bottom). The cavity has a clear 3-D shape with some influence of the surface with the wall BC. On the finest
grid the shape of the cavity looks realistic compared to the experiment.
Although the 3-D simulations slightly improve the air convection, it is still does not represent the air outflow
from the cavity as it occurs in the experiments. The grid density variation did not show any significant effect



Figure 10: Developing air cavity (in red) on different grids: G1, G2 and G4 (bottom view). The flow from left
to right.

on the air leakage within the varied grid density. Additional simulations were performed with a smaller air
inflow velocity (Vair = 0.1xVwater). In this case, for the given air flux, the length of the cavity was smaller
than expected. As a result, the length of a cavity depends on the injected air flow rate and does not become
stable at the length equal to half a gravity wave length. Because the air leakage is not modeled in the right
way, the pressure does not establish correctly for a certain air injection rate. However, if we prescribe a correct
air pressure as a boundary condition, then the shape of the free-surface is correct as same it was seen for the
BFS and air chamber cases.

5 Conclusions and recommendations
In this paper it was investigated the application of the CFD for the drag reduction study on air lubrication. It
was shown that the efficiency of the drag reduction by air cavities with a known geometry can be computed
using the suggested simplifications. The results of the computations give detailed information on the local flow,
confirming the presence of a region with high shear stress after the cavity.

The simulation results of the wave generated behind a backward facing step in the dry-transom regime is in a
good agreement with the literature. For the air chambers the wave profile is similar to the one generated behind
a backward facing step. A good estimation of the wave length and amplitude can be done based on the linear
theory for a known velocity and air pressure.

The free-surface simulations of the air cavity with a prescribed air pressure in it, as same as for the BFS and
air chamber flows, gives the right shape of the free surface. But, the air leakage from the closure of the cavity
could not be correctly computed with the multi-phase homogeneous mixture VoF approach used in this work.
As a result, the pressure in the cavity is difficult to establish correctly for a fixed air injection rate. Improving
the volume fraction transport equation by adding a diffusion term could help to model the closure region more
accurately. This deserves further investigation.
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